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Re-composing the Global Iberian Monarchy through the Lisbon Press of Pedro Craesbeeck 
(1597-1632) 
 
Rachel Stein  
 
This dissertation investigates the role of the printing press in the global Iberian Monarchy 
of the Union of Crowns (1581-1640), when the Portuguese empire was annexed to Spain’s. I 
argue that the book printer Pedro Craesbeeck and the authors and editors who published works 
treating America, Africa, and Asia at his Lisbon house used the printing press to attempt to alter 
the Iberian Monarchy’s commercial and political composition. Pedro Craesbeeck reconfigured 
the printing industry of Iberian Europe by building a global publishing hub in Lisbon that 
attracted editorial projects from all over the monarchy while drawing business away from 
competitors in cities like Madrid, Antwerp, and Seville. Writers and publishers symbolically 
rearranged the two Iberian empires’ lines of administration, tying Spanish America to Lisbon and 
Portuguese Asia to Madrid through a variety of textual and material operations. These agents of 
the Iberian book trade wielded the printing press as a mechanism to ‘re-compose’ the global 
monarchy they inhabited, exploiting the flexibility of a multi-territorial, multi-jurisdictional state 
while working within and around the limitations imposed by the institutions of Church and 
Crown. 
Pedro Craesbeeck’s press gives us stories of global linkages and disconnections forged in 
productive tension. This thesis makes a crucial contribution to studies of early modern 
globalization, which have tended to focus on tracking connections and circulations rather than 
dynamics of reconfiguration and redistribution. The dissertation also problematizes longstanding 
views of the printing press as a top-down tool of the Habsburg monarchs by showing that this 
 
technology enabled subjects to participate in the monarchy’s construction according to their 
individual designs. The dissertation makes these claims by closely analyzing the textual and 
material contents of printed histories, hagiographies, treatises, reports, and poetry in Spanish and 
Portuguese alongside archival documentation in those languages and Latin, as well as large sets 
of bibliographical data. Among the canonical works that occupy a prominent place in the 
dissertation are Mateo Alemán’s Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de Alfarache, Inca 
Garcilaso de la Vega’s La Florida del Inca and Comentarios reales, Luís de Camões’s Os 
lusíadas, Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam, and Diogo do Couto’s Décadas da Ásia. I also 
bring to light a range of little-known works: a hagiography of an ascetic in New Spain, a treatise 
on the corruption of the Caribbean pearl trade, and a discourse on the short-lived Portuguese 
takeover of Pegu (current-day Bago, Myanmar), to name a few. By building a corpus of study 
out of Pedro Craesbeeck’s press, I put into dialogue texts rarely read together due to linguistic 
and national disciplinary divides. The categories of Spanish, Portuguese, peninsular, and colonial 
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All early modern printed books are cited according to the specific exemplar consulted. 
Even for copies consulted online, I have always attempted to track down the original copy 
sscanned for the digital facsimile to cite in addition to the link to the copy. The citations of 
individual copies in footnotes begin with the abbreviation for the corresponding library, followed 
by the author, abbreviated title, and page number. The same applies to mansucripts and archival 
documents. 
When citing preliminary pages of early modern printed books, I use an asterix (*) before 
the page number, starting with the title page as *1r. Preliminary pages of sixteenth and 
seventeenth century imprints are often not paginated or signed, or paginated or signed in an 
ununiform fashion, so the reader wishing to find the preliminary pages cited will have to begin 
counting from the title page (*1r). I have broken from bibliographic convention by including 
chalcographic engravings bound in preliminaries in this pagination sequence. (Normally such 
prints are not counted since they were not produced on the same press as the text.) 
All translations are mine unless otherwise cited. For the purposes of readability, I have 
opted to first provide the English translation followed immediately by the original text in 
parentheses. However, titles of books are given in the original language first for the purposes of 
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INTRODUCTION. A GLOBAL IBERIAN PRINTING HUB; A MONARCHY 
RECOMPOSED  
 
Antwerp, Province of Flanders, 1592. Pieter van Craesbeeck, a twenty-year-old print-shop 
compositor, packs his bags for the Iberian Peninsula. He bids farewell to co-workers at the 
Officina Plantiniana, the world-famous Antwerp printing house founded by Christopher Plantin, 
royal printer to King Philip II. Arriving in Lisbon some years later, Craesbeeck finds a gap: no 
royal printer, no renowned press. The young Flemish immigrant sets up shop, seeing a vacancy 
ready to fill. In 1620, he earns the title of king’s printer, putting Lisbon on the map of Europe’s 
great presses. 
 
Isla Margarita, Viceroyalty of New Spain, 1599. Pedro Bejarano, a Dominican friar, boards a 
ship in the Caribbean destined for Castile. In his luggage: a manuscript Resolution on the legal 
transgressions of the pearl trade of Isla Margarita. The island’s governor has charged Bejarano 
with bringing their complaints to the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid and printing the 
Resolution once there. Not trusting the court’s councilors to approve his work for publication, 
however, Bejarano takes his treatise to print in Portugal. There, the friar evades Castilian 
censors’ watch; he desperately attempts to regulate Spanish American commerce from Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s Lisbon press. 
 
Goa, Portuguese State of India, 1589. Diogo do Couto, a weathered soldier and aspiring writer, 
drafts a letter to King Philip II. He requests permission to continue João de Barros’s Decades of 
Asia, ten-year historical installments discontinued twenty years prior upon the “Portuguese 
Livy’s” death. Couto continues pestering the monarch via transoceanic mail until he finally gains 
royal approval in 1595. The enterprising chronicler pens the sequels with astonishing speed, 
determined to repair historiographical continuity between the expansionist activities of the 
Portuguese Avis dynasty in the early to mid sixteenth century and the reigning Spanish Habsburg 
Crown. As he goes, Couto entrusts his manuscripts to armadas sailing the “India Run” from Goa 
to Lisbon. They journey around African coasts, ultimately printed on Craesbeeck’s presses. 
 
Córdoba, Kingdom of Castile, 1599. Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, the Peruvian-born son of a 
Spanish conquistador and Inca noblewoman, notarizes a power of attorney in southern Spain. He 
grants permission to a friend working at the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid to finance and 
oversee the printing of The Florida of the Inca, a new, uniquely mestizo telling of Hernando de 
Soto’s expedition. The publishing project fizzles in Madrid—the friend at the Consejo de Indias 
does not come through. Five years later, Garcilaso finds a new agent with ties to Lisbon and has 
the manuscript couriered to Portugal. Packaged with, he includes a second manuscript for 
publication: his magnum opus, Royal Commentaries of the Incas. The two works’ diversion to 
Lisbon impels the author to integrate Portugal into his American histories’ worldview. New 
dedications imagine the Portuguese Duke and Duchess of Braganza as alternate royals to King 







The foregoing vignettes chart four global publishing stories that converge at the Lisbon 
press of Pedro Craesbeeck during the Iberian Union of Crowns. In 1581, King Philip II of Spain 
annexed Portugal and its overseas realms to his own vast empire to form the largest political 
system the world had ever seen. Until 1640, the Spanish monarch and his successors, Philip III 
and IV, reigned over the kingdoms, provinces, and viceroyalties of Castile, Portugal, Aragon, 
Navarre, Flanders, Milan, Sicily, and Naples in Europe; New Spain, Peru, and Brazil in America; 
a series of trading posts, forts, and islands around African coasts; and the Portuguese State of 
India (Estado da Índia) and Philippines in Asia (fig. 1). The book printer Pedro Craesbeeck 
managed his workshop in Lisbon from 1597 to 1632—squarely during the period of maximum 
territorial expansion of this Iberian or “Catholic” Monarchy, as contemporaries called it.1 
 
Figure 1. Map of the territories of Philip II, III, and IV under the Union of the Spanish and 
Portuguese Crowns (1581-1640). Image freely available online.  
                                                
1  Texts of the period frequently refer to the monarchy as the “Monarchy of Spain” (Monarquía 
de España in Spanish and Monarquia de Hespanha in Portuguese); see, for example, Gracián, El 
politico, 13, and BNP, Faria, Discursos varios políticos. I have opted in this dissertation to use 
the term “Iberian Monarchy,” since “Spain” in this period referred to the Iberian Peninsula. 




As those four opening vignettes reveal, agents and materials from a wide of array of the 
monarchy’s territories met at this single Lisbon press. Pieter van Craesbeeck (later Pedro) 
emigrated from Antwerp to Lisbon. The Dominican friar Pedro Bejarano brought him a 
manuscript penned in Isla Margarita, off the coast of Venezuela. The chronicler Diogo do 
Couto’s manuscripts traveled to the same house from Goa. And the mestizo humanist Inca 
Garcilaso de la Vega sent his histories of America from Córdoba. The latter, moreover, had 
journeyed from Cuzco to Spain four decades prior. At Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house, 
Flanders, New Spain, Portuguese India, Castile, and Peru collide. And this from just four of 
hundreds of stories one could tell about the 400-some editions Craesbeeck produced over the 
course of his career.2  Other book-production networks this dissertation will reconstruct take us 
to Mexico City, Brazil, Coimbra, Seville, Madrid, and Mozambique. And other Spanish and 
Portuguese printings that left Craesbeeck’s presses treat Paraguay, the Azores, Morocco, Algiers, 
Angola, China, Japan, and Pegu (Bago, Myanmar). In addition to Craesbeeck’s fifty editions on 
America, Africa, and Asia (see appendix 1), we find Mateo Alemán’s Segunda parte de la vida 
de Guzmán de Alfarache (Second Part of the Life of Guzmán de Alfarache, 1604), whose titular 
rogue travels to Milan; Don Quixote’s errant journeys through La Mancha in an early octavo 
printing of the first part of Cervantes’s masterpiece; and myriad other texts produced across and 
representing Europe. Craesbeeck’s workshop, then, brings together the “four parts of the world”: 
                                                
2 For a short catalog of the books printed by Pedro Craesbeeck and his sons, see Bernstein, Pedro 
Craesbeeck, 171-229. I am in the process of preparing a complete catalog and have identified 
385 editions, organized in an excel sheet that has allowed me to carry out many of the analyses 
central to the dissertation’s book historical arguments. I am certain that there are more editions to 
be identified, and a good number that have been lost, so 400 offers a round estimate. For a list of 




Europe, America, Africa, and Asia. The history of his press can be interpreted, from one 
perspective, as a history of global Iberian connectivity par excellence. 
At the same time that Craesbeeck’s house operates as a site of convergence, however, it 
doubly functions as locus of reconfiguration. In the vignettes above, the printer and authors set 
out to redesign some aspect of the global monarchy they inhabit, each according to individual 
aims. Pedro Craesbeeck wants to fill a gap for his own profit, giving Lisbon the royal printer it 
lacks to rival those of Antwerp or Madrid. While entrepreneurial ambition drives the printer, a 
firm moral compass guides Friar Bejarano in his desire to print an invective against corrupt 
traders of Caribbean pearls. The Dominican hires Craesbeeck to print his Resolution in a 
passionate if futile attempt to enforce Spanish imperial law from somewhere other than the Royal 
Council of the Indies in Madrid. Diogo do Couto, for his part, takes something broken and 
undertakes its repair: the discontinued histories of Portuguese expansion in Asia, a symptom of 
the monarch’s lack of attention to the region. The chronicler resumes and re-inscribes the 
Decades under the reigning Crown, synchronizing the Portuguese imperial past with the Spanish 
Habsburg present. Finally, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, who endeavors to print his histories of 
America wherever he can, finds in Lisbon—like Bejarano—an alternative court. He calls the 
house of his dedicatees, the Portuguese Duke and Duchess of Braganza, a royal one, affirming 
that multiple royalties can coexist alongside the Habsburgs—not just the Portuguese, but also the 
Incas. Due to the respective work of Craesbeeck, Bejarano, Couto, and Garcilaso, Lisbon surges 
in prominence as a European book-production center; the Spanish Indies disconnect from their 
bureaucratic hive in Madrid; Portuguese Asia more tightly coheres to the Habsburg Crown; and 
Portuguese and Inca royalties are revived. Pedro Craesbeeck and the authors who hire him, 
aware of their insertion in a global, multi-territorial system, look out at the vast landscape before 
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them and attempt to alter diverse aspects of its commercial and political composition through 
print.  
This dissertation brings to life these activities of Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house and 
more, arguing that the typographer and those publishing with him used the printing press to ‘re-
compose’ the monarchy they inhabited. Pedro Craesbeeck changed the shape of the printing 
industry of Iberian Europe by building a global publishing hub in Lisbon that reoriented book-
production activities among Portugal, Castile, and Flanders. At the same time, writers and editors 
manipulated the political relationships of global empire in their books, textually disconnecting 
Spanish America from the royal court to link it to Lisbon or fortifying weak ties between 
Portuguese Asia and the Spanish Monarchs in Madrid. These agents of the Iberian book trade 
regarded the monarchy’s inter-territorial dynamics as theirs for the rearranging, exploiting the 
flexibility of a multi-jurisdictional state while working within and around the limitations imposed 
by the institutions of Inquisition, Church, and Crown. Pedro Craesbeeck’s press both connected 
Iberian worlds and brought them into novel configurations. 
 
The Metaphor of Composing: Constructing Monarchy and Printed Books 
The organizing metaphor of this dissertation—that of ‘re-composing’ monarchy through 
print—is inspired by the Spanish verb componer, a term employed in the early modern period to 
discuss both the construction of global monarchy and the construction of printed books. 
According to the first definition of Sebastián de Covarrubias’s Tesoro de la lengua castellana 
(Treasure of the Castilian Language, 1611), componer meant, at the most fundamental level, “to 
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put jointly one thing with another” (poner juntamente vna cosa con otra).3  Texts and discourses 
of the era apply this general idea of “putting things jointly” to conceptualize the actions by which 
the monarchs of Castile joined the territories of the global Iberian Monarchy from above, as well 
as the actions by which print-shop compositors joined letters of moveable type into words to 
form pages of lead sorts laid and inked on the bed of the press.  
In a 1640 political treatise, the Jesuit philosopher Balthazar Gracián wrote that the 
monarchs of Castile had “compose[d] a universal empire” (componer un imperio vniversal) by 
joining “diverse provinces and nations” (diversas Provincias, y Naciones) and “many Crowns in 
one” (muchas Coronas en una) from the time of the discovery of America to the annexation of 
Portugal and its prized possessions in the East.4 While the monarchs of Castile “composed” 
territories through a complex system of laws and privileges negotiated as they acquired one 
realm after the next via marriage, succession, or conquest, I use the idea of ‘re-composing’ to 
signal the ways in which the agents of the Iberian book trade took the construction of inter-
territorial relationships into their own hands.5 Not content with the monarchically mandated 
composition of the polity they inhabited, they wielded the technology of print as a means to 
shape spatial relations anew.  
 Those men converging at Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon press attempted to ‘re-compose’ the 
monarchy in response to different problems they perceived, each driven by his own particular 
interests. In Craesbeeck’s case, when he arrived in Lisbon between 1592 and 1597, he found a 
                                                
3 BSU, Covarrubias Horozco, Tesoro de la lengua castellana, 229r. 
 
4 Gracián, El político,  13. 
 
5 See John H. Elliott, “A Europe of Composite Monarchies,” for a discussion of the different 
modes of territorial acquisition and integration. 
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city left out of a royal branding network. Lisbon did not have a legally designated royal printer 
like those operating prestigious presses in Antwerp and Madrid, as I discuss in chapter one. 
Craesbeeck was well aware of this vacancy, having trained under the “chief royal printer” of 
Antwerp, Christopher Plantin. Propelled by financial ambition, the printer took it upon himself 
change Lisbon’s status with respect to Antwerp and Madrid. He astutely worked to build a high-
quality, high-volume press favored by all the local institutions—the Inquisition, Cathedral, 
religious orders, and viceroyal palace—as chapter two will show. In 1620, on the basis of these 
achievements, and especially his access to materials through Flemish ties, which I examine in 
chapter three, he requested and was granted the title of impressor do rei, thus bringing the 
Portuguese capital into fold. By building a powerhouse press in Lisbon, Craesbeeck not only 
elevated the city’s status to that of Antwerp and Madrid, but drew business away from those and 
other commercial, intellectual, and political centers of Iberian Europe. This was the printer’s 
fundamental act of ‘re-composition’—his mode of altering inter-territorial relationships. 
For their part, the authors and editors of books on the Spanish and Portuguese Indies 
shifted the monarchy’s legal composition by textually rearranging the lines of imperial 
administration mandated at the Courts of Tomar of 1581. According to the terms of Portugal’s 
annexation, the commerce and governance of the two Iberian empires were supposed to remain 
separate: the Spanish Indies would continue to be administered from Madrid and the Portuguese 
Indies from Lisbon. The writers and bookseller we will meet in chapters four and five, however, 
reimagined and crisscrossed the said relationships. Those publishing on Spanish America edited 
out Madrid and its Royal Council of the Indies from their books, denying the Spanish colonies’ 
dependence on the court to tie them to Lisbon instead. Conversely, those publishing histories of 
Portuguese Asia, preoccupied by the Spanish monarchs’ loose grip on the region, attempted to 
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manifest the fortification of that region’s ties to the Crown through preliminary texts and images 
and translation. This editorial, literary, and material work of mixing, matching, disconnecting, re-
connecting, and tightening relationships between the Iberian Indies and the Iberian Peninsula did 
not effectively change the terms of the Courts of Tomar or the policies of managing overseas 
empire that evolved over the course of the Iberian Union. Nonetheless, the authors and editors 
who published at Craesbeeck’s press still regarded print as a vehicle that could potentially impact 
the Crown’s policies or circumvent ineffective bureaucratic channels. Authors like Pedro 
Bejarano and Diogo do Couto, in particular, passionately sought to correct the imperial ills they 
perceived through their publications, even if their attempts fell flat. The fact that they considered 
the printing press to have that power—whether or not it ultimately did—is essential to 
understanding the functioning of the printing press in the context of global Iberian empire.  
The metaphor of ‘re-composing’ monarchy aptly captures the flexibility and 
manipulability with which Craesbeeck and those publishing with him treated inter-territorial 
relationships. The fundamental innovation of Gutenberg’s press was the movability and 
reusability of lead type used to “compose” books: compositors arranged letters into certain 
lexical relationships, then returned them to the type case when finished and reused them to bring 
new words and pages into being. Covarrubias evokes that dynamic process when he defines 
componer as: “among printers, to go about joining letters, or characters, which they take out one 
by one from their compartments” (entre los Impressores, es ir juntando las letras, o caracteres; 
que las van sacando de sus apartados).6 The use of the progressive in Covarrubias’s definition—
“ir juntando,” “van sacando”—conveys the incessant work of taking letters out of type cases and 
                                                




lining them up on composing sticks in ever-different combinations. The characters could be 
mixed and matched and switched around on the stick; once the lines of type were set on forms, 
inked, and pressed to the page, they could be dumped back into their compartments to start all 
over again (see figs. 2-4). This, in fact, was the job young Craesbeeck carried out as compositor, 
or typesetter, at the Antwerp office of Christopher Plantin. If we bring this image of the act of 
composing type to Gracián’s idea of “composing a universal empire,” we can visualize the 
monarchy as comprised of component territories that the monarchs have pieced together in 
certain legal relationships, but which others attempt to move or adjust into new inter-relations. 
 
 
Figure 2. Image of an early modern print shop. The compositors on the left half of the image are 
“go[ing] about joining letters, or characters…from their compartments” out of the type case, in 
the words of Sebastián Covarrubias’s definition of the verb componer. From Johannes 





Figure 3. Close-up image of a type case and composing stick, on which characters have been 
joined to form lines of text. Image freely available online. 
 
 




  I do not believe it is far afield to suggest that the early modern metaphor of composition 
might bear an analogous relationship to the modern metaphor of the network as we employ it 
today. While the network predominates as a framework through which to understand our 
globalized world in an age in which interlinking cables and computers have allowed us to 
communicate across that space, in the globalized world of the early modern Iberian Monarchy, 
when the composition of texts on printing presses permitted the mass dissemination of 
information, should it surprise us that the metaphor of composition was used to conceptualize the 
linking together of global space as well? Even if seventeenth-century political thinkers like 
Gracián did not make explicit this terminological entwining of print and global empire, 
metaphors, like that of “composing,” can still be considered, in the words of geographer and 
theorist Barney Warf, “a critical means by which we understand and appreciate the importance 
of space and spatiality in social life.”7 Our current understanding of spatiality through the image 
of the network is anachronistic to the early modern period. This should not preclude us from 
using it to think through the spatial relations of centuries past, but it should, I believe, impel us to 
look to the early modern archive to find terms that convey appreciations of spatiality from the 
period. While the early modern European monarchies have been characterized as “composite,” as 
I discuss further below, that static, adjectival qualifier fails to account for early modern notions 
of composition, like Gracián’s, that underscore the act of composing political space.  
The prevailing metaphor for conceptualizing Iberian globalization is Peter Sloterdijk’s 
motif of the sphere. He finds in Greek philosophical and cosmological discussions of the orb a 
totalizing construct on the basis of which to conceptualize “the discovered, interconnected and 
                                                




singularized earth” brought into being by the Iberian expansions.8 The archive related to 
Craesbeeck’s press, however, adds a new layer to Sloterdijk’s spheric vision. Upon the 
“discovered” and “interconnected” earth forged out of the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century 
Iberian explorations and conquests, we find the inhabitants of the seventeenth-century Iberian 
Monarchy toying with the globe’s connective configurations. It is not so much a “singularized 
earth,” as Sloterdijk puts it, but rather, to use the geographer-theorist Doreen Massey’s theory of 
space, an earth “always under construction…a product of relations-between, relations which are 
necessarily embedded material practices which have to be carried out.”9 Therefore, instead of 
viewing the space of the global Iberian Monarchy as an “already-constituted entity” or “expanse 
we travel across,” we may view it, continuing with Massey’s definition, as the “sphere of the 
continuous production and reconfiguration of heterogeneity in all its forms.”10 This manner of 
spatial construction is not of the ilk traced by Edmundo O’Gorman in his foundational La 
invención de América (The Invention of America, 1958)—not an artificially conceived idea, a 
space called “America” that could be “discovered” and conquered.11 Nor does it align with 
Walter Mignolo’s theory of the creation of interior and exterior spaces when he argues, in 
totalizing terms, that Craesbeeck’s contemporary, the Frankfurt engraver Theodor de Bry, built 
an imperial gaze that contributed to determining what belonged inside European identity and 
                                                
8 Sloterdijk, In the World Interior of Capital, 5. 
 
9 Massey, For Space, 9-10. 
 
10 Massey, For Space, 4, 7, 61. 
 




what lay outside it.12 Rather, the construction of space I chart through Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
printing house is multiple, multi-lateral, and heterogeneous, diversely configured depending on 
the interests and interactions at play in each edition’s production.  
 
Beyond Connected Histories and Composite and Polycentric Monarchies 
The thesis that Craesbeeck’s press ‘re-composed’ the monarchy of the Union of Crowns 
makes two key contributions to the historiography of early modern globalization and the early 
modern state. First, by revealing the primacy of reconfiguration and disconnection to dynamics 
of early modern Iberian globalization, it enriches and expands upon Sanjay Subrahmanyam’s 
influential method for the practice of global history, “connected histories.” Second, by 
underscoring the monarchy’s constructedness by a variety of agents, it problematizes John H. 
Elliott’s enduring characterization of the early modern European monarchies as “composite” 
entities, as well as recent revisions of Elliott’s framework that deem them “polycentric” states. 
Subrahmanyam’s methodology of “connected histories” proposes we follow the trails of 
networks, circulations, and borrowings as an antidote to the limiting and artificial boundaries of 
national and comparative histories and area studies (1994).13 This is the approach that Serge 
Gruzinski adopts in his monograph on Iberian globalization, Las cuatro partes del mundo (The 
Four Parts of the World, 2004)—the only full-length study of its kind. Gruzinski describes 
himself as an “electrician” who repairs the connections between Iberian worlds that historians of 
                                                
12 Mignolo, “Crossing Gazes,” 177. 
 




the nineteenth and twentieth centuries had broken and obscured.14 In this sense, my study of 
Pedro Craesbeeck’s press could also be considered a connected history: by unearthing the 
networked activities involved in the makings of his printed books, I have constructed a project 
that reveals global connections previously obscured by the disciplinary divides of Spanish and 
Portuguese, colonial and peninsular, Latin American and Iberian, and even Flemish, studies. At 
Craesbeeck’s printing house, materials from Flanders, Castilian and Portuguese writers, Goan 
manuscripts, Mexican printed books, a Tupi catechism and more converged. By approaching 
Craesbeeck’s press as a hub of intersection, the dissertation both liberates Craesbeeck’s house 
from the narrow confines of the discipline of Portuguese bibliography and reveals the 
interconnection of Iberian worlds through seventeenth-century Lisbon.15  
 However, as I delved into the details of Craesbeeck’s business and books, I began to 
perceive that the bringing together of Iberian worlds at his workshop entailed a series of 
complimentary operations. Craesbeeck’s press could connect Flanders to Portugal through the 
importation of foreign materials, but those same materials had the effect of redirecting book-
production activities away from such cities as Coimbra, Antwerp, and Madrid and toward Lisbon 
instead. Authors and publishers of books about Spanish America connected that region to 
Portugal in their texts, but they did so by excluding the royal court from their works and 
                                                
14 Gruzinski, Las cuatro partes del mundo, 44. 
 
15 The most recent monograph on Craesbeeck, Dias, Craesbeeck, uma dinastia (1999), consists 
of a descriptive catalogue highlighting one Craesbeeck imprint per year, accompanied by a brief 
introduction on Pedro and his descendants that synthesizes the work done by previous other 
biographers and adds a few important revelations through bibliographic analyses. The previous 
biographies can be found in BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia (1712); Deslandes, Documentos 
(1888); Peixoto, Relações de Plantin com Portugal (1962); D’Alcochete, “L’Officina,” (1975); 




substituting Madrid with Lisbon. By closely tracing the production of books at Craesbeeck’s 
press, processes of redistribution, replacement, and disconnection come to light as essential 
dynamics of Iberian globalization. Therefore, if we look to the ways in which early modern 
subjects brought worlds into contact—rather than seeing ourselves, as twenty-first century 
scholars, as “electricians”—we find the actors of the past forging global linkages and 
disconnections in productive tension, incessantly reconfiguring spatial relationships. In this way, 
the examination of makings of books on the micro scale sheds light on the makings of monarchy 
on the macro level. The methods of bibliography and book history offer powerful tools to renew 
and rethink the prevailing connective frames of early modern globalization.16 
The idea of ‘re-composing’ monarchy also opens up historian John H. Elliott’s influential 
denomination of the early modern European monarchies as “composite” to a more active and 
diffuse understanding of the construction of the state. Elliott’s seminal article, “A Europe of 
Composite Monarchies” (1992), regards the state as a constructed entity rather than one under 
constant construction. His adjectival use of composing—“composite”—suggests an unmoving 
structure formed once a given territory’s mode of integration to the centralized Crown has been 
negotiated.  
In addition, Elliott’s theory problematically implies that there were “clearly defined 
domineering centers (Madrid and Lisbon) and a series of subjected, subaltern kingdoms, entities 
                                                
16 The most recent scholarship treating networked connectivity in the early modern period is 
beginning to hone in on disconnections as well. The art historian Mia Mochizuki’s 2014 article 
on the Jesuits’ attempt to establish a printing press in Japan suggests that the religious order’s 
enterprise makes visible: “the fractal network that structured a working model of disjunctive 
connectivity, the interaction of micro-worlds, multiple localities, one Republic of Letters layered 
upon another, at times crossing and at other times missing connection” (my emphasis). See 




or cities,” as the editors of a recent volume of essays, Polycentric Monarchies (2012), have 
affirmed.17 This research group suggests instead that we conceive of the Iberian Monarchies as 
“multi-territorial”—“rather than national, proto-national, or ‘colonial’”—and “polycentric,” that 
is, “political entities” that allowed “for the existence of many different interlinked centers that 
interacted not only with the king but also among themselves, thus actively participating in 
forging the polity.”18 I fully concur with the conceptualization of the Iberian monarchies as 
“multi-territorial” and the move away from metropole/colony and center/periphery dichotomies. 
Moreover, this dissertation will indeed show many cases of interactions between centers that do 
not involve and in fact purposefully make absent the king.  
That said, these historians’ articulation of polycentrism takes for granted the a priori 
existence of multiple centers rather than interrogating the nature of these centers’ 
constructedness and the differences and activities that shaped relations between them. The theory 
of polycentricity they present suggests a leveling of all centers as equal in an attempt to de-
hierarchize Madrid and Lisbon. In doing so, they fail to account for the fact that “centrality was 
inescapably variable and relative,” as historian Sylvia Sellers Garcia has put it.19 Lisbon, Madrid, 
Antwerp, Seville, Mexico City, and Goa, to name a few, were all key centers of the Iberian 
Monarchy, but of different and shifting kinds.  
Lisbon’s variable and relative centrality is a critical thread that runs throughout the 
dissertation. Upon annexing Portugal, Philip II turned the kingdom’s royal court into a viceroyal 
capital, changing its status as political center. Even though it was to remain the nexus of 
                                                
17 Cardim, Introduction to Polycentric Monarchies, 3. 
 
18 Cardim, Introduction to Polycentric Monarchies, 3-4. 
 
19 Sellers-Garcia, Distance and Documents, 4.  
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Portuguese imperial administration, the king’s absence fundamentally marked the activities at 
Craesbeeck’s press and influenced the printer’s capacity to build a global publishing hub. For 
one, Philip II neglected to appoint a new royal printer after he left Lisbon for Madrid in 1583, 
which created a vacancy for Craesbeeck to fill. For another, authors frequently sought out Lisbon 
as an alternative court that could free them of the logistical and ideological impediments of the 
bureaucracy of Madrid. Finally, as Sellers-Garcia points out, cities, like Lisbon, could be centric 
in some respects but not others.20 At the turn of the seventeenth century, Lisbon was undeniably 
a global center of trade, but not a global center of printing. Pedro Craesbeeck changed that by 
building a publishing hub in Lisbon the likes of which the city had never seen. The creation of 
that hub impacted book-production activities across the monarchy’s European territories, as it 
took business away from other centers, shifting the geometries of the book trade. Therefore, 
while the Iberian Monarchy may have been “polycentric,” it is essential to remember that the 
nature of those centers and the relationships between them fluctuated according to both the 
actions of the monarch and the actions of subjects like the agents of the book trade. 
 
Against Vertical Paradigms of the Printing Press and the State 
 In addition to problematizing the theories of “connected histories” and “composite” and 
“polycentric” monarchies, this dissertation challenges the dominant historiographical tendency to 
evaluate the early modern Iberian printing press as a top-down tool that worked “at the service” 
                                                
20 Sellers-Garcia, Distance and Documents, 4, notes that “wealth, bureaucratic or administrative 
significance, population size, importance to the flow of information, importance to the traffic of 





of the Habsburg kings.21 This notion endures despite the fact that more recent criticism, 
particularly of theater, has moved away from José Antonio Maravall’s towering theory of the 
Hispanic Baroque as a “cultura dirigida” or “enormous apparatus of propaganda.”22 In the Latin 
American context, scholars are increasingly nuancing the top-down vision of written production 
proposed in Angel Rama’s influential work, La ciudad letrada (The Lettered City, 1984), to 
incorporate indigenous forms of literacy and agency, yet the principal scholarship on printing in 
a transatlantic context continues to insist on a “desde arriba” framework.23  
                                                
21 Bouza, Portugal no tempo, 53, identifies for Philip II a “a clear and utilitarian awareness of the 
importance of putting the printing press at the service of government and propaganda of the 
Monarchy” (consciência clara e utilitarista da importância de pôr a tipografia ao serviço do 
governo e da propaganda da Monarquia).” Nave, “Introducción,” 8, affirms: “The monarchs 
used (se sirvieron de) the printing press to set up a solid network of stable bureaucracies in the 
American, African, and Asian continents, which would guarantee the unity of the Iberian 
empire” (Los monarcas se sirvieron de la imprenta para implantar una sólida red de 
burocracias estables en el continente americano, africano, y asiático, que debía garantizar la 
unidad del imperio ibérico). 
 
22 Bergman, “Transversality, Criminality, and the Gypsy,” 276; see the whole article for a review 
of critiques of Maravall’s top-down theory of the Baroque and a proposal for a different 
approach in theater studies. I imagine that the continuing Maravallian influence on evaluations of 
the printing press has to do with the Habsburgs’ patent and repeated attempts to control the book 
trade through censorship and other means, and the perpetual reminders and markers of state and 
church control that that were legally required on early modern Iberian printed books starting in 
the mid sixteenth century. These markers, though, could equally be taken as evidence of the 
monarchs’ difficulty controlling the book trade. 
 
23 See Rama, La ciudad letrada, and Rappaport, Beyond the Lettered City. In Atlantes de papel: 
adoctrinamiento, invención y tipografía en la monarquía hispánica de los siglos XVI, Carlos 
Alberto González Sánchez categorically claims that the “ultimate aim” (fin último) of printing in 
the Hispanic Monarchy was to “delimit and propagate certain attitudes and ideal scales of values 
that would guarantee the justification and perpetuation of the established system…from above” 
(la delimitación y propagación de determinadas actitudes y escalas de valores ideales, las que 
garantizaran la justificación y perpetuación del sistema establecido… desde arriba). See 




 This dissertation challenges vertical paradigms of the printing press and the state by 
unveiling the heterogeneous and multidirectional work involved in the production of the printed 
books. One of the core problems with the persistent propagandistic and state-controlled lens 
applied to Iberian printing is that neat verticality is impossible to reconcile with the realities of 
early modern book production. As D.F. McKenzie made abundantly clear in Bibliography and 
the Sociology of Texts (1986) and scholars have been more and more careful to acknowledge 
since, the book is not synonymous with authorial expression.24 The early modern printed books 
of the Iberian Monarchy are products of collaborative work between authors, publishers, printers, 
print-shop workers, patrons, censors, bookbinders, paper-mill workers, type-founders, 
booksellers, editors, engravers, etc., and consumers read and used these books in myriad ways. 
As such, the problem before us is not a bilateral one of the individual before the state as a victim 
of oppression or agent of subversion.  
 Top-down frames also fail to acknowledge the liminal status of the industry of print 
between the private and institutional in Iberian territories. Even the books that would appear 
most clearly birthed from the institutions of the state were partially or even fully financed by 
private capital. There is perhaps no better example of this than the first edition that Pedro 
Craesbeeck produced in Lisbon as master printer, the Roman Index librorum prohibitorum 
(Index of Prohibited Books, 1597). The book’s title page tells us that the Index was “ordered by” 
(de mandato) Portugal’s Inquisitor General, António Matos de Noronha, while also announcing 
that an independent publisher financed the edition, with the words: “at the expense of Cristóvão 
                                                




Ortega, bookseller” (expensis Christophori Ortegae Bbiliopolae).25 The question of who took the 
initiative to re-edit Pope Clement VII’s updated Roman Index in Lisbon immediately makes 
clear the inadequacy of a top-down approach. Did the bookseller Ortega propose the project to 
Inquisitor General Noronha, who approved and allowed the bookseller to finance it and receive 
the profits?26 Or did Inquisitor General Noronha take the project to Ortega and ask the bookseller 
to finance the edition, allowing Ortega to reap personal profits while achieving the goal of 
facilitating enforcement of the Roman Church’s new rules? We could ask the same kind of 
question about Ordenaçoens e leis do reino de Portugal (Ordinances and Laws of the Kingdom 
of Portugal), printed by Craesbeeck in 1603. One would think that the central legal code defining 
Portugal’s laws under Spanish dominion would have been published immediately following the 
kingdom’s official annexation in 1581. However, as Philip III (r. 1598-1621) notes in the 
prologue to the work, his father, Philip II (r. 1558-1598), did not manage to publish the 
ordinances during his lifetime, even though he intended to.27 Was it Philip III or local Portuguese 
jurists who finally took the initiative to realize the project, or perhaps the arrival of Pedro 
Craesbeeck, a skilled printer with a well-stocked shop, that impelled these players to take up the 
publishing project two decades after Portugal’s annexation? The interdependence of independent 
publishers and the monarchy’s administrative bodies reveals that the printing press did not just 
                                                
25 BNP, Noronha, Index librorum prohibitorum, *1r. 
 
26 Ortega, incidentally, also published very different kinds of works with Pedro Craesbeeck, such 
as an edition of Lope de Vega’s popular comedies. This shows that he had an eye for sure 
investments across genres, since the Index had to be purchased by all printers and booksellers in 
Portugal by law. Ortega’s edition of Lope is: KC, Vega, Segunda parte de las comedias; BNP, 
Noronha, Index librorum prohibitorum, *3r. 
 
27 BNP, Portugal, Ordenaçoẽs, *2v. 
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work “at the service” of the monarchy and its religious and secular institutions, but also “at the 
service” of the publishers, printers, and authors who used it.  
 This claim does not brush aside the mechanisms of state control with which publishers, 
printers, and authors had to comply. Printed books in every Iberian realm had to undergo some 
form of censorship in order to circulate, and Catholic orthodoxy, the law, and censorship occupy 
critical places in this study. On the one hand, staunch religiosity and legal obedience were keys 
to Pedro Craesbeeck’s financial success in Lisbon. On the other hand, the monarchy’s pervasive 
censorship structures, rather than exclusively limit the makers of printed books, impelled and 
inspired them to navigate the global monarchy in creative ways. The multiplicity of jurisdictions 
over which the Habsburgs reigned—the kingdom of Castile, the province of Flanders, the Duchy 
of Milan, and the viceroyalties of Portugal, Aragon, Sicily, New Spain, Peru, and the Portuguese 
State of India—created a porous and hard-to-control publishing landscape, since each domain 
had its own distinct censorship system. The authors, editors, and printers I study astutely wove 
between and exploited this complex legal framework, whether to evade a particular censorship 
body or seek a less cumbersome bureaucratic structure in order to print more quickly. The 
scrutiny of books’ preliminaries also reveals that the mechanisms of state control involved in 
printing paradoxically allowed subjects equipped with private capital to participate in the 
production of monarchical authority. Authors and booksellers utilized the material space of the 
preliminaries to weave their own forms of authority with the licenses and privileges printed 
therein.  
 The agents of the book trade who converged at Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon workshop made 
use of the printing press in ways that could both align with and contradict the ideologies and 
mandates of the monarchy’s multiple institutions depending on each individual’s interests. Some, 
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like Pedro Craesbeeck—named royal printer in 1620—and Diogo do Couto—named royal 
chronicler in 1595—strived to serve power structures for their own self-interested ends. Others, 
like the Dominican friar Pedro Bejarano and the Archdeacon of Paraguay, Martín del Barco 
Centenera, blatantly criticized the colonial administration of Spanish America in print. And yet 
other authors were embroiled in particular historiographical and political conflicts: Jerónimo de 
Mendonça wrote an eyewitness history of the fateful Moroccan Battle of Alcácer Quibir (1578) 
to combat a widely circulated Genoese account that painted the Portuguese and their fallen King 
Sebastião in a shameful light, while Manuel de Abreu Mousinho wrote a ‘true history’ of the 
conquest of Pegu that praised a Portuguese Captain who had unduly lost the title of “king” of 
that territory to another Portuguese adventurer. Finally, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega occupied a 
unique and complex position with respect to the institutions of Church and State. Garcilaso 
professed to be a devout Catholic and boasted of his Castilian ancestors’ deeds while 
simultaneously exalting the Inca Empire and conveying a deep disillusionment with the Spanish 
Crown. All in all, then, Craesbeeck’s Lisbon workshop accommodated diverse narratives of 
empire and ideological, intellectual, political, and commercial agendas.  
 The foregoing notwithstanding, it is essential to acknowledge that, while heterogeneous in 
their takes on Iberian global expansion, the makers of printed books who intersected at 
Craesbeeck’s press comprised a common privileged elite. Early modern printing was an 
expensive enterprise, and the authors and publishers who put out books on America, Africa, and 
Asia had access to the capital necessary to print.28 This group, moreover, was almost exclusively 
European and male, though Inca Garcilaso de la Vega constitutes an important exception to the 
                                                





racial homogeneity of Craesbeeck’s business.29 On the other hand, while women surely had a 
hand in book production at Craesbeeck’s shop and read his books, they do not figure prominently 
in this study.30  
 Despite their privileged status, the array of actors who converged at Craesbeeck’s press do 
not comprise the kind of homogenous group of “custodians of power” (dueños del poder) 
imposing order and enacting power that Angel Rama posits for Mexico in The Lettered City.31 
Rather, to use Bruno Carvalho’s critique of Rama, Craesbeeck and his authors and publishers 
“may be dominant without being monolithic.”32 Each printed edition was a world unto itself, 
with its own sui generis set of collaborators, interests, and geography of production.  
 By challenging the notion that the printing press worked as a tool of empire “desde 
arriba,” I do not intend to deny the instrumental and oppressive role that the printing press 
played in disseminating the law and Catholic doctrine across both Iberian empires. Publishers 
and printers like Craesbeeck, who produced such works as the Index of Prohibited Books and a 
Tupi catechism destined to evangelize indigenous peoples in Brazil, undoubtedly participated in 
this oppression. Yet to characterize the printing press as a top-down tool obscures the nuances 
                                                
29 It is known that in this period indigenous workers could be found in the printing houses of 
Mexico City. Did any of the many Africans in Lisbon, who, according to the anonymous 
sixteenth-century painting of Rua Nova dos Mercadores discussed in the beginning of chapter 
two, carried goods along the main commercial avenue where booksellers had their shops, work 
for Pedro Craesbeeck? The lack of business records makes it impossible to say. 
 
30 The only women who figure in this dissertation are members of the printer’s family. In chapter 
three, I discuss the role of his wife’s dowry in establishing his business in Lisbon and in chapter 
two note that one of his four daughters was accused by the Inquisition of witchcraft, in contrast 
to her father’s pristine record before the authorities. 
 
31 Rama, La ciudad letrada, 36. 
 




and complexities of the industry. It belies the entanglement of private capital, institutions, and 
literary creativity that impelled and emboldened those converging at Craesbeeck’s press to 
attempt to participate in the global Iberian Monarchy’s construction according to their diverse 
agendas. 
 
Methodology: Navigating the Printer’s Archive, Absences, and Agency 
 The impetus for studying a single press as a means of shedding light on the relationship 
between early modern Iberian printing and global empire grew out of an initial curiosity, a 
realization: that Pedro Craesbeeck printed the first editions of two canonical works of the 
literature of Iberian expansion: Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Comentarios reales (1609) and 
Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam (1614). The fact that the same Lisbon printer produced a 
Spanish-language history of the Incas and a Portuguese travel narrative of East Asia just years 
apart promised an untold story of Iberian globalization and the printing press. Once I delved into 
an investigation of Craesbeeck’s life and books, however, I realized that using the printer as an 
organizational axis posed two significant methodological challenges. The first was the lack of 
surviving business records from his house and relative dearth of archival documentation. The 
second was the question of the printer’s agency, since Craesbeeck did not publish—as in 
finance—Comentarios reales, Peregrinaçam, or the forty-eight other editions he printed about 
Iberian empire (see appendix 1).33 These problems nonetheless proved intellectually inspiring, 
                                                
33  I use the term “publisher” to refer to whomever financed a printed edition, whether a 
bookseller, author, printer, or institution. This figure tends to be called an “editor” in Spanish 
bibliographical scholarship. On the financing of printed books in the early modern Iberian 
monarchies and the differences between printers and publishers, see, for example, Moll, 
“Aproximaciones a la sociología de la edición literaria,” and Lafaye, Albores de la imprenta, 29-
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requiring and impelling me to break free from traditional models for printers-publisher studies to 
show how printing houses could shape, rather than simply “evidence” or “mirror,” their “culture 
and times.”34 
 The dearth of archives related to Craesbeeck’s press and the Lisbon book trade is the norm 
in Iberian contexts.35 Despite that, I was able to gather a modest yet illuminating documentary 
corpus consisting of royal privileges, inquisition records, and letters and powers of attorney in 
                                                                                                                                                       
30. For a list of the editions in which Craesbeeck definitely served as publisher as well as printer, 
see appendix 3.  
 
34 The existing studies of early modern printers and publishers typically fit into an older 
bibliographical model, consisting of two parts: first, a narrative history of the printer or 
bookseller’s life, business, and social, economic, and political milieu, and second, a catalogue of 
works, usually organized by chronological order, literary genre, or both. See, for example, 
Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck; Griffin, The Crombergers; Voet, The Golden Compasses; and 
Cayuela, Alonso Pérez de Montalbán. At least in the Iberian case, the closest print historians 
have come to theorizing the role of their objects of study is to posit them as a reflection of the 
society in which they functioned. Clive Griffin’s excellent study of the Crombergers of Seville, 
who printed Hernán Cortés’s letters from Mexico and set up the first printing press in the New 
World, approaches the printing dynasty’s catalogue looking for “evidence for the cultural and 
spiritual atmosphere of an age”; see Griffin, The Crombergers, viii. Bernstein, the author of the 
first monograph on Pedro Craesbeeck and his successors, says simply that the Fleming 
“mirrored” his “culture and times; see Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 8. 
 
35 This contrasts somewhat with other regions of Europe. British book historians are blessed with 
the Stationer’s Register, which holds extensive records of the London book trade. Britain also 
has the archives of the Cambridge University Press, while Belgium has those of Craesbeeck’s 
Antwerp employers, the Officina Plantiana. These two archives constitute rare but important 
exceptions to the absence of surviving business records for early modern presses, and have been 
critical to extrapolating business practices elsewhere; see McKenzie, “Printers of the Mind,” 
Voet, The Golden Compasses, and, Gaskell, The New Introduction to Bibliography. In order to 
study the Iberian book trade, one must look to scattered archives holding notary books, court 
records, and inquisitorial proceedings, to name a few. The most complete study of an early 
modern Spanish printing house, Clive Griffin’s The Crombergers of Seville, involved years of 
such work unearthing dispersed records. William Pettas’s study of the Giunti dynasty in Spain 
likewise does a masterful job of joining together scattered notarial record; see Pettas, A History 




Lisbon’s Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo and Antwerp’s Museum Plantin-Moretus.36 
These documents, paired with extensive bibliographical analyses, have allowed me to 
responsibly paint of a picture of Craesbeeck’s business, particularly his status in relation to 
competing printers, as well as some of the behind-the-scenes work that went into negotiating, 
financing, and producing individual editions. More archival work could be attempted in the 
future in Lisbon’s notary archives in the Torre do Tombo (though these are unindexed and would 
take an immense amount of time to sift through), the Archivo de Simancas in Valladolid, the 
Archivo de Indias in Seville, and the Archivo Histórico Nacional in Madrid.  
 The brunt of my information about the workings of Pedro Craesbeeck’s business comes 
from bibliographical analyses. I perform both close and distant readings of his and others’ 
printed books, analyzing the textual and material details of specific editions as well as large sets 
of bibliographical data organized into excel sheets. I engaged with physical copies principally in 
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon, the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid, and 
the Hispanic Society of America in New York, while also making extensive use of digital 
facsimiles and the online catalogues of special collections around the world. Mining online 
catalogues for data was essential to understanding the scope of Craesbeeck’s business, as it 
revealed an impressive output nearing 400 editions—nearly triple what his Lisbon 
contemporaries achieved (see appendix 2). 
 Given the primacy of bibliographical analyses to the arguments of this dissertation and lack 
of business records from Craesbeeck’s house, it is important to acknowledge D.F. McKenzie’s 
                                                
36 Unfortunately, though many of the Officina Plantiniana’s extensive records have been 
preserved and maintained at the Museum Plantin-Moretus in Antwerp, some documentation went 
missing in World War II, including, it seems, correspondence pertaining to Craesbeeck after he 
left Flanders. Deslandes, Documentos (1888), 122-125, mentions and cites letters no longer 
extant at the MPM. 
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seminal finding that printer’s archives, like those of the Cambridge University Press, may 
contradict and often upend conclusions drawn from imprints alone, since the practices of early 
modern printing houses could be quite unpredictable and are often obscured in the final, finished 
product of the book.37 To only study the presses for which archives survive, however, would 
impose a positivist paralysis. Moreover, while such archives would be essential for answering 
some of the more traditional questions of the field of bibliography, such as the day-to-day 
workings of Craesbeeck’s particular house, they are not essential for answering the larger 
questions this dissertation poses. McKenzie warned against creating “printers of the mind”—
imagining the activities of printers’ workshops based on bibliographical evidence alone. But I 
would propose injecting printer studies with a wider imagination, asking what they can tell us not 
only about the history of print and the history of the book, but also the history of empire, 
institutions, global cities, and political and literary theory, as I attempt to do. This entails 
honestly acknowledging the limits of the archives at our disposal while also finding new 
approaches to work around and through the challenges they pose.  
 The approach I came to was to think not in terms of Pedro Craesbeeck’s individual agency, 
but rather of the collective agency of those whose work intersected through his press. As 
mentioned, Craesbeeck was not a publisher of overseas worlds—not the financier and curator of 
a collection of books on the East and West Indies like his Protestant Flemish contemporaries in 
Frankfurt, Theodor De Bry and sons. This difference explains why De Bry is the first and 
perhaps only name that scholars of the early modern period associate with publishing on the 
Spanish and Portuguese Indies, while Craesbeeck’s role in the entwining of print and Iberian 
                                                




expansion has yet to be explored.38 By and large, Craesbeeck operated as a printer-for-hire where 
books about Iberian empire were concerned: authors, booksellers, and other publishing agents 
brought their texts to him, raising the funds necessary for Craesbeeck to manufacture them on his 
presses.39 Because of this, Craesbeeck’s imprints run the gamut from small- and large-scale 
histories to first-person travel narratives, hagiographies, navigational treatises, ships’ itineraries, 
reports of recent events, and epic poetry. They come in all formats, from elegant works in folio 
to pocket-sized editions in twenty-fourmo, and their quality ranges from carefully corrected 
                                                
38 The Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies dedicated an entire issue to “Theodor De 
Bry’s Voyages to the New and Old Worlds” in 2011 (Volume 41.1), evincing the depth of 
interest in the Frankfurt publications. In contrast, the scholarship dedicated to Pedro 
Craesbeeck—none of which singles out his books on overseas worlds—can be enumerated in a 
single footnote. The first biography of Pedro Craesbeeck was written by his great-great-
grandson, Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck, as part of a genealogical family history; see 
BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia. The first scholar to recuperate original archival sources on 
Craesbeeck (rather than cite Serra Craesbeeck’s eighteenth-century manuscript) was Deslandes, 
Documentos (1888). Peixoto, Relações de Plantin com Portugal (1962) contains a section on 
Craesbeeck (74-82), while D’Alcochete, “L’Officina,” expanded on existing studies with some 
problematic bibliographical analyses (1975). Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck & Sons (1987), is the 
first and only extensive monograph on the Craesbeeck printing dynasty. The brief, more recent 
monograph, Dias, Craesbeeck, uma dinastia (1999), recuperates the work done by these other 
biographers in its introduction and adds a few important revelations through bibliographic 
analyses, but consists mainly of a descriptive catalogue highlighting one Craesbeeck imprint per 
year. Stols, “Livros,” (2009), dedicates a good portion of his article on Flemish engravings and 
books in Portuguese worlds to Craesbeeck and his descendants, and is the first to consider the 
impact of his business in an extra-Portuguese context; see 120-123 and 142.  
 
39 There may be two exceptions to this rule. First, Craesbeeck may have helped financed Manuel 
de Abreu Mousinho’s Breve discurso en que se cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu (1617) 
because he is named as petitioner of the license from the Desembargo do Paço (Viceroyal 
Palace); see BNP, Mousinho, Breve discurso, *2r. It is also possible, though not certain, that 
Craesbeeck published a broadside of news about a Tartar invasion in China, since the title page 
of the pamphlet states that it was being sold at his house; see BL, Memorial que os Mandarins, 
1r. However, it was possible to be a work’s seller without also being its financer—in other 
words, just because Craesbeeck announced the broadside was sold at his house does not mean he 
took the initiative to publish it. Otherwise, there is no evidence of his participation as a 
publisher—in the sense of financier—in any of the other books on the Indies that he printed. He 




books with indices to rushed editions rife with errata. This diverse group of books on America, 
Africa, and Asia in Portuguese, Spanish, and one in Tupi represents, moreover, just one-eighth of 
Craesbeeck’s total output. His printed oeuvre of at least 385 editions spans all genres, sizes, and 
qualities, from novels and plays to inquisitorial indices, legal codes, military treatises, and 
myriad religious texts. Thus, while the De Brys, as engravers, devised and published a coherent 
series of illustrated tomes titled India Occidentalis and India Orientalis and branded their books 
on the West and East Indies as a corpus from the get-go, with scholars subsequently following 
their lead, Pedro Craesbeeck’s heterogeneous production, which includes a robust number of 
works treating overseas worlds alongside hundreds of other kinds, has never inspired a synthetic 
consideration. 
  The solution to the problem of Craesbeeck as printer rather than publisher of works on 
empire—a technological facilitator rather than curator—is to think of his press as place of 
convergence for a multiplicity of actors, texts, and typographical materials. Craesbeeck remains 
a central figure—after all, he built the house to which hundreds of authors and publishing agents 
brought texts for printing—but conceptualizing his press as a place of many intersecting “worlds 
of work” opens up manifold agencies beyond his.40 The orbit of his Lisbon press included well-
known authors like Inca Garcilaso de la Vega and Mateo Alemán, as well as lesser-known 
writers like Manuel de Abreu Mousinho, a judge retired from service in Goa who penned a 
                                                
40 Johns, The Nature of the Book, 3, conceptualizes the printed book as “a nexus conjoining a 
wide range of worlds of work,” since “any printed book is… both the product of one complex set 
of social and technological processes and also the starting point for another. In the first place, a 
large number of people, machines, and materials must converge and act together for it to come 
into existence at all…. But the story of a book evidently does not end with its creation. How it is 





history of the conquest of Pegu in Madrid. It encompassed Lisbon’s booksellers (livreiros/ 
mercadores de livros) like Manoel Pereira, who brought Craesbeeck a book shipped from 
Mexico City to re-print; Jorge Artur, who financed liturgical texts along with an eyewitness 
account of the Moroccan Battle of Alcácer Quibir; and Lourenço Craesbeeck, Pedro’s eldest son, 
who re-edited Luís de Camões’s Os lusíadas in a novel material format. And it comprised 
members of religious orders, like the Jesuits of Lisbon, who had a hand in editing Fernão 
Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam and nine other titles; 41 the Dominican friar Pedro Bejarano, who 
wrote an invective against the corruption of the Caribbean pearl trade; and the Augustinian friar 
Adeodato da Trinidade, who managed the publication in Lisbon of the Fourth to Seventh 
Decades of Asia based on manuscripts his brother-in-law, Diogo do Couto, composed and 
shipped from Goa. This is the core cast of historical characters that populates the dissertation, 
with the words of censors in Lisbon, Mexico, and Isla Margarita figuring as well.  
 Excluded, unfortunately, are the many other workers besides the printer, authors, 
bookseller-publishers, and licensers who contributed to the life and texts of Craesbeeck’s Lisbon 
house. The lack of surviving business records obscures from view the pressmen, compositors, 
and proofreaders whom Miguel de Cervantes had Don Quixote witness “printing in one place, 
correcting in another, typesetting here, revising there” (tirar en una parte, corregir en otra, 
componer en ésta, enmendar en aquélla).42 I hope to remind us of those critical activities on the 
                                                
41 These editions are: BNP, Lucena, Historia da vida do padre Francisco de Xavier (1600); 
BNP, Pimenta, Cartas; BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annual (1607); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam 
annal [sic] (1609); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annal [sic] (1611); BNP, Matos, Relaçam da 
perseguiçam; BNP, Gouveia, Relaçam da ditosa morte; BNP, Araújo, Catecismo. In addition, 
Fernando Alvia de Castro translated Muzio Vitelleschi’s Italian compendium of the life of St. 
Francis Xavier; BNP, Vitelleschi, Traducion del compendio italiano.  
 
42 Cervantes, Don Quixote, 872; Cervantes, El ingenioso hidalgo, 518.  
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print-shop floor through the central metaphor of the dissertation. The anonymous laborers of 
Craesbeeck’s press, by composing in type books penned or printed elsewhere, materialized the 
monarchy’s re-composition. 
 
Two Parts, Two Dynamics of Re-Composition 
 The dissertation is organized into two parts, each of which treats a different dynamic of re-
composition. The first part, consisting of three chapters, focuses on Pedro Craesbeeck and his 
reconfiguration of the Iberian printing industry from Lisbon; the second part, consisting of two 
chapters, focuses on the work of the authors and publishers of overseas empire to textually 
reconfigure political and institutional relationships in their publications. 
 Part One, “Building a Hub,” contends that Pedro Craesbeeck reconfigured the printing 
industry of Iberian Europe by building a global publishing hub in Lisbon that attracted authors 
and publishers from all over the monarchy while drawing business away from competitors in 
cities like Madrid, Antwerp, and Seville. Its three chapters explicate how the printer turned 
Lisbon, already a global center of trade, into a global center of printing as well. Chapter One, 
“The Location of Lisbon,” demonstrates that the city’s position at the maritime crossroads of the 
Spanish and Portuguese empires, swift censorship system, and dearth of well-equipped printers 
created propitious grounds for an enterprising typesetter from Antwerp to establish a powerhouse 
press. Chapter Two, “The Business of Orthodoxy,” argues that Craesbeeck dominated the local 
publishing landscape in Lisbon by crafting a reputation for piety through the branding of his 
house and books and impeccable behavior before the Inquisition, Church, and Crown. Chapter 
Three, “Flemish Materiality,” turns to the printer’s material advantages as a Flemish immigrant. 




His origins in Northern Europe afforded him special tax exemptions and access to Flemish 
merchant and artisan networks, all of which allowed him to boast a well-supplied shop with 
some of the best printing materials on the Iberian Peninsula. By identifying the building blocks 
of Craesbeeck’s hub across three chapters, I reveal tradesmen’s capacity to create new nodes of 
activity in the Iberian Monarchy and consequently shift commercial relationships among its 
multiple centers. 
 Part Two, “Political Recomposition,” turns from Pedro Craesbeeck to the authors and 
publishers of works treating America and Asia who brought and sent texts to his press. I argue 
that these literary agents reconfigured the Spanish and Portuguese empires’ lines of 
administration, linking Spanish America to Lisbon and Portuguese Asia to Madrid through a 
variety of textual and material operations. Chapter Four, “Removing the Royal Court,” shows 
that those publishing on Spanish America excised Madrid and its Royal Council of the Indies 
from their books. In this way, their imprints disconnect the Spanish colonies from their 
peninsular center of governance, presenting a global monarchy that can exist and subsist absent 
the figure of the king. The fifth and final chapter, “Artificial Joining,” contends that civil 
servants of the Portuguese East Indies used literary artifice to counter the Spanish kings’ 
abandonment of Asian matters. Through preliminary poetics and translation, these authors 
attempt to fortify weak ties between Portugal’s overseas empire and Castile. As a whole, Part 
Two demonstrates that those publishing with Pedro Craesbeeck treated the global monarchy’s 
territories, councils, and persons of power like moveable parts that could be mixed, matched, 
excluded, connected, disconnected, or tightened in the course of crafting their books. Whereas 
Craesbeeck commercially rearranged the printing industry of Iberian Europe by building a novel 
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hub of activity in Lisbon, the writers and editors who brought him texts for publication 
symbolically rearranged the political dynamics of global empire.  
 Throughout the dissertation, we will see how the agents of the Iberian book trade whose 
work converged through Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon printing house confronted the complex 
commercial and institutional landscapes before them as open to intervention and rearrangement. 
They perceived the global Iberian Monarchy as a playing field of sorts, with the printing press a 
mechanism to shape that vast space according to their own particular designs. The first design, 
and foremost to investigating his press, is Pedro Craesbeeck’s. To begin, we must anchor with 




PART 1. BUILDING A HUB. 
Figure 5. View of Lisbon from Georg Braun and Franz Hogenberg, Civitates Orbis Terrarum, 
Vol 5., Cologne, 1598. Image from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem’s Historic Cities 






 The image of “Olissippo” contained in the fifth volume of Georg Braun and Franz 
Hogenberg’s Civitates Orbis Terrarum portrays the Lisbon of the Union of Crowns—Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s Lisbon (fig. 5). The title of the engraving, published in 1598, characterizes Lisbon 
as “the most noted center of trade for the entire Orient, for many islands, for Africa and 
America” (totius Orientis, et multarum insularum Aphricaeque et Americae emporium 
nobilissimum).43 According to the caption, this marketplace at the western edge of Europe 
welcomed people and goods not just from Asia—Portugal’s prized imperial domain—but Africa 
and America as well. Thanks to its abundant maritime traffic, foregrounded in the urban scene, 
all four continents converged on the Portuguese capital’s streets. No other Iberian city included 
in Civitates Orbis Terrarum boasted such a claim.44 Lisbon, in an atlas of “cities of the world,” 
stood out as a crucial center of global trade.   
 The same could not be said, however, of Lisbon’s book production industry. Unlike other 
                                                
43 Translation from Braun and Hogenberg, Civitates orbis terrarum (ed. Stephen Füssel), 350. 
For a review of the few images of Lisbon that survive from the early modern period as well as of 
the artistic genre of the cityscape during the Renaissance, see Jordan Gschwend and Lowe, 
“Princess of the Seas.” The authors of this essay misdate the image included above (fig. 5) in 
1572, which was when the first volume of Civitates Orbis Terrarum came out with a different 
view of Lisbon; see “Princess of the Seas,” 15. For the 1572 image, see Braun and Hogenberg, 
Civitates Orbis Terrarum, 48-50, or the Hebrew University of Jerusalem’s Historic Cities 
website. The image of Lisbon included in the 1598 volume, unlike the one of 1572, has a legend 
identifying the city’s major streets and buildings, making it an invaluable source for the layout of 
the city prior to the great earthquake of 1755. This minor error should not detract from the value 
of Jordan Gschwend and Lowe’s recently edited volume of essays about Renaissance Lisbon as 
“global city” (2015); see Jordan Gschwend and Lowe, The Global City.  
 
44 The five volumes of Civitates Orbis Terrarum include maps of other Iberian port cities, 
including the two that could be considered of Lisbon’s stature: Antwerp and Seville. Neither 
entrepôt is described as an “emporium” or noted for its traffic from the “Orient,” Africa, and 
America. For these city views and their captions, see Braun and Hogenberg, Civitates orbis 
terrarum (ed. Stephen Füssel), 73-75 and 431-433 for Antwerp and 34-36, 50-51, and 271-273 




prominent port cities, most notably Craesbeeck’s native Antwerp, the Portuguese capital was not 
a crucial center of printing. Pedro Craesbeeck changed that, as this part of the dissertation shows. 
Over the course of his thirty-five years in business from 1597 to 1632, he gave Lisbon a thriving 
press to match its global stature, nearly tripling the output of the printers who preceded and 
competed with him (see appendix 2).  
 Copy and typographical materials made their way to Craesbeeck’s press from a variety of 
Iberian territories inside and outside Europe. Pedro Craesbeeck printed Diogo do Couto’s 
Decades of Asia using manuscripts transported from Goa on the Portuguese armada. The Jesuit 
fathers of Brazil sent a Tupi catechism across the Atlantic, expecting their brothers in Lisbon to 
hire their local printer, while a book first published in Mexico City landed on Craesbeeck’s 
imprensas for re-edition. Within Europe, the printer imported a press, moveable type, and 
copperplate engravings from Flanders. And from Castile, Mateo Alemán left Seville with his 
sequel to the bestselling picaresque novel Guzmán de Alfarache in tow. Luis Brizeño de 
Córdoba, a humanist in Madrid, sent a newly edited collection of Garcilaso de la Vega’s poetry 
to the Fleming. And the Peruvian Garcilaso had his histories of Florida and Peru couriered from 
Córdoba for publication. Finally, within Lisbon, booksellers toted two pillars of the literature of 
Portuguese expansion, Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam and Luís de Camões’s Os lusíadas, 
across the city’s streets to Craesbeeck’s house. The production processes and subject matter of 
the works he printed traversed multiple jurisdictions of the Iberian Monarchy: the Portuguese 
State of India, Brazil, New Spain, Flanders, Castile, and, of course, Portugal.  
 How did Pedro Craesbeeck’s workshop acquire these global dimensions, and what impact 
did the printer’s achievement have on the space of the monarchy of the Union of Crowns? The 
chapters that follow demonstrate that Craesbeeck established a powerhouse press on the basis of 
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three fundamental qualities: location, a reputation for orthodoxy, and Flemish material privilege. 
These cornerstones, I further contend, account for the printer’s capacity to build a global 
publishing hub. 
 Inspired by usages in contemporary commercial and technological discourse, I define 
“hub” as a bustling center of activity through which multiple networks intersect and which, 
moreover, redistributes flows from other locations by directing traffic toward it. Think of a 
newly expanded air transit hub that affords airlines the opportunity to reroute flights, turning 
previous courses of travel away from other airports and toward a novel, well-equipped site of 
convergence. Or think of a USB hub, a hive of shifting energies where cables are constantly 
linked in and out. In both cases, many different, changing networks assemble through a common 
point; in both, connecting to the hub means disconnecting from somewhere else—a movement 
that reorganizes spatial relations.  
 This notion of the printing house-as-hub is apt for conceptualizing for the impact of 
Pedro Craesbeeck’s press. Thanks to his strategic position in Lisbon, pristine repute before 
secular and religious authorities, and typographical prestige and contacts as a Flemish immigrant, 
Craesbeeck attracted editorial projects from and about wide-ranging Iberian worlds. As a result, 
myriad chains of book-making activity intersected through his press. At the same time, the 
drawing of publishing work toward Craesbeeck’s house entailed a pulling-away from other 
printers in Lisbon as well as those in cities like Madrid, Antwerp, and Seville. In this way, 
Craesbeeck reoriented book-making relationships between the Iberian Monarchy’s multiple 
European centers. His hub functioned as a motor of redistribution, re-composing the Iberian 
printing industry during the first third of the seventeenth century.  
 In the particular context of the monarchy of the Union of Crowns, the construction of a 
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global hub required navigating and responding to a multi-territorial landscape with a variety of 
different geographic, legal and commercial conditions. Pedro Craesbeeck hit upon just the right 
combination of location, behavior, and materials to deftly exploit that eclectic expanse and build 
a new focal point of activity for the Catholic Monarchy. A devout and law-abiding Flemish 
printer with access to foreign materials and scant local competition proved the perfect 
institutional and commercial recipe for success. Add to that an optimal location at the emporium 
of the four parts of the world, divorced yet not far from Castile and its royal bureaucracy and 
censorship, and you have the makings of a new center of activity to which agents of the Iberian 









CHAPTER 1. THE LOCATION OF LISBON 
The construction of a hub in the Iberian Monarchy begins with a choice: location. Lisbon 
is not the same as La Mancha. From Antwerp, the twenty-year-old print-shop compositor Pieter 
van Craesbeeck could have made his way to any city with a printing industry, like so many 
journeymen before him. Within the Iberian Peninsula, there were Madrid, Seville, Barcelona, 
Pamplona, Zaragoza, Évora, Coimbra…the list goes on, with cities large and small. Then there 
was Italy, where the Spanish Habsburgs controlled Naples, Milan, and Sicily. Finally, overseas, 
three major cities already had presses: Mexico City, Lima, and Goa. Craesbeeck was well aware 
of the world that lay out before him. He experienced Antwerp’s global traffic as a port city every 
day; he composed books at the most prestigious printing house in the world, Christopher 
Plantin’s Officina Plantiniana, whose clients and subject matter spanned all corners of the globe. 
With the world before his feet and an extensive Flemish diaspora to provide potential support 
wherever he should choose, Pieter van Craesbeeck decided to test his fortune in Lisbon.  
The commercial, geographic, and institutional specificities of Lisbon are essential for 
understanding why Pedro Craesbeeck settled on the Portuguese city and why subjects throughout 
the monarchy favored his workshop over others. First, as signaled above, Lisbon was one of the 
world’s great metropolises and centers of trade, but when Pieter van Craesbeeck left Antwerp in 
1592 it lacked a formidable press to serve the city’s bustling traffic. Second, Lisbon was a 
natural maritime crossroads for the two Iberian empires: winds, weather, and threats of piracy 
frequently forced vessels returning from Spanish America to sail to Lisbon before Seville, 
making the imperial gateway of Portugal—not Castile—the European entryway for all the 
Indies. Finally, in institutional terms, the lack of the king and his censorship councils in Madrid, 
the Royal Council of Castile (Consejo Real de Castilla) and Royal Council of the Indies (Real 
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Consejo de Indias), meant publishers could escape both the eyes and delays of Castilian censors: 
even though Portugal had multiple bureaus of review, they operated more quickly and out of 
different interests than their Castilian counterparts. All of these elements of Lisbon’s location set 
the stage for an enterprising Flemish artisan like Pedro Craesbeeck to establish a prolific printing 
house that would churn out titles in Portuguese and Spanish on America, Africa, and Asia.  
 By examining Lisbon’s favorable position for global printing in relation to other Iberian 
cities, this chapter reveals that the monarchy’s expansive nature and territorial differences 
engendered windows of opportunity for the agents of the Iberian book trade. Whereas 
seventeenth-century political theorists like Balthazar Gracián regarded the breadth and diversity 
of the Iberian Monarchy as a difficulty for the Spanish monarchs, observing that their “universal 
empire” (imperio universal) required “a great capacity to maintain, as well as to unite” (assi 
como es menester gran capacidad para conservar, assi mucha para unir), the king’s liability 
was the publisher’s gain.45 Pedro Craesbeeck and those who dealt with his workshop 
acknowledged and seized upon the relative advantages, disadvantages, and imbalances between 
the monarchy’s multiple centers, whether commercial, geographic, or institutional.46 The Iberian 
Monarchy posed a porous playing field for those with the means and wherewithal to navigate it 
as such.  
                                                
45 Gracián, El Político, 14. 
 
46 The editors of the volume of essays Polycentric Monarchies similarly note that in the early 
modern Iberian monarchies: “social and spatial mobility were considerable, and so were the 
possible rewards. The incorporation of territories to the Monarchy…offered individuals, 
families, groups, corporations and entities multiple opportunities.” They do not, however, 
consider the relative advantages and imbalances between the monarchy’s multiple centers as 
factors in that mobility and opportunity. See Cardim, Herzog, Ruiz Ibáñez, and Sabatini, 




A Broken Triangle of Royal Printers 
 In 1583, an eleven-year-old boy named Pieter van Craesbeeck began apprenticing at the 
world-famous Officina Plantiniana of Antwerp. Christopher Plantin, the printing house’s 
founder and Philip II’s “chief royal printer” of the Netherlands (prototypographus regius), 
initiated the young Fleming into the trade.47 Craesbeeck thus rose in the workshop’s ranks under 
the tutelage of one of three royal printers in the Catholic Monarchy. In addition to Plantin in 
Antwerp, Alonso Gómez held the title at the court in Madrid, while António Ribeiro boasted the 
privilege in Lisbon.48 By the time Craesbeeck left his job as compositor at Plantin’s house in 
1592, however, that triangle of royal printers between Antwerp, Madrid, and Lisbon had been 
broken. António Ribeiro was no longer operating in Lisbon, leaving the position empty with no 
new appointee—a vacancy ripe for the taking. 
 The lack of a royal printer in Lisbon meant the lack of a printer equipped to compete with 
the likes of the Plantin-Moretus firm of Antwerp or the imprenta real of Madrid. The story of 
Craesbeeck’s career is, from one perspective, the story of the reinstatement of that broken royal 
printing triangle—the creation of a new press in Lisbon that the king might deem worthy of his 
favor. In 1620, the Flemish printer requested the title on the basis of merits proven over twenty-
                                                
47 See, Voet, The Golden Compasses, 1:70-73, on the granting of this title by Philip II, its terms, 
and Plantin’s response to them.  
 
48 Craesbeeck was one of very few apprentices who stayed on at the house to be trained as a 
compositor; see Voet, The Golden Compasses, 2:352 n. 4. Alonso Gómez held the title of “his 
Majesty’s printer” (Impresor de Su Majestad) from 1567 to his death in 1584, at which point “his 
widow, María Ruiz, continued the business using the title Impresora del Rey until her own death 
in 1595”; Pettas, A History & Bibliography, 67. The first work António Ribeiro put out with the 
title of king’s printer was a book of laws and regulations in 1583: BNP, Portugal, Regimento. In 
1590, Ribeiro printed the last work credited to his shop, an office of saints: BNP, Igreja Católica, 
Officia sanctorum. No other printer operating in Lisbon after 1590 boasted the title of royal 




three years in business, noting in his petition that, at the time, “nobody held the said office” (não 
haver nenhũa pesoa prouida no dito carguo).49 In this way, Craesbeeck took the initiative to 
acknowledge a vacancy and restore the royal brand from below. This maneuver was only 
possible because when the printer arrived in the 1590’s, the “noble emporium” of Lisbon was a 
great city without a great printing house.  
 The state of Lisbon’s book production industry in relation to other Iberian cities is the 
most compelling explanation for why Pieter van Craesbeeck decided to establish his business at 
the Portuguese port. The printer’s first biographer, his great-great-grandson, Francisco Xavier da 
Serra Craesbeeck, affirms that the printer left Antwerp due to religious persecution.50 However, 
the year when Pieter van Craesbeeck bade farewell to his employers—1592—was not one of 
particular tumult or threat to Catholics. The armies of Philip II defeated rebellious Dutch troops 
in Antwerp in 1585, so the city had been safe for Catholics for several years. As such, it seems 
more likely that Craesbeeck left Antwerp in search of a more favorable market for printing. The 
Flemish compositor had little chance of establishing his own press in his native city, since the 
book-production industry there was already saturated. Moreover, the young typesetter evidently 
anticipated favorable entrepreneurial conditions on the Iberian Peninsula, since the Officina 
Plantiniana’s account books of workers’ wages from 1592 include a note stating: “he left on 
May 20 for Spain, as he said” (est parti ad 20 Maij p.r aller vers espagne comme il disoit).51 At 
                                                
49 Deslandes, Documentos, 123. 
 
50 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 12v. Mochizuki, "The Luso-Baroque Republic of Things," 
151, erroneously characterizes Craesbeeck's press as being established as a satellite "office" of 
Plantin's Antwerp house.  
 
51 MPM, “Ouvriers 1590-1610,” 17r. I am grateful to Dirk Imhoff for his help with transcribing 
and translating this note. 
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the time, España (deriving from the Roman Hispania) meant the entire Iberian Peninsula—not to 
be confused with Castile.  
 It is possible, as one family genealogy affirms, that the printer first tried his luck as a 
journeyman in what we know today as Spain and, finding less opportunities than expected, 
moved on to apply his skills in Lisbon.52 After all, early modern print-shop workers had followed 
this kind of itinerant strategy since the earliest days of the trade.53 Alternatively, Craesbeeck 
could have intended to settle in Lisbon all along, perhaps due to a connection with the Flemish 
merchant Pedro Moretus, the brother of Christopher Plantin’s son-in-law, Jan Moretus, who was 
running the Antwerp firm at the time Craesbeeck departed.54 Regardless of his path between 
1592 and 1597, Lisbon is where Craesbeeck ultimately landed, producing in 1597 his first work 
as master printer, the post-Tridentine Index Librorum Prohibitorum (Index of Prohibited Books).  
 The fact that the Portuguese Inquisition and its financier, the bookseller Cristóvão Ortega, 
entrusted their edition of the Roman Index to a foreign artisan new to the Lisbon publishing 
scene attests to the dearth of high-quality, high-output, and well-equipped printers at the time 
Pedro Craesbeeck established his business.55 In 1597, the city had two established presses: 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
52 Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck & Sons, 4, cites the genealogy claiming Craesbeeck first went to 
Spain. 
 
53 The itinerant nature of printing work in early modern Europe is well known; for example, 
Griffin, Journeymen-Printers, 32, notes this—and dedicates the entire monograph to such 
workers.  
 
54 Stols, “Livros, gravuras e mapas flamengos,” 120. 
 
55 As noted in the introduction, the title page of the Roman Index of 1597 states that the edition 
was published “at the expense of Cristóvão Ortega, bookseller” (expensis Christophori Ortegae 
bibliopolae). See BNP, Noronha, Index librorum prohibitorum, *1r. 
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Manuel de Lira’s, operating since 1579, and António Álvarez’s, operating since 1583.56 
Throughout their careers, both men, as well as Jorge Rodrigues, who began printing in 1601, 
averaged approximately three editions per year. Craesbeeck ultimately tripled their output with 
more than ten editions per year, creating, without a doubt, the largest and most successful press 
the city had ever seen (see appendix 2). Craesbeeck’s outstanding numbers in relation to the 
city’s other printers show just how much potential there was for a printing business in Lisbon 
and just how ill-equipped others were to meet the city’s publishing demands. Lira and Álvares 
had been printing in Lisbon for more than a decade, yet the city’s most powerful institution—the 
Inquisition—did not deem their services adequate for its needs, whether because of these 
Portuguese printers’ prices, reputations, or some combination of both, as chapters two and three 
will discuss.  
 When Pieter van Craesbeeck arrived in Lisbon between 1592 and 1597, he found a 
publishing landscape not only weak in output, but forgotten by its king. In the early years of 
Philip II’s annexation of the Kingdom of Portugal, from 1580 to 1583, the monarch made sure he 
had reliable printers in the kingdom to support his campaign against the main Portuguese 
contender to the throne, António, Prior of Crato. In 1580, Philip II brought his royal printer of 
Madrid, Alonso Gómez, to the border town of Badajoz to print texts geared at winning the favor 
of Portuguese nobles and justifying an invasion if need be.57 Then, in 1583, with Gómez back in 
                                                
 
56 According to the author entries for Manuel de Lira and António Álvares in the online 
catalogue of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Lira’s first publication was in 1579 and 
Álvares’s was in 1583. 
 
57 See Bouza Álvarez, Portugal no tempo, 56-60. Bouza has found documentation certifying the 
king’s reimbursement of Gómez for printing-related expenses incurred in Badajoz, including 
acquiring paper and renting a house and a wooden box to store printed materials.  
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Madrid and Philip II ready to rejoin him at the court, the king appointed António Ribeiro, who 
had been printing in Lisbon since 1574, as the city’s royal printer.58 Over the next two years, 
Ribeiro printed several texts to shore up Philip II’s right to the throne and establish the rule of 
law; his overall output was formidable, with at least seventy editions between 1574 and 1590 
(see appendix 2).59  
 By naming António Ribeiro royal printer of Lisbon in 1583, Philip II created a triangular 
brand between Lisbon, Antwerp, and Madrid. Each city now had a printer who held the title: in 
Lisbon, Ribeiro; in Madrid, Gómez; and in Antwerp, Craesbeeck’s employer, Christopher 
Plantin (figs. 6-8). In this way, the monarch integrated his newly acquired Kingdom of Portugal 
into an existing politico-cultural initiative, fomenting a consistent marker to be stamped on legal, 
historical, and liturgical texts across his different realms. The terms of the title of royal printer 
varied from province to province and the privilege did not necessary indicate a salaried or 
consistently financed post.60 Therefore, it seems more appropriate to deem the royal printer title a 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
58 See Elliot, Imperial Spain, 275, on Philip II’s departure from Lisbon for Madrid in 1583. The 
earliest book attributed to Ribeiro in the catalog of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal is dated 
1574: BNP, Henrique, Meditações, e Homilias. The first mentions of him as royal printer are on 
books dated 1583: BNP, Portugal, Regimento da Casa da Suplicaçam and BNP, Portugal, 
Reformaçam da Justiça. 
 
59 These included new regulations for the Portuguese Supreme Court; a reformed legal code; 
concordances; a collection of privileges newly confirmed and granted in the kingdom; a 
collection of writs related to Philip II’s ascension and swearing-in; and a Latin genealogy making 
the case that Philip II was the legitimate heir to the Portuguese throne. See BNP, Portugal, 
Regimento da Casa da Suplicaçam; BNP, Portugal, Reformaçam da Justiça; BNP, Molina, 
Concordia liberi arbitrij  (Res. 1457//1 V); BNP, Molina, Concordia liberi arbitrij (Res. 
2849//1v); BNP, Portugal, Patente das merces, graças e priuilegios; BNP, Instrumentos e 
escrituras dos autos; BNP, Leão, Duardi Nonij Leonis iurisconsulti.  
 
60 In his history of the Giunti (Junta) printing dynasty in Spain, William Pettas notes that: “A 
royal decree of Philip II, dated 24 August 1594, confirmed Tomás de Junta as the royal printer, 
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brand rather than an institution proper—a symbolic link that hints at control from above but, 
ultimately, as Craesbeeck’s case shows, is open to manipulation and negotiation from below.  
 
                                                                                                                                                       
and also pointedly noted that it was to be an honor without salary”; see Pettas, A History & 
Bibliography, 69 for this and a transcription of Junta’s royal printer privilege for Madrid. Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s royal printer privilege of 1620 for Lisbon similarly states that the printer may not 
charge anything to the royal treasury: “with the said office and name of my printer he shall not 
have or have ordered anything at my treasury’s expense” (com o dito cargo e nome de meu 
imprençor não tera nem avera ordenado algum a custa da minha fazenda); see Deslandes, 





Figure 6. Title page of one of António Ribeiro’s books, a legal code printed in the year Philip II 
left Lisbon to return to Madrid, 1583. At the bottom of the title page we find Ribeiro described as 
“Impressor do mesmo Senhor” (Printer of the same Lord), i.e., “del Rey” (of the King). Image 
from the exemplar held by the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal and digitized on its website 





Figure 7. Title page of the Spanish Inquisition’s Index et catalogus librorum prohibitorum (Index 
and Catalogue of Prohibited Books, 1583), printed “by Alonso Gómez Royal Printer” (apud 
Alphonsum Gomezium regius typographum). Image from the exemplar of the Biblioteca 
Nacional de España digitized on the library’s Biblioteca Digital Hispánica (BNE, Iglesia 
Católica, Index et catalogus librorum prohibitorum). 





Figure 8. Title page of the Jesuit Antonio Possevino’s Moscovia, printed “by the Office of 
Christopher Plantin, Chief Royal Printer, 1587 (Ex officina Christophori Plantini 
Architypographi Regii). Pieter van Craesbeeck was working at Plantin’s press at this time, a 
fifteen-year-old apprentice. Image from the exemplar of the Biblioteca Nacional de España 




 The symbolic royal branding link between Portugal, Castile, and Flanders was short-
lived. António Ribeiro printed his last work in 1590, and Philip II did not bother to designate a 
new royal printer.61 There was no longer an urgent need to print texts confirming Philip II’s right 
to the Portuguese throne, since his main contender, Antonio, Prior of Crato, had died in exile in 
1585. The temporary balance and coherence between Lisbon, Madrid, and Antwerp from 1583 to 
1590 thus fell apart, leaving the Portuguese capital out of the fold. While Philip II ignored 
Lisbon, he focused his attentions on Madrid, inviting Julio Junta, a member of the renowned and 
well-established Italian Giunti printing dynasty, to leave his Salamanca office and establish the 
monarchy’s first-ever imprenta real at the court in 1593.62 A central motivation for establishing 
the royal press was to stop having to rely on Craesbeeck’s employer, the Officina Plantiniana, 
for the mass production of Roman liturgical texts.63 This meant that while Antwerp still had its 
famous Plantinian firm and Madrid now had a printing house boasting the internationally 
renowned Giunti name, Lisbon, one of Europe's largest cities and a global center of trade, had no 
one standout print shop—none that Philip II cared to designate as his own.  
 The fact that Philip II traveled to Portugal with a printer in tow, and that he created a 
trans-European royal printing brand for the Iberian Monarchy, is illustrative of the great attention 
                                                
61 In 1590, Ribeiro put out the last work credited to his shop, though his name appears as 
bookseller on one of António Álvarez’s books from 1601; see BNP, Igreja Católica, Officia 
sanctorum Ecclesiae Olysiponensis and BNP, Castro, Naufragio. Whether or not that bookseller 
was the same António Ribeiro, the post of royal printer appears to have laid vacant after 1590 
without being passed on to Ribeiro’s two-time collaborator, Ántónio Álvarez, or Manuel de Lira, 
the city’s other major printer. 
 
62 There is an extensive monograph on the Giunti family in Spain; see Pettas, A History & 
Bibliography. 
 




he paid to controlling, utilizing, and incentivizing the press throughout his forty-year reign.64 
What happened to Lisbon’s printing industry after Portugal’s annexation ceased to require his 
immediate attention, however, reveals the imbalances between the monarchy’s multiple centers 
that were an essential characteristic of this newly formed global system. In a landscape so vast, 
the king was bound to have numerous blind spots, investing money in certain projects at others’ 
expense, attending to some cities while forgetting others. A notorious example of this is Philip II, 
III, and IV’s expenditures on the wars in the Netherlands, which depleted the treasury and caused 
unrest elsewhere, including, eventually, Portugal.65 The Habsburg kings’ vacillating endeavors 
and favors engendered a fluctuating geometry of inter-territorial relationships. Connections were 
incessantly made and unmade, imbalances addressed and then ignored. 
 In addition to the appointment of royal printers, Philip II set into motion several cultural 
initiatives in the mid-to-late sixteenth century, among them royal histories, geographic relations, 
and royal academies. All of these, while gesturing toward some sort of global intellectual 
program, were not consistently or effectively managed from above.66 Nonetheless, the uneven 
                                                
64 Bouza Álvarez, Portugal no tempo, 54 notes that the Philip II showed a greater preoccupation 
with his realms’ printing industries than the monarchs immediately preceding and following him, 
as well as the other European rulers of his day. In 1558, he overhauled existing printing 
legislation, passing new laws designed to tighten and expand censorship laws and control book 
traffic across Castilian borders. In 1572, he ordered an inquiry into the “substandard” presses of 
the kingdom, seeking to understand why his only options for printing the new Roman liturgy lay 
outside Spain, since no printing houses on the peninsula were equipped to produce such large 
quantities of books. He was the first Castilian king to name royal printers, starting with Willem 
Silvius in Antwerp (1560), Alonso Gómez in Madrid (1567), and Christopher Plantin in Antwerp 
(1570). 
 
65 Craesbeeck printed an invective against Portuguese soldiers fighting in the Low Countries in 
1632: BNP, Ribeiro, Discurso sobre os fidalgos, e soldados portugueses nao militarem em 
conquistas alheas desta Coroa.  
 
66 Gruzinski, Las cuatro partes del mundo, 404. 
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attentions paid to royal initiatives—especially under the watches of Philip III and Philip IV, 
when Craesbeeck was in business—worked to enterprising subjects’ advantage.  
 Once instituted, existing titles and privileges paved the way for individuals to keep royal 
programs in place from below. Craesbeeck’s press gives us several such examples. The printer, 
as mentioned, eventually took it upon himself to ask for the title of impressor do rei in Lisbon in 
1620. Diogo do Couto, a retired soldier in India, did the same for the posts of royal archivist and 
chronicler, asking for the titles himself and thus integrating Goa into the network of Iberian cities 
where royal historians worked, as we will see in chapter five.67 Royal branding in the realm of 
the book trade, then, was quite flexible and subject to intervention. Even though titles were 
contingent on the kings’ approval, their subjects played a critical role in earning them through 
their own petitions and designs. This constructedness of royalty is a thread that winds through 
several aspects of Craesbeeck’s global hub, including, as chapter four will show, Inca Garcilaso 
de la Vega’s “royal commentaries” of the Incas.  
 Before Pedro Craesbeeck could become royal printer of Lisbon and establish a site from 
which others would devise and disseminate their own interpretations of the royal, he needed 
propitious grounds to draw business to his press. The different states of the printing industry in 
Antwerp, Madrid, and Lisbon make clear that the Iberian Monarchy boasted multiple centers 
that, while all great, were not equal. The relative weakness of Lisbon’s existing printers in the 
1590’s, combined with Philip II’s lack of attention to the city after consolidating the Iberian 
                                                                                                                                                       
 





Union, created open grounds for the entrepreneurial Flemish journeyman to build a global 
publishing hub.  
 
At the Whim of the Winds: The Maritime Crossroads of the Two Iberian Empires  
 While weak with regard to printing, Lisbon also boasted relative strengths. Its maritime 
position gave it a crucial advantage, especially in comparison to the Spanish empire’s principal 
port: Seville.  
 In 1601, four years after Pedro Craesbeeck established his press in Lisbon, a group of 
Castilian ministers was sent to the city to supervise the activities of Portugal’s Royal Treasury. 
Among their instructions, they were told to make sure that no ship returning from the Spanish 
West Indies dock or unload in Portuguese ports, since the fleets from America were supposed to 
land and register their contents at Seville’s House of Trade (Casa de la Contratación). Even 
though, as of 1601, Portugal was annexed to the Spanish Crown, the terms of the Courts of 
Tomar of 1581 mandated that the Portuguese and Castilian treasuries and imperial 
administrations remain separate. Therefore, the ministers were attempting to prevent contraband 
activity. Enterprising subjects had been avoiding Castilian controls and unloading goods in 
Portugal to Castile’s economic detriment, furtively redesigning the monarchy’s commercial 
routes against the law for their own individual gain.68  
 This episode in Lisbon’s history, precisely at the time Craesbeeck’s business was taking 
off, paints a picture of the printer’s Lisbon as the crossroads of the two Iberian empires. It 
reveals that ships frequently reached Lisbon from Spanish America before Seville, even when 
                                                





they were supposed to disembark at the Andalusian port, making Lisbon a more natural 
geographic center—the fastest point of return from overseas.  
 As a consequence, manuscripts and printed books sailed into the Tagus River estuary 
alongside travelers and objects from all the Indies: Portuguese and Spanish, East and West. Once 
texts inscribed overseas arrived in Lisbon, local agents would bring them to Craesbeeck for 
printing. The reasons they did so are further explored in chapters two and three. Yet to begin, 
Pedro Craesbeeck’s capacity to build a global publishing hub cannot be understood absent his 
position at a global port. A good share of the titles on America, Africa, and Asia produced at his 
workshop were born out of the inbound traffic arriving from the Atlantic and Indian oceans. 
  Craesbeeck’s maritime location likewise allowed him and the authors and booksellers 
who hired him to widely distribute their books across Iberian worlds, whether Castile, America, 
or Asia. While this dissertation focuses principally on production processes, retracing the paths 
through which texts arrived at Craesbeeck’s printing house, the printer’s ready access to 
distribution circuits undoubtedly influenced his business’s success as well. All in all, the 
makings and circulations of Craesbeeck’s books on overseas worlds reveal that his press was tied 
to the routes and rhythms of the seas. These routes and rhythms at times obeyed and at times 
diverged from the legal separation of the Spanish and Portuguese empires during the Union of 
Crowns, ever-dependent on the whims of the winds and vessels’ fates at sea.  
 Nautical conditions had made Lisbon a crossroads for both Spanish and Portuguese 
vessels since the dawn of Iberian expansion. One need only recall that, on the return journey 
from his first transatlantic voyage in 1493, Christopher Columbus proceeded to Lisbon before 
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making his way to Castile due to unfavorable winds.69 A few decades later, in 1537, Álvar 
Núñez Cabeza de Vaca signed off the report (Relación) of his storied expedition to Florida—
better known today as Naufragios (Shipwrecks)—in Lisbon, just as Columbus had done in his 
Carta a Luis de Santangel (Letter to Luis de Santangel).70 The historian of Florida in Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s corpus, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, also detoured through Lisbon on his journey 
from Spanish America to Castile. In the dedication to La Florida del Ynca (The Florida of the 
Inca, 1605), Garcilaso tells the Duke of Braganza: “the first land I saw when I came from my 
own, which is Peru, was the land of Portugal, the islands of Fayal and Tercera and the royal city 
of Lisbon” (la primera tierra que vi cuando vine de la mía, que es el Perú, fue la de Portugal, la 
isla de Fayal y la Tercera, y la real ciudad de Lisbona).71 After spending some time at the 
Portuguese port, Garcilaso eventually entered Castile through Seville.72 
 Garcilaso’s mooring in Lisbon does not explain why he published his two histories of 
America with Pedro Craesbeeck, for the young mestizo arrived in Lisbon in 1561, a decade 
before the printer’s birth. Chapter four explores in depth why Garcilaso in fact sent his 
manuscripts to Lisbon from Córdoba, Spain in his older age, as well as the significance of 
incorporating his arrival in Lisbon into the rhetoric of the dedication. At this juncture, however, 
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s mention of passing through the Azores on his way to Lisbon 
provides a clue as to why the city repeatedly surfaces in the literature of Spanish conquests 
overseas.  
                                                
69 Columbus, Textos y documentos completos, 146. 
 
70 Núñez Cabeza de Vaca, Naufragios, 311. 
 
71 Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 97; my translation.  
 
72 Chang Rodriguez, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 17. 
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 The historian Artur Teodoro de Matos has shown that in the sixteenth century, storms, 
damages to ships, and threats of piracy led Spanish vessels from America to stop over in the 
Azores for respite yearly; from there, they would sometimes continue to Lisbon together with the 
Portuguese vessels from India. Matos’s research confirms that the aforementioned 1601 Castilian 
ministers’ visit to Lisbon responded to a persistent contraband problem that plagued the coffers 
of Seville’s Casa de la Contratación before and during the Union of Crowns. Traders frequently 
unloaded precious metals in the Azores or Lisbon before ships made their way to Seville.73  
 Books from Spanish America, too, must have accompanied these contraband treasures. 
The publication history of Francisco Losa’s La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio López 
en algunos lugares de esta Nueva España (The Life that the Servant of God Gregorio López Led 
in Some Places of This New Spain), first printed in Mexico City in 1613 and then by Pedro 
Craesbeeck in Lisbon in 1615, suggests that books counted among the American cargo of 
Spanish ships illegally unloaded in Lisbon. This hagiographical account of a Spanish ascetic 
living in New Spain was intended for an audience in Madrid and loaded onto a Castile-bound 
vessel in 1613, as I discuss at greater length in chapter four. Nonetheless, in 1615—two years 
before any evidence of its reception emerges at the court—Pedro Craesbeeck and the bookseller-
publisher Manoel Pereira undertook their own edition. Given the speed of their Lisbon 
production, it seems likely that a Spanish ship carrying copies of the 1613 Mexico City first 
edition stopped over, like so many before it, in Lisbon. 
                                                
73 Matos, “Os Açores,” 100-102. Matos cites evidence that ships from Spanish America stopped 
over in the Azores in both 1537 and 1560—the years Cabeza de Vaca and Garcilaso de la Vega 
respectively arrived in Lisbon (100 n. 20). These documents thus corroborate both men’s printed 
accounts of their trajectories from Spanish America to Seville via Portugal. Unfortunately, 
Matos’s study is limited to the sixteenth century, leaving out the seventeenth century during 




 Lisbon's privileged geographic location put Pedro Craesbeeck and Manoel Pereira at the 
forefront of a bestselling phenomenon. Though little known and studied today, The Life of 
Gregorio López was re-edited at least seventeen times throughout Europe over the course of the 
seventeenth century. Manoel Pereira was the first European publisher to seize upon the Mexican 
book's commercial potential two years after its original publication, in 1615. A 1617 Madrid and 
1618 Seville edition followed, as well as English and French translations in London and Paris 
and many more Spanish editions in Madrid.74 Lisbon’s position as a maritime crossroads of the 
Spanish and Portuguese overseas empires, which could make it a more convenient point of return 
from America than Seville, could also make the city’s book-makers the quickest to publish 
works from the Indies and anticipate potential bestsellers.75  
 The life of Francisco Losa’s Vida de Gregorio López not only evinces the inbound traffic 
of vessels from Spanish America at Lisbon’s port, but also the short-distance route from Lisbon 
to Seville on which ships would proceed. In 1618, Gabriel Ramos Bejarano, a printer in Seville, 
decided to publish his own re-edition of the hagiography. Bibliographical evidence suggests that 
Ramos Bejarano used the 1615 Lisbon edition—not the 1613 Mexico City princeps—as the basis 
for his own, so it is reasonable to conclude that copies of the Lisbon edition were transported to 
Seville.76  
                                                
74 For a review of the European editions, see Rubial García, La santidad controvertida, 110-116. 
 
75 A key to Lisbon imprints’ becoming European bestsellers was their translation into Spanish. 
Both Franciso Losa’s Life of Gregorio López and Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam took off 
in the European book market thanks to the early Spanish editions that followed them.  
 
76 The 1618 Seville dedication to a canon of the church of Córdoba bears too many similarities to 
Manoel Pereira’s dedication to the Archbishop of Lisbon in 1615 to be a coincidence; neither, 
moreover, resembles Francisco Losa’s original 1613 dedication to the President of the Council of 
the Indies in Madrid mentioned above. Ramos Bejarano does not translate Pereira’s Portuguese 
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 This Lisbon-Seville distribution path was far from an anomalous occurrence. A 
heretofore-unstudied archival file in Madrid’s Archivo Histórical Nacional shows that two 
booksellers in Seville used a shipment of dozens of books from Lisbon to pay off a debt they 
owed a printer in Madrid.77 On the other hand, the self-published author Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega deliberately planned on using the Lisbon-Seville route to bring his Royal Commentaries of 
the Incas (1609) to Castile. A power of attorney executed in Córdoba in 1609 shows that the 
writer entrusted a Jesuit father in Lisbon, Jerónimo Ferraz, with overseeing the publication of his 
history of the Incas at Craesbeeck’s press. Moreover, Garcilaso gave Ferraz permission “to send 
and dispatch the said books to the representative he should chose from one of the colleges of the 
Company of Jesus of Seville” (enbiar y rremitir los dichos libros al procurador que le pareciere 
de vno de los colegios de la Conpañia de Jesus de Seuilla).78 Thus, the seventy-year-old author 
intended the printed copies of his magnum opus to move through intra-peninsular Jesuit 
                                                                                                                                                       
dedication word-for-word, but rather takes it as a model to structure his own. The 1615 Lisbon 
dedication begins: “This book of the life of the great man Gregorio Lopez came into my hand, 
illustrious Sir…” (Veome a mão, Illustrissimo, Senhor este liuro da vida do grande varão 
Gregorio Lopez...), conjuring the moment when Manoel Pereira first acquired a copy fresh off 
the boat from New Spain. The 1618 Seville dedication similarly starts: “After this book of the 
life of the servant of God Gregorio Lopez came into my hands (sir)...” (Lvego que a mis manos 
(señor) llegó este libro de la vida del siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez...). In addition to the similar 
openings, the Seville editor notes in closing that the book, “although small in volume, [is] very 
great in subject matter” (aunque pequeña en el volumen, si bien alta en la materia); likewise, 
Manoel Pereira concludes his own dedication with the observation that the book, “even though 
small, encloses great treasures” (nem por pequena deixa de enserrar em sy grandissimos 
thesouros). For the Lisbon dedication see HSA, Losa, La vida, *2r. For the Seville dedication see 
NYPL, Losa, La vida, *3v. 
 
77 AHN, Consejos, 25395, Exp. 3. The file is dated 1619. The book list includes titles printed by 
Craesbeeck as well as other Lisbon printers. 
 




networks. His work followed the same path he had taken almost a half-century prior when he 
sailed from Lisbon to Seville.  
 Once in Seville, Garcilaso’s books could then embark on the return journey back to 
America the author never made.79 While at least 500 copies of Royal Commentaries of the Incas 
ended up in Garcilaso’s Córdoba home via Seville, other exemplars of his histories of Peru and 
Florida were loaded onto vessels bound for Spanish America.80 Indeed, several of Craesbeeck’s 
Spanish-language books can be found on the registers of ships leaving Seville for the Spanish 
Indies, further evidencing that initial intra-peninsular distribution leg from the Portuguese to 
Castilian port. Records held at Seville’s Archivo de Indias bear witness to the transatlantic 
transport not only of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s La Florida del Ynca (1604) and Primera parte 
de los comentarios reales (1609), but also Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam (1614), Mateo 
Alemán’s Guzmán de Alfarache (1604), and Martín del Barco Centenera’s Argentina y conquista 
del Río de la Plata (1602).81 
                                                
79 Chang Rodríguez, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 19, notes that the Council of the 
Indies in Madrid gave Garcilaso permission to return to Peru in 1563, but “we do not know why 
he did not return to his homeland.”  
 
80 Garcilaso’s inventory of goods upon his death included an entry of “500 books, more or less, 
in paper of the ‘First Part of the Royal Commentaries’ (quinientos libros, poco más o menos, en 
papel de la “Primera parte de los Comentarios Reales); Durand, "La biblioteca del Inca,” 243. 
In 1612, a prosecutor (fiscal) of the Audience of Lima had a copy of Comentarios reales shipped 
among 159 other books in eight boxes registered at the Casa de la Contratación of Seville. See 
González Sánchez, “Los Comentarios reales en la vida y el menester indiano del licenciado 
Cristóbal Cacho de Santillana (1599-1641),” 31. Rueda Ramírez, Negocio e intercambio 
cultural, 256, notes that copies of La Florida were shipped from Seville to Cartagena in 1621. 
 
81 See Rueda Ramírez Negocio e intercambio cultural: 223, 254-256 (on Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega); 276 (on Fernão Mendes Pinto); 148, 155, 158, 228-231, 319, 321 (on Mateo Alemán); 
and 251, 254, 257 (on Martín del Barco Centenera). Rueda Ramírez’s study of the transatlantic 
book trade between Castile and Spanish America builds on Irving Leonard’s foundational work; 
see Leonard, Books of the Brave. Neither, however, considers Lisbon’s place in this transatlantic 
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 The cases of Francisco Losa's La vida de Gregorio López and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega's 
Comentarios reales show that the traffic of vessels from Spanish America to Lisbon and from 
Lisbon to Seville positioned Pedro Craesbeeck to produce and distribute, from Portugal, the 
literature of Spanish imperial expansion. Publishing agents who moved books in and out of 
harbor, like the bookseller Manoel Pereira and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s representative, the 
Jesuit Jerónimo Ferraz, chose Craesbeeck to print their works. As a consequence, these men 
imbricated the printer’s house in maritime networks that tied Spanish America to Lisbon, Lisbon 
to Seville, and Seville to Spanish America, complicating the legally prescribed commercial 
divisions between the Portuguese and Spanish empires. In the world of commerce and trade, the 
monarchy's subjects would always find ways to creatively navigate both within and around the 
law to execute their desired transactions. Craesbeeck's hub operated according to this creative 
commercial logic, as the dissertation will repeatedly show. He and the authors and publishers 
who brought texts to print at his press adeptly exploited the blind spots and windows of 
opportunity inherent to a vast, multi-territorial monarchy with a complex legal terrain.  
                                                                                                                                                       
traffic. Even though Rueda Ramírez identifies multiple Craesbeeck imprints on the registers of 
the Archivo de Indias, he does not investigate the first leg of their transport from Lisbon to 
Seville. This is symptomatic of the fact that Portuguese and Spanish bibliography has long been 
practiced along national divides. A notable exception is Lafaye, Albores de la imprenta, but this 
study is not even-handed, as it pays far greater attention to Spain than Portugal—especially 
where the seventeenth century is concerned. The essays included in Thomas and Stols, Un 
mundo sobre papel: libros y grabados flamencos en el imperio hispanoportugués, still tend to 
consider Flemish books and engravings in the Spanish or Portuguese empire, rather than 
integrating both. See, for example, Stols, “Livros, gravuras e mapas flamengos,” which only 
studies the Portuguese context, and Thomas, “Los Impresores de los Países Bajos Meridionales 
en España e Hispanoamérica,” which only studies Spain and its territories, or Imhoff, “Las 
ediciones españolas de la Officina Plantiniana,” which does not consider Craesbeeck’s 
employer’s Portuguese imprints and global market next to the Spanish ones, even though there is 
ample documentation to do so. Much archival work still needs to be done to understand the 




 The picture of Lisbon as a maritime crossroads of the Spanish and Portuguese empires 
would not be complete without considering the works of literature that entered Craesbeeck's 
house via Portuguese vessels sailing on Portuguese trade routes, in line with the legal terms of 
the Iberian empires’ difficult-to-enforce separation. Alongside the exotica, fineries, plants, and 
spices famously shipped from Asia, Africa, and Brazil to the “noble emporium” of Lisbon, 
letters and books in manuscript form absorbed the salt air of the sea.82 Missionaries, merchants, 
soldiers, and civil and ecclesiastical servants were constantly sending handwritten texts from 
Portuguese Asia and America to Lisbon, some destined for the hands of local publishing agents, 
from fellow friars to family, friends, or patrons. Once discharged at the docks, these agents 
would have the manuscripts edited, censored, and ultimately printed at Craesbeeck's press. The 
stories of these books’ production and distribution further illuminate the extent to which Pedro 
Craesbeeck's hub was entwined with the flows of ships through the Tagus River estuary. His 
workshop, linking up to wide-reaching networks of correspondence, brought to light the works 
of authors located remotely across the Portuguese empire. Once printed, many copies made their 
way back out to the Portuguese colonies. 
 The Jesuits of Lisbon were key agents for the overseas input and output of Craesbeeck’s 
press. Over the course of Craesbeeck’s career from 1597 to 1632, the city’s order came to favor 
him over the city and region’s other printers, thus imbricating the Fleming in their vast and 
complex chains of textual production and circulation that crisscrossed the four parts of the world. 
In addition to nine works clearly authored or sponsored by Jesuits, the Society of Jesus had a 
                                                
82 For studies of the variety of goods and peoples that circulated through Lisbon in the early 
modern period, see Jordan Gschwend and Lowe, The Global City. These essays, however, pay 




hand in Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Comentarios reales, as we saw above, and Fernão Mendes 
Pinto’s famous travel narrative, Peregrinaçam.83 Chapter three further attends to this crucial 
collaborative relationship between the city’s two cultural powerhouses, which accounts for 
nearly one-fifth of the printer’s ‘global’ typographical oeuvre (see appendix 1). For now, 
however, it is worth tracing how Craesbeeck was poised, from his position in Lisbon, to 
capitalize on the Jesuits’ maritime correspondence networks.  
 The Society of Jesus in Lisbon does not appear to have published manuscripts sent 
directly from Goa. Their brothers in India had established their own press in Goa in 1556,84 and 
reports recorded there for a European audience were first sent for approval to the Superior 
General in Rome.85 Thus, the Jesuits’ works on Portuguese Asia produced at Craesbeeck’s 
Lisbon press, such as three Annual Reports (Relações anuais) and news of the persecution of 
Christians in Japan, were filtered through Mediterranean shipping networks linking Rome to 
Lisbon. This should serve as a reminder of the European dimensions of seafaring activities at 
Lisbon’s port, the Flemish side of which I consider in chapter three.  
                                                
83 These editions are: BNP, Lucena, Historia da vida do padre Francisco de Xavier (1600); 
BNP, Pimenta, Cartas; BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annual (1607); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam 
annal [sic] (1609); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annal [sic] (1611); BNP, Matos, Relaçam da 
perseguiçam; BNP, Gouveia, Relaçam da ditosa morte; BNP, Araújo, Catecismo. In addition, 
Fernando Alvia de Castro translated Muzio Vitelleschi’s Italian compendium of the life of St. 
Francis Xavier; BNP, Vitelleschi, Traducion del compendio italiano.  
 
84 On the Jesuit presses in Asia, see Mochizuki, "The Diaspora of a Jesuit Press," 115-122. In 
addition to the Goan press, the Jesuits shipped another from Lisbon in 1586 with the hopes of 
putting it to use in Japan. 
 
85 The Jesuit titles Craesbeeck printed based on letters that first passed through Rome were: 
BNP, Pimenta, Cartas; BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annual (1607); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam 
annal [sic] (1609); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annal [sic] (1611); BNP, Matos, Relaçam da 




 Unlike their brothers in the East Indies, the members of the Society of Jesus in Brazil did 
indeed send handwritten texts directly to Lisbon for production. They had no other choice than to 
publish remotely, since printing was prohibited in Brazil until the nineteenth century. In 1618, 
Craesbeeck ran Catecismo na lingoa brasilica (Catechism in the Brazilian Language) through his 
presses, using a manuscript shipped and financed by the Jesuit fathers of Brazil.86 As soon as 
Craesbeeck completed the Tupi catechism—the only book in a non-European language produced 
at his press—the majority of the print run was undoubtedly carried to port and loaded on ships 
bound back to Brazil to use as a local evangelizing tool (fig. 9). 
                                                
86 BNP, Araújo, Catecismo Na lingoa brasilica, *1r, notes that the book was printed “at the 





Figure 9. Title page of the Jesuits’ Tupi catechism—the only text in a non-European language 
Craesbeeck printed. Image from the exemplar of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal digitized on 
the library’s website (BNP, Araújo, Catecismo). 
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 Non-Jesuit authors in India who hoped to reach readers on the Iberian Peninsula did not 
need to filter their texts through Rome and, whether because they lacked access to the religious 
order’s press in Goa or sought a European audience, shipped their manuscripts straight to Lisbon 
on the so-called India Run (Carreira da Índia).87 The Portuguese captain Francisco Vaz de 
Almada quite literally went through hell and high water before entrusting his Tratado do suceso 
que teve a nao Sam Joam Baptista (Treatment of the Event that Occurred to the Nao Saint John 
the Baptist, 1625) to the fate of the seas.88 In 1622, while sailing home to Portugal from India, a 
violent encounter with the Dutch wrecked Almada’s ship. He and several other travelers 
miraculously survived, coming ashore at the Cape of Good Hope and walking all the way to 
Mozambique, whence they ultimately found safe passage back to Goa. Upon his return to India, 
Almada took up a quill to give an account of the shipwreck to Father Manoel Gomes da Silveira 
in Lisbon, requesting: “before you show it, examine it very carefully, correcting the style and 
anything else you deem necessary, pardoning my errors as a friend. And once it is ready to be 
seen in public, do as you see fit” (antes que o mostre o veja muy miudamente, emendandolhe o 
estylo, & o mais de que vir tem necessidade, releuando minhas faltas como amigo. E depois que 
estiuer para se ver em publico, façao que lhe parecer).89 Silveira, as the finished product shows, 
                                                
87 See Boxer, “A Tentative Check-List,” for a sketch of the titles and authors who printed in Goa.  
 
88 Craesbeeck printed at least one other report penned in Goa in addition to Almada’s shipwreck: 
a report on the political state of affairs in the Estado da Índia; see AHN, “Relación del Estado.” 
He also printed a sermon given in Goa, though it is unclear whether the sermon was shipped as a 
manuscript from India or published after the author had returned to Lisbon with his manuscript 
in hand, given that the sermon was given in 1617 but not printed until 1628. In either case, the 
sermon is dedicated to the inquisitors of Goa, so at least some copies were intended to be shipped 
to India once printed. See BNP, Encarnação, Sermam que pregou. 
 




saw fit to bring his friend’s manuscript to Pedro Craesbeeck, thus linking Almada, back in India, 
to the successful Flemish immigrant in Lisbon.   
 Almada’s note to his editor contains another detail that brings to life the maritime 
contingencies entailed in publishing books between the Indies and Portugal. He explains: “the 
great desire I had to send you the relation of this event forced me to do it in twelve days, before 
these ships, may God save them, were to depart” (os muitos desejos, que tiue de mandar a v.m. a 
relatoria deste successo, me obrigaraõ a fazela em doze dias, antes que estas naos, que Deos 
salue, se partissem).90 In the early modern period, global book production activities relied on 
vessels’ schedules and fates, which could either thwart and delay publishing projects or help 
effectuate them with surprising speed given the vast distances entailed.  
 Diogo do Couto, a civil servant in Goa who undertook the continuation of João de 
Barros’s Décadas da Ásia (Decades of Asia), suffered from the slower side of the ship-
dependent spectrum. Like Almada, Couto sent his manuscripts for the Decades on the India Run 
from Goa to Lisbon. The Seventh Decade, entrusted to the Portuguese armada of 1601, was 
stolen by Dutch sailors on Indian seas.91 The indefatigable Couto rewrote and resent the pillaged 
installment two years later on the armada of 1603; his agent in Lisbon, brother-in-law Frei 
Adeodato da Trinidade, received the manuscript and eventually gathered the funds to print it at 
Craesbeeck’s press in 1616. Why, you may wonder, such a long wait? To be continued: Couto’s 
decades-long publication saga continues in chapters two and five. Meanwhile, Couto’s surviving 
                                                
90 BNP, Almada, Tratado do successo, 2r. 
 
91 António Coimbra Martins says that, according to the historian Charles Boxer, this attack must 
have been carried out by the Dutch, even though Couto thought it was carried out by the English; 




correspondence from 1608 reveals that he had 300 copies of the Fourth Decade of Asia, which 
Craesbeeck printed in 1602, sent on the India Run back to Goa, evincing the turn-around 
transport of printed books from Lisbon to the East Indies.92   
 On the faster end, news from Brazil could arrive at Craesbeeck’s workshop within a 
matter of months. João Medeiros Corrêa, a soldier who fought at the Battle of Bahia against the 
Dutch, finished composing Relaçam verdadera de tudo o succedido na Restauraçaõ da Bahia 
(True Relation of All That Occurred in the Recovery of Bahia) on May 15, 1625.93 Two months 
later, on July 12, Lisbon’s censors had already issued the licenses for Pedro Craesbeeck to print 
this short report of Iberian victory.94 It took the armada on which the author sailed seventy-five 
days to reach Bahia from Lisbon; it took only fifty-eight days for his text to sail back and land on 
Lisbon’s censors’ desks.95 The same advantageous winds that swept Columbus, Cabeza de Vaca, 
and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega to Lisbon on their way from America to Castile facilitated the 
rapid arrival of texts from Portugal’s sole American colony to its metropole.  
 The foregoing array of books that Pedro Craesbeeck printed on overseas worlds—a 
Mexican hagiography, histories of Peru and Portuguese Asia, collections of Jesuit letters, a Tupi 
                                                
92 Overseas distribution did not necessarily translate into sales. Couto complains: “I have not 
sold more than thirty [copies of the Fourth Decade of Asia], and I gave more than forty away, 
and the sweetest thing about that is I sent a book as a gift to each of the captains of the forts, and 
to the Archbishop and Viceroy, and none of them even sent me a pot of jam” (de tresentos 
volumes que o padre me mandou, não vendy mais que trinta, e dej mais de corenta, e o que hê 
mais gracioso, que mandej aos capitais das fortalezas cada hum seu de presente, E ao Arcebpo e 
V. Rey, e nenhum delles me mandou huma caxa de mermalada). Transcribed in Baião, 
“Introdução,” lxxxvi. 
 
93 NYPL, Corrêa, Relaçam, 8v. 
 
94 NYPL, Corrêa, Relaçam, 8v. 
 




catechism, and short reports of shipwrecks and battles—evinces the entwining of Craesbeeck’s 
press with the ingoing and outgoing traffic of the Tagus River estuary. Lisbon enjoyed a crucial 
geographic advantage as a seafaring nexus of the Iberian Monarchy over Seville, which accounts 
for the production of not just Portuguese, but also Spanish-language texts at his workshop. 
 Apologists for moving the court from Madrid to Lisbon during the Union of Crowns 
repeatedly underscored this privileged maritime position.96 In Discursos vários politicos 
(Various Political Discourses, 1624), the erudite canon Manuel Severim de Faria reminds Philip 
IV that:  
the Monarchy of Spain is made up not only of Spain, but of all the Provinces of its 
conquests, and for those Madrid is not located in the middle, but very far astray. Because 
for those who must come by sea, which is the majority of your vassals, whether from 
Italy, Flanders, the New World, Africa, or India, any oceanic port is closer than Madrid, 
embedded in the heart of Spain, where petitioners go at their own great inconvenience, 
and at the great inconvenience of their business dealings, since these delays often cause 
them losses. 
a Monarquia de Hespana não consta sô de Hespanha, mas de todas as Prouincias de 
suas conquistas & que para estas não fica Madrid no meyo, mais muito desuiado. Porque 
aos que hão de vir por mar, que he a mayor parte de seus vassallos, assi de Italia, è 
Flandres, como do nouo Mundo, Africa, & India, mais perto lhe fica qual quer porto do 
Oceano, que não Madrid, metido no coração de Hespanha, onde os requerentes vão com 
grandes incomodidades suas, & dos negocios, que por estas dilações se perdem muitas 
vezes.97 
 
The book-production networks reconstructed above and in the chapters to come lend credence to 
Faria’s argument that Lisbon—not Madrid—lay at the heart of the “Monarchy of Spain.” Madrid 
may have been geographically centric where the Iberian Peninsula (“Hespanha”), was 
concerned, but Lisbon trumped Madrid when “Italy, Flanders, the New World, Africa, or India” 
                                                
96 Gruzinski, Las cuatro partes del mundo, 126, notes that in addition to apologists for moving 
the court to Lisbon, there were writers who advocated for Naples, Lima, Potosí, and Goa.  
 
97 BNP, Faria, Discursos varios politicos, 7v-8r.   
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were all at play. The city’s capacity as a nautical node for all these Iberian worlds, combined 
with its lack of a robust printing industry discussed above, set the stage for Pedro Craesbeeck to 
build a global publishing hub that would rearrange the monarchy’s European publishing terrain. 
 Given the vast geography of the monarchy of the Union of Crowns, speed was a critical 
asset. And when it came to speed, Lisbon rose above Madrid not only in times of transport, but 
book production as well. Madrid’s “delays” with respect to Lisbon, to use Severim de Faria’s 
words, went beyond the impediments of land-bound travel. Lisbon’s censorship regime, which 
moved faster than Castile’s, helped Pedro Craesbeeck establish a powerhouse press as well. 
 
“Going to Combat” on Faster Terrain: Censorship in Lisbon versus Madrid 
 In 1604, Mateo Alemán, author of the international bestseller Guzmán de Alfarache, set 
out from Seville to Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon shop with the manuscript of the sequel to his 
picaresque masterpiece in tow. The same year, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega entrusted couriers to 
take the manuscript of La Florida del Ynca, his particular history of Hernando de Soto’s 
expedition to the North American peninsula, from Córdoba to the same Lisbon press. What 
moved these authors to take or send their works—one of which portrayed Spanish territories 
across the Mediterranean in Italy, the other in America—to Portugal instead of Castile, where 
both men had previously published?98 The motivations for these decisions appear to have been 
manifold, as this and other chapters will show. For one, to begin, printing in Lisbon afforded the 
                                                
98 Mateo Alemán had published Primera parte de Guzmán de Alfarache (First Part of Guzmán 
de Alfarache) in Madrid in 1599 and San Antonio de Padua in Seville in 1602 (Clemente 
Hidalgo). Inca Garcilaso de la Vega had published La traducción del indio de los tres diálogos 
de amor de León Hebreo (The Indian’s Translation of Leon Hebreo’s Dialogues of Love) in 




opportunity to get around the slow bureaucracy of the court. The city’s faster censorship 
channels, together with Pedro Craesbeeck’s well-supplied shop, allowed Alemán and Garcilaso 
to more quickly “go to combat” (salir a combate) in Aleman’s words, against other writers who 
had copied or imitated their ideas.99  
 I know of no existing comparison between the censorship processes in Madrid and 
Lisbon during the Iberian Union, so it is worth summarizing the procedures here.100 In Madrid 
and for any text printed elsewhere in Castile, the Royal Council of Castile (Consejo Real de 
Castilla) at the court was the main body charged with issuing licenses to print. The author or 
publisher first had to bring the text they wanted to print—whether manuscript or printed copy, in 
cases of re-editions—for censure at the Royal Council. This was called the aprobación. Once 
that approval was given, one or two copies had to be printed and brought back to the Royal 
Council so that an official could compare the original with the proof and give a second signature 
of approval. According to the number of sheets in each book, the price (tasa) also had to be 
fixed. Finally, a royal privilege (privilegio) could also be requested to acquire the exclusive right 
to print and sell a book for a set number of years.101 Publishers were able to request royal 
privileges in any kingdom, province, or viceroyalty—not just Castile—but these privileges were 
                                                
99 Alemán, Guzman de Alfarache II, 17.  
 
100 For a general explanation of the book-making processes in Iberia in this period, see Moll, 
“Problemas bibliográficos,” and González de Amezúa, Cómo se hacía un libro. Moll, 
“Problemas,” 24-25 discusses the procedures in Aragon, which I do not go into here.  
 
101 Ten years was the standard term. Diogo do Couto, the Goa-based chronicler who published 
repeatedly with Pedro Craesbeeck, in fact enjoyed an exception to this rule with a twenty-year 




usually limited to the jurisdiction where petitioned.102 Therefore, this quasi-copyright, when 
issued for Castile, was not applicable in Portugal, Aragon, or Flanders and vice versa, so printers, 
publishers, and booksellers could legally re-edit and sell a book protected in one territory in 
another. As a consequence, for example, it was not actually illegal for Pedro Craesbeeck and his 
Lisbon competitor, Jorge Rodrigues, to print their own editions of the first part of Don Quixote in 
1605 just months after the book first came out “with privilege” (con privilegio) in Madrid.  
 In addition to the required procedures to acquire the aprobación, tasa, and privilegio in 
Castile, works about the Spanish Indies required a special additional license from the Royal 
Council of the Indies (Real Consejo de Indias). No such imperial censorship equivalent applied 
in Portugal for books treating Portugal’s overseas domains.  
 Whereas Castilian censorship revolved around the Royal Council of Castile in Madrid, in 
Portugal the most important licenser was the Portuguese Inquisition. There were three censorship 
bureaus through which books had to pass in Lisbon during Pedro Craesbeeck’s time in business 
from 1597 to 1632: the Inquisition (Santo Officio), the Bishop (Ordinário), and the Viceroyal 
Palace (Desembargo do Paço).103 Authors and publishers in Lisbon first needed to acquire a 
                                                
102 Moll, “El impresor y el librero,” 117, notes that any individual desiring to protect his or her 
work across the entire Iberian Peninsula would have to request the corresponding royal privilege 
from each distinct kingdom (Castile, Aragon, Navarre, and Portugal), petitioning the monarch in 
Castile and viceroys elsewhere.  
 
103 Megiani, “Imprimir,” 245, notes that King Sebastião I of Portugal (r. 1557-1578) was: “o 
primeiro rei de Portugal a criar um controle prévio sobre a atividade tipográfica no âmbito do 
Desembargo do Paço. A medida configurou a tríade de instâncias censórias que se mantiveram 
ao longo de mais de dois séculos: a censura régia, no Desembargo do Paço, e a eclesiástica, 
formada pelo Ordinário da Diocese da Impressão, e pelo Conselho Geral do Santo Oficio. … Por 
um alvará de 1576, ele exige que nenhum livro seja impresso, mesmo que tenha sido examinado 
e aprovado pelos deputados do Santo Ofício, sem ter passado pela censura dos Desembargadores 




license from an inquisitorial censor (revedor); the book would then pass to a representative of the 
bishop and palace for their respective approvals.104 Notably, the censors of the Ordinário and 
Desembargo do Paço tended to grant their approvals very quickly on the basis of trust in the 
Inquisition’s judgment. For example, in Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Comentarios reales (1609), 
the episcopal license reads, “it may be printed in light of the above license of the Holy Office” 
(podese imprimir vista a licença acima do S. Officio), while the viceroyal license similarly states, 
“this book may be printed in light of the license it has from the Holy Office” (podese imprimir 
este liuro vista a licença que tem do sancto officio).105 These oft-repeated phrases reveal that the 
bishop’s office and palace judges rarely deviated from inquisitors’ opinions.  
 Once the three institutional licenses from the Inquisition, Bishop, and Viceroyal Palace 
had been granted, the palace would also set the price with the tasa and require a printed copy be 
brought back to be compared with the originally censored copy, just like in Madrid. Also like 
Madrid, all of these bureaucratic emissions were printed last, after the main text, as part of the 
book’s preliminaries. I discuss the significance of these preliminary pages further at the 
beginning of the dissertation’s second part. 
 Even though a greater variety of institutions were involved in book censorship in Lisbon 
than at the court, printing processes moved much more quickly through Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
workshop than through his counterparts’ in Madrid. A comparison of the dates of the licenses for 
                                                
104 See Fonseca, “O Censor Literário,” for a detailed study of the make-up of Portugal’s 
inquisitorial censors in the period of the Union of Crowns. Fonseca does not consider episcopal 
and state censors; I have not been able to locate any scholarship on these. I have reconstructed 
the overall censorship process in Portugal in this period by examining the different licenses 
printed in the preliminaries of Craesbeeck’s books. 
 




the first part of Guzmán de Alfarache (Madrid: Varez de Castro, 1599) and the second (Lisbon: 
Pedro Craesbeeck, 1604), as well as Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s La traduzion del Indio de los 
Tres Dialogos de Amor de Leon Hebreo (The Indian’s Translation of Leon Hebreo’s Three 
Dialogues of Love, Madrid: Pedro Madrigal, 1590) and La Florida del Ynca (Lisbon: Pedro 
Craesbeeck, 1605) makes this crystal clear. In Guzmán I (Madrid), there is a lapse of fourteen 
months between the first and last license; and in Guzmán II (Lisbon), just two days!106 Moreover, 
by the time the royal privilege giving Alemán the exclusive right to print and sell the book in 
Portugal was signed three months later, in December 1604, Pedro Craesbeeck had already 
finished the print run.107 Thus, it took more than a year to get the first part of Guzmán de 
Alfarche printed in Madrid, and only two or three months for the sequel.108 Similarly, Inca 
Garcilaso’s translation of Leon Hebreo’s Dialogues of Love (1590) took over a year to print in 
Madrid, with a sixteen-month lapse between the first and last licenses, whereas La Florida del 
Ynca (1604) was censored over the course of three to four months.109 Given the subject matter of 
                                                
106 The first license issued for Guzmán I is dated January 13, 1598, and the last March 4, 1599; 
see Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache I, 75-76. In Guzmán II, only two licenses are printed in the 
preliminaries: the inquisition’s, dated 7 September 1604, and the palace’s, dated two days later; 
see Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 13. 
 
107 Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 14-15.  
 
108 Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” 154, attributes the delay to the death of Philip II in 1598, but 
Garcilaso’s wait time for his translation of León Hebreo in 1590 shows censorship was 
consistently slow in Castile. 
 
109 The aprobación of the Dialogues of Love is dated August 1588, while the tasa is dated 
December 1589; see Garcilaso de la Vega, La traducción de los diálogos, 5-8. The first license is 





La Florida, in Castile the book would have had to gain the approval of the Royal Council of the 
Indies as well, which could take as long as eleven months.110 
 In addition to swift censorship times, it is important to highlight that the rapid pace at 
which Pedro Craesbeeck managed to print both Segunda parte de Guzmán de Alfarache and La 
Florida del Ynca—in Alemán’s case, near-record speed—may also be attributed to the amount of 
type that the printer had at his disposal.111 As we will see in chapter three, Craesbeeck was 
known for his “well supplied shop,” which suggests he did not lack for the type needed to 
occupy multiple presses at once.112 Therefore, the Flemish printer could print concurrently and 
much more quickly.113  
 In light of all of the above, both Mateo Alemán and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega knew how 
long it could take to publish a book in Madrid, and Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon shop offered a 
faster alternative. That said, it is important to ask: could ideology, rather than bureaucratic speed, 
                                                
110 In the case of Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas’s general history of the Spanish Indies, which 
plagiarizes information from Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Florida, the censorship processes took 
eleven months from start to finish, to give an idea; see LPL, Herrera y Tordesillas, Historia 
General, *3r-3v. A further complicating factor for both Alemán and Garcilaso when they set out 
to publish in Lisbon in 1604 was the displacement of the court from Madrid to Valladolid (1601-
1606). This transfer could have caused even greater delays since, though Philip III’s councilors 
accompanied him to Valladolid, many of Madrid’s printers did not do the same. Guibovich 
Pérez, “The Publication,” 151, points out the movement of the court to Valladolid as a possible 
reason that Inca Garcilaso de la Vega published in Lisbon, and that this move “reduced the 
number of print shops and the production of books.” Licenses issued for books printed in Castile 
in this period, such as the most famous, Don Quixote, are signed in Valladolid; for a transcription 
thereof, see Bouza, “Dásele licencia,” 12. 
 
111 Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” 165, notes that the only literary work of the day produced so quickly 
was the first part of Don Quixote.  
 
112 The Portuguese music composer described Craesbeeck’s workshop thusly; see Deslandes, 
Documentos, 123-24. 
 




have played a part in the two authors’ decision to turn to Lisbon? Book censors at the royal court 
in Castile certainly read with an eye to different concerns than those in the Viceroyalty of 
Portugal, particularly when it came to works regarding the Indies like Garcilaso’s. A minute 
comparison of the Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions’ expurgations of Theodor de Bry’s 
Frankfurt volumes on overseas worlds has shown that the Spanish Inquisition blacked out 
passages damning Spanish activities overseas while the Portuguese Inquisition blacked out 
passages damning the Portuguese.114 These findings suggest that the Portuguese Inquisition—all-
powerful, remember, in determining the contents of books printed in Lisbon—would be would 
be far less attuned to critiques about Spain’s overseas empire than the Royal Council of the 
Indies in Madrid.  
 The ideological differences between censors in Portugal and Castile may indeed explain 
why two veterans of the Spanish Indies, Pedro Bejarano and Martín del Barco Centenera, 
published their respective works, Resolucion breve cerca de las monedas, que corren, en la Isla 
Margarita (Brief Resolution Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla Margarita, 1600) 
and Argentina y conquista del Río de la Plata (Argentina and the Conquest of the River Plate, 
1602), with Pedro Craesbeeck. Both men blatantly criticize the behavior of the king’s colonial 
officials overseas—Bejarano in a treatise; Barco Centenera in an epic poem.115 As we will see 
                                                
114 The Spanish Index of Expurgated Books was published in Madrid in 1612; Pedro Craesbeeck 
printed the Portuguese Index of Expurgated Books in 1624. Groesen, The Representations, 298. 
 
115 Barco Centenera’s epic poem about the River Plate region includes the author’s own printed 
glosses, at least one of which strongly critiques the behavior of governors across the Atlantic. In 
the first canto, which treats the “discovery” of the region, Barco Centenera relates that Francis 
Magellan renamed the Paraná River as the “River of Silver.” According to the author, this 
decision to dub the body of water Río de la Plata “was not without cause” (no fue sin causa), 
because, he glosses: “one finds great evidence today of gold and silver, and the author has seen it 
and brought it to these kingdoms of Castile, and the reason that no benefit has been gained from 
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with Bejarano’s case in chapter five, these critiques gave them good political reason to evade the 
censorship of the Royal Council of the Indies at the court.  
 Ideological and political views, however, do not explain why Inca Garcilaso de la Vega 
and Mateo Alemán chose Lisbon. Despite what literary scholars have repeatedly hypothesized 
over the years based on Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s disillusionment with the Council of the 
Indies for rejecting his requests for paternal privileges, the Peruvian author had no reason to 
avoid the Consejo de Indias. In 1599, he requested and received the necessary licenses to print 
La Florida del Inca from Madrid’s councils, but his publishing agent at the court failed to realize 
the project, as chapter four takes up in depth.116 Mateo Alemán, for his part, may even have 
faced a tougher audience for his roughish tales with the Portuguese Inquisition than the Royal 
Council of Castile. The Supremo Conselho da Santa Inquisição required Alemán to make some 
changes to the text of Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de Alfarache before ultimately 
                                                                                                                                                       
the metals, is the governors, because they wish to maintain their governorships for life, and they 
know that, if there is silver, they will be audited and that will be the end of their dominion, which 
is great beyond words, since in lands distanced from the king and one’s natural lord, the 
aggrieved are killed before their complaints arrive, and the aggrievers remain unpunished” (se 
hallan grandes muestras el día de hoy de oro y plata, y el autor las ha visto y trajo a estos reinos 
de Castilla y, la causa de no haberse beneficiado los metales, han sido los gobernadores porque 
desean perpetuarse en sus gobiernos en vida y saben que, habiendo plata, han de ser visitados 
con audiencia y acabar su señorío, que es mayor que se puede decir, como en tierras apartadas 
del rey y señor propio, adonde primero que llegan las quejas, son acabados los agraviados y se 
quedan sin castigo los agraviantes). See Barco Centenera, Argentina, 75 (I, 22). 
 
116 Guibovich Pérez, “The Publication,” 147, calls attention to this. The notarial documents that 
evince this and other dealings related to the publication of Garcilaso’s histories of Florida and 





approving it for publication. Thus, Alemán was amenable to editing the contents of his 
picaresque fiction.117 
 For Mateo Alemán and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, the speed of Lisbon’s book 
bureaucracy with regard to Castile made the Portuguese city a more auspicious battleground to 
combat those who plagiarized their work.118 Each author explicitly addresses a literary adversary 
who had beaten him to press in the books he hired Pedro Craesbeeck to print.  
 Mateo Alemán, in the dedication to Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de Alfarache, 
refers to himself as a combatant (combatiente) and names his dedicatee, Don Juan de Mendoza, 
Captain General of the Kingdoms of Portugal, as his “second” (padrino) as if in a duel. The 
motivation for the battle, Alemán notes, is notorious: somebody else “put out the second part of 
my Guzmán de Alfarache” (sacó la segunda parte de mi Guzmán de Alfarache).119 This 
somebody was Juan Martí, who under the pseudonym Mateo Luján de Sayavedra published an 
apocryphal sequel to the picaresque novel in Barcelona in 1602.120 In puffed-up rhetoric typical 
of dedicatory discourse, Alemán proclaims that though he first feared confronting his foe, he 
became emboldened to attack Martí/Sayavedra and proceed to victory as soon as he received the 
backing of his “second” in Portugal, Mendoza. Moreover, beyond the preliminaries, Alemán 
                                                
117 The inquisitorial censor of Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de Alfarache, Frei António 
Freire, says in the license: “with the changes he made nothing remains against our holy faith and 
good customs” (com as emendas que lhe fiz não fica tendo cousa alguma contra nossa santa fe e 
bós costumes). Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, Micó, 13. 
 
118 Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 17.  
 
119 Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 17.  
 
120 For a discussion of this apocryphal sequel and its circulation in America together with Mateo 




ingeniously makes Sayavedra a character who accompanies Guzmanillo in his travels throughout 
Italy. In chapter nine of book two, Alemán wages an attack within the story as well by killing off 
the fictional Sayavedra: the swindler drowns while sailing with the titular pícaro from Genoa to 
Spain.121 Therefore, Alemán textually attacks Martí in the preliminaries, located in Portugal, as 
well as in the story, located in the Mediterranean, claiming vengeance all over Europe and all 
over the book.  
 Mateo Alemán, by choosing Pedro Craesbeeck as his printer, reconfigured the geography 
of an editorial conflict that had been playing out between Castile—where Alemán published the 
first part of Guzmán—and Aragon—where Martí published the apocryphal sequel. Alemán drew 
the figurative duel westward to Portugal, bringing a new publication coordinate and jurisdiction 
into the fray. Alemán even acknowledges the novelty of incorporating Portugal, a territory 
foreign to the Castilian author, into the literary battle, saying in the dedication that Martí, in 
Aragon, “is fighting from his house, in his nation and land, supported by his relatives, friends, 
and acquaintances, all of which I lack” (pelea desde su casa, en su nación y tierra, favorecido de 
sus deudos, amigos y conocidos, de todo lo cual yo carezco).122 Faced with a multi-territorial 
publishing “battlefield,” the bestselling author opted to try out Lisbon as a novel arena to 
effectively engage his rival. There, he would not have to wait a year to print, as he had in Castile 
with the first part of Guzmán de Alfarache, but just a few months, thanks to fast local censorship 
combined with Craesbeeck’s particular typographical capacities.  
                                                
121 Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 308. 
 




 Curiously, whereas Mateo Alemán—an accountant and man of letters—uses military 
metaphors to “go to combat” against his adversary, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, who fought as a 
captain in the morisco rebellions in Granada, talks not of combat, but “stealing” (hurtar)—an act 
more proper to the rogues of Alemán’s novels. Garcilaso takes his plagiarist to task more subtly 
than Alemán. He alludes to the robber of his history of Florida, The Florida del Inca, in a 
different work, Royal Commentaries of the Incas. Though Craesbeeck printed the former in 1605 
and the latter in 1609, Garcilaso intended to publish both in Lisbon at the same time.123  
 Inca Garcilaso de la Vega spends four chapters of his history of the Incas debating the 
origins of the name of Peru and of other places in the Indies—a topic he had already addressed in 
La Florida. After weighing the different possibilities he and other historians have proposed, he 
closes the discussion noting: “All I now fear is lest another historian may have robbed me [of the 
deductions of names], because that book [La Florida], owing to my other occupations, was sent 
off in my absence for his opinion on it and I know it passed through many hands” (Lo que aora 
temo es, no me las aya hurtado algun historiador porque aquel libro, por mi ocupacion fue sin 
mi a pedir su calificacion, y se que anduvo por muchas manos).124  
 Instead of boldly going to battle like Mateo Alemán, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega identifies 
a literary robbery that has taken place without naming names. The culprit was Antonio de 
                                                
123 We know this because the inquisitorial licenses for Royal Commentaries of the Incas were 
signed within a month of those for The Florida of the Inca. Those printed in The Florida of the 
Inca are dated November 16 and 23, 1604; see Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 94-95. 
Those for Royal Commentaries are dated November 26 and December 4, 1604; see BNP, 
Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de los Commentarios reales, *2r-*2v. 
 
124 I owe this observation about Garcilaso’s concerns with plagiarism to Guibovich Pérez, “The 
Publication,” 150. English translation from: Garcilaso de la Vega, Royal Commentaries of the 
Incas, 26. Spanish from the 1609 princeps edition: BNP, Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de 




Herrera y Tordesillas, the king’s chief chronicler of the Indies.125 Herrera employs information 
from Garcilaso’s history of Florida in his own Historia general de los hechos de los castellanos 
en las Islas y Tierra Firme del mar Océano (General History of the Deeds of the Castilians in the 
Islands and Lands of the Ocean, Madrid: Imprenta Real por Juan Flamenco, 1601), which 
suggests that the chronicler set eyes on El Inca’s manuscript when it was sent to be censored in 
Madrid in 1599. Herrera, in fact, could have been the book’s very censor, for he doubled as a 
reviewer for the Royal Council of Castile, lending the very first words of approval for Miguel de 
Cervantes to print the first part of Don Quixote.126 Pedro Guibovich Pérez argues that Inca 
Garcilaso de la Vega knew Herrera had coopted his information, and a fear of further plagiarism 
made him feel a greater urgency to publish his history of Soto’s expedition.127 The hypothesis is 
compelling, given that Herrera had printed the pillaged ideas in the interim between 1599, when 
Garcilaso tried to publish La Florida in Madrid, and 1604, when he abandoned the plan to 
publish at the court and sent the manuscript along with that for Comentarios reales to Lisbon 
instead.  
 Mateo Alemán and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega were hardly alone in vying for literary and 
historiographical authority in the arena of early modern Spanish-language publishing. Such 
competitions are a well-known phenomenon, extensively studied surrounding the apocryphal 
Don Quixote printed in Aragon and Cervantes’s response by creating, like Alemán, a second 
                                                
125 Guibovich Pérez, “The Publication,” 150. On the career of Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, 
see Kagan, Clio and the Crown, 135-149. 
 
126 Bouza, “Dásele licencia,” 11-17. Moreover, when Inca Garcilaso de la Vega talks of La 
Florida del Ynca being sent “a pedir su calificacion,” “calificacion” could mean approval for 
printing, rather than “opinion,” as rendered in Livermore’s translation. 
 




part, or in Richard Kagan’s identification of the production of “counter-histories” promoted by 
the Habsburg kings that combatted unfavorable representations of the Crown.128 The diverse 
jurisdictional playing field—or battlefield, to use Alemán’s metaphor—of the Iberian Monarchy 
created multiple legal spaces for subjects to intellectually attack and counter-attack their 
adversaries.  
 Though not usually read together, Mateo Alemán and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega faced a 
common editorial landscape marked by intellectual competition and scant creative protections. 
The multiplicity of jurisdictions in Iberian Europe, each with its own censorship system and laws 
conceding rights to print and sell books, formed a patchwork of publishing spaces governed by 
varying institutional interests and speeds. This literary battlefield, on the one hand, allowed 
pretenders and plagiarizers to beat great minds like Mateo Alemán and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega 
to press. On the other hand, it afforded aggrieved authors several options to respond in kind. For 
writers wishing to avoid the court’s bureaucratic drawbacks, Lisbon offered an appealing and 
effective alternative.  
 
The Many Geometries of Global Printing from Lisbon 
 To conclude, this chapter has shown that the enterprise of global printing from Lisbon 
can be viewed from multiple geometric perspectives: a triangle of royal printers—broken and 
then fixed—between Lisbon, Antwerp, and Madrid; the crisscrossing, unpredictable paths of 
carracks navigating the world’s great seas; the westward migration of texts treating Italy, Florida, 
or Peru from Castile to Portugal; and the incorporation of Lisbon into literary duels with 
                                                




coordinates in Madrid and Barcelona or Córdoba and the court. An even more expansive 
consideration of the 400-some editions that Pedro Craesbeeck produced would bring forth 
dizzying directionalities and configurations of book production and circulation, not to mention 
the geographies inscribed in texts themselves. Such are the complex spatial workings of a 
booming hub—a super-node through which networked activities traversing the Iberian Monarchy 
and beyond intersect.  
 A publishing hub such as this required a certain foundation to be built. This chapter has 
shown that Lisbon’s weak printing industry, global port, and relatively rapid censorship system 
all contributed to Craesbeeck’s ability to establish a powerhouse press. How to explain, though, 
that Pedro Craesbeeck achieved this feat in Lisbon while the city’s other preceding and 
contemporary printers did not?  
 After the location of Lisbon, the next ingredient to Craesbeeck’s success was his 
orthodox character and repute. According to the printer’s great-great-grandson, the Flemish 
immigrant had a “very good disposition” and was a “good, God-fearing Catholic” (foi o dito 
Pedro Crasbeck muito bem inclinado, temente â Deos, e bom catholico).129 To comprehend 
Craesbeeck’s behavior before Lisbon’s institutions of church and state, we need to dive into the 
workings of the cityscape.  
  
                                                
129 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 13r. 
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Figure 10. Left and right halves of the canvas, View of the Rua Nova dos Mercadores. The 
painting is located in the Society of Antiquaries, Kelmscott Manor, Oxfordshire, inv. no. KKM 






 An anonymous sixteenth-century painting of Rua Nova dos Mercadores, where most of 
Lisbon’s booksellers had their shops, brings to life the vibrant interpersonal dealings of the city’s 
commercial way (fig. 10).130 The scene gives form to the social interactions of the world of early 
modern trade; its figures, portrayed in mid-motion, lean in to greet, gossip, negotiate, and strike 
deals.131 This is Pedro Craesbeeck’s city in action—the context in which his global publishing 
hub must be understood. Having considered the printer’s Lisbon in relation to Antwerp, Madrid, 
Seville, Spanish America, and Portuguese Asia, what did it mean, on the level of the cityscape, 
for a Flemish tradesman to navigate this terrain?  
 When young Pieter van Craesbeeck arrived in Lisbon between 1592 and 1597, two 
printers already frequented Rua Nova dos Mercadores: Manuel de Lira and António Álvares. The 
Antwerp typesetter’s first order of business was to measure up and confront this competition. 
Craesbeeck probably worked for Manuel de Lira at some point before establishing his own press 
in 1597, buying Lira out with the help of his wife’s dowry, as we will see in chapter three. While 
Lira moved to Évora to start a new printing enterprise there, Craesbeeck’s other competitor had 
staying power. António Álvares began printing well before Craesbeeck, in 1583, and he and his 
                                                
130 Kate Lowe and Annemarie Jordan Gschwend only recently identified the canvas, which had 
been split into two halves, as a sixteenth-century scene of Rua Nova dos Mercadores in 2009. 
See Jordan Gschwend and Lowe, “Princess of the Seas,” 23-25. The volume’s multiple essays all 
discuss Rua Nova in some way; see Jordan Gschwend and Lowe, eds., The Global City. 
However, the studies pay very little attention to the book trade, even though the vast majority of 
the city’s booksellers had shops on the Rua Nova. This evidence can be found on the title pages 
of many of Craesbeeck’s books; see, for example, NYPL, Corrêa, Relaçam verdadeira de tvdo o 
svccedido na restauraçaõ da Bahia; UCM, Couto, Decada setima da Asia; BNP, Castro, 
Naufragio, que passou Jorge Dalbuquerque Coelho; and BNP, Jesus Maria, Escuela de oracion. 
 
131 Jordan Gschwend, “Reconstructing the Rua Nova,” 107, says that on Rua Nova, “a 
permanently fenced area, inaccessible and with no distractions, merchants met regularly in the 




sons would continue printing in parallel to the Craesbeeck family dynasty until the later years of 
the seventeenth century. Despite Álvares’s deeper roots in the city, Pedro Craesbeeck drew much 
more business in the years they competed (appendix 2). How did this new Flemish arrival 
manage to take away António Álvares’s business and definitively dominate the local trade? The 
subject matter of Craesbeeck’s first book, the Roman Index of Prohibited Books (1597), provides 
a clue. The Fleming abided by the city’s rules of orthodoxy, which earned him pristine repute. 
 Reputation was key to staking a claim to dominance on Lisbon’s streets, and 
consequently in the larger monarchy. The early modern book trade and merchant networks in 
general relied on relationships of credit and debt, so trustworthiness and good behavior were 
essential for a business like a print shop to thrive—especially in Lisbon, where the Portuguese 
Inquisition loomed large.132 The merchants, tradesmen, consumers, and secular and religious 
officials whom we can imagine inhabiting the colorful scene of Rua Nova dos Mercadores 
judged each other on the basis of their record before the Inquisition, as archival documents below 
will show. Orthodoxy, in addition to location (chapter one) and materials (chapter three), 
determined whom you hired to make a book and whom you rejected.  
 Making a reputation, like making books, was a craft: it did not come without effort, but 
had to be forged through social behavior and exterior markers. Pedro Craesbeeck’s outward piety 
and law-abiding record gained him favor from all the city’s most important institutions, from the 
Inquisition and Cathedral to religious orders, the viceroyal palace, and the booksellers’ trade. 
The printer’s urban dominance, in turn, brought him texts from and about overseas worlds, since 
the city was full of subjects who had returned from America, Africa, or Asia, as well as agents 
                                                
132 On credit, debt, risk, and the importance of trust in early modern mercantile operations, see, 




who played a part in editing and publishing the writings of those located remotely across the 
monarchy. In this way, the production of books treating Isla Margarita, Morocco, or India 
depended on the intricacies of social relationships at the local level of Lisbon’s streets.  
 The business of orthodoxy, at which Craesbeeck excelled, elevated the Flemish printer 
above his local competition in Lisbon. It also allowed him to compete with the major presses to 
the north and east: his former employers, the Plantin-Moretus firm of Antwerp, and the Giunti-
run royal press in Madrid. Being a “good, God-fearing Catholic,” as the printer’s great-great-
grandson claimed, was thus key to re-composing both the printing industry of Lisbon and of 
Iberian Europe writ large.133  
 
  
                                                
133 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 13r. 
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A House Imbued with Piety 
 
 
Figure 11. Woodblock image of Christ on the Cross included in the preliminaries of 
Craesbeeck’s first publication on America, Pedro Bejarano’s Resolucion breve cerca de las 
monedas que corren en la Isla Margarita (1600). Image from the exemplar of the Biblioteca 




 In order to read the first words Pedro Craesbeeck ever printed about America, one must 
cross through the threshold of Christ on the Cross (fig. 11). Between the licenses and dedication 
of Pedro Bejarano’s Resolucion breve cerca de las monedas que corren en la Isla Margarita 
(Brief Resolution Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla Margarita, 1600), the printer 
placed a woodblock of the crucifixion.134 This image of the Christ on the Cross, which adorns an 
invective against the corrupt Spanish Caribbean pearl trade, mirrors the insignia that, according 
to Pedro Craesbeeck’s descendant, donned the exterior of his house. Francisco Xavier da Serra 
Craesbeeck, Pedro’s great-great-grandson, claims in his unpublished family history of 1712 that 
the printer: 
lived on the street called Rua do Crucifixo…which got its name from him because of the 
image of Our Lord Crucified that he ordered placed in a niche in the houses where he 
lived with a lamp which he had lit every night…even though the custom that all 
foreigners tend to follow when they build a house in any land…so that people can look 
for them and find out what trade they belong to, is to put in their windows or on their 
doorways some insignia, such as a coat-of-arms, figure or any other emblem by which 
their residence may be recognized, it is noteworthy that Pedro Craesbeeck followed this 
custom, but distinguished himself from all others because the insignia that he erected and 
by which he was known was an image of the Crucifix. 
viveo na Rua chamada do Cruxifixo…âqual elle deo o nome en rezam da imagem de N.S. 
Cruxificado, que mandou pór em hum nicho nas casas em que morava com hua 
alampeda, que todas noutes mandava encender…sendo estillo comummente uzado entre 
todos os estrangeiros, que quando vão edificar casa en alguma terra... para os poderem 
buscar e servirençe da ocuppação que sam, custmarem por nas janellas, ou portas das 
coazas en que vivem alguma diviza, como  armas, cifras ou qualquer outra empreza para 
por ella se conheçer a vivenda da sua habitaçaõ: o ditto Pedro Crasbeck o fos asim, mas 
com singular differença dos mais, porque a diviza, que pór, e porque foi conhecido foi a 
imagem do Cruxifixo.135 
                                                
134 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion, *3r. 
 
135 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 13r-v. Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck’s genealogical 
history, Desçendencia do nobre e valerozo soldado Joam Roes de Beya, survives in two 
manuscripts: one dated 1712 (BNP, Res. Cod. 1060) and another dated 1720 (BNP, Res. Cod. 
1064), which is abridged. All citations are from the 1712 manuscript, which has never been 





The trappings of Pedro Craesbeeck’s residence worked in harmony with the Catholic texts he 
printed, transmitting a clear, strong message about the Fleming’s orthodoxy and piety. Together, 
house and books formed a singular brand of Catholicism that “distinguished him from all others” 
in Lisbon. By imbuing his press with piety, Craesbeeck beat out his local competition. At the 
same time, he elevated his house to the stature of the Iberian Monarchy’s other great firms 
engaged in the lucrative business of orthodoxy. 
 Before continuing to analyze Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck’s rich description of 
his great-great-grandfather’s strategy to stake a presence on the cityscape, it is important to 
acknowledge the limitations of this source, since until now it has been cited as fact. Serra 
Craesbeeck’s assertion about his ancestor’s houses and Pedro Craesbeeck’s role in the naming of 
“Crucifix Street” is impossible to confirm. Unlike the Plantin-Moretus house of Antwerp, which 
still stands and whose emblem, the “golden compasses,” adorns the front entryway, Craesbeeck’s 
descendants stopped printing at the close of the seventeenth century.136 His house, as well as his 
sons’, were not preserved and certainly crumbled in the great Lisbon earthquake of 1755. 
Moreover, today’s Rua do Crucifixo runs along the Baixa-Chiado neighborhood reconstructed 
after the earthquake and is probably not the same one to which Serra Craesbeeck here refers (fig. 
12). Finally, Serra Craesbeeck’s family history is a genealogy retraced to justify his own claims 
to nobility, so he had a particular interest in exalting and even sanctifying his lineage. 
 The foregoing notwithstanding, Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck’s account of his 
ancestor coincides in every way with what we know of the climate for Flemish immigrants in 
                                                
136 For more on Craesbeeck’s descendants, see Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck & Sons, and Dias, 




early modern Portugal; early-modern branding practices for European printing houses; and the 
signature elements of Pedro Craesbeeck’s business conveyed through his books and royal 
privileges. As such, the 1712 manuscript is worth taking seriously and dissecting, especially 
since it is the only surviving source that describes the buildings of the press that concerns this 
dissertation. 
 As a Fleming in Lisbon, Pedro Craesbeeck had to take special care to outwardly affirm 
his Catholic beliefs. The Spanish and Portuguese Inquisitions repeatedly persecuted Northern 
European printers for heresy and other offenses throughout the sixteenth century, and the 
intimidating presence of the Holy Office may explain why Pedro Craesbeeck was the first 
Flemish tradesman to operate his own press in early modern Portugal.137 Simply being a former 
neighbor of the rebellious Dutch left Flemings particularly vulnerable to suspicion in the Iberian 
Monarchy, as a short book printed by Pedro Craesbeeck about the “Flemish nation” in Lisbon 
shows. Arco triunfal que la nacion flamenca hizo llevantar a la entrada en Lisboa de la S.C.R 
Magestad del Rey Don Phelipe (Triumphal Arch that the Flemish Nation Erected for the Entry 
into Lisbon of His Holy Catholic Royal Majesty King Philip, 1619) evinces the pains that the 
printer and his Flemish compatriots took to publicly assert their Catholic orthodoxy and loyalty 
to the Spanish Crown.  
 The centerpiece of the Flemish arch, further analyzed in chapter five, transmitted the 
Flemish community’s desire for the eight Netherlandish provinces comprising the Protestant 
Dutch Republic to be reincorporated to the Spanish Crown. The booklet preserves a description 
                                                
137 Clive Griffin has published a monograph on this topic regarding Spain; see Journeymen-
Printers. On Portugal and the lack of Flemish master printers until Craesbeeck, see Stols, 




of the images and texts that adorned the arch, including an emblem depicting: “a tree with strong 
branches, off of which the wind, in the figure of face, blew down many leaves…but the trunk 
and main branches always remained firm” (vn arbol de fuertes ramos, de que el viento en figura 
de cara derribaua muchas ojas… quedando pero siempre firmes el tronco y ramos 
principales).138 The text goes on to explain that with this image and its caption—“Of us, the firm 
remain” (De nosotros los firmes quedamos)—the Flemish “nation” of Lisbon wished to convey 
that “although the storm of heresies and discords swept away some Provinces, it was able to do 
so because they were not stable, but the trunk and principal branch remained firmly for their 
Prince” (aunque la tempestad de las heregias y discordias lleuó algunas de las Prounicas, pudo 
con ellas por no ser estables, pero el tronco y ramos principales quedaron en pie firmes a su 
Principe).139 Craesbeeck’s immigrant community, in this way, underscored their stalwart and 
steadfast stance of religious and political orthodoxy before King Philip III and the entire city.  
 By 1619, Pedro Craesbeeck was a prominent member of this Flemish community in 
Lisbon, so it is no surprise that the arch’s statement would be harmonious with the “insignia” of 
the crucifix that the printer purportedly displayed on his residence’s exterior wall. Given the fear 
of association with the disloyal, Protestant portion of the Low Countries that the Flemings 
manifested during the royal parade, it is no wonder that Craesbeeck would depart from the 
custom of deploying a secular figure in favor of Christ on the Cross.  
 By saying that Pedro Craesbeeck put a crucifix in a niche of his “houses” (casas), 
Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck may have referred to a workshop-residence complex 
where the printer both lived and worked. This kind of setup was customary for successful early 
                                                
138 BNE, Arco triunfal, 5v. 
 
139 BNE, Arco triunfal, 5v. 
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modern tradesmen and businessmen, including the model Craesbeeck knew best. His Antwerp 
employers, Christopher Plantin and his Moretus heirs, constructed several adjoined edifices to 
accommodate their booming business. Serra Craesbeeck’s use of the plural “casas” thus seems 
to indicate that his great-great-grandfather, once well established, mimicked the site of his 
typographical training, the Officina Plantiniana.  
 The exterior of the surviving Plantin-Moretus complex confirms that it was common for 
early modern printing houses to reflect the key values or subject matter by which they were 
known on their edifices. The Plantin-Moretus emblem, a compass with the motto “labore et 
constantia,” emphasized hard work, projecting the labor that went into making books of the 
highest quality (fig. 13). Aesthetic beauty was the cornerstone of the Plantinian brand and the 
basis for their worldwide renown, as we will see in chapter three; thus, Plantin attempted to 
condense that message in his printer’s mark, which he and his descendants both printed on their 
books and placed on their house.  
 Similarly, in Protestant Europe, the De Brys of Frankfurt, who owed their fame to their 
illustrated tomes on overseas worlds, used the Indies as their own mutually referential marker to 
associate their books with their house. Johann Theodore de Bry, son of the firm’s founder, 
Theodore, renamed one of his residences “At the Indian King” and in 1615 designed a self-
portrait depicting himself surrounded by pages of the overseas collection. Michiel van Groesen 
affirms that through this act: “the officina and the collection became inextricably intertwined.”140 
Pedro Craesbeeck, having come up in Europe’s largest and most prestigious publishing house, 
                                                




would have been well aware of this tendency across the continent to braid a press’s branding 




Figure 12. Photograph of the placard for Rua do Crucifixo in Lisbon today, in the Baixa-Chiado 
neighborhood rebuilt after the 1755 earthquake. Though this is probably not the same street 
where Pedro Craesbeeck lived, the image provides a nice visual contrast to his Antwerp 




Figure 13. Photograph of the emblem of the firm where Craesbeeck trained—the “Golden 
Compasses” with the motto labore et constantia—preserved on the exterior of the Plantin-
Moretus Museum.  
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 In contrast to his employer in Antwerp, Pedro Craesbeeck never adopted a consistent 
printer’s mark or emblem.141 Yet if there were any one marker that defined the brunt of 
Craesbeeck’s output to which he owed his fortune and name, it would, indeed, have been the 
cross that Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck claims served as his great-great-grandfather’s 
“insignia.” H. Bernstein, the author of the most substantial monograph on Craesbeeck and his 
sons to date, notes that Pedro “catered to a sort of mass market for religious works…like his 
master, Christopher Plantin in Antwerp, the first Craesbeeck started his own firm with the very 
profitable printing of many pamphlets, sermons, catechisms, and small pocket-size books.”142 
Indeed, although Plantin and his heirs defined their house with a secular emblem, they 
had much to teach their apprentice and compositor about the profits of the business of orthodoxy. 
The Officina Plantiniana supplied the Spanish Crown with thousands of liturgical books.143 
                                                
141 Over the years, bibliographers have affirmed that his primary printer’s mark was a sunflower 
with the inscription “Thrahit sua quemque voluptas” found on the cover of one of his first 
editions, António Ferreira’s Poemas lusitanos (1598), in addition to others, including the image 
of two crossed laurel and oak leaves with the motto “In utrumque paratus” found both on the 
cover of Bartolomé Scarión de Pavia’s Doctrina militar (1598) and the colophon of Fernão 
Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam (1614), and an armillary sphere with the inscription “In Deo” first 
found in the 1607 edition of Camões’s Rimas. Nonetheless, there is little indication that any of 
these were meant as printer’s marks, given the lack of consistency with which they were used 
and their variable placements. They could just as easily have been stock emblems chosen by 
Craesbeeck or his compositors or publishers as decorative filler—woodblocks kept handy in the 
printer’s shop. That is the sense I get from their inconsistent use, sometimes on title pages, 
sometimes within texts as filler. For a discussion of these supposed printers’ marks, see 
D’Alcochete, “L’Officina,” 630-631 and Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 25-26. 
 
142 Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 9-10.  
 
143 Moll, “Plantino,” 11. In the same article, Moll debunks the enduring notion that the Plantin-
Moretus house had a monopoly or privilege over the rezo, noting that the Pope never ratified an 
agreement of exclusivity, but at the same time did not impede Philip II from commissioning the 
books to whichever printer he should choose (12). The idea that that Plantin had a “virtual 
monopoly of the sale of breviaries and missals in Spain and in the territories she had conquered 
overseas” comes from Leon Voet’s foundational study of the Officina Plantiniana: Voet, The 
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These contracts proved highly lucrative for the Plantin-Moretus dynasty and brought their 
emblem and message of “labore et constantia” into Catholic houses of worship inside and 
outside Europe, including the far reaches of the Spanish empire.144 A drawing of the “Golden 
Compasses” has been identified on the wall of a colonial church in Carabuco, Peru, a small town 
on the shores of Lake Titicaca—quite the testament to the immense reach of the Officina’s fame 
and name.145 In his nine years working on the Plantin-Moretus print shop floor (1583-1592), 
Pieter van Craesbeeck unequivocally learned that, in the so-called “Catholic Monarchy,” the 
production of religious texts meant commercial success. 
 Craesbeeck’s first commission, the Roman Index of Prohibited Books (1597), was a 
harbinger of success to come with the city’s religious organizations. The Portuguese Inquisition 
exclusively used Craesbeeck to print all their indices of prohibited and expurgated books and 
internal regulations while in business from 1597 to 1632.146 The other titles that left 
Craesbeeck’s press—dozens of liturgies, hagiographies, religious orders’ capitulations and 
histories, and devotional texts, totaling hundreds of editions—speak to his pious reputation 
before the rest of the Lisbon’s Catholic entities. Religious works comprise about half of the 
nearly 400-edition catalogue I am in the process of compiling, confirming Bernstein’s assertion. 
                                                                                                                                                       
Golden Compasses, 1.68. Moll’s article shows that while the Officina was indeed a crucial 
supplier of the liturgical books, the Giunti family in Castile had an exclusive privilege to supply 
the books whether by printing them in Spain or importing them from printers elsewhere in 
Europe, for nearly forty years. Presses in Alcalá de Henares, Salamanca, Zaragoza, Venice, 
Paris, Burgos, Flanders, and Lyon provided them as well—notably, none in Portugal. 
 
144 On Plantin’s privileges from the Pope and King Philip II for the rezo romano, see Voet, The 
Golden Compasses, 1.66-68.  
 
145 See Okada, “‘Golden Compasses.’” 
 




These books account for Craesbeeck’s highly prolific output—nearly threefold, remember, in 
comparison to the other Lisbon printers of his day (appendix 2). Consequently, the business of 
orthodoxy put Craesbeeck’s office into the category of “great national firms” (grandes firmas 
nacionales) or “large-scale enterprises” (empresas de envergadura) that defined the publishing 
landscape of later sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe.147 Principal among these were the 
Officina Plantiniana in Antwerp and the Giunti press in Madrid—both, as seen in chapter one, 
privileged as “royal” presses, as Craesbeeck’s would later be. 
 While Pedro Craesbeeck branded his business—both house and books—in terms of 
Catholicism, this branding should not be seen as dissociated from his works on the Indies. 
Rather, the printer’s outward construction of piety played a part in attracting projects like the 
Dominican friar Pedro Bejarano’s crucifix-adorned Resolution on Isla Margarita seen above. 
Bejarano carried his manuscript across the Atlantic on the way to present a report about law-
breaking colonial officials before the Council of the Indies in Madrid.148 As I argue in chapter 
four, Bejarano seems to have chosen to publish his Resolution in Lisbon to avoid the censure of 
that same royal council. Why, however, did the Dominican friar choose Pedro Craesbeeck over 
António Álvares, established in the city for seventeen years? One compelling explanation is on 
his religious order’s recommendation. In 1600, when Bejarano first published with Craesbeeck, 
                                                
147 Moll, “Plantino,” 9, discusses the shift in publishing from itinerant presses to “great firms” in 
the latter half of the sixteenth century. Dias, Craesbeeck, xxi, uses Moll’s language to 
characterize Craesbeeck’s press, calling it a “grande casa impressora” and noting that “if the 
printing house where he trained beyond Portugal’s borders was designated as Arch-Press, 
Craesbeeck’s was not far off, at least on the scale of the Iberian Peninsula” (se a tipografia alêm-
fronteiras onde aprendera for a designada por Architypographia, a sua não lhe ficava longe, 
pelo menos à escala da Peninsula Ibérica). 
 




the printer had already won over the local Inquisition, which was intimately connected with the 
Dominican order. The Dominicans remained steadfast clients over the years.149 One can imagine 
Pedro Bejarano arriving in Lisbon after his tenure in the Spanish Caribbean, being welcomed by 
his fellow Dominicans there, and discussing his desire to publish his manuscripts penned off the 
New Granadan coast.150 The order, in turn, would have pointed their friar to the newly 
established Flemish printer with whom they entrusted their texts.  
 These kinds of social relationships within the city were critical to the global scope of 
Craesbeeck’s press. The many religious orders represented in Lisbon were “multinational 
entities” of sorts, to put it in modern terms.151 By winning over not just the Dominicans, but the 
Jesuits, Augustinians, Trinitarians, Franciscans, and Carmelites as the city’s most Catholic 
printer, Pedro Craesbeeck’s workshop became a super-node for the intersection of these 
respective religious orders’ international networks of correspondence and collaboration.  
                                                
149 To give some examples, Craesbeeck printed the Dominican Order’s Acts of General Chapters 
of Valladolid (1605), Paris (1612), and Bologna (1616); see BNP, Ordem dos Pregadores, Acta 
Capituli Generalis Vallisoleti; BNP, Ordem dos Pregadores. Acta Capituli Generalis Parisiis; 
and BNP, Ordem dos Pregadores, Acta Capituli Generalis Bononiae. He also printed a history of 
the Portuguese Inquisition written by a Dominican Friar and a commentary on the biblical Song 
of Songs also written by another: see BNP, Sousa, Aphorismi inqvisitorvm and BNP, Sotomaior, 
Cantici canticorum. On the relationship between the Dominicans and the Portuguese Inquisition, 
see Megiani, “Imprimir, regular, negociar,” 241.  
 
150 It is highly likely that Pedro Bejarano resided in Lisbon during 1600 and 1601, since he 
published three works there during those years: the aforementioned Resolucion breue cerca de 
las monedas que corren en la Isla Margarita (1600); Al capitan Pedro Suarez, coronel, salud y 
eterna prosperidad (1600), a sermon commemorating the Spanish victory at the Battle of San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, over Francis Drake; and Primera parte de Sermones en fiestas de algunos 
Santos, que la Iglesia celebra en el discurso del año (1601). The printing of the first and third 
titles are attributed to Pedro Craesbeeck; the second lacks attribution. See BNE, Bejarano, 
Resolucion; HL, Bejarano, Al capitan; BNC, Bejaramo, Primera parte.  
 




 The enterprise of orthodoxy also entwined with the enterprise of the Indies when it came 
to the production of liturgical texts. Just as Craesbeeck’s employers, Christopher Plantin and Jan 
Moretus, benefited from the export of such books to Spanish America, their protégée sold and 
shipped off Catholic rituals to Brazil, Goa, and the Far East.152 By my count, Pedro Craesbeeck 
printed a total of twenty-five breviaries, missals, confessionals, and offices of saints over the 
course of his career (appendix 4). He shrewdly carved out a place for himself, moreover, by 
risking his own money on producing high-quality liturgical books that could rival those of his 
former employer. In 1617, Craesbeeck incurred, in his own words, a “great expense” (muita 
despeza) to print an edition of the new Rituale Romanum (Roman Ritual) in black and red ink 
using “type and paper he specially imported from outside the kingdom” (carateres e papel que 
pera elle mandara vir de fora do Reino).153 The printer protected his investment with a royal 
privilege granting the sole right to print and sell the ritual in the Kingdom of Portugal, thus 
boxing his local competition out of a lucrative global market. The Tupi catechism seen in chapter 
one, financed by the Jesuits of Brazil and published by Craesbeeck in 1617, further brings home 
the point that Craesbeeck’s overseas corpus, unlike the De Brys’ Frankfurt collection, had 
Catholic dimensions that must be taken into account.  
 In light of all the above, Pedro Craesbeeck’s capacity to build a global publishing hub on 
the shores of the Tagus River relied in large part on the outward markers of piety the Flemish 
                                                
152 Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 13. 
 
153 For a transcription of the royal privilege, see Deslandes, Documentos, 124-125. The tasa 
printed in the preliminaries of Rituale Romanum mentions the black and red ink: “Taixão este 
Ritual Romano em trezentos reis em papel, vista a impressão ser em tinta preta & vermelha”; 




printer astutely crafted through his house and books. These markers, moreover, represented a 
strategy of differentiation from the city’s other tradesmen.  
 The location of Pedro Craesbeeck’s house in comparison to António Álvares’s, as well as 
the manner in which Craesbeeck advertised that location, further supports Francisco Xavier da 
Serra Craesbeeck’s claim that his great-great-grandfather set himself apart “com singular 
differença dos mais” with external associations of orthodoxy. The title page of a sermon given by 
the Bishop of Santiago, Cape Verde in Lisbon during the 1619 royal entry announced that the 
Craesbeeck imprint could be purchased “at the same press, by the church of Mary Magdalene” 
(vendese en la misma imprenta, a Santa Maria Magdalena).154 Four other books that Craesbeeck 
printed between 1619 and 1620 state the same.155 This evidence on Craesbeeck’s printed books, 
together with Serra Craesbeeck’s biography, suggest that Craesbeeck’s private and public 
residences were located next to the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene on what would come to 
called Crucifix Street, after the printer’s cross.156 Both the crucifix in the niche of Craesbeeck’s 
“houses”—according to Serra Craesbeeck—and the location of his “house” and “press” next to 
the church—according to the title pages—emphasized Catholic orthodoxy in their own ways, 
working in symbiosis. 
                                                
154 BNP, Guerra, Sermon, *1r. 
 
155 BNP, Nájera, Discursos, *1r; BNP, Brito, Discurso, *1r; BNP, Mendonça, Sermão, *1r; BL, 
China, Memorial, *1r.   
 
156 Dias, Craesbeeck, xi, says that Pedro Craesbeeck lived on Rua do Crucifixo while his oficina 
was not far, on Rua da Madalena. Based on the primary sources, however, I agree with 
Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 21, that the printing house was more likely next the Church of 




 It is possible to visualize this urban locale thanks to the engraving of Lisbon contained in 
the 1598 edition of Civitates Orbis Terrarum. The city view, reproduced in full above (fig. 5), 
contains a legend identifying the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene. Just west of the largest 
building on the cityscape—the Cathedral or Sé—and down a short but very steep hill 
imperceptible on the map (as hills in Lisbon tend to be), is an edifice identified as “Temp. S. M. 
Magdalenem” (n. 81). The depiction of the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene and its contiguous 
houses, though drawn before Craesbeeck established his workshop, allows us to imagine the 
buildings of his firm (figs. 14-15). 
 
 
Figure 14. Detail of the 1598 map of Lisbon published in Braun and Hogenberg’s Civitatis orbis 
terrarium. I have highlighted the difference between António Álvares’s location off Rua Nova 
dos Mercaderes (the elongated rectangle, #13) and Pedro Craesbeeck’s house next to the Church 






Figure 15. Photograph of Igreja da Madalena today, restored after the 1755 earthquake, freely 
available online. 
 
 There should be no doubt that Pedro Craesbeeck choose to strategically position his press 
next to the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene, very close to the cathedral, and to advertise his 
press’s location in terms of the religious landmark that complemented it. This contrasted with his 
main competitor, António Álvares, whose house was located on an alleyway (travessa) off Rua 
Nova dos Mercadores—the commercial avenue portrayed in the painting above, principally 
renowned for its spices and luxury goods from the Orient, but also where all booksellers had 
their shops.157 Therefore, while Craesbeeck rubbed shoulders with churchgoers, Álvares rubbed 
shoulders with merchants and men of trade.  
 
                                                




Craesbeeck vs. Álvares: The Commercial Impact of (Not) Breaking the Law  
 Pedro Craesbeeck continued to distinguish himself from António Álvares by maintaining 
a clear record before the authorities. While Craesbeeck was in business between 1597 and 1632, 
several printers were brought before the inquisitorial tribunal, including his two most formidable 
competitors. António Álvares and his brother and son were repeatedly accused of printing books 
without license.158 Jorge Rodrigues, who began printing in Lisbon in 1601, was similarly accused 
of “clandestine printing” (impressão clandestina). The Inquisition identified Rodrigues as a 
“cristão novo,” or Christian of Jewish heritage, and his son was tried by the Coimbra inquisition 
for judaísmo.159 As far as the archives show, Craesbeeck navigated this accusatorial landscape 
with astounding success. There is no evidence he was ever brought before the inquisitorial 
tribunal of Lisbon or denounced for any other crime.160 Unlike the Álvareses, Pedro Craesbeeck 
always acquired the required licenses; unlike the Rodrigueses, he was an Old Christian—or at 
least never doubted as such. 
 Pristine repute before the Inquisition was not only important for winning projects from 
the city’s religious institutions, as explored above: it affected relationships with booksellers, 
called livreiros or mercadores de livros in Portuguese. Booksellers were essential players in 
                                                
158 ANTT, “Processo de António Álvares,” contains two proceedings from 1618 and 1641, the 
first pertaining to the father and the second to the son. The 1618 accusation about printing 
images without license also implicates António’s brother, Vicente Álvares. For a discussion of 
the case, see Megiani, “Imprimir,” 248-249. 
 
159 For Jorge Rodrigues, see ANTT, “Processo de Jorge Rodrigues” and for his son, ANTT, 
“Processo de Manuel Rodrigues Moreira.” 
 
160 The Craesbeeck family name was not tarnished until 1670, thirty-eight years after Pedro’s 
death, when his daughter Catarina was tried at an auto-da-fé, where she was convicted of 





printers’ businesses.161 They not only sold books, but frequently financed them. In other words, 
they often worked as publishers or costeadores, putting up the money to produce editions or 
buying licenses and requesting exclusive-right-to-print privileges to reap their benefits.162 
Printers thus relied in large part on booksellers’ risk-taking. We already met one of Lisbon’s 
livreiros in chapter one: Manoel Pereira, who intercepted La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios 
Gregorio López en algunos lugares de esta Nueva España from a ship arriving from Spanish 
America and decided to finance his own re-edition at Craesbeeck’s shop. 
 Surviving documentation of António Álvares’s negotiations with Lisbon’s booksellers’ 
trade reveals just how important orthodox behavior was for the commercial alliances between 
printers and these publisher-merchants. In 1618, Álvares brought a petition before the ofício dos 
livreiros to request a license to open a bookstore in order to sell excess books in his possession 
that were causing him great financial losses.163 As a rule, printers were prohibited from 
                                                
161 See Moll, “Aproximaciones a la sociología de la edición literaria,” and “El impresor y el 
librero en el Siglo de Oro,” for a consideration of these two figures and their role in the culture of 
the age. It is important to note that the roles of printers and booksellers could be quite fluid: 
booksellers and even authors sometimes dabbled in printing, and printers would sometimes 
finance and sell their own books. For example, Mateo Alemán, the famed author of Guzmán de 
Alfarache who published the sequel to the picaresque novel with Pedro Craesbeeck, appears to 
have had his own printing press in Madrid; see Pérez Pastor, Bibliografía madrileña, xxxviii. 
Similarly, the German-born printer, Enrico Martínez (Heinrich Martin), ran a press in Mexico 
City from 1599 to 1611 and also printed his own works. See Maza, Enrico. Pedro Craesbeeck 
sometimes sold his own books, as seen on the title pages cited above which located his 
house/press “a Santa Maria Magdalena,” and financed some as well, as seen with the Rituale 
Romanum; see appendix 3 for the books he financed and sold. 
 
162 For a history of booksellers in Portugal, see Guedes, Os livreiros. Anne Cayuela’s study of 
the Madrid bookseller Alonso Pérez de Montalbán is an excellent reference for understanding the 
many activities and roles these agents played in the Iberian book trade: Cayuela, Alonso Pérez de 
Montalban. 
 
163 According to Alvarez, he had many books in his possession that he himself had printed or had 
imported from Castile or acquired through other dealings. He was unable to sell them, and this 
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exercising both the trades of printer and bookseller, so Álvares needed to acquire special 
permission to do so. The juiz do ofício, Luis Pires, vehemently rejected the petition, reasoning 
that:  
Everything the supplicant says is contrary to the truth…for he can barely sustain himself 
in the trade of printing without resorting to much disorderly conduct…the Holy 
Inquisition has already called him and one of his brothers before their tribunal many 
times, and reprimanded them for breaking its rules such as printing without their 
authorization, and now he wants to try and see if he can open a bookstore in which to 
print or sell without the said institution’s authorization and without anyone knowing. 
Tudo o que o supplicante diz em sua petição passa pello contrario… que mal se pode 
manter com o officio de impressor, senão com fazer nelle muitos desconcertos... já do 
Santo officio da Inquizição foi chamado elle e hum seo irmão por muitas vezes, e 
reprehendidos de desordens que contra a dita caza fazião como imprimir sem sua ordem 
e agora quer ver se pode por logea pera o que imprimir sem ordem da dita casa, o possa 
vender, sem que se saiba.164  
 
The judge’s biting decision reveals the impact of legal misconduct on perceptions of 
trustworthiness.165 According to Pires’s reasoning, Álvares had already attempted to deceive the 
Inquisition on numerous occasions, so what was to stop him from doing so again? The printer’s 
past behavior leads the judge to automatically assume that Álvares intended to use this new 
bookstore to carry out clandestine operations; his transgressions against the Inquisition color him 
as a liar in “everything” he says. The tone of the decision betrays interpersonal judgments and 
grudges within Lisbon’s book trade, making clear the importance of one’s reputation before the 
                                                                                                                                                       
burdened him with great financial losses. Therefore, it was in his interest to open a store (loge) 
somewhere in Lisbon with a licensed bookseller who could bind and sell them. For the 
transcription of the entire sentence, see Deslandes, Documentos, 172-175.  
 
164 Deslandes, Documentos, 174-75.  
 
165 There is reason to believe that Álvares’s sullied record led the booksellers’ trade to enforce 
their internal law in this case while bending it in others. Paulo Craesbeeck, Pedro’s son, was both 
a bookseller and a printer for some years; for a discussion of this see Dias, Craesbeeck, xiii-xv. 
For a discussion of conflicts between booksellers and printers in Portugal and those who carried 




Inquisition for financial negotiations among the industry’s members. In light of this document, 
Pedro Craesbeeck—who, remember, served the Inquisition in all its publishing projects—stands 
as an upright foil to Álvares’s untrustworthy ways.  
 The judge’s mention that, in 1618, António Álvares could “barely sustain himself in the 
trade of printing” further contrasts with Pedro Craesbeeck’s contemporaneous social and 
financial success. In 1617, based on twenty loyal years of service to the Crown, Craesbeeck 
requested the title of knight of the royal household (cavalleiro da casa real). This honor was 
only available to those “having a wealth of two thousand gold dobras, in addition to being old 
Christians, without any trace of Moorish or Jewish race, without any suspicion whatsoever of 
heresy and without having committed any dishonor or crime” (tenham de Cabedall duas mil 
dobras douro, e mais que sejam Christãos Velhos, sem raça de Mouro, nem de Iudeu, nem 
sospeita de alguma heregia nem tenhaõ incorrido em infamia, nem em crime).166 The double 
requirement of existing capital and a clean Catholic record for knighthood shows that the 
symbiotic relationship between orthodoxy and wealth in Portuguese printing stretched back to 
1508, when King Manuel I originally offered this title to the Seville-based printer, Jacobo 
Cromberger, in an attempt to lure the German tradesman to Lisbon. Moreover, the fact that Pedro 
Craesbeeck claimed the privilege for himself twenty years into his career reveals that the 
Fleming, unlike his top Portuguese competitor, played the long game, knowing that any tarnish 
could have far-reaching commercial and political consequences.167 Craesbeeck waited until he 
                                                
166 The original of this privilege has been lost, but there are two copies, one in a Coimbra 
archive, transcribed in Almeida, “Livros, livreiros," 115-17. The other can be found in an 
eighteenth-century manuscript; see BNP, Sousa, Nobiliario, 66r-67r. 
 
167 Craesbeeck’s privilege interestingly reveals his own agency in recovering Manuel I’s original 
privilege offered to Cromberger. The text notes: “The book printer Pedro Craesbeeck says that 
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had solidly acquired a good measure of wealth and proven his steadfast orthodoxy beyond a 
shadow of a doubt—“without any suspicion whatsoever of heresy and without having committed 
any dishonor or crime”—to ask for the knighthood.  
 To succeed as a printer in Lisbon, one had to consistently abide by the rules. António 
Álvares, with his repeated “desordens” and “desconcertos,” had disqualified himself from being 
a printer-knight of the royal household. It is reasonable to hypothesize, moreover, that Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s booming business in fact drove António Álvares to look for shortcuts around the 
law. Dwarfed by the Fleming’s powerhouse press, Álvares, through first on the Lisbon 
publishing scene, was desperate to catch up to his foreign competitor. 
 When one compares the bookseller trade’s condemnation of António Álvares’s behavior 
with the breadth of Pedro Craesbeeck’s collaborations with Lisbon’s livreiros, it is clear that the 
Fleming’s unblemished reputation paid off. Between 1597 and 1632, at least twenty different 
booksellers financed or sold his works according to information stated on the title pages of his 
books, which represents but a small slice of the financing agreements behind the nearly 400 
editions the printer produced (see tables 1-2 below). I should note as a counterpoint that these 
contracts were not exclusive; in other words, loyalties and partnerships shifted and co-existed 
between booksellers and printers, and many booksellers who put up money for Craesbeeck’s 
works also collaborated with António Álvares and the “New Christian” printer Jorge 
                                                                                                                                                       
the Kings of these Kingdoms…granted many privileges, and freedoms to Printers, and since the 
said Privileges and honors granted to the said Printers are in the Torre do Tombo // He asks Your 
Majesty to show him favor…” (Diz Pedro Crasbek Impressor de livros que os Reys destes 
Reynos… concederaõ muitos Previlegios, e liberdades aos Impressores, e porque na Torre do 
Tombo estão os ditos Previlegios, e honras concedidas aos sobreditos // Pede a Vossa 




Rodrigues.168 Therefore, the oficio’s attitude should not be seen as a reflection of every 
bookseller’s opinion of Álvares at every point throughout his career. Nonetheless, the numbers 
speak for themselves: booksellers turned to Craesbeeck again and again over the years; their 
repeated business helped him triple the output of Álvares and Rodrigues (appendix 2). Moreover, 
authors and publishers who printed with António Álvares before Pedro Craesbeeck established 
his own business in 1597 later chose Craesbeeck to print re-editions or second parts.169 For 
example, the Jesuits published Fernão Guerreiro’s Relações anuais with Jorge Rodrigues in 1605 
but then switched to Pedro Craesbeeck for the following three installments.170 Consequently, it is 
safe to conclude that Craesbeeck’s staunch orthodoxy and good behavior, in addition to his 
materials, explored in chapter three, lent stability and consistent favor to his shop within an ever-
changing landscape.  
                                                
168 For example, the bookseller Domingos Martines financed a new edition of Francisco 
Rodrigues Lobo’s A primavera and brought it to António Álvares to print, even while he also 
published at least seven works printed by Pedro Craesbeeck; see BNP, Lobo, A primavera.  
 
169 Duarte Nunes de Leão published Genealogia verdadera de los reyes de portugal with 
António Álvares in 1590, and a second edition with Craesbeeck in 1608; see BNP, Leão, 
Genealogia (1590 and 1608). Similarly, Bernardo de Brito published the first part of his 
Monarchia Lusytana with António Álvares in 1596-1597 and the second part with Pedro 
Craesbeeck in 1609; see BNP, Brito, Monarchia lusytana and BNP, Brito, Segunda parte.  
 
170 See BNP, Guerreiro Relaçam annal [sic] (1605, 1609, and 1611), and BNP, Guerreiro, 




Table 1. Booksellers (livreiros or mercadores de livros) mentioned as publishers on title pages of 
Craesbeeck’s books, with the wording “a custa de/ a costa de” (at the expense of) 
 
Bookseller’s name Number of books on which he appears 
Aleixo de Abreu 1 
Amador Fernandez 1 
Belchior de Faria 1 
Christoval Ortega 2 
Domingos Fernandez 6 
Domingos Martines 7 
Esteuão Lopez 2 
Francisco Lopes 4 
Jeronimo Lopes 1 
Jorge Artur 6 
Miguel de Arenas 1 
Paulo Craesbeeck (Pedro’s son) 2 
Sebastião Garcia   3 
Simão de Carualho 1 
Thome do Valle 17 
 
Table 2. Booksellers (livreiros or mercadores de livros) mentioned as sellers on title pages of 
Craesbeeck’s books, with the wording “vendese em casa de” (sold in the house of) 
 
Bookseller’s name Number of books on which he appears 
Amador Fernandez 3 
Belchior Pereira 1 
Domingos Fernandez 2 
Domingos Martines 2 
Francisco Lopes 2 
Jorge Valente 1 
Jeronimo Lopes 1 
Luis Gomez 1 
Manoel Alvares Nogueira 1 
Manoel Pereira 1 
Martim Parra 1 
Mateus de Matos 1 
Paulo Craesbeeck 1 
Pedro Craesbeeck 4 
Simão Carvalho 4 






 In order to turn the global emporium of Lisbon into a global publishing hub, one had to 
patiently play by the rules of the Portuguese Inquisition. Even while the authors and publishers 
discussed in chapter one navigated around the institutions and jurisdictions of Castile to bring 
texts to Craesbeeck’s shop, the printer fearlessly faced the local bureaucracy. He immaculately 
operated to match the crucifix that adorned his house and the church that stood next to his press. 
 
The Cathedral’s Servants, A Soldier of Africa  
 Reputation-based alliances or mistrusts between Lisbon’s booksellers and printers had 
implications beyond the city’s bounds: they brought into Craesbeeck’s shop texts from and about 
America, Africa, and Asia.171 The printer’s favor with the city’s religious institutions, in 
particular the Cathedral steps away from his press, is essential for understanding why one work 
portraying Morocco landed on his presses. 
  In 1607, Jornada de África (Expedition of Africa), an eyewitness account of the Battle 
of Alcácer Quibir (1578), came out on Craesbeeck’s press. The author, Jerónimo de Mendoça, 
had fought alongside King Sebastião of Portugal at the disastrous Moroccan encounter, which 
cost the young monarch his life and paved the way for Philip II of Spain to stake his claim to the 
                                                
171 At least four works treating Iberian imperial expansion printed by Pedro Craesbeeck were 
financed by Lisbon-based booksellers: Jerónimo de Mendoça’s Jornada de África, discussed 
here, was financed by Jorge Artur; Francisco Losa’s La vida que hizo el siervo de dios Gregorio 
en algunas partes de esta Nueva España, discussed in chapters one and four, was financed by 
Manoel Pereira; and the multiple re-editions of Luís Camões’s Os lusíadas and Rimas over the 
years, discussed in chapter three, were financed by Estévão Lopes and Domingos Fernández. See 
BNP, Mendonça, Jornada; HSA, Losa, La vida (1615); BNP, Camões, Rimas…segunda 
impressão; BNP, Camões, Rimas…terceyra impressaõ; BNP, Camões, Rimas…segunda parte; 
BNP, Camões, Rimas… Emendadas; BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas de Luis de Camões; BNP, 
Camões, Os Lusiadas do grande Luis de Camoens; BNP, Camões, Os Lvsiadas de Lvys de 




Portuguese throne. Jornada de África returns to the catalytic event of the Union of Crowns, a 
source of great sorrow and shame for the Portuguese, as Mendonça sees it. Yet according to the 
author, “even though it is such a sad subject, it should not for that reason remain in silence: for if 
men put so much work every day into investigating the loss of a small ship, that much more 
should go into the sinking of a great Kingdom” (que posto que o sojeito seja tam triste, não he 
por isso bem que fique em silencio: pois vemos cada dia quanta dilígencia os homens fazem pera 
se saber a perdição de hum pequeno nauio, quanto mais o naufragio de hum tamanho Reyno).172 
Mendonça’s metaphor recalls the maritime commercial dealings explored in chapter one, with all 
their accompanying contingencies and risks.  
 Mendonça felt moved to break his “silence” about the Moroccan campaign to respond to 
a competing account of the Battle of Alcácer Quibir produced across the Mediterranean: 
Girolamo Franchi di Conestaggio’s Dell’ unione del regno di Portogallo alla corona di Castiglia 
(On the Union of the Kingdom of Portugal to the Crown of Castile). This Genoese historian’s 
evaluation of the Battle of Alcácer Quibir, published in Italian in 1585, 1589, and 1592, in 
French in 1596, in German in 1589, in English in 1600, and in Latin in 1603, so troubled King 
Philip II that in 1589 he ordered its seizure, prohibited its circulation, and commissioned 
“counter-histories” to combat its contents.173 Mendonça nonetheless gained access to the “third 
printing” (terceira impressão) and, upon reading the augmented version, could not contain his ire 
at Franchi’s belittling portrayal of Portuguese soldiers like him who, in Mendonça’s view, fought 
                                                
172 BNE, Mendoça, Iornada de Africa, *3r. 
 




valiantly and with great honor.174 For Mendonça, histories like Franchi’s piled on the “errors and 
miseries” of the metaphorical sinking of the Kingdom of Portugal, “as if those that truly occurred 
were not enough” (como se não bastaraõ as que na verdade aconteceraõ).175 Determined to 
undertake the “defense of the truth” (defenção da verdade), he composed Jornada de África and 
set out to disseminate it widely.  
 In order to print, however, Mendonça needed the capital to invest. Though not readily 
obvious in the book’s contents or aims, its financing and production hinged on Lisbon’s 
Cathedral. In the absence of surviving contracts, it is only possible to know who financed an 
edition unless it is mentioned on the title page or somewhere in the book’s licenses or prefatory 
texts. At the bottom of the title page of Jornada de África, we find the words, “at the expense of 
Jorge Artur, book merchant” (A custa de Jorge Artur, mercador de liuros), advertising Artur’s 
investment in the project (fig. 16).176 The same phrase appears on five other books printed by 
Pedro Craesbeeck between 1603 and 1620, indicating that the printer and bookseller were steady 
collaborators over the years (see table 2).177  
                                                
174 BNE, Mendoça, Iornada de Africa, *3v-4r. 
 
175 BNE, Mendoça, Iornada de Africa, *2v. 
 
176 BNE, Mendoça, Iornada de Africa, *1r. 
 
177 These books were: BNP, Pontanus, Jacobi; BNP, Igreja Católica, Officia Propria 
Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae: et aliquot SS (1605); BNP, Igreja Católica, Officia Propria 





Figure 16. Title page of Jerónimo de Mendonça’s Jornada de África. Note the identification of 
the publisher in the last line: “At the expense of Jorge Artur, bookseller” (A custa de Iorge Artur, 
mercador de livros). Image from the exemplar held by the Biblioteca Nacional de España in 




 Pedro Craesbeeck and Jorge Artur frequently did business with the city’s Cathedral both 
together and separately; their allied service to the seat of the Archdiocese of Lisbon helps explain 
why Artur brought Mendonça’s account of the Battle of Alcácer Quibir to Craesbeeck. As a 
team, Artur underwrote and Craesbeeck printed two editions of Officia propria Vlyssiponensis 
Ecclesiae, the liturgy specific to the archdiocese of Lisbon—the first two years before publishing 
Jornada de África, in 1605, and then again in 1614.178 On his own, as we saw above, Craesbeeck 
printed at least twenty-three other editions of Catholic rituals, both local and Roman, which 
would be used in the Cathedral and the city’s other churches, not to mention overseas (appendix 
4). Remember, too, that the printer chose to locate his press “by the Church of Saint Mary 
Magdalene,” around the corner from Sé (fig. 14).  
 Meanwhile, the bookseller Jorge Artur had his own particular dealings and projects 
related to the Cathedral. The mercador de livros imported missals and breviaries to the Sé from 
Craesbeeck’s former employer, the Officina Plantiniana of Antwerp, particularly small-order 
luxurious copies. A 1610 letter from Royal Chaplain Thome Alvares in Lisbon to Balthazar 
Moretus in Antwerp mentions Jorge Artur as an agent of the Cathedral’s Bishop and 
Kapellmeister. In the correspondence, Thome Alvares requests from Balthazar Moretus twelve 
missals printed on parchment—an expensive commission—and says that the bookseller Jorge 
Artur can attest to his credit.179 Artur appears once again in the Plantin-Moretus archives 
                                                
178 BNP, Igreja Católica, Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae: et aliquot SS (1605); BNP, 
Igreja Católica, Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae (1614). 
 





regarding shipments of breviaries and missals in 1622.180 Finally, within Lisbon, he enjoyed an 
exclusive privilege to publish the archdiocese’s Calendario da reza dos Santos (Calendar of 
Prayers of the Saints).181 Pedro Craesbeeck, then, was far from the only agent of the book trade 
who capitalized on the business of orthodoxy. Jorge Artur did as well, and at times the two 
profited together. 
 Jorge Artur’s importation of breviaries and missals from Pedro Craesbeeck’s Antwerp 
employer reveals that, while Craesbeeck controlled a good portion of the liturgical market in 
Portugal, he did not enjoy a full monopoly.182 This lack of exclusivity, however, does not 
undermine the argument that Craesbeeck built a game-changing press in Lisbon. Rather, it 
confirms that Craesbeeck rose to compete with the likes of the Officina Plantiniana and the 
Giunti (Hispanicized as Junta) family in Castile, which managed the supply of the rezo for that 
kingdom.183 While some luxury requests like the missals on parchment remained the domain of 
the Moretuses in Antwerp, Pedro Craesbeeck simultaneously provided the Portuguese Church’s 
“bread and butter” texts locally, in addition to importing foreign paper and type to stay 
competitive with his aesthetically admired Antwerp employers, as we saw above.184 In this way, 
                                                
180 MPM “Copie de Lettres de Meursius 1621-1625,” Arch. 140, 65r. 
 
181 Deslandes, Documentos, 163. 
  
182 Further evidence that Craesbeeck did not fully monopolize the liturgical market is preserved 
in the Museum Plantin-Moretus. Correspondence from 1625 reveals that the Monastery of Belem 
hired the Moretuses to provide them with the “Reçado…como hasta agora a San Lorenço”—in 
other words, as they had done until then for the Royal Monastery of El Escorial. See MPM, 
“Copie de Lettres 1625-1635,” Arch. 142, 12 and 17. 
 
183 On the Giuntis and the rezo, see Moll, “Plantino.” 
 




Craesbeeck incorporated Portugal into the post-Tridentine panorama of great presses vying for a 
corner of this highly lucrative market, reconfiguring its coordinates and dynamics.185  
 The six editions that Jorge Artur financed and printed with Pedro Craesbeeck included 
two liturgical offices, two flos sanctorum, one Latin grammar by a Jesuit, and finally, Jerónimo 
de Mendoça’s Jornada de África.186 Mendonça’s history of Africa thus stands apart from the rest 
in terms of genre. Clearly, liturgical and devotional fare was Jorge Artur’s specialization of sorts, 
whereas other Lisbon booksellers, like Domingos Fernández, mainly published poetry.187 As the 
state of research stands, it is impossible to say why the former soldier Jerónimo de Mendoça took 
his account of the infamous Portuguese expedition to Morocco to this bookseller to ask for 
financial help. For all we know, Mendonça could have met Artur at a bookstore on Rua Nova 
dos Mercadores and negotiated the project on that commercial thoroughfare, striking a deal like 
those portrayed in the painting that opened this chapter. After all, Mendonça would have had to 
acquire books like Girolamo Franchi’s controversial history of the Union of Crowns from one of 
the city’s booksellers. Such speculations notwithstanding, it is indeed possible to surmise why 
Mendonça’s eyewitness account of the Battle of Alcácer Quibir ended up on Craesbeeck’s 
                                                
185 In Moll’s study of the supply of the rezo to Castile in the 1570’s, Portugal does not figure at 
all, even while Castile, France, Flanders, and Italy all do. See Moll, “Plantino.” 
 
186 BNP, Igreja Católica, Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae: et aliquot SS; BNP, Igreja 
Católica, Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae; BNP, Villegas, Flos sanctorum; BNP, Vega, 
Parayso; BNP, Pontanus, Jacobi; BNP, Mendonça, Jornada. 
 
187 Domingos Fernández must have enjoyed some sort of privilege or contract to publish Luís de 
Camões’s works between 1605 and 1616, for he published two editions of Os lusíadas and two 
of Rimas. See BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas de Luis de Camões; BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas do 
grande Luis de Camoens; BNP, Camões, Rimas de Luis de Camoens… terceyra impressaõ; and 
BNP, Camões, Rimas de Luis de Camoens: segunda parte. Fernández also published the poetry 




presses. The printer’s pious repute, which won him the Cathedral’s favor, also won him an ally 
in bookseller Jorge Artur.  
 An examination of the production of Jerónimo de Mendonça’s Jornada de África opens 
up multiple worlds of the book and unveils unexpected intersections and overlaps. On the one 
hand, there was the world that Jerónimo de Mendonça inhabited as reader of histories being 
produced throughout Europe that competed to disseminate political ‘truths.’ On the other hand, 
there was the world of the printing, sale, and supply of liturgical texts in which Pedro Craesbeeck 
competed with his former employer in Antwerp and Europe’s other large firms, while the 
bookseller Jorge Artur collaborated with both. The capital that Artur invested to arm Mendonça 
in a historiographical battle against a Genoese adversary would have come, in large part, from 
his sales of Catholic rituals. And given that each bookseller-publisher like Jorge Artur enmeshed 
multiple worlds of the book through his own dealings, Pedro Craesbeeck, by collaborating with 
so many livreiros, created a hub of expansive generic and regional dimensions. The invention 
and maintenance of such a nexus in the Iberian Monarchy was inconceivable without the 
cornerstone of religious orthodoxy. That pillar of Pedro Craesbeeck’s business made his 
workshop a powerhouse while António Álvares’s struggled to stay afloat. 
 
Religious and Political Orthodoxy Entwined: Diogo do Couto’s Decades of Asia 
 The minute interactions between Lisbon’s printers, booksellers, and Catholic institutions 
reverberated beyond the city’s bounds. They brought the words of returnees from non-European 
lands, like Jerónimo de Mendonça, to Pedro Craesbeeck’s press, as well as of writers located as 
far away as Goa. The publication of Diogo do Couto’s Década Quarta da Ásia (Fourth Decade 
of Asia, 1602), first penned in India, brings home the significance of relationships on the 
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microcosmic level of Lisbon’s streets to the global scope of Craesbeeck’s hub. Moreover, this 
transoceanic editorial project shows that the printer’s law-abiding behavior fomented across-the-
board institutional favor not only from Catholic bodies like the Inquisition, religious orders, and 
Cathedral and churches seen above, but also from the viceroyal administration in Lisbon. Diogo 
do Couto’s publishing agent in Lisbon belonged to the Order of St. Augustine; Craesbeeck won 
over this religious chapter in his early years of his business, while both the printer and 
Augustinian friars collaborated with viceroyal officials to print the laws of the Kingdom of 
Portugal on behalf of Philip III. Thus, the publication of Diogo do Couto’s Fourth Decade of 
Asia grew out of bonds between two parties—one commercial, the other religious—allied in 
their common loyalty to the Spanish Crown. For the diverse agents of the book trade living in the 
Lisbon of the Iberian Union, support of the Habsburg royals was as crucial to success as good 
Catholic repute. 
 The first leg of the publishing trajectory of the Fourth Decade of Asia transpired between 
India and Lisbon. In 1596, one year before Pedro Craesbeeck made his debut as master printer, 
Diogo do Couto completed his handwritten book in Goa, the capital of the Portuguese State of 
India (Estado da Índia). The following year, the author entrusted his manuscript to an agent on 
one of the carracks, or naos, of the armada bound for Lisbon.188  The text was addressed to 
Couto’s brother-in-law, the Augustinian friar Adeodato da Trinidade, who lived in his order’s 
Lisbon convent. We can imagine Adeodato retrieving the package from the harbor of the Tagus 
River once the vessel had safely arrived. Over the next five years, the friar worked to secure the 
funding of Philip II and Philip III to print the Fourth Decade of Asia and Couto’s subsequent 
                                                




historiographical installments.189  Chapter five takes up the royal status, branding, and 
publication process of Diogo do Couto’s Fourth to Seventh Decades of Asia in greater depth. At 
this juncture, however, I want to focus on the entwining of religious and secular institutional 
favor that brought Couto’s manuscripts to Craesbeeck’s press.   
 Diogo do Couto began writing his Fourth Decade of Asia in India before Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s press was up and running, so he did not have the printer in mind when he shipped 
his manuscript on a journey around the African continent in 1597. The work seems to have 
landed on Craesbeeck’s press in 1602 because of the printer’s good relationship with both the 
Order of Saint Augustine and the viceroyal administration in Lisbon. Members of each entity had 
already hired Pedro Craesbeeck in the preceding years: one the one hand, the Augustinians 
published their Constituições dos Conegos Regulares de nosso P. S. Agostinho (Constitutions of 
the Canons Regular of our Father Saint Augustine) at his workshop in 1601.190 On the other 
hand, the king’s councilor in Lisbon, Martim Gonçalvez, published a series of laws for military 
captains in 1598.191 Moreover, these three groups—Craesbeeck’s workshop, the Order of St. 
Augustine, and the royal representatives in Lisbon—collaborated to put out Philip III’s massive 
legal code, Ordenações e leis do Reino de Portugal (Ordinances and Laws of the Kingdom of 
Portugal), in the first years of the seventeenth century.192 The Ordenações were edited by the 
                                                
189 Several documents shed light on Adeodato’s role in publishing the Decades, including a letter 
signed by Philip III dated September 27, 1617 transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” civ and a 1608 
letter from Couto to Gama transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” lxxxv.  
 
190 BNP, Cónegos Regrantes de Santo Agostinho, Constituições dos Conegos Regulares. 
 
191 BNP, Portugal, Regimento dos capitães móres. 
 
192 The privilege for the Canons Regular of St. Augustine to receive proceeds as alms is dated 
November 1602. However, there is also a prologue by Philip II dated June 1595, before Pedro 
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loyalist judges of the viceroyal palace and, according to the frontispiece, printed by Pedro 
Craesbeeck inside the Augustinian Monastery of São Vicente de Fora, which doubled as the 
“king’s royal chamber” (Camara Real de S. Magde) in Lisbon (fig. 17).193 In other words, Pedro 
Craesbeeck oversaw the legal code’s printing using presses located within the religious order’s 
monastery-royal chamber, surely supplying the type whether the presses belonged to him or the 
Augustinians.194 Philip III also granted the Canons Regular of the Order of St. Augustine a royal 
privilege to receive proceeds from the sale of the Ordenações as alms (esmola), further evincing 
the friars’ involvement in the project.195 In light of all this bibliographical evidence, we can 
conjure an image of the printer, palace judges (desembargadores do paço), and friars working 
together within the Monastery of São Vicente de Fora to put out the laws governing the Kingdom 
of Portugal.  
                                                                                                                                                       
Craesbeeck became master printer. Therefore, it is unclear at which point between 1595 and the 
privilege of 1602 these parties began to undertake the publication the earnest. See JCBL, 
Portugal, Ordenaçoẽs, e leis, *2r and *3v. 
 
193 JCBL, Portugal, Ordenaçoẽs, e leis, *1r.  
 
194 A number of title pages of Craesbeeck’s books have him printing in locations other than his 
house. In addition to the Monastery of São Vicente de Fora and Collegio de Santo Agostinho, we 
find: the house of the printer Jorge Rodrigues (BNP, Vega, Parayso…a costa de Jorge Artur and 
BNP, Parayso…a coasta de Domingos Martines); the Monastery of São Bernardo (BNP, Brito, 
Segunda parte, BNP, Brandão, Terceira parte, and BNP, Brandão, Quarta parte); the Inquisition 
of Lisbon (BNP, Inquisição, Regimento do Santo Officio); and the Convent of São Domingos 
(BNP, Sousa, Relectio de censuris). I attempted to uncover archival documentation from these 
cases but did not find anything; perhaps future research will bring up more evidence. According 
to a manuscript history of the Monastery of São Vicente de Fora, the mosteiro did have its own 
printing press; oddly, though, this history does not mention the Ordenações being printed there 
even though it mentions other books that were. See ANTT, “Crónica de São Vicente,” 261r and 
297r. 
 




 In the very same period that Pedro Craesbeeck, viceroyal officials, and Augustinians 
were undertaking the publication of Ordinances and Laws of the Kingdom of Portugal in the 
Augustinian Monastery of São Vicente de Fora, members of each group were laboring to publish 
Diogo do Couto’s Fourth Decade of Asia inside the same religious order’s college. The title page 
of Couto’s first chronicle of Portuguese Asia states that the work was “printed by Pedro 
Craesbeeck, in the College of Saint Augustine, 1602” (impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, no 
Collegio de Santo Agostinho. Anno MDCII) (fig. 18).196 This makes some sense given that, as 
mentioned, Couto’s brother-in-law, on whom the publishing fate of the Goan manuscripts relied, 
was an Augustinian friar. Moreover, the king’s representatives in Lisbon were involved in some 
capacity in the publication of Couto’s Fourth Decade of Asia, since they confiscated the 
manuscript a competing royal chronicler, Duarte Nunes de Leão, had prepared based on João de 
Barros’s unpublished installment.197 All in all, then, the early years of the seventeenth century 
were ones of close collaboration between Pedro Craesbeeck, the Augustinians, and the Spanish 
monarch’s agents in Lisbon. This tripartite relationship, cemented by religious and political 
orthodoxy, explain how and why Diogo do Couto’s manuscripts arrived at Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
presses from Goa.  
                                                
196 TFL, Couto, Decada quarta da Asia, *1r. 
 





Figure 17. Chalcographic frontispiece of Ordenações e leis do Reino de Portugal, dated 1603, 
which was prepared by Philip II and Philip III’s viceroyal officials in Lisbon and printed, 
according to the bottom of the page, “in the Monastery of São Vicente, Royal Chamber of His 
Majesty of the Order of Canons Regular by Pedro Craesbeeck” (no mostr.o de S. Vicente 
Camara Real de S. Magde da Ordem dos Conegos Regulares por Pedro Crasbeeck). Image of 
the exemplar held by the John Carter Brown Library in Providence, Rhode Island, freely 






Figure 18. Title page of Diogo do Couto’s Década quarta da Ásia, 1602. The title page says the 
work was printed “in” the College of Saint Augustine, signaling the involvement of Couto’s 
brother-in-law, Augustinian friar Adeodato da Trinidade. Image from the exemplar of the 
Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library of the University of Toronto, freely available online (TFL, 







 Pedro Craesbeeck’s early publications with the Augustinians and viceroyal 
administration in Lisbon foretold a decades-long career of financial success grounded not only in 
the Catholic reputation established above, but in allegiance to the Castilian administration.198 
Nonetheless, it is essential to underscore that Pedro Craesbeeck’s steadfast support of the 
Spanish Crown throughout his career from 1597 to 1632 did not necessarily preclude the 
production of texts at his workshop in tension or critique with Madrid. As mentioned in chapter 
one and we will see further in chapter four, two veterans of the Spanish Indies, Martín del Barco 
Centenera and Pedro Bejarano, explicitly criticize the king’s colonial officials in their respective 
works about the River Plate region and Isla Margarita. Meanwhile, the authors of Portuguese 
Asia examined in chapter five, Diogo do Couto and Manuel de Abreu Mousinho, convey a 
façade of support for the monarchs in Madrid that cracks when you closely examine their books’ 
production and contents. More dramatically, in 1632, Craesbeeck printed João Pinto Ribeiro’s 
invective against sending Portuguese soldiers to fight in the Spanish wars in the Netherlands; the 
author’s dissatisfaction with Philip IV’s policies translated into rebellion when he headed the 
plot to overthrow the Spanish king in 1640. Therefore, a variety of political stances converged at 
Craesbeeck’s press. Each individual edition was a world unto itself, with its particular author’s 
and publisher’s interests at play. It was up to Lisbon’s censors—the Portuguese Inquisition, local 
bishop’s office, and viceroyal palace—to determine which contents could legally circulate in 
print.  
 The political orthodoxy of Pedro Craesbeeck’s press thus resided in the printer’s care to 
produce only texts for which the necessary licenses had been acquired. We know this because, 
                                                




unlike his major competitors, António Álvares and Jorge Rodrigues, the Fleming was never 
accused of “clandestine printing.”199 As seen above, such shortcuts could ruin a printer’s repute 
and impact his commercial relationships in the cityscape of Lisbon. Playing by the rules was 
good for business. It brought Craesbeeck hundreds of institutional publishing projects from 
secular and religious bodies, as well as royal rewards. The Flemish printer, warding off all 
associations with the rebellious and Protestant Dutch, singularly associated his name with 
orthodoxy in every sphere of action. 
 
 “Todas as imprenções de mais sustancia”: Materials to Match Content 
 In 1620, Pedro Craesbeeck requested the title of impressor do rei, as mentioned in 
chapter one. There, we saw that, when Craesbeeck arrived in Lisbon between 1592 and 1597, the 
city lacked a royal printer. Philip II and Philip III had failed to appoint a successor when António 
Ribeiro stopped operating in 1590, dissolving the royal branding triangle of the 1580’s linking 
Lisbon, Antwerp, and Madrid. By 1620, Pedro Craesbeeck had the reputation behind him to 
prove himself worthy of the honor, including a crystal clear legal record that António Álvares 
and Jorge Rodrigues could not boast. The connection unmade was remade: he had given the city 
a printing house that rose to compete with the royal Plantin-Moretus house of Antwerp or royal 
Giunti press of Madrid.   
 Reputation alone, however, was not enough to build a high-volume and high-quality 
workshop in Lisbon that would re-compose the printing industry of Iberian Europe. The text of 
the royal printer privilege reveals the last key ingredient to Craesbeeck’s success. The notary 
observes that Craesbeeck has been deemed worthy of the honor “for being the best and oldest 
                                                
199 ANTT, “Processo de António Álvares” and ANTT, “Processo de Jorge Rodrigues”. 
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printer there is today, and for having the best press, engravings, and type of all the other printers 
of this Kingdom, and for this reason he is commissioned all the printings of greatest substance” 
(a ser o melhor e mais antiguo imprençor que hoie ha, e a ter a melhor impresão estampas e 
caracteres que os outros impresores deste Reino e a que por ser este se encomendão todas as 
imprenções de mais sustancia.).200 Institutional and material repute go hand-in-hand, bridging 
the themes of this chapter and the one to come. The idea “of greatest substance” evokes gravity, 
significance, value—qualities associated in this period with works like the liturgies, legal codes, 
and royal histories seen above, entrusted to the printer with the most pristine record in the city. 
At the same time, the privilege identifies Craesbeeck’s materials as the central element that 
brings him these prestigious commissions, specifying that he has the best “printing press, 
engravings, and type” of all the printers “in this Kingdom.” Just as Pedro Craesbeeck’s great-
great-grandson noted that piety set his ancestor apart “com singular differença dos mais,” this 
privilege too measures Craesbeeck against his competitors. The Fleming’s access to materials of 
quality and quantity distinguished him from other printers not only in Lisbon, but Portugal, 
Castile, and Flanders, as we will see. The most powerful motor for redistributing book-
production relationships between the monarchy’s multiple European centers was Craesbeeck’s 
typographical stock. This material advantage, moreover, had everything to do with the printer’s 





                                                
200 Deslandes, Documentos, 123.  
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CHAPTER 3. FLEMISH MATERIALITY 
 
Figure 19. Image of the pressroom preserved and reconstructed at the Plantin-Moretus Museum 
in Antwerp. We do not know how many presses or cases of type Craesbeeck had in Lisbon, but 
the photograph provides an idea of his model. 
 
 Inside the walls of the house next to the Church of Mary Magdalene, behind the image of 
Christ on the Cross, lay a valuable trove of typographical stock: a printing press made in 
Flanders, fine imported paper, red ink, copper engravings, and an ample array of type including 
musical annotations, Greek and Hebrew letters, and tiny characters for palm-sized editions of 
Spanish and Portuguese poetry. Mixed with local and run-of-the-mill materials, this store 
matched and often exceeded the holdings of printers elsewhere on the Iberian Peninsula and in 
some cases was completely unique. This is the image of Craesbeeck’s workshop’s interior to 
hold in our minds. These are the material makings of an Iberian printing mecca. 
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 Chapter two laid out how Craesbeeck’s workshop came to buzz with the publishing 
projects of Lisbon’s religious and secular institutions and booksellers, as well as authors who had 
returned to the city from Africa or sent manuscripts along long-distance routes from India. There, 
a reputation for orthodoxy was key. Here, the paramount importance of Craesbeeck’s printing 
materials come to the fore. His access to Flemish training and trade and artisan networks, which I 
will refer to as ‘Flemish materiality,’ afforded Craesbeeck a privileged status with respect to the 
Iberian Peninsula’s other printers. This privilege, indeed, was the defining factor that helped him 
acquire the “best press, engravings, and type of all the other printers of this Kingdom” (a melhor 
impresão estampas e caracteres que os outros impresores deste Reino).201 Thanks to these 
particular typographical materials and capacities, authors and publishers headed to Craesbeeck 
while abandoning the array of presses at their disposal in Lisbon, Coimbra, Seville, Madrid, and 
Antwerp. Flemish materiality, in combination with the specificities of Lisbon’s location and a 
crystal clear record before the authorities, was the final building block needed to construct a 
global publishing hub. With it, Craesbeeck shifted the balance between printers in Portugal, 
Castile, and Flanders, enhancing Lisbon’s status as a desirable and competitive site for making 
books. Without it, it is impossible to understand why the first editions of such classics of Iberian 
peninsular and colonial literature as Mateo Alemán’s Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de 
Alfarache (1604), Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Peregrinaçam (1614), and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s 
Comentarios reales de los incas (1609) all came to be published on the same Lisbon press. 
 
  
                                                
201 The quote comes from Craesbeeck’s 1620 royal printer privilege, transcribed in Deslandes, 
Documentos, 123, as cited in chapter two. 
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Flemish Privilege: Standing out in Portugal 
In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Antwerp, a Flemish typesetter was a dime-a-
dozen—nothing of great note. Put a Flemish compositor in Lisbon, however, and this 
unexceptional subject became exceptional in the most literal of terms: he could request the legal 
status of “privileged Fleming” (flamenco privilegiado). With this notion of ‘Flemish privilege,’ 
the archives provide the perfect term for conceptualizing a fundamental motor of Craesbeeck’s 
hub. Being Flemish entailed ties to a strong and wealthy immigrant community in Lisbon and to 
a global Flemish diaspora; tax and other exemptions; and a line to coveted printing materials in 
Flanders. These advantages associated with his nationality made Pedro Craesbeeck the standout 
printer in Portugal.202  
 Pedro Craesbeeck’s Flemish origins were vital to setting out on his own as master printer 
in Lisbon, for they facilitated a profitable marriage and access to start-up funds. Sometime 
between 1592 and 1597, the journeyman compositor wed Susana Domingues de Anvers, a 
second-generation immigrant in Lisbon whose mother, as her last name suggests, was from 
Antwerp.203 Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck asserts in his 1712 family history that Pedro 
used Susana’s dowry, together with “capital acquired by his own intelligence” (cabedal que 
                                                
202 The term “nationality” may seem anachronistic, but immigrant communities were referred to 
as naciones in this period; in other words, Craesbeeck belonged to the “nación flamenca.” When 
I use the terms nation or nationality I intend to evoke this early modern definition. 
 
203 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 13v. The date of their marriage is uncertain, but it must 
have been at some point between Pieter’s departure from Antwerp in 1592 and the birth of his 
and Susana’s first son, Lourenço, in 1599. According to Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck’s 
1712 family history, Susana’s mother, Leonor, was the product of an affair between a Portuguese 
soldier who served in the East Indies in the time of King Manuel I, João Domingues de Beja, and 
a Flemish woman from Antwerp, Maria de Anvers. When João Domingues de Beja passed away, 




adquirira com a sua inteligençia), to import a printing press from Flanders.204 This capital, most 
likely, came from Flemish compatriots willing to lend the printer money, since publishing-
related investments were famously wanting in early modern Portugal and Spain.  
 Throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, less money was risked on financing 
publications in Iberia than in such regions as Northern Europe and Italy. Oft-cited evidence of 
this is that, in 1572, Philip II ordered an inquiry into the “substandard” presses of Castile. The 
king’s informants deemed the dearth of “books of suitable quality” to be owed, for the most part, 
to the lack of ready capital.205 While wealthy Spanish and Portuguese nobles spent large sums of 
money to purchase and bind beautiful books for their private libraries, they did not tend to invest 
in new works or presses. In this, their mentality differed from Italian nobles like the patricians of 
Venice or the Medicis of Florence, who generously provided capital to foment the development 
of the printing press in their respective cities.206  
 A 1610 letter written by Thome Álvares, Philip III’s royal chaplain in Lisbon, to 
Craesbeeck’s former employers in Antwerp attests to the investment disparities between different 
European territories. In the correspondence, Álvares expresses an interest in publishing a prayer 
calendar with the Plantin-Moretus firm. He explains that the dearth of available capital in 
Portugal prevents many from printing locally, as much as they would like to: “this Kingdom is 
                                                
204 BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 13v. Though earlier archival documentation does not make 
it possible to confirm Pedro’s great-great-grandson’s assertion in 1712 that the printer imported 
his press from Flanders, it makes sense, since Craesbeeck was regarded as having a better press 
than other printers in the kingdom of Portugal, as we saw in the text of the royal privilege, and 
Flanders was renowned for the quality of its printing materials. On the high quality of Flemish 
printing see, for example, Nave, Stols, and Thomas, “Introducción,” 10.  
 
205 Griffin, Journeymen-printers, 79; Lafaye, Albores de la imprenta, 43. 
 




not so impoverished in skill, as it is in those who favor the skilled, which makes it difficult to 
publish, such that the work of all those who do not have the wealth to do so in foreign realms is 
buried and forgotten” (Este Reino não he tão pobre de habilidades, como he de quem as 
favoreça, e de comodidade para se publicarem, com que se sepultão todas a que falta posse para 
se ualerem de Reinos estranhos).207 The chaplain’s characterization was certainly exaggerated, 
since plenty of authors and publishers managed to print in Portugal—even if not up to the 
standards associated with the Antwerp house where Craesbeeck apprenticed, an issue explored 
further below. As we have already seen, Craesbeeck’s output figures alongside those of his major 
Lisbon contemporaries speak to the realization of hundreds of editions produced in the city in 
Thome Álvares’s day (appendix 2). Nonetheless, those numbers would have been higher—as 
would have the quality of Portuguese books with respect to Flanders—had Portugal not been as 
wanting in “those who favored the skilled.”  
 The Flemish community in Lisbon nonetheless constituted a wealthy exception to the 
Portuguese norm. This “nation,” as one poet put it in a book printed by Pedro Craesbeeck in 
1619, was: “rich, generous, and strong…which in the famous city has its dealings” (rica, 
generosa y fuerte… Que en la famosa Ciudad, sus correspondencias tiene).208 Given the bonds 
                                                
207 Transcribed in Deslandes, Documentos, 152. The original letter can be found in MPM, 
“Recueils de lettres,” 37-38. 
 
208 HSA, Lobo, La jornada, 69r. I have translated “correspondencias” as “dealings” based on the 
definition given by the Diccionario de Autoridades: “Entre Mercaderes y Tratanes, es el trato de 
remitirse unos a otros el dinero, mercaderías y otros géneros.” The historian Henry Kamen has 
argued that the Spanish empire was a business run, by and large, by the wealth, manpower, and 
expertise of non-Spaniards, the Flemish prominent among them. In other words, there was truth 
to this poetic reputation: the nación flamenca was more disposed to lend and take risks, which 
made them active in financial and mercantile transactions in many aspects of the administration 




that came with merchant diasporas in this period, we can imagine that Craesbeeck’s rich 
compatriots would have been willing to lend him the initial capital required to establish his own 
business. Moreover, the young printer could have made a convincing argument that an 
investment in his new press would bring favorable returns, citing the lack of well-equipped 
printers in late sixteenth-century Lisbon and the prestige and training he brought with him from 
the famous Officina Plantiniana of Antwerp. Pedro’s reputation for negotiating savvy, after all, 
endured over multiple generations, since it is still palpable in Francisco Xavier da Serra 
Craesbeeck’s 1712 manuscript.  
 It is important to acknowledge that Pedro Craesbeeck did not exclusively deal with 
Flemings or open a shop with exclusively Flemish materials: he acquired some local type and 
engravings from Manuel de Lira before the printer left Lisbon for Évora, as the Portuguese 
bibliographer João Alves Dias has shown.209 Nonetheless, the printing press Craesbeeck 
imported from Antwerp and access to the money-movements of his local immigrant community 
undoubtedly gave him added value over his remaining competition, António Álvares, as well as 
Jorge Rodrigues, who established his own press in Lisbon in 1601. Craesbeeck was able to boast 
the “best press” in all of Portugal plus “a wealth of two thousand gold dobras” and a good state 
of accounts (a boa conta que de si particularmente tem dado), according to his royal privileges 
of 1617 and 1620, thanks, most likely, to his connections to the strong Flemish minority in 
Lisbon.210  
                                                
209 Dias, Craesbeeck, xi. 
 
210 The first and third quotes about Craesbeeck come from the royal printer privilege of 1620 and 
the second from the royal knight privilege of 1617. See Deslandes, Documentos, 123, for the 




 In his eighth year in operation, 1605, Pedro Craesbeeck earned the status of “privileged 
Fleming,” which gave him another economic advantage over the rest of the printers in Portugal. 
Since the mid-fifteenth century, the Portuguese monarchs had granted special status to Flemish, 
German, French, and English merchants and businessmen in Lisbon in return for the financial 
benefits these agents of trade brought to the realm. Among the perks being a “privileged” 
foreigner entailed were certain tax exemptions, dispensation of military service, and freedom of 
movement between territories.211 The notary granting Craesbeeck this special treatment 
described the thirty-three year-old master printer as a “man of many dealings and much 
commerce, whereby he brings great benefit to his Majesty’s Customs Houses and Treasury” 
(homen de muito tracto, comerçio, do qual o e nás Alfandegas, e fazenda de sua Magestade 
muito proveito).212 During his first eight years in business, then, Craesbeeck had successfully 
                                                
211 The royal privileges for Flemings and other foreign merchants granted from the mid-fifteenth 
to early seventeenth centuries can be located as follows. King Afonso V: ANTT, Chancelaria de 
Afonso V, liv. 12, f. 50. King João II: ANTT, Chancelaria de João II, livro 25, ff. 2-4, and livro 
15, f. 21. King Manuel I: ANTT, Chancelaria de Manuel I, liv. 16, f. 56 and liv. 36, f. 36. BNP, 
Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 15r, mentions a 1587 privilege from King Sebastião. Given that the 
monarch passed away in 1578, this was obviously an error; nonetheless, I have been unable to 
locate any such privileges in the Chancery archives from Sebastião’s reign in the ANTT. I was 
also unable to locate the 1589 Philip II privilege in the ANTT likewise mentioned in BNP, 
Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 15r, but this one has been transcribed by Denucé based on a copy of 
the original: see Denucé, “Privilèges commerciaux accordés par les rois de Portugal aux 
Flamands,” 391-92.  
 
212 I have been unable to locate the original privilege in the archives, but Francisco Xavier da 
Serra Craesbeeck had a copy and transcribed it in his manuscript; BNP, Craesbeeck, 
Desçendencia, 14r-14v. Of the multiple privileges granted, confirmed and amended for foreign 
merchants in Lisbon from the mid-fifteenth century to the early seventeenth, Pedro requested 
three, according to his descendent: the first such charter, by Afonso V (r. 1438-1477)—
mistakenly identified by Serra Craesbeeck as Afonso IV; one by Sebastião I (r. 1557-1578); and, 
finally, by Philip II. See BNP, Craesbeeck, Desçendencia, 15r. The 1589 privilege granted by 
Philip II effectively restored Flemings’ and other foreigners’ privileges that he had previously 
suspended as a gesture of thanks for their help fending off the English Armada in Lisbon in the 
same year; see Denucé, “Privilèges,” 391-92. 
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proved himself an active member of the nación flamenca, valued for centuries in Portugal for 
moving money. His contribution to the commerce of the monarchy was such that he was deemed 
a valuable asset to Philip III’s coffers and worthy of government rewards. Could his tax breaks, 
which António Álvares and Jorge Rodrigues, as non-Flemings, did not enjoy, have moved the 
two other printers to break the law and print without the necessary licenses just to compete, as 
we saw in chapter two?213 
 It is worth lingering on the privilege’s comment that Pedro Craesbeeck greatly benefited 
His Majesty’s “Alfandegas.” Though the printer’s activities at the customs houses by the Tagus 
River are not specified, it is possible to surmise from other evidence that, at the very least, he 
was exporting books and importing typographical materials. Among the bales he and his 
collaborators would have registered at customs for transport by sea were stacks of Diogo do 
Couto’s Fourth Decade of Asia bound for Goa; Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Royal Commentaries 
of the Incas bound for a Jesuit college in Seville; and the print run of the Tupi catechism bound 
to evangelize the local population of Brazil.214 Craesbeeck’s workshop, as we saw in chapter one, 
was linked to the rhythms and routes of the sea, and this privilege confirms that contention. It 
allows us to imagine the printer frequenting the bustling port, attending to his dealings with ships 
coming and going from “all the Provinces” of the “Monarchy of Spain,” as Craesbeeck’s 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
213 As cited in chapter two, see ANTT, “Processo de António Álvares” and ANTT, “Processo de 
Jorge Rodrigues.”  
 
214 In a 1608 letter, Diogo do Couto mentions that he had 300 copies of Quarta Década da Ásia 
shipped from Lisbon to Goa; see Baião, “Introdução,” lxxxvi. In 1609, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega 
empowered a Jesuit agent in Lisbon to transport copies of the Comentarios reales from Lisbon to 




contemporary Manuel Severim de Faria put it in praise of Lisbon’s advantageous maritime 
location.215 
 In addition to exporting finished products, Pedro Craesbeeck imported many of the 
components required for composing books. As mentioned above, Francisco Xavier da Serra 
Craesbeeck claimed that his great-great-grandfather acquired a printing press from Flanders 
using his Luso-Flemish wife’s dowry, but that “impressam de imprimir livros” was not the only 
thing Craesbeeck had shipped from his homeland in the early years of his business. The 
engraving and type “that he imported from abroad” (que fez vir de fora) helped him beat out his 
counterparts in Coimbra at the turn of the sixteenth century.216  
 Coimbra had a formidable printing industry to serve the needs of the city’s lucrative 
academic market. Nonetheless, thanks to the special typographical materials he acquired outside 
Portugal, Craesbeeck quickly established his superiority over the officially appointed “printer of 
the university” (impressor da universidade), of his day, Diogo Gomes Loureiro.217 In 1599, Luís 
de Sotomaior, a retired professor of theology at the University of Coimbra, chose Craesbeeck 
over Loureiro to publish his biblical commentary, Cantici Canticorum Salomonis Interpretatio 
(Interpretation of Solomon’s Song of Songs, 1599-1601). Sotomaior, who as a young man 
studied at the University of Leuven in Flanders, clearly desired to produce a book that could 
                                                
215 BNP, Faria, Discursos varios politicos, 7v-8r.   
 
216 HL, Sotomaior, Cantici canticorum, *3r.  
 
217 For information on Loureiro, see Deslandes, Documentos, 130-132. Craesbeeck always had 
an eye on the Coimbra market; he established a satellite shop there from 1608 to 1609. When it 
failed to take off, he still produced students’ books from his position in Lisbon. See Bernstein, 




match the high quality of those made near his alma mater, and thus sought out the newly 
established Fleming in Lisbon.218  
 Cantici Canticorum took at least three years to finish and ranks among the finest and 
most complex the printer ever produced.219 Its elegant chalcographic frontispiece welcomes the 
reader to delve into a thick volume of 1,319 pages, among which we find Greek and Hebrew 
type and an extensive four-part index (fig. 20). The royal privilege protecting Sotomaior’s 
investment, printed in the book’s preliminaries, notes that the author sought to guarantee his 
exclusive right to print and sell the book because “he spent a great amount on the printing and 
letters and engraving that he imported from abroad” (tinha feito muito gasto & despeza na 
Impressão & nas letras & estampa que fez vir de fora).220 Estampa refers to the frontispiece, and 
letras most likely to the Greek and Hebrew type. Though the privilege does not specify the 
origins of these materials, saying only that they were brought in “de fora,” it is almost certain 
that Craesbeeck arranged for their importation from Flanders, since none of his books with 
                                                
218 Rodrigues, “Sagrada Escritura,” 108, notes Sotomaior studied in Leuven. Deslandes, 
Documentos, 134, has a transcription of a privilege calling Sotomaior “doctor of holy theology 
and retired professor” (doutor na sagrada teologia e lente jubilado) as of 1601.  
 
219 Dias, Craesbeeck, 6, breaks down the process of printing the edition between 1599 and 1601 
based on bibliographical analyses. 
 
220 HL, Sotomaior, Cantici canticorum, *3r. By saying that the “Impressão” was expensive, 
Sotomayor could have been referring to the overall printing process or to a physical press, either 
typographical or chalcographic. (Woodblocks could be inserted into the form of a manual press 
together with moveable type, but copperplate engravings required a special, separate apparatus.) 
The term impressão is ambiguous: whereas today imprensa designates printing press in 
Portuguese, while impressão means the process of printing or the object printed, in the early 
modern period impressão, with the variable spelling impressam, could also mean printing press. 
For example, in Francisco Xavier da Serra Craesbeeck’s 1712 manuscript, he says that his 
forebearer “mandou vir de Flandes huma impressam de imprimir livros”; BNP, Craesbeeck, 
Desçendencia, 15r. It seems unlikely that Sotomaior would have paid to import an actual press 




copperplate engravings imported from Madrid bear these kinds of privileges.221 Furthermore, the 
intricacies and style of the frontispiece betray an advanced level of skill more proper to the 
developed intaglio industry of Flanders than the nascent one on the Iberian Peninsula, a 
difference attended to further below. 
                                                
221 For reasons further explained below, it is almost certain that for all the books with copper 
engravings by Pedro Perret, a Flemish engraver in Madrid, the prints rather than plates were 
imported from the court. These books, which lack privileges citing the expense of imported 
materials like Sotomaior’s, are: BNP, Brito, Primeyra parte da Chronica de Cister; BNP, Brito, 
Elogios dos Reis de Portugal; Portugal, Ordenaçoẽs, e leis do Reino de Portugal; BNP, Payua 






Figure 20. Chalcographic frontispiece of Luis de Sotomaior’s Cantici Canticorum Salomonis 
Interpretatio (1599-1601), imported from abroad—most likely from Craesbeeck’s native 





 Although I have been unable to locate archival documents attesting to the importation of 
engraved prints from Flanders to Craesbeeck’s press, others relating to Lisbon’s art merchants 
evidence the ordering from Antwerp in the seventeenth century of thousands of printed sheets 
similar to Sotomaior’s frontispiece.222 As far as the type “que fez vir de fora” was concerned, 
Flanders was the site of reference for acquiring special characters in Portugal.223 Craesbeeck, 
embedded in the nación flamenca of Lisbon, would have enjoyed easy access to these materials 
where printers like Diogo Gomes de Loureiro in Coimbra apparently did not. As a result, 
Craesbeeck redirected authors like Luis de Sotomaior away from local presses elsewhere in 
Portugal, drawing them instead to his Lisbon workshop. The type and engravings that 
Craesbeeck acquired outside the Kingdom of Portugal through his “many dealings” in the 
customs houses were central, in this way, to building a novel publishing hub that would 
redistribute publishing activities across the Iberian Peninsula.  
 Sotomaior’s protection of his investment further reveals that Pedro Craesbeeck’s Flemish 
privilege allowed him to charge high prices, but clients were willing to pay to give their erudite 
works a form to match and exalt the contents. Therefore, it was not necessarily Craesbeeck’s 
                                                
222 Mochizuki, “The Luso-Baroque Republic of Things,” 151, notes: “In 1633, André dos Santos, 
an art merchant with a shop in Lisbon, would order through his contact in Antwerp, Paul du Jon, 
two boxes of prints bearing over 14,400 objects, including individual folio pages, books and 
illuminated sheets of parchment, with a follow-up order of another 2,030 unspecified prints in 
the same year.” Transcriptions of this and other documents can be found in Huylebrouck, 
“Alguns documentos comerciais.” See Stols, “Livros, gravuras e mapas,” for more on Luso-
Flemish exchanges related to the book trade. 
 
223 One testament to the fact that Flanders was a site of reference for importing type to Portugal 
can be found in a letter from the Jesuit Alessandro Valginano in Goa to the Portuguese Jesuit 
Diogo de Mesquita, arranging for the transport of a printing press to Japan. In it, Valignano 
reminded Mesquita “that the matrices could easily be made in Flanders.” Mochizuki, “The 




affordability, but singularity that attracted clients to his shop from elsewhere in Portugal, as 
another case at the end of the chapter will show. This singularity made his printing house a hub 
not only for entire the Kingdom of Portugal, but the neighboring realm of Castile.  
 
Mateo Alemán: From Seville to Lisbon, Between Two Flemings 
 In 1508, King Manuel I of Portugal tried to lure from Seville Castile’s best and most 
prolific printer, Jacobo Cromberger. The printers residing in Lisbon during the first decade of the 
sixteenth century could not manage the monarch’s extensive legal code, the Ordenações 
manuelinas, on their own, so King Manuel offered Cromberger the title of knight of the royal 
household in an attempt to convince him to move his workshop to the neighboring kingdom.224  
So eager was the Portuguese monarch to find a printer to answer his call that he extended the 
royal knight bait to all “printers of books” (imprimidores de livros) in his kingdoms who had a 
wealth of 2,000 gold dobras and were “old Christians, without any trace of Moorish or Jewish 
race, without any suspicion whatsoever of heresy and without having committed any dishonor or 
crime” (que sejam Christãos Velhos, sem raça de Mouro, nem de Iudeu, nem sospeita de alguma 
heregia nem tenhaõ incorrido em infamia, nem em crime ).225 Does any of this sound familiar? It 
should, from chapter two: this is the royal knight privilege Craesbeeck dug up in the Torre do 
Tombo archive in 1617 and requested for his own. By claiming the knightly title intended for 
Cromberger, Craesbeeck confirmed that Lisbon’s residents and rulers no longer needed to look 
                                                
224 Cromberger did not accept the offer, though he did temporarily lend his skills and materials 
for the Ordenações. For a discussion of Cromberger’s Portuguese connections, see Griffin, The 
Crombergers of Seville, 41-47, 50, 68. 
 




to Seville for typographical help. In fact, quite the opposite: the bestselling author, Mateo 
Alemán, who was incredibly picky with printers, brought the sequel to his picaresque novel 
Guzmán de Alfarache straight from Seville to Lisbon in 1604 to be printed for the very first 
time.226 Alemán’s journey to publish from Castile to Portugal can be understood not only as a 
search for high-speed printing, as seen in chapter one, but also as a publishing pilgrimage 
between two Flemings.  
 Mateo Alemán’s decision to print with Craesbeeck in Lisbon can be attributed in part to 
speed and in part to the author’s relationship with one of Craesbeeck’s frequent collaborators, the 
Flemish engraver Pedro Perret. Perret, like Craesbeeck, was from Antwerp, but resided in 
Madrid. Juan de Herrera, the architect of Philip II’s palatial complex, The Monastery of El 
Escorial, sent for Perret in 1583, asking the Flemish artisan to leave Rome for the Spanish court 
and engrave a series of images of the new edifice.227 Thanks to Juan de Herrera’s invitation, 
Perret nearly singlehandedly brought the art of chalcography, or copperplate engravings, to 
Madrid in the 1580’s and propelled the development of a local intaglio industry in Castile over 
the next fifty years.228 In 1595, Philip II rewarded this contribution by granting Perret the title of 
                                                
226 Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” undertakes a detailed bibliographical analysis of the editions of 
Guzmán de Alfarache parts one and two, on the basis of which he shows that Alemán intervened 
on several occasions in the composition and editing of his works on the print shop floor. 
 
227 López Serrano, “El Grabador,” 690.  
 




royal engraver (tallador real).229 Pieter-turned-Pedro Perret—changing his name, like 
Craesbeeck—remained in Madrid until his death in 1625.230 
 The connection between Pedro Perret, Pedro Craesbeeck, and Mateo Alemán is as 
follows. In Madrid, around 1599, Alemán commissioned Perret do a copper-engraved author’s 
portrait to accompany the first edition of Guzmán de Alfarache. Meanwhile, in Lisbon, between 
1600 and 1605, Craesbeeck imported Perret’s prints from Madrid for at least five editions.231 
Craesbeeck and Perret’s shared Flemish origins seem to have been the basis for a solid and 
perhaps exclusive bond, since the engraver’s prints have not been identified in the books of any 
other Lisbon printer during this time.232 Precisely during the 1600-1605 window of the 
Craesbeeck-Perret collaborations—in 1604—Mateo Alemán brought his manuscript for Guzmán 
                                                
229 López Serrano, “El Grabador,” 696.  
 
230 López Serrano, “El Grabador,” 715. 
 
231 Though the publication date of the first book they collaborated on, Bernardo de Britos’ 
Primeyra parte da Chronica de Cister, is 1602, the licenses for that and another book they did 
together in 1603, Elogios dos reis de Portugal, are dated 1600 and 1601, so the prints could have 
been finished in those years. Perret and Craesbeeck may have continued collaborating after 1605, 
but it is difficult to verify this because many of the copper engravings in Craesbeeck’s books are 
unattributed. López Serrano, “El grabador Pedro Perret,” 706, notes that it is possible that Perret, 
who had a Portuguese wife, lived in Lisbon for those years, but deems it probable that 
Craesbeeck imported the prints from Madrid. I agree, because if Perret indeed had been in 
Lisbon with access to a rolling press, Mateo Alemán could have used his copper rather than 
woodblock engraving in the princeps edition of Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de 
Alfarache. Micó affirms that the portrait of Alemán in the Craesbeeck edition of the second part 
of Guzmán was the woodblock rather than copper engraving; see Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache 
II, 35 n. 10. The five works that Craesbeeck printed with engravings signed by Perret are: BNP, 
Brito, Primeyra parte da Chronica de Cister; BNP, Brito, Elogios dos Reis de Portugal; JCBL, 
Cabedo, Ordenaçoens, e leis do Reino de Portugal; BNP, Payua d'Andrade, Sermões; and BNP, 
Lobo, As eclogas. 
 
232 For a summary of Perret’s “Portuguese years” and the engravings both signed and unsigned 




de Alfarache II to Lisbon, carrying on his person Perret’s plate, as well as a woodblock copy the 
author had made of the same design so that he could have his portrait published wherever he 




Figure 21. Copperplate engraving of Mateo Alemán done in Madrid by the Flemish engraver 
Pedro Perret, for the 1599 princeps edition of the first part of Guzmán de Alfarache. Image of the 
print held by the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid and made publicly available on its 
website (BNE, Perret, [Retrato de Mateo Alemán]). 
 
                                                






Figure 22. Woodblock copy of the copperplate which Alemán carried with him to Lisbon and 
had Craesbeeck print in the princeps of Segunda parte de Guzmán de Alfarache (1604). Image of 
the woodblock held by the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid and made publicly available 
on its website (BNE, [Retrato de Mateo Alemán]). 
 
  
 Given the contemporaneous ties between Mateo Alemán and Pedro Perret, on the one 
hand, and Pedro Perret and Pedro Craesbeeck, on the other, we can surmise that Mateo Alemán 
knew of the Lisbon printer via his Madrid engraver. When Alemán arrived in Lisbon in 1604 
with Perret’s engravings in hand, he could present them to Craesbeeck as evidence of their 
shared connection: a fellow Flemish artisan. Alternatively, even if Perret did not directly 
recommend Craesbeeck to Alemán, the engraver’s Lisbon collaborations must have disseminated 
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news of this new and well-equipped Flemish printer in Lisbon among those involved in the book 
trade in Madrid. Alemán, who even had his own press in Madrid for a time, would have been 
attuned to such news through his contacts like collaborator Pedro Perret.234  
 Before further considering the implications of Alemán’s printing pilgrimage from Pedro 
Perret in Madrid to Pedro Craesbeeck in Lisbon via Seville, it is imperative to underscore the 
significance of the two Flemings’ collaborations between 1600 and 1605. One can only fully 
comprehend the great value Craesbeeck offered by importing engraved Flemish prints—whether 
from Flanders, like Sotomaior’s, or from Perret in Madrid—when one considers the state of the 
intaglio arts in Portugal in the late sixteenth century. It is possible that there were no copperplate 
presses or engravers in the entire kingdom when Craesbeeck arrived in the 1590’s.235 This 
contrasted starkly with conditions in Antwerp, which was the center of the craft thanks in large 
part to Christopher Plantin’s pioneering use of chalcographic prints starting in the mid-sixteenth 
century.236 It was impossible for Lisbon to compete at the level of Antwerp, but Craesbeeck’s 
relationship with fellow Fleming Pedro Perret between 1600 and 1605 at least allowed him to 
match the offerings of the shops in Madrid that used Perret’s prints, including the court’s royal 
printers.237 In this way, the Craesbeeck-Perret collaborations were an essential step on the Lisbon 
printer’s trajectory to giving the Portuguese capital the impressor do rei it lacked and thus 
                                                
234 On Mateo Alemán having a press see Pérez Pastor, Bibliografía madrileña, xxxviii. 
 
235 On the apparent lack of skilled copperplate engravers in Portugal in the 1590’s, see López 
Serrano, “El Grabador,” 700. On the advent of copperplate engravings at the court of Castile in 
the sixteenth century, see Blas, Carlos Varona, and Matilla, eds., Grabadores extranjeros.  
 
236 See Bowen and Imhoff, Christopher Plantin and Engraved Book Illustrations in Sixteenth-
Century Europe. 
 
237 Between the 1590’s and 1620’s in Madrid, Perret realized many engravings for the city’s two 
royal printers, Tomás Junta and Luis Sánchez; see López Serrano, “El Grabador,” 706 and 710.  
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reconnecting it with the monarchy’s other important book-production centers with royal printers: 
Antwerp and Madrid. Therefore, in terms of the art of chalcography, Pedro Perret put Madrid on 
the map; by acquiring Perret’s prints from Madrid, Craesbeeck, in turn, added Lisbon to that 
map, offering comparable services to the court. Their partnership shows that it was not just 
access to materials produced in Flanders, but links among the diaspora of Flemish artisans on the 
Iberian Peninsula that gave Craesbeeck an important advantage over other printers on the Iberian 
Peninsula.  
 Back to Alemán’s trip between two Flemings. Sometime in 1601 or 1602, when Pedro 
Perret was already making prints for Pedro Craesbeeck, Mateo Alemán left Perret behind in 
Madrid and headed to his hometown of Seville. In his bags, he packed the copperplate portrait 
Perret had engraved and the woodblock copy of the same.238 In 1602, a Seville printer, Juan de 
León, re-edited Alemán’s wildly popular Primera parte de la vida de Guzmán de Alfarache (First 
Part of the Life of Guzmán de Alfarache) including the woodblock portrait. This suggests that the 
Andalusian city, like Lisbon, did not have the special rolling press needed to produce engraved 
prints; Madrid and its Flemish engraver Pedro Perret were ahead of the peninsular game with all 
the necessary equipment (fig. 23). At Juan de León’s Seville press, Alemán stood watch and 
intervened on the print-shop floors where his work was re-edited, making changes and 
corrections.239  
                                                
238 Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” 153.   
 





 Many authors in this period supervised print-runs to combat printers’ notoriously rampant 
errors.240 Alemán, though, was especially vigilant, so much so that for his next book, he put a 
printing press in his own house. In 1604, he asked the Seville-based printer Clemente Hidalgo to 
manage the print run of a new work, San Antonio de Padua (Saint Anthony of Padua), in his 
home. Alemán counted and selected paper and composed the type himself nightly at his abode, 
asking the printer to have the sheets pressed in his absences during the day.241 According to 
Alemán’s friend (or alter ego) Luis de Valdés, the author “took so long to publish th[e] second 
part” (tardó tanto en sacar esta segunda parte) of Guzmán de Alfarache in response to the 
apocryphal sequel of 1602 “because of the vow he made to Saint Anthony of Padua to compose 
his life and miracles” (por voto que le hizo de componer su vida y milagros).242 So, as soon as 
Alemán completed aiding Hidalgo in printing this hagiography in Seville, he penned Guzmán de 
Alfarache II so quickly that the timing “seem[ed] impossible” (tiempo… parece imposible).243  
He then headed for the place of Saint Anthony of Padua’s birth—Lisbon—with the urgency to 
get out his authoritative sequel to Guzmanillo’s picaresque journeys as quickly as possible. 
                                                
240 Bouza, “Para qué imprimir,” 32. 
 
241 Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” 152, 167. 
 
242 Alemán, Guzmán de Alfarache II, 27. Micó, “Mateo Alemán,” 167, notes Valdés may have 
been an alter ego of Alemán. 
 






Figure 23. Rolling press for copper engravings housed at the Plantin-Moretus Museum. 
Craesbeeck does not seem to have had a rolling press at his workshop, at least between 1597 and 
1605. Image freely available online. 
  
 It is essential to keep in mind Alemán’s high standards and personal involvement in 
printing processes when considering his decision to personally carry the manuscript of Segunda 
parte de Guzmán de Alfarche and the woodblock and copper engravings from Seville to Lisbon 
later that same year. This was a not a casual trip, especially since Alemán had access to presses 
in Seville. He knew exactly where he was going: to find his engraver Pedro Perret’s fellow 
Fleming. One cannot imagine a controlling author like Alemán doing the same for a lesser-
known and less-connected Portuguese printer like António Álvares. Craesbeeck’s material 
reputation as a Fleming evidently preceded him. Alemán, looking for a speedy printing, had 
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wind of the printer’s “well supplied” shop.244 In order to publish his sequel as quickly as 
possible, Alemán needed more type and manpower than that available in Seville. Rather than 
continue to double as author and typesetter in his hometown, Alemán journeyed to a printer with 
the means to realize a print run in record time thanks to his commercial advantages as part of the 
Flemish “nation” of Lisbon.245  
 When Pedro Craesbeeck printed the princeps edition of Segunda parte de Guzmán de 
Alfarache with astonishing speed over two to three months in 1604, he included the 
woodblock—not intaglio—portrait in the book, which supports Matilde López Serrano’s 
hypothesis that he was having Perret’s designs pressed in Madrid and importing loose sheets 
rather than the actual plates.246 Copperplates are incompatible with Gutenberg-style moveable-
type presses, and apparently Craesbeeck did not have a rolling press needed to handle Perret’s 
original etching. Nonetheless, thanks to the woodblock copy Alemán had ordered made, Perret’s 
portrait could be locked into Craesbeeck’s press on a compatible medium, thus materially 
connecting the work of the two Flemings between whom the author passed. If we imagine the 
moment in which the pressman pulled the lever to press the inked woodblock to paper, in that 
                                                
244 The Portuguese music composer Manoel Cardoso said of Craesbeeck in a 1611 letter to 
Balthazar Moretus, further analyzed below: “caracteres habet non contemnendos.” Transcribed 
in Deslandes, Documentos, 123-24. 
 
245 Micó, “La novela,” 165, observes: “there are only a few exceptional cases from the period of 
books in prose, of similar format and length, that were authorized, privileged, and printed in such 
a short amount of time” (solo por excepción pueden hallarse en la época libros en prosa, de 
formato y extensión similares, autorizados, privilegiados e impresos en un plazo tan breve). 
Micó, “La novela,” 166, also suggests that the work of printing Guzmán II may have been 
carried out simultaneously in different workshops (“oficinas”). In such an event, Craesbeeck 
must have managed the complex project, given that he is credited for the printing. Alternatively, 
he could have had multiple presses and ample type all his own, which would further account for 
his superiority and appeal over Lisbon and other cities’ printers. 
 
246 López Serrano, “El grabador,” 706. 
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instant, the three men converged, encoding the impact of imported Flemish craftsmanship on 
relationships between Iberian cities. Being Flemish tapped Craesbeeck into a network of 
tradesmen and merchants that gave him access to materials from Flanders and by members of the 
“Flemish nation” in Madrid from his position in Portugal. Craesbeeck himself, moreover, was an 
‘import’ from Flanders to Portugal. This Flemish privilege enhanced the status of his print shop, 
making the press sought-after by subjects not just in Lisbon and Coimbra but also Seville and 
Madrid. Craesbeeck’s workshop thus became a printing mecca for the agents of the Iberian book 
trade like Mateo Alemán. Flemish materiality functioned as a motor for mobility, inspiring 
authors and publishers to bring or send their texts to his press. 
   
The Bonding of Two Cultural Powerhouses: Craesbeeck and the Jesuits 
 The study of Pedro Craesbeeck’s business unveils multiple forms of mobility: the 
production processes that moved authors like Luís de Sotomaior and Mateo Alemán and their 
books’ materials from different Iberian cities to Lisbon; the circulations that Craesbeeck’s books 
underwent after leaving his press; and finally, lest we forget the books’ contents, stories of travel 
like that of Alemán’s fictional rogue Guzmán de Alfarache from Italy to Spain or Don Quixote’s 
errant adventures in Castile that Craesbeeck re-printed in 1605.247  
 The most famous narrative journey outside Europe that Pedro Craesbeeck’s workers 
composed in type was Fernão Mendes Pinto’s Asian “pilgrimage,” Peregrinaçam. This work, 
which Craesbeeck introduced to the global stage, bears traces of the prolific partnership between 
the printer and the Jesuits of Lisbon—a partnership grounded, once again, in Flemish materiality. 
                                                




 The title page of Pinto’s autobiographical opus on his travels throughout Asia from 1537 
to 1558 frames the posthumous princeps edition of 1614 as a journey to the dead body of Francis 
Xavier. It begins with the bold one-word title “Pilgrimage” (Peregrinaçam) and closes: “And at 
the end of it he briefly treats some things, and the death of the Holy Father Master Francis 
Xavier, sole light and splendor of those parts of the Orient, and Universal Rector of the Society 
of Jesus in those parts” (E no fim della trata brevemente de algūnas cousas, & da morte do Santo 
Padre mestre Francisco Xavier, unica luz & resplandor daquellas partes do Oriente, & Reytor 
nellas uniuersal Companhia de Jesus) (fig. 4).248 Fernão Mendes Pinto traveled and collaborated 
in Malacca and Japan with the co-founder of the Jesuit order and his narrative contained valuable 
eyewitness testimonies of the missionary’s activities in the East Indies.249 The work’s Xaverian 
contents, however, were not advertised on the title pages of any of the thirteen European editions 
of Pinto’s narrative in Spanish, French, Dutch, English, and German that followed throughout 
the seventeenth century.250 This contrast strongly suggests that the mention of the missionary’s 
death on the title page of the Portuguese first edition of 1614, produced during the height of the 
push for Xavier’s beatification, marks Jesuit involvement in the production at Craesbeeck’s 
office.251.  
                                                
248 BNP, Pinto, Peregrinaçam, *1r. Much ink has been spilled over the meaning of the title; see 
Saraiva, “A Peregrinação,” 135–136, for a review of scholarly interpretations. 
 
249 On Fernão Mendes Pinto’s relationship with Xavier and the Jesuits, see Barreto, “Fernão 
Mendes and the Jesuit Connection.” 
 
250 Over the course of the seventeenth century it was published in Spanish (1620, 1627-28, 1645, 
1664, 1666), French (1628), Dutch (1652, 1671), English (1653, 1663, 1692), and German 
(1671, 1674); Catz, Introduction to The Travels of Mendes Pinto, xxvii.  
 
251 Oliveira, “A construção,” 1307, and Erlicher, “Inter fanum,” both emphasize the importance 
of the Jesuit context and beatification campaign for the publication. 
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 Although the Jesuits did not finance the princeps edition of Pinto’s Asian odyssey—the 
title page attributes the expense to royal bookseller Belchior de Faria—the religious order 
unequivocally influenced the book’s contents at some point in its manuscript or print 
production.252 The very account within the book of Xavier’s death that the title page highlights 
bears unequivocal evidence of Jesuit censorship and intervention.253 Such alterations reveal that 
Lisbon’s powerful religious order had a hand in producing the work, as they had already done for 
multiple titles on Asia as well as Africa and America at Craesbeeck’s press in the years prior to 
1614. 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
252 The title page states that the edition was printed: “at the expense of Belchior de Faria, Knight 
of the household of the King our Lord, & his Bookseller” (A custa de Belchior de Faria 
Caualeyro da casa del Rey noss Senhor, & seu Liureyro); BNP, Pinto, Peregrinaçam, *1r.  
 
253 Fernão Mendes Pinto accompanied Father Melchior Barreto in 1554 to retrieve Xavier’s body 
from the ship transporting the corpse from Malacca to Goa. Pinto later described his encounter 
with Xavier’s dead body in a letter published in four different collections of Jesuit letters in 
Portuguese in Coimbra (1555), Barcelona (1556), and Zaragoza (1561), and in Latin in Venice 
(1565). According to that first-person account, Pinto kissed the deceased Xavier’s feet and 
experienced a conversion of sorts, deciding to join the Jesuit Order as a novice; he abandoned the 
order for reasons unknown two years later, in 1556. For an introduction to and transcription of 
this letter, see Catz, Cartas, 39-41. Even though the text of the princeps edition of Peregrinaçam 
describes Father Melchior’s retrieval of the body much as it is portrayed in the aforementioned 
letter, the narrator Pinto does not mention having accompanied him; see Pinto, The Travels, 498–
501. In other words, Pinto is essentially deleted from the story, as is his final contact with the 
body—a striking difference since the letter presents that experience as life-altering—and even 
stranger since that very episode is advertised on the title page. The Jesuits had a custom of 
leaving out the names of members who abandoned the order in published works, as Catz, The 
Travels, 631 n. 4, observes, so perhaps a similar custom existed dictating that members who had 
left the order not mention the experience in print. It is also possible that Pinto’s manuscript on 
which Peregrinaçam was based was altered by the Jesuits after the author’s death in 1583. Since 
the manuscript has been lost, it is impossible to say for certain what happened to it in those 
thirty-one years, except that a royal chronicler and councilor of the king in Portugal, Francisco 
de Andrade, prepared the manuscript for print; on this, see the preliminary “Apología” of the 




 Pedro Craesbeeck’s Antwerp pedigree and singular access to copper engravings through 
Flemish networks, established above, appears to have played a crucial part in attracting the 
Jesuits of Lisbon to his young press in 1600. The first book the order brought Craesbeeck to print 
was another work treating Francis Xavier: João de Lucena’s Historia da vida do padre Francisco 
de Xavier (History of the Life of Father Francis Xavier, 1600). This vernacular biography of the 
future saint—designed, like Peregrinaçam, to promote the missionary’s beatification—includes a 
chalcographic frontispiece and two half-body portraits of the co-founder of the Society of Jesus 
performing miracles over a nondescript maritime background (figs. 24-26). The frontispiece and 
portraits of Xavier are not signed, nor do the preliminaries give any indication of their 
importation, as they do in Luís de Sotomaior’s commentary on the Song of Songs. However, the 
royal privilege protecting João de Lucena’s right to print and sell the book in all the “Kingdoms 
and domains of the Crown of Portugal” (Reynos & senhorios da Coroa de Portugal) is signed, 
oddly, in Madrid rather than Lisbon as was customary.254 Might an agent of Lucena’s or 
Craesbeeck’s, or Lucena himself, have acquired not just the privilege, but the engraved prints in 
Madrid as well—perhaps even from Craesbeeck’s Flemish compatriot Pedro Perret, the royal 
engraver of the court with whom the printer began collaborating around this time? On the other 
hand, given the quality of the prints, they could just easily have been imported from Flanders like 
the frontispiece for Sotomaior’s erudite work, especially since the Jesuits had historically ordered 
or attempted to order printing materials from there.255 
  
                                                
254 BNP, Lucena, Historia da vida, *5r. 
 






Figure 24. Chalcographic frontispiece of João de Lucena’s Historia da Vida de Francisco de 
Xavier (1600). Image from the exemplar held by the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon 




    
 
Figure 25. First copperplate print of St. Francis Xavier performing miracles included in João de 
Lucena’s Historia da Vida de Francisco de Xavier (1600). Image from the exemplar held by the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon and digitized on their website (BNP, Lucena, Historia 






Figure 26. Second copperplate print of St. Francis Xavier performing miracles included in João 
de Lucena’s Historia da Vida de Francisco de Xavier (1600). Image from the exemplar held by 
the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon and digitized on their website (BNP, Lucena, 




 The promise of Flemish quality and skill surely appealed to João de Lucena for his 
voluminous and deeply researched project as it had to the theologian of Coimbra and alumnus of 
the University of Leuven, Luís de Sotomaior.256 Like Sotomaior’s commentary on the Song of 
Songs, Lucena’s 900-plus page hagiography required special typographical materials and skills in 
addition to the engravings. It included three different printed indices, no small task to arrange. 
Moreover, its elegant in-folio embodiment contrasts with the more modest octavo printing of the 
Jesuit Luís de Froi’s letter from Japan that António Álvares carried out for the Jesuits before 
Craesbeeck arrived in Lisbon, in 1589.257 Granted, the two works—Lucena’s lengthy biography 
of 1600 and Frois’s shorter letter of 1589—belonged to two different textual genres, each of 
which had its own complimentary materialization. Still, Craesbeeck’s exclusive collaborations 
with Pedro Perret suggest that Álvares would not have been equipped to help Lucena acquire the 
engravings he desired. Therefore, Lucena’s hagiography gives another example of how Pedro 
Craesbeeck managed to quickly beat out his major competition in Lisbon and direct book-
production activities away from other printers in favor of his house. The fact that the Jesuits 
repeatedly published on Asia with António Ribeiro while he was royal printer of Lisbon from 
1583 to 1590 further reveals that the religious order had an eye for partnering with whomever 
was the city’s best-equipped and most prestigious printer.258 
                                                
256 He characterized the biography as the “the fruits of my studies” (os fruytos de meus estudos). 
BNP, Lucena, Historia da vida, *7r. 
 
257 BNP, Frois, Carta do padre Luis Froes.  
 
258 Ribeiro printed a collection of letters from Jesuit fathers in India, China, Japan, and Angola in 
1588: BNP, Rebelo, Alguns capitulos tirados das cartas. Mochizuki, “The Diaspora of a Jesuit 
Press,” 117, notes that Alessandra Valignano sent the manuscript for Catechismus Christianiae 
Fidei from Japan to Europe, where it was submitted “to the fifth Superior General of the Society, 
Claudio Acquaviva, S.J., who had it translated into Latin and split in half for publication by two 
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 Pedro Craesbeeck’s masterful materialization of Lucena’s indexed and engraved 
biography set the basis for a relationship of paramount importance to the global scope of the 
printer’s typographical corpus. At their Casa Professa de São Roque in Lisbon, the Jesuits 
collected a high volume of manuscript and printed texts about Asia, Africa, and America written 
by brothers on evangelizing missions all over the globe, some sent from overseas and others 
from Rome or elsewhere in Europe. The Jesuits entrusted such writings to Craesbeeck on seven 
occasions: the letters of Nicolau Pimenta, “Visitor in the Parts of the Orient” (Visitador nas 
partes do Oriente), originally addressed from Goa to the Superior General in Rome and printed 
there and in Mainz and Antwerp before Lisbon (1602); three Annual Relations of Jesuit activity 
in the East Indies, Brazil, Angola, Cape Verde, and Guinea edited by Fernão Guerreiro on the 
basis of his brothers’ letters (1607, 1609, 1611); two short accounts of the persecution and 
‘martyrdom’ of Christians in Japan (1616, 1617); and the Tupi catechism already referenced on 
several occasions, sent for publication across the Atlantic by the Jesuit fathers of Brazil 
(1617).259 Just once, in 1603, the Jesuits strayed from Pedro Craesbeeck to his former Lisbon 
employer, Manuel de Lira, in Évora (where the order had an important college). And just once, 
in 1605, they hired Jorge Rodrigues in Lisbon for Fernão Guerreiro’s Relações anuais.260 But 
                                                                                                                                                       
Lisbon presses, Antonio Riberius and Emmanuel de Lyra, to ensure it would be finished on 
time.” 
 
259 BNP, Pimenta, Cartas; BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annual (1607); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam 
annal [sic] (1609); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annal [sic] (1611); BNP, Matos, Relaçam da 
perseguiçam; BNP, Gouveia, Relaçam da ditosa morte; BNP, Araújo, Catecismo. A search on 
the online WorldCat database brings up the three 1601 editions of Pimenta’s letters in Rome 
(Italian), Mainz (Latin), and Antwerp (French).  
 
260 BNP, Relaçam annual (1603); BNP, Guerreiro, Relaçam annal [sic] (1605). As mentioned in 
the footnote above the Jesuits had printed in Lira while he remained in Lisbon, before 
Craesbeeck entered the scene. 
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they returned to Craesbeeck in 1607 for subsequent publications about overseas worlds and stuck 
with him for the following ten years barring one exception. Pedro Morejón’s Historia y relación 
de lo sucedido en los reinos de Iapon y China (History and Relation of the Events of the 
Kingdoms of Japan and China, 1621), printed by a certain João Rodrigues (Jorge’s son and 
business heir?).261 It is worth noting, however, that Manuel de Lira and Jorge Rodrigues both had 
collaborative relationships with Craesbeeck at different points in the Fleming’s career: the 
former sold Craesbeeck materials to start-up his own press and the latter had Craesbeeck print in 
his house in 1603.262 As such, what at first seems like a Jesuit betrayal could in fact indicate 
some sort of shared printing or referral relationship among Craesbeeck, Lira, and the Rodrigues 
family. 
 The Jesuits’ consistent selection of Pedro Craesbeeck’s workshop to publish their many 
editions on overseas worlds—not to mention works of other genres—may additionally have been 
related to the involvement of a Flemish intermediary: the merchant Lourenço Lombardo. As we 
have seen, Craesbeeck’s Flemish privilege brought with it not only access to high quality 
materials like the engravings of Francis Xavier, but links to a Flemish diaspora heavily involved 
in the sphere of commerce and trade. Among the Flemish merchants of Lisbon with whom 
Craesbeeck dealt was Lourenço Lombardo, an Antwerp native who twice traveled to India and 
back and amassed an impressive fortune. Lombardo became a Jesuit at some point in his life and 
built a house near the order’s Casa Professa de São Roque, where Father Jerónimo Ferraz 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
261 UCM, Morejón, Historia y relación.  
 
262 Dias, Craesbeeck, xi; BNP, Vega, Parayso de la Gloria (a costa de Domingos Martines) and 




resided.263 You will remember Ferraz from chapter one: Inca Garcilaso de la Vega executed a 
power of attorney in Córdoba in 1609 for this Jesuit or “any future representative” of the Society 
of Jesus’s house in Lisbon (al procurador ques e adelante fuere de la dicha casa) to oversee the 
printing of Comentarios reales and enter into any and all commercial and legal transactions on 
the author’s behalf.264  
 The Jesuit father Jerónimo Ferraz dealt so closely with the Flemish merchant-turned-
Jesuit Lourenço Lombardo for the printing of Garcilaso’s history that the author referred to 
Lombardo—not Craesbeeck—as his printer. At one point in the 1609 power of attorney, Inca 
Garcilaso de la Vega speaks of “the said printer, whose name, as far as I can recall, is Lorenzo 
Lombardo” (el dicho inpresor, que a lo que me acuerdo se llama Lorenzo Lombardo).265 
Consequently, it appears that the two Flemings—Lombardo and Craesbeeck—were business 
partners of some kind.  
 Garcilaso’s comment about the printer being Lourenço Lombardo is surprising on first 
read, since the Peruvian writer had already seen “In Lisbon: Printed by Pedro Craesbeeck” (En 
Lisbona: Impresso por Pedro Craesbeeck) stamped on the title page of his other American 
history, La Florida del Inca, in 1605.266 Wouldn’t Inca Garcilaso de la Vega have remembered 
                                                
263 This information on Lombardo comes from Stols, “Livros,” 116; Rodrig., “Escola 
Polytechnica,” 347; and “Noviciado dos Jesuitas,” 246.  
 
264 De la Torre y del Cerro, El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, 138. 
 
265 De la Torre y del Cerro, El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, 138. 
 




the name of the printer in Lisbon who, five years prior, finally mass-produced La Florida after a 
failed attempt to publish at the royal court six years before that, in 1599?267  
 Considered from a different angle, though, Garcilaso’s power of attorney unveils the 
webs of correspondence and contractual agreements that separated Pedro Craesbeeck from those 
who published with him remotely. These dealings, obscured in the book-as-finished-product, 
remind us of the myriad networked activities that assembled surrounding each book’s production 
and, ultimately, intersected through Craesbeeck’s hub. Like Garcilaso, Diogo do Couto never 
mentions Pedro Craesbeeck in documentation regarding the Decades of Asia: he only refers to 
the representative who dealt with Craesbeeck, his brother-in-law Frei Adeodato da Trinidade.268 
The archives thus reveal that both Inca Garcilaso de la Vega and Diogo do Couto—one in 
Córdoba, the other in Goa—entrusted agents to realize their editorial projects by whatever means 
necessary without heed to the specific printer their agents should ultimately choose. In contrast, 
other authors and publishers, like Mateo Alemán, specifically sought out Craesbeeck for his 
workshop’s typographical capacities. By winning over the decision-maker of each book’s unique 
production network, whether through his reputation for orthodoxy or the material access and 
make-up of his shop, Pedro Craesbeeck built a bustling focal point of printing activity that made 
its presence known in Portugal, Castile, and as we will soon see, Flanders. Not all authors or 
even their empowered representatives dealt with Craesbeeck directly, as Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega and Diogo do Couto’s cases show, but their agents desired their printings to be marked 
                                                
267 Chapter four explores this attempt to publish La Florida in Madrid at greater depth. 
 
268 See Baião, “Introdução,” for transcriptions of Couto’s surviving letters. Frei Adeodato da 
Trinidade, for his part, did mention Craesbeeck in letters requesting financial support from Philip 




with the prestigious Craesbeeck brand, which transmitted Catholicism and Flemish typographical 
quality. 
 All this considered, the publication of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Royal Commentaries 
of the Incas relied on the Jesuits of Lisbon, who in turn relied on the Flemish merchant Lourenço 
Lombardo to arrange the specifics of printing at Craesbeeck’s press. This Flemish-Jesuit bond 
resulted in another rare copper engraving in Craesbeeck’s imprints on the Indies: Inca Garcilaso 
de la Vega’s mestizo coat-of-arms (fig. 27). Only one other work that Craesbeeck put out 
regarding overseas worlds besides João de Lucena’s biography of St. Francis Xavier, seen above, 
contains chalcographic prints. You can consult these engraved portolan maps bound in Gaspar 
Ferreira Reimão’s Roteiro da navegaçam e carreira da Índia (Route for Navigating the Indian 




Figure 27. Engraving of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s mestizo coat of arms. Image from the 
exemplar held by the Biblioteca Nacional de España in Madrid and digitized on their website 




 The bond between Pedro Craesbeeck, the Jesuits, and Lourenço Lombardo, grounded in 
Flemish materiality, was instrumental to the incorporation of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s 
invented escutcheon. The engraving appears to have been a last-minute addition included only in 
those exemplars with an errata leaf.269 This suggests that, once Pedro Craesbeeck completed the 
print run of Comentarios reales at the end of 1609, a number of copies left his workshop for 
circulation and either the author in Córdoba or his agent in Lisbon, the Jesuit father Jerónimo 
Ferraz, noticed typographical errors.270 Ferraz must have then given “the printer in charge of the 
printing of the book” (el ynpresor que tiene a su cargo la inpresion del dicho libro), Lourenço 
Lombardo, the list of errata to print and include in a new setting of the book’s preliminaries; with 
these new preliminaries, they added the engraved coat of arms to the binder’s kit to be sewn 
                                                
269 A more thorough comparison of a greater number of copies is necessary to determine the 
chronology of printing within the edition. However, the exemplars of the libraries of the 
University of Virginia in Charlottesville, Biblitoeca Nacional de España in Madrid, and John 
Carter Brown Library in Providence, Rhode Island present both the engravings and errata, while 
the exemplar of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon does not hold either. See ASSL, 
Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de los Commentarios reales; BNE, Garcilaso de la Vega, 
Primera parte de los Commentarios reales; JCBL, Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de los 
Commentarios reales; and BNP, Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de los Commentarios 
reales.  
 
270 Ferraz’s importance in bringing the printing of Comentarios reales to fruition should not be 
underestimated. The manuscript was first censored in Lisbon in late 1604. After a delay of four 
years (during which time Inca Garcilaso de la Vega probably needed to gather the necessary 
funds), Craesbeeck finished printing the main body of the text, as there is a colophon dated 1608 
on the last page of the book. However, some money was evidently still required to put the book 
on the market, since Inca Garcilaso executed the power of attorney for Jerónimo Ferraz in June 
1609 to settle accounts, after which the printer procured the final license from the viceroyal 
palace (September 1609). This indicates that Ferraz, once legally empowered, finally realized a 
publishing project five years in the making. For the licenses and colophon, see BNP, Garcilaso 
de la Vega, Primera parte de los Commentarios reales, *2r-*2v and 264v. For the power of 




in.271 It is unclear where Ferraz and Lombardo acquired the unsigned print, though the level of 
intricacy and skill looks much more like Pedro Perret’s designs done in Madrid (fig. 20) than 
Luís de Sotomaior’s imported Flemish frontispiece (fig. 21). What the evidence at our disposal 
does show, however, is that the Jesuits of Lisbon and Pedro Craesbeeck’s Flemish employee or 
business partner, Lourenço Lombardo, facilitated the procurement of a chalcographic print that 
would allow Inca Garcilaso de la Vega to disseminate mestizo heraldry for the first time in print. 
The left half of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s engraved coat of arms presents the shields of the 
author’s Spanish ancestors—the Vargas, Figueroa, Sotomayor, and de la Vega lineages—while 
the right presents the imperial emblems of his Inca ancestors—the sun, the moon, the llawt’u 
(woven headdress) and Mascapaicha (royal crown of the Emperor of the Tawantinsuyu).272  
 Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s coat of arms thus encodes more than the Spanish-indigenous 
cultural hybridity that studies of the author have long emphasized. While the visual language of 
the shield connects the nobility of Castile and Peru, its production process involved two other 
Iberian territories: the Portugal of the book’s assemblage and the Flanders of its printers’ birth—
an origin that facilitated access to high-quality typographical materials like the copper print. 
Only by taking into account the materiality of the engraving, in combination with its visuality, 
does the primacy of Flanders in this dynamic interplay between multiple Iberian worlds become 
perceptible.  
 
Taking Business from Antwerp: Comparable Materials at a Lower Price  
                                                
271 Description of Lombardo’s role from the power of attorney transcribed in De la Torre y del 
Cerro, El Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, 138. 
 




 Until this point, we have seen cases in which the high quality of Flemish materials and 
craftsmanship helped Pedro Craesbeeck distinguish himself from the rest, bringing Luís de 
Sotomaior, Mateo Alemán, and the Jesuits to his press. Not all bookmakers, however, were 
content with Craesbeeck’s stock: they still preferred the type, paper, and skill of his Antwerp 
employer, the Officina Plantiniana. One Portuguese author in particular, the Carmelite friar and 
music composer Manuel Cardoso, did not think Craesbeeck matched the Plantin-Moretus house 
and did not regard him as special in comparison to other printers on the Peninsula. Nonetheless, 
when Balthazar Moretus, Christopher Plantin’s grandson, asked too high a price and refused to 
budge, Cardoso brought his book to Craesbeeck instead. Manuel Cardoso’s correspondence with 
Balthazar Moretus in 1611 reveals that although Pedro Craesbeeck did not fully replicate 
Plantinian prestige in Lisbon, he could still win out as the less expensive Flemish option (fig. 
28). This relative affordability allowed him to take business away from other printers not just in 
“España,” as we have seen, but the Spanish Monarchy’s northern European realms. In the case of 
Cardoso’s musical printings, Pedro Craesbeeck’s comparable materials—if inferior aesthetic 
beauty—rerouted a publishing project headed for Antwerp back to Lisbon.  
 
Figure 28. Image of a letter written from Balthazar Moretus in Antwerp to the music composer 
Manuel Cardoso in Lisbon. It is the only known correspondence naming the printer to have 
survived. The sentence on the top line of writing shown here begins: “Petro nostro Crasbeeck” 






Figure 29. I do not have an image of the book that Manuel Cardoso printed with Craesbeeck, but 
to give an idea of what his musical printings looked like, here is a page from Manuel Rodrigues 
Coelho’s Flores de musica pera o instrumento de Tecla, & Harpa, which Craesbeeck printed in 
1620. Image from the exemplar of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon digitized on 
their website (BNP, Coelho, Flores de musica, 1r).  
 
 The 1611 correspondence between the Carmelite friar of Lisbon, Manuel Cardoso, and the 
heir to the Officina Plantiniana in Antwerp, Balthazar Moretus, contains the only contemporary 
characterizations of Pedro Craesbeeck that have survived barring his three royal privileges. The 
letters thus offer invaluable evidence about how Craesbeeck’s business was perceived and the 
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way he was measured against his European competitors. In the first surviving piece of the 
exchange, Cardoso addresses the high price Moretus has quoted in his last letter in order to print 
the composer’s book of liturgical music:  
You should know that, if I were moved by any hope of profit in this, it would be easy for 
me to choose a printer among those on the Iberian Peninsula and even in this same city 
Pedro Craesbeeck, who learned in your house, who has a well supplied shop, which allows 
him to print more cheaply, as I know from my own experience. For that reason I greatly 
wonder why he asks me such a high price. Therefore, if you could offer me some 
discount…. 
Seias velim, si ullius spe lucri ductus in hoc opus incumberem pronum mihi fuisse apud 
nostratos Hispanos unum deligere typographum, imo in hac urbe Petrum Crasbeeck, qui 
apud vos didicit, et caracteres habet non contemnendos, qui omnes operam suam vilius 
impendunt, ut expertus sum. Quare miror valde, quod tam ingentem pretii magnitudinem a 
me postulasti; si ergo ad mediocre quoddam lete optaveria….273 
 
Moretus replies amiably but unwilling to negotiate, boasting that: “any other printer prefers to 
use products acquired much more cheaply and easily; but we at the Plantinian Printing House are 
not willing to diminish beauty” (Alius quispiam typographus partâ multo viliori, ac leviori operâ 
uti malit; at nos nolimus, nequid a Typographiae Plantinianae decoro recidamus). At the end of 
the letter, he adds: “I support our Pedro Craesbeeck from the bottom of my heart; if he is as 
knowledgeable in letters and Latinity as he is in the skill of arranging type, he is capable of being 
                                                
273 Transcription in Deslandes, Documentos, 123-24. Also cited and translated into English in 
Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 11; I have used some parts of Bernstein’s translation while making 
some minor changes. The original letter of this letter has been lost since Venâncio Deslandes 
transcribed it in the 1880’s. It probably went missing during World War II, when the German 
bombings of Antwerp left the Plantin-Moretus archives in some disarray, a state that continued in 
1961, when Mário de Sampayo Ribeiro contacted its director seeking the Cardoso letter 




great” (Petro nostro Crasbeeck ex animo faveo; cui si tanta litterarúm et latinitatis scientia 
esset, quantam sabet typos colligendi peritiam, magnus esse possit).274 
 The exchange establishes a clear hierarchy between Craesbeeck’s house and the house 
where he trained. Even though Moretus wishes Craesbeeck the best, warmly referring to him as 
“our Pedro Craesbeeck,” he throws two subtle blows. First, by presenting the “Typographia 
Plantiniana” as uncompromising in beauty and materials, he relegates Pedro to the category of 
all other printers who use a more common and inexpensive stock. Second, Balthazar—the most 
educated member of the Plantin-Moretus printing dynasty and a well-respected scholar in 
Southern Netherlandish circles, especially of Latin—questions Craesbeeck’s ability to correctly 
compose a Latin text.275 He praises his old compositor’s technical skill on the print-shop floor, 
but does so in a language young Pieter, educated as a print-shop apprentice since the age of 
eleven, may not have had the opportunity to learn. Consequently, Moretus leaves Craesbeeck’s 
latinitas, or facility of the use of the Latin language, as an open question. Whether or not Pedro 
Craesbeeck himself boasted Latin skills, this certainly proved no impediment to his ability to 
meet the robust market for books in that language. He printed at least eighty Latin-language 
editions (out of a total output, remember, nearing 400) spanning the genres of law, theology, 
philosophy, liturgy, grammar, and political theory, plus three editions of a Portuguese-Latin 
dictionary. Craesbeeck may not have known Latin himself, but he certainly had correctors at his 
press who oversaw the printings and revised the language as needed. Whether or not these 
                                                
274 MPM, “Copie de Lettres 1607-1615,” 109. My transcription and translation. Ribeiro’s 
facsimile and partial transcription (he has several interrogatives and lacunae) are in Ribeiro, Frei 
Manuel Cardoso, 74-76.  
 




correctors worked on an ad-hoc basis for each edition or were regularly employed is not clear 
from the evidence at our disposal. 
 The quality of these Latin books and the “culture of correction” at Craesbeeck’s press, 
however, apparently did not meet all authors’ standards.276 Manuel Cardoso ‘knew from 
experience’ the kind of business Pedro Craesbeeck did, but his eagerness to print with Moretus 
and persistent attempts to negotiate a more reasonable price confirm a hierarchy in which 
Craesbeeck occupies the inferior rung of beauty and letters.  
 Ultimately, Balthazar Moretus did not publish Manuel Cardoso’s book. In light of 
Moretus’s refusal to lower his price, the composer must have resigned himself to publishing with 
Pedro Craesbeeck in Lisbon because the printer quoted a price he could afford—even if Cardoso 
deemed it higher than necessary.277 The correspondence further suggests that Craesbeeck was not 
only cheaper than the Moretuses in Antwerp, but than other printers elsewhere on the Iberian 
Peninsula. Cardoso says that Craesbeeck was one of several options for musical printing in 
Iberia. We should interpret the phrase “apud nostratos Hispanos” to mean among the printers of 
Hispania/España, or the Iberian Peninsula. The other printers Cardoso had in mind could not 
have been in Lisbon, since the studies cataloguing Portuguese music at the time only ever cite 
works printed by Craesbeeck.278  In other words, Pedro Craesbeeck was the only printer in 
                                                
276 Anthony Grafton employs this term in his study of early modern print-shop correctors; see 
Grafton, The Culture of Correction in Renaissance Europe.  
 
277 Craesbeeck printed Cardoso’s Cantica Beatae Mariae Virginis two years after the exchange 
with Balthazar Moretus, in 1613, and Missae auaternis quinis, et sex vocibus, in 1625. After 
Pedro Craesbeeck died in 1632, his son, Lourenço, continued printing Cardoso’s books. On all 
these publications, see Ribeiro, Frei Manuel Cardoso. 
 




Lisbon with the necessary type and materials to produce such works and as a result came to 
monopolize the city’s musical publishing market. As such, Cardoso must be thinking of printers 
in Castile, most likely Madrid, where there was at least one press who had the proper type: the 
Imprenta Real.279 Even though Cardoso complains about Craesbeeck’s inflated prices, he 
ultimately, if begrudgingly, hired him, either because Craesbeeck was open to negotiating, or 
because the Fleming was cheaper than printers in Castile. Affordability, in addition to 
singularity, is as compelling a reason as any to explain why authors and publishers from all over 
the Iberian Peninsula brought or sent their works to Craesbeeck’s press. In this case, it helped 
him trump two other publishing hubs in their own right—the Officinia Plantiniana of Antwerp 
and Imprenta Real of Madrid—bringing business to his eventual royal printing house in Lisbon 
instead.   
 A final aspect of Cardoso’s letter that merits attention is his assertion that Craesbeeck has a 
“well supplied shop.” In Spain and Portugal, this was no small achievement. Printing materials, 
especially paper, but also type, were expensive, and the stock at a print shop’s disposal 
determined the amount of projects they could take on at once, as well as the speed with which 
they could complete commissions.280 It was no doubt Craesbeeck’s Flemish privilege—tax 
exemptions, imbrication in a mercantile and artisanal diaspora, and contacts back home—that 
allowed him to boast this advantage. The detail from Manuel Cardoso’s correspondence with 
Balthazar Moretus about the ample materials that Pedro Craesbeeck had at his disposal makes 
                                                
279 For example, the music of the Franco-Flemish composer Philippe Rogier, Kapellmeister of 
Philip II, was published at the royal press of Madrid in 1598: BNP, Rogier, Missae sex. On 
polyphonic music and ties between Flanders, Portugal, and the royal court, see Bossuyt, “A 
polifonia flamenga e a música portuguesa do século XV ao XVII.” 
 
280 On the “structural weakness” of early modern printing on the Iberian Peninsula, see Lafaye 
Albores de la imprenta, 41-46. 
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the impressive rate at which Craesbeeck printed Segunda parte de la vida de Guzmán de 
Alfarache in 1604 and Alemán’s decision to travel from Seville to Lisbon to seek out the printer 
all the more comprehensible.  
 The material make-up of Pedro Craesbeeck’s press created shifts between the monarchy’s 
multiple book-production centers. They won him editorial projects, like Manuel Cardoso’s books 
of liturgical music, which authors and publishers would have brought to the best firms of 
Antwerp or Madrid had Craesbeeck not established his own workshop in Lisbon. In a landscape 
in which multiple hubs coexisted and competed, some were deemed technology and 
intellectually superior than others, as the Cardoso-Moretus exchange shows. Nonetheless, the 
trick to directing book-production networks to one press over another was relative 
differentiation. Faster, more Catholic, cheaper, and higher quality within Iberia: this was the 
formula underlying Craesbeeck’s bustling house, which put Lisbon on the map as a crucial 
publishing center during the Union of Crowns. In some cases, too, he boasted entirely unique 
materials that could not be found in any other peninsular shop.   
 
Inverting Lisbon’s Longing for Madrid 
 Throughout the Iberian Union of Crowns of 1581 to 1640, Portuguese writers longed to 
have the court restored to the shores of the Tagus River. They presented their capital as a lonely 
and melancholy widow, overcome with saudade since the Habsburgs had deprived them of a 
king.281 A particular printing material Pedro Craesbeeck and his son Lourenço acquired, 
                                                




however, inverted this relationship, making writers at the court look enviously towards their 
Lusitanian counterparts.  
 In the 1620’s, the Craesbeecks procured a very small yet legible “mignon” type 
specifically ordered to make and market novel editions of Luís de Camões’s poetry.282 These 
posthumous printings of the globetrotting bard’s Os lusíadas (1626, 1631) and Rimas (1629) 
measured about ten centimeters high and were printed in the format of twenty-fourmo.283 One of 
the 1626 Lusiads quickly made its way to Madrid and landed in the hands of Luis Brizeño de 
Córdoba, a humanist in the midst of preparing a newly revised edition of the poetry of Garcilaso 
de la Vega. This Garcilaso de la Vega is the celebrated Castilian poet who lived from 1501 to 
1536—not to be confused with “El Inca” Garcilaso de la Vega, who adopted his paternal 
ancestor’s surname and put the poet’s motto, “with the sword and with the pen,” (con la espada y 
la con pluma), on the copper-engraved, mestizo coat of arms seen above.284 Luis Brizeño de 
Córdoba was so captivated by the materiality of Pedro Craesbeeck’s tiny edition of The Lusiads 
that it impelled him to send his own manuscript of Garcilaso de la Vega’s poetry from Madrid to 
Lisbon to be manufactured in the same way. Thus, Craesbeeck’s line to mignon type—probably 
from Antwerp, as we will see—propelled not only the movement of texts from Madrid to his 
Lisbon workshop, but the creation of a novel material genre to embody the lyrics of Portugal and 
Spain’s poetic greats.  
                                                
282 Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 32, gives it this “mignon” designation.  
 
283 BNP, Camões, Os Lvsiadas de Lvys de Camões (1626); BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas de Luys 
de Camões (1631); BNP, Camões, Rimas de Luis de Camões. Emendadas nesta duodecima 
impressão (1629). 
 




 Luis Brizeño de Córdoba’s dedication to the Portuguese humanist and canon of Lisbon’s 
cathedral, Vicente de Nogueira, underscores the primacy of Pedro Craesbeeck’s unique printing 
materials in his decision to send his manuscript of Garcilaso de la Vega’s works from Madrid to 
Lisbon. First, Brizeño acknowledges Nogueira for having sent him an original manuscript of 
Garcilaso’s poetry from his “very rare and select library” (rarisima i selectissima bibliotheca), 
thus allowing Brizeño to compare this valuable treasure with the collections of Garcilaso’s 
poetry already in print and create a novel edition of the bard’s works. Next, Brizeño notes that, 
while editing Garcilaso’s works in Madrid with the help of this special manuscript from 
Nogueira in Lisbon: 
… there coincidentally came into my hands from there some Lusiads by the famous 
Camões, in a very small form; but with such a legible and beautiful letter, that I 
consequently coveted it for my book; and I resolved (even though it was much more 
expensive) to have it printed in that city of Lisbon, because I do not know of any other in 
Spain where one can find such type…. 
… llegaron de ahi, bien a cáso a mis manos, unas Lusiadas del famoso Camoens, en 
forma mui pequeña; mas de letra tan legible i linda, que luego la codiciè para mi libro; i 
me resolvi (aunque fuesse con mucho mayor costa) a hazerle imprimir en essa ciudad de 
Lisboa; porque no see, que en ninguna otra de España se hallen semejantes 
caracteres….285 
 
Brizeño’s dedication allows us to reconstruct the traffic of texts in both writing and print 
between Lisbon and Madrid. First, Brizeño wrote to Nogueira to ask him to send the Garcilaso 
manuscript from his Lisbon library to the court. A little while after receiving the manuscript, a 
copy of The Lusiads recently printed “in very small form” in Lisbon made its way into Brizeño’s 
hands—a testimony to the presence and knowledge of Craesbeeck’s books in Madrid. Once 
Brizeño had finished preparing his new edition of Garcilaso’s poetry, he sent his own manuscript 
from Madrid to “that city of Lisbon” to be printed by Craesbeeck. Finally, he undoubtedly had 
                                                
285 OSU, Vega, Obras, *3v-4r.  
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copies of the finished product sent back to Madrid so he could take charge of their distribution 
and sale.  
 The catalyst for these back-and-forth dealings across Iberian borders was the highly 
valuable type, “legible i linda,” that Craesbeeck keenly acquired before any of his peninsular 
competitors. These beautiful characters available at Craesbeeck’s workshop made Brizeño de 
Córdoba covetous of the printing industry in Lisbon: the Fleming’s mignon type elevated 
Portugal’s viceroyal capital above Castile’s royal court where publishing was concerned. This is 
the second time now—we first saw it with Luís de Sotomaior—that an author publicly 
advertises, on the pages of his own book, the great expense he has incurred at Craesbeeck’s shop 
to pay for special materials. Nonetheless, the cost is deemed worthwhile for the singularity it 
represents within España, which motivated authors and publishers to bring or send their texts 
from different points on the Iberian Peninsula—Luis de Sotomaior’s Coimbra, Mateo Alemán’s 
Seville, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Córdoba—to Craesbeeck’s Lisbon press.  
 In the dedication to Vicente Nogueira, Luis Brizeño de Córdoba makes explicit his desire 
to give the “Prince of Castilian Poets,” as Garcilaso de la Vega is called on the edition’s title 
page (fig. 30), the same compact material embodiment that the Crasebeecks had recently given to 
Portugal’s poetic ‘royalty.’ Luís de Camões was similarly known by the epithet of “Prince of 
Epic Poetry” (Principe de Poesia Heroica), as impressed on the pages of Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
1609 and 1613 in-quarto editions of The Lusiads. Moreover, the prologue and dedication of that 
earlier, larger-format, and commentated 1613 Craesbeeck edition of Camões’s epic emphasize 
the pride that the Portuguese people should feel surrounding their bard in much the same way 
that Luis Brizeño de Córdoba’s edition exalts Garcilaso de la Vega as a “Castilian” poetic 
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prince.286 These seventeenth-century framings of Garcilaso and Camões thus manifest proto-
nationalistic sentiment in the form of linguistic and literary pride. Nonetheless, the craftsmanship 
associated with a different Iberian territory—Flanders—gave them a common material form. The 
difference affirmed in the language and nationality of each work persists in tension with the 
printer’s mitigation of such distinctions by creating an Iberian—not just Portuguese—publishing 
hub that serves the Iberian Monarchy’s multiple territories. 
                                                
286 BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas de Luis de Camões principe de poesia heroica, *1r; BNP, 
Camões, BNP, Camões, Os Lusiadas do grande Luis de Camoens. Principe da poesia heroica, 






Figure 30. Title page of Luis Brizeño de Córdoba’s edition of Garcilaso de la Vega’s works. 
Image from Ohio State University exemplar, digitized on Google Books (OSU, Vega, Obras de 
Garci Lasso de la Vega, *1r). 
 
 The creation of a unique material form that would inspire editors of both Portuguese and 
Castilian poetry to seek out Craesbeeck’s press appears to be owed to the ingenuity of Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s eldest son. In 1626, Lourenço Craesbeeck (1599-1673), decided to publish Luís de 
Camões’s epic poem of Vasco da Gama’s navigations anew at his father’s press in a format the 
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family had never used for the work before: twenty-fourmo (figs. 31-32). Lourenço surely learned 
from the elder Craesbeeck about the commercial potential of re-editing bestsellers in different 
formats than those already in circulation. In 1605, when Lourenço was six years old, his father 
put out an octavo edition of Miguel de Cervantes’s instant bestseller, El ingenioso hidalgo Don 
Quixote de la Mancha, only available until then in two other printings in quarto.287 Shrinking 
popular works’ dimensions, then, was an astute entrepreneurial marker of the Craesbeeck 
press.288 However, printing a work with smaller pages required a smaller yet simultaneously 
readable type. Given that Luis Brizeño de Córdoba praised both the beauty and legibility of the 
twenty-fourmo Lusiads, the Craesbeecks had found the perfect characters to do the trick.  
 
 
                                                
287 The two earlier editions were the princeps printed by Juan de la Cuesta in Madrid (1604-
1605) and a Lisbon edition by Jorge Rodrigues (1605) with licenses dated the month before 
those in Craesbeeck’s. See Rico, “Historia del texto,” ccxxvi. 
  
288 It is important to acknowledge that a change in format did not necessarily mean a change in 
size, since format refers to the number of pages printed per sheet. In other words, a work could 
be printed in folio (folded just once) on a small sheet of paper, or in twenty-fourmo (folded 
twelve times) on a very large sheet of paper and, once bound, come out to similar dimensions. 
Nonetheless, both Craesbeeck’s octavo Quixote and twenty-fourmo Lusiads were printed on 
sheets of a standard size and clearly intended to stand out from the editions on the market for 






Figure 31. Example of a sheet in twenty-fourmo from the Officina Plantiniana of Antwerp. The 
sheet reflects how the type was set and arranged on the printing press. After printing, the sheet 
would be folded twelve times to form a gathering. This allowed for the creation of books of very 







Figure 32. First folio (recto and verso) of Pedro Craesbeeck’s 1626 edition of Os lusíadas, 
prepared by his son, Lourenço, which impelled Luis Brizeño de Córdoba, living in Madrid, to 
print his own edition of the works of Garcilaso de la Vega in the same format with the 
Craesbeecks. Image of the exemplar of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon digitized 
on their website (BNP, Camões, Os Lvsiadas de Lvys de Camões (1626), 1r-1v). 
 
 Lourenço Craesbeeck, like Luis Brizeño de Córdoba, comments on the novel material 
form he has given to the words of his kingdom’s poetic prince in the dedication to his edition. 
Unlike Brizeño de Córdoba, however, the younger Craesbeeck’s dedicatory epistle complexly 
and cleverly ties the edition’s materiality to its contents. As you read the dedication, keep in 
mind that the book Lourenço Craesbeeck is offering to his dedicatee measures about the length 
of an index finger and can rest in the palm of one’s hand: 
Reduced to such a tiny body, I offer your grace the greatest giant of Parnassus, and just as 
a small Map can comprise the entire machine of the world, so can this small volume 
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include the entire perfection of poetry… through this printing, I reduced his book to such 
a small space, because it is not fair for curious readers to only enjoy reading it, but to 
bring it always with them: it is a Diamond, and therefore more worthy of setting than 
binding. 
Reduzido a taõ pequeno corpo, ofereço a v.m. o mor gigante do Parnazo, & assi como 
em hum pequeno Mappa se comprende toda a maquina do mundo, assi neste breuiado 
volume se incluye toda a perfeição da poezia… este seu liuro…por meyo desta 
impressam resumi a tão pequeno espaço, porque não he justo que os curiosos se 
contentem sò de lerem, mas de o trazerem sempre consigo: Diamante he, & por esta 
causa dino mais engaste que de encadernação.289 
 
The interplay that Lourenço Craesbeeck creates here between the book’s production and contents 
are not immediately evident. To begin, the metaphor of the book as a diamond may be a veiled 
reference to the Antwerp origins of the special type used in its production. The place of Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s typographical training was and remains a famous center of the diamond trade. 
Moreover, Flemish merchants in Lisbon imported both diamonds and books from Antwerp: 
Pedro Moretus, the brother of Jan (Christopher Plantin’s son-in-law and business heir), moved to 
Lisbon two decades before Craesbeeck, doubling as a jeweler and intermediary between 
Lisbon’s booksellers and the Officina Plantiniana for the shipping of books from the firm.290 
Lourenço Craesbeeck most certainly had contacts in Antwerp as of 1626, for he and his younger 
brother Paulo had been sent there to receive a university education.291 The fact that Lourenço 
Craesbeeck served as the literary editor of these 1626 Lusiads and wrote this dedication points to 
this humanistic background in Flanders, which Pedro, brought up on Christopher Plantin’s print-
                                                
289 BNP, Camões, Os Lvsiadas de Lvys de Camões (1626), 3r. 
 
290 Stols, “Livros,” 117-118.  
 
291 On Lourenço and Paulo’s education in Antwerp, see Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 21, and 




shop floor, never enjoyed.292 H. Bernstein further suggests that “the younger Craesbeecks could 
also have brought publishing ideas and designs back from their Northern European experiences 
and travels.”293 Among them may have been the use of “mignon” type for highly portable, small-
format editions of literary bestsellers.  
 In light of all of the above, it is not farfetched to posit that Lourenço Craesbeeck’s 
mineral metaphor of the book as “a Diamond…more worthy of setting than binding” alludes to 
the place where the small jewels that made the edition such a prized possession—its miniscule 
letters—were manufactured. Lourenço thus offers up a book whose monetary worth, like a 
diamond’s, is not commensurate with its size. The value of the tiny tome resides not in its 
magnitude, but in the fine crafting by Flemish expertise that made both Antwerp diamonds and 
Antwerp type such coveted materials in early modern España. The younger Craesbeeck 
underscores that his Lusiads are not just for reading, but presenting like a gem. Just as one might 
show off a diamond from Antwerp on a ring, boasting of its fine polishing and carving, so might 
one place this book in the palm of their hand and show it off to friends for its expensive lettering, 
boasting of the novel and elegant form it gives to Camões’s famous verses on Portugal’s imperial 
expansion. Lourenço Craesbeeck’s dedicatory rhetoric, in this way, subtly flaunts his book-
making family’s Flemish privilege, which allowed them to offer printing services unparalleled, 
as Luis Brizeño de Córdoba noted, in all of the Iberian Peninsula. 
                                                
292 Pedro Craesbeeck, who did not receive a university education by all accounts, almost never 
wrote dedications like his sons. A rare exception can be found in the 1629 edition of Camões’s 
Rimas, produced in the same novel twenty-fourmo format of the 1626 Lusiads. See BNP, 
Camões, Rimas de Luis de Camões. Emendadas nesta duodecima impressão, *4r-*4v.  
 
293 Bernstein, Pedro Craesbeeck, 27. 
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 While Lourenço’s dedication refers to the book’s physical construction through allusions 
to Antwerp materials and explicit nods to the “printing” (impressam) through which he “reduced 
to such a tiny body…the greatest giant of Parnassus," his text simultaneously references the 
contents of The Lusiads he presents in this novel form. In Canto X of the Lusiads, the Greek 
Goddess Thetis presents Vasco da Gama a globe showing him the Ptolemaic model of the 
universe, using the object to help him understand the “machine of the world”: 
Uniforme, perfeito, em si sustido, 
Qual enfim o arquetipo que o criou. 
Vendo o Gama este globo, comovido  
De espanto e de desejo, ali ficou. 
Diz-lhe a Deusa: -- “O transunto, reduzido 
Em pequeno volume, aqui te dou,  
Do mundo aos olhos teus, para que vejas  
Por onde vás, & irás e o que desejas.  
Vês aqui a grande máquina do mundo 
Etérea e elemental, que fabricada 
Assi foy do saber alto e profundo,  
Que é sem princípio & meta limitada 
Quem cerca em derredor este rotundo 
Globo, & sua superfície tão limada, 
É Deus; mas o que é Deus, ninguém o entende, 
Que a tanto o engenho humano não se estende.294 (My emphases)  
 
Lourenço Craesbeeck clearly mined this passage for inspiration for his dedication. Thetis offers 
her globe before Gama with the words “reduzido em pequeno volume, aqui te dou”; Lourenço 
                                                
294 Camões, Os lusíadas, ed. Hernâni Cidade, XX, 79-80. I include the English translation in this 
footnote rather than above so as not to distract from the language of the original and its parallels 
with Lourenço Craesbeeck’s dedication: “Uniform, perfect, and self-sustained/ As the very 
Creator who fashioned it/ Da Gama, seeing it, stood transfixed,/ Torn between fear and 
eagerness. / Then the goddess spoke: ‘This sphere / I set before you, represents/ The whole 
created world, so you may see/ Where you have been, and are, and wish to be. / This is the great 
machine of the universe / Ethereal and elemental, as made/ By the deepest and highest Wisdom, / 
Who is without beginning and end. / He who with his very essence / Hedges this polished and 
perfect globe / Is God; but who God is none comprehends / For human wit cannot attain such 




offers his book to Almeida with the words, “Reduzido a taõ pequeno corpo, ofereço a v.m.” 
Later, Lourenço switches from calling the book a “body” to a “volume” (volume), adopting 
Camões’s term and solidifying even further the referential play between the two objects—
imaginary globe and physical book—both “reduced” to a small form. The globe, moreover, is 
described as having a “superficie tão limada,” which recalls Lourenço’s metaphorical diamond, 
“more worthy of setting” like a gem “than binding,” whose polish is owed to its Flemish 
craftsmanship. The dedication thus draws two analogies: between book and small Flemish 
diamond and between book and small globe that illuminates to Vasco da Gama “the entire 
machine of the world.” 
 Thetis tells Gama that through this globe: “you see here the great machine of the world” 
(Ves aqui a grande machina do mundo). The Goddess is celebrating Gama’s discovery of the sea 
route to India and showing him how the Portuguese fit into the workings of the greater 
universe—the macrocosmic motions of the heavens and earth. Lourenço, meanwhile, describes 
his book as a way to understand not the entire cosmos, but the entire art of poetry: “assi como em 
hum pequeno Mappa se comprende toda a maquina do mundo, assi neste breuiado volume se 
incluye toda a perfeição da poezia.” This reference to the “máquina do mundo” signals beyond a 
shadow of a doubt the locus of Lourenço’s inspiration for the dedication; with it, the publisher 
makes himself analogous to Thetis, both endowers of compact objects with the capacity to 
convey a certain kind of universality—literary or cosmographical.  
 Lourenço Craesbeeck’s repurposing of Luís de Camões’s poetry can be taken one step 
further to conceptualize his father’s press. While the younger Craesbeeck does not attempt to 
make a broad statement about the elder’s workshop, his small book and the edition of Garcilaso 
de la Vega’s poetry it engendered between Lisbon and Madrid speak to one of the fundamental 
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engines of the family business. If the globe lets Vasco da Gama perceive and understand the 
“machine of the world,” Lourenço’s small book helps us understand the workings of his father’s 
printing house and its functioning in the global Iberian Monarchy. By importing Flemish skill, 
materials, prestige, and mercantile connections to Lisbon, the Craesbeecks made the wheels of 
the monarchical machine shift and reverse, turning court residents’ attentions to Lisbon rather 
than the other way around. Madrid may have been the center housing the body of the king—the 
mechanism that united diverse and far-reaching territories under a single sovereign—but the 
monarchy’s subjects could fashion other kinds of centers that did not need rely on the court but, 
rather, made the court rely on them. The Craesbeecks’ particular mignon type, unavailable 
anywhere else on the Iberian Peninsula, is just one of the many examples of Flemish materiality 
and privilege which, added up, directed book-production activities away from presses in other 
Iberian cities and toward a common focal point in Lisbon. This, together with the workshop’s 
location and orthodoxy, engendered a hub that turned a global center of trade into a global center 
for printing as well.  
 
From the Publishing Landscape of Iberian Europe to the Political Landscape of Iberian 
Empire 
 The preceding three chapters have showed that, in the process of building a workshop 
that brought together agents and materials from Iberian territories all over the globe, Pedro 
Craesbeeck “re-composed” the publishing landscape of Iberian Europe. He gave Portugal a great 
press to match and compete with the principal offices of Antwerp, Madrid, Coimbra, and Seville, 
making Lisbon a notorious and sought-after printing center among the monarchy’s multiple 
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European realms.295 This examination of Craesbeeck’s business has simultaneously accounted 
for the varied reasons why authors and publishers brought works treating overseas worlds, not to 
mention many other genres, to his press: their texts sailed in on ships at Lisbon’s port; they 
wished to avoid the censorial impediments of the court; and they or their publishing agents in 
Lisbon valued the printer’s Catholic reputation and Flemish material prestige.  
 While Pedro Craesbeeck’s hub shaped the space of the monarchy of the Union of Crowns 
by reorienting book-production activities toward Lisbon, his press simultaneously afforded 
authors and editors the opportunity to textually configure that space as they saw fit. Part two of 
the dissertation turns from Craesbeeck to the writers and editors of books about Iberian empire 
who works converged at his press, examining they ways in which they symbolically rearranged 





                                                
295 I am aware that Catalonia, Aragon, Navarre, and Italy have been largely left out of this 
picture; more research is necessary across the printer’s prolific corpus to determine how his press 




PART 2. POLITICAL RE-COMPOSITION 
 
In Tomar, Portugal, 1581, King Philip II of Spain (r. 1556-1598) negotiated Portugal’s 
annexation to the Spanish Crown with his neighboring kingdom’s nobles. Among the most 
salient agreements: the Portuguese empire in Brazil, Africa, and Asia would continue to be 
administered from Lisbon. Meanwhile, Spanish America and the Philippines remained under the 
purview of the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid. The two Iberian empires were to stay 
bureaucratically separate, each one tied to its respective court from before the Union of Crowns. 
The same applied to overseas commerce and the treasury. During the ensuing sixty years of the 
Iberian Union, however, the separation of the Spanish and Portuguese empires proved a chimera. 
In 1601, as seen in chapter one, a group of Castilian ministers was sent to Lisbon to impede the 
illegal practice of unloading cargo from the Spanish Indies directly in Lisbon instead of duly 
registering goods at Seville’s House of Trade (Casa de la Contratación).296 In the 1610’s, as 
chapter five will address, Philip III’s chief minister, the Duke of Lerma, attempted to end the 
guarantees of the Courts of Tomar and shift governance of the Portuguese empire to Castile—a 
policy the Portuguese greatly resented.297 These episodes are just two examples that manifest the 
bi-imperial tensions inherent to the Iberian Union of Crowns that eventually contributed to its 
dissolution. At the same time, they make clear that enterprising individuals, from traders to high-
up politicians, defied, navigated around, and attempted to refashion the Iberian empires’ lines of 
administration to their own ends.  
                                                
296 For a discussion of this commission to the Royal Treasury (Real Hacienda) in Lisbon, see 
Olival, “Gobierno, crisis,” 790-792. 
 
297 Dadson, “Conflicting Views,” 29. 
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Such was the case of the authors and publishers who put out books on America and Asia 
at Pedro Craesbeeck’s press. These writers and editors re-composed the bureaucracies of Iberian 
empire in their works, textually linking each overseas domain with its opposite administrative 
center—the Spanish Indies with Lisbon and the Portuguese Indies with Madrid. These cross-
imperial connections, moreover, bore an inextricable relation to accompanying disconnections. 
The bookseller-publisher Manoel Pereiera, the Dominican friar Pedro Bejarano, and the Peruvian 
humanist Inca Garcilaso de la Vega all tied Lisbon to Spanish America by cutting out or 
circumventing the royal court. The disconnection of Madrid from Spanish America paved the 
way for Pereira, Bejarano, and Garcilaso to imagine and present Lisbon as alternative court—a 
substitute site to enact bureaucratic procedures relating to the Spanish Indies or even house 
different monarchs. On the other hand, two civil servants of Goa, Diogo do Couto and Manuel de 
Abreu Mousinho, attempted to remedy the disjointed relationship between Portuguese Asia and 
the Spanish monarch through creative operations of ‘artificial joining.’ The soldier-turned-
archivist and retired judge employed literary artifice to counter the Spanish kings’ abandonment 
of Asian matters, poetically fortifying weak links between the monarch and his councilors in 
Madrid and that distant region. Considered together, all of these authors and publishers of 
overseas empire treated the global monarchy’s territories, councils, and persons of power like 
moveable parts that could be mixed, matched, excluded, connected, disconnected, or tightened in 
the course of crafting their books. Whereas Pedro Craesbeeck rearranged the printing industry of 
Iberian Europe by building a global publishing hub in Lisbon, as seen in part one, the writers and 





Preliminaries as Material Loci for Institutional Authority  
The acts of political re-composition the ensuing chapters analyze play out predominantly 
in books’ preliminaries. As such, it is essential to briefly explicate and theorize this site within 
the textual artifact before proceeding.  
Preliminaries have tended to be studied as “paratexts,” defined according to Gérard 
Genette’s seminal structuralist essay as “productions” that “surround” and “extend” the text, 
“precisely in order to present it.”298 Genette’s conceptualization of the paratext as a “threshold” 
to the text, while broadly applicable, is explicitly meant to be synchronic rather than diachronic 
and thus fails to account for preliminaries’ cultural and historical specificity, as Roger Chartier 
has pointed out.299 Chartier argues that early modern Iberian paratexts go “well beyond” the oft-
cited strategy proposed by Gérard Genette “‘of an influence on the public…at the service of a 
better reception for the text and a more pertinent reading of it’” since they “state and articulate a 
complex set of relations with power.”300  
Building on Chartier’s thesis, I further contend that, in Pedro Craesbeeck’s books on 
overseas empire, authorial and editorial interventions in the space of the preliminaries constitute 
incursions into the book’s material locus of institutional authority. These incursions textually 
reconfigure the bounds and dynamics of imperial bureaucracy, symbolically altering the 
                                                
298 Genette, Paratexts, 1. The work was first published in French in 1987. 
 
299 Chartier, The Author’s Hand, 135-136. Anne Cayuela’s Le paratext au Siècle d’Or (1996) 
remedies Genette’s synchronic approach in part for the context that concerns us by historicizing 
the preliminaries of “Golden Age” Spanish books. However, Cayuela taxonomizes preliminaries’ 
constituent parts without considering the relationships between them. 
 
300 Chartier, The Author’s Hand, 138. 
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monarchy-on-paper that obligatorily resided in that site of the book. To understand this 
argument, some historical and technological context is necessary. 
The preliminaries of early modern Iberian imprints gained a legally prescribed form 
starting in the mid-sixteenth century. In 1558, King Philip II of Spain passed a law requiring that 
multiple regulatory markers be introduced into printed books’ preliminaries. The pragmática 
ordered “that in the beginning of each book” printed in Castile, “the license and price-fixing and 
privilege, if there is one, and the name of the author and the printer and place where it was 
printed, must be put” (que en principio de cada libro… se ponga la licencia y tassa y priuilegio 
si le ouiere, y el nombre del auctor y del impressor y lugar donde se imprimió).301 Although this 
legislation was specific to Castile, the inclusion of licenses, tasas, and privileges in books’ initial 
pages soon became common practice across Iberian realms, Portugal included.302 As such, the 
institutions involved in monitoring the production and circulation of printed books in each 
jurisdiction of the Iberian Monarchy staked a clear presence in books’ opening pages.  
                                                
301 Reyes, El libro en España y América, 2:802. 
 
302 I have not been able to locate the specific laws passed in this regard for each kingdom and 
know of no study that has, but the preliminaries of printed books in different jurisdictions 
(Portugal, Aragon, New Spain, etc.) all manifest the practice of printing the licenses, tasa, and 
privilege in the preliminaries starting in the latter half of the sixteenth century. That said, across 
the monarchy’s territories, not all of these legislated texts would always make it into the 
preliminaries of every book, whether purposefully or accidentally. For example, Fernando Bouza 
has discovered the first license signed to approve the publication of Don Quixote in the Archivo 
Histórico Nacional in Madrid, which was never printed in the first edition; see Bouza Álvarez, 
Dásele licencia, 11-16. It is also important to note that the short pamphlets Pedro Craesbeeck 
printed lack preliminaries. These broadsides include mention on the title page that all the 
necessary licenses have been acquired with the language “com licença,” or “com todas as 
licenças necessarias,” but do not reproduce the censorship texts. The only license reproduced in 
these broadsides is the tasa, located at the end of the text, on the last page. See, for example, BL, 
China, Memorial que os Mandarins and NYPL, Corrêa, Relaçam verdadeira de tvdo o svccedido 




In addition to the censorship licenses, price-fixing, and royal privilege, the preliminaries 
of early modern Iberian imprints included the prefatory texts normally associated with the notion 
of the paratext: the title page, prologue, dedication, and an array of others depending on each 
specific work (table of contents, laudatory sonnets, errata, letters, and more).303 This eclectic 
array of texts within the preliminaries nonetheless gained a material unity in the printing 
process.304 In the long age of the manual press, preliminaries were printed separately from and 
after the main body of the work. This physical distinction is perceptible in the signature series of 
early modern printed books—a system of letters and numbers, perceptible at the foot of books’ 
pages, that early modern print-shop compositors included to guide bookbinders in the correct 
collation and binding of sheets.305 The signatures allow us to perceive that dedications and 
prologues were printed at the same time—and very often on the same sheet paper—as the 
multiple bureaucratic emissions signaled above. Thus, authors’ and editors’ prefatory texts can 
be understood as materially part and parcel of the book’s locus of institutional authority. 
Dedicatory epistles and addresses to the reader were set on the printing press together with the 
polyphony of voices from within the monarchy’s diverse councils, churches, and inquisitions 
included in that same space of the book.  
                                                
303 Less commonly, some of these ‘preliminary’ texts, such as the prologue or dedication, might 
be included in the back of the book. One such example will be discussed in chapter four: UCM, 
Losa, La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez, Biblioteca Histórica-Francsico Guerra, 
BH FG 2946. 
 
304 Chartier, The Author’s Hand, 138, notes: “Another characteristic of the typographical practice 
in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries was to impose a unity on texts in the preliminary 
materials with a quite different origin, status, and function.” 
 
305 On the printing of preliminaries and signature series, see Gaskell, A New Introduction to 




The foregoing historical and technological conditions for the production of early modern 
Iberian preliminaries are crucial to keep in mind in the chapters that follow. The authors and 
publishers who put out works treating America and Asia at Pedro Craesbeeck’s house imagined 
and crafted their own contributions to the monarchy’s administrative dynamics in prologues, 
dedications, and navigations of censorial regimes. In this way, the very part of the book 
legislated to include markers of institutional authority simultaneously afforded authors and 
editors the opportunity to manipulate that authority to their own ends. In the texts they devised to 
open their works, Manoel Pereira, Pedro Bejarano, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, Diogo do Couto, 
and Manuel de Abreu Mousinho broke and reconnected the lines of imperial administration, 
connecting Spanish America to Lisbon and Portuguese Asia to Madrid. In doing so, they 
complicated the terms of the Courts of Tomar, altering the Iberian Monarchy’s legal composition 






CHAPTER 4. REMOVING THE ROYAL COURT 
 Amidst the polycentric landscape of the global Iberian Monarchy, with coordinates 
ranging from Mexico City to Cuzco, Goa, Antwerp, Lisbon, and Seville, there could still be only 
one royal court. The court hinged entirely on the presence of the monarch, and during the years 
of Pedro Craesbeeck’s business (1597-1632) was synonymous with Madrid, barring a brief stint 
in Valladolid from 1601 to 1606.  
Wherever the king resided, so did his Royal Council of the Indies. The Consejo de Indias 
determined the laws governing Castile’s territories in America and Asia, as well as the fortunes 
and fates of the Crown’s colonial servants. All petitions and requests for rewards and graces 
(mercedes) passed through it for approval; it was the body to which colonial bureaucrats, church 
officials, and soldiers ultimately answered. The organization and maintenance of the transatlantic 
Spanish empire thus relied in great part on this courtly council. It was an integral and, by all 
measures, indispensible node of a vast bureaucratic web.  
The authors and publishers who hired Pedro Craesbeeck to print about the Spanish 
empire from Lisbon, however, treated the royal court and its Council of the Indies as excisable 
entities. The creators of four different works about Spanish America—a biography of a Castilian 
hermit in New Spain, a treatise on the Caribbean pearl trade, a history of Florida, and a history of 
pre-conquest Peru—all removed the court from their books in some fashion. The Lisbon 
bookseller Manoel Pereira cut out from his re-edition of Francisco Losa’s La vida que hizo el 
siervo de Dios Gregorio López en algunos lugares de esta Nueva España (The Life that the 
Servant of God Gregorio López Led in Some Places of This New Spain, 1615) all previous 
references to the transatlantic bureaucracy tying Mexican officials to Madrid. The Dominican 
friar Pedro Bejarano circumvented the decisions of the Council of the Indies regarding Isla 
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Margarita’s pearl trade by announcing the laws that should be followed in the Caribbean from 
Craesbeeck’s Lisbon press. Finally, the mestizo humanist Inca Garcilaso de la Vega substituted 
Lisbon for Madrid in his dedications to the Portuguese Duke and Duchess of Braganza, 
characterizing these nobles as alternative royals for the global Iberian Monarchy. By eliminating 
the court from the preliminaries of their books on Spanish America, these editor and writers 
created in that material space political and institutional relationships tying Mexico, Isla 
Margarita, Florida, and Peru to Lisbon instead of Madrid. Leaving the Spanish empire’s 
bureaucratic hive out of the picture, they present a transatlantic Iberian Monarchy that can exist 
and subsist without King Philip III (r. 1598-1621). This chapter thus reveals that the printing 
press—a commercial instrument—allowed authors and publishers to manipulate the Spanish 
colonies’ seemingly unalterable administrative dependency on Madrid. In the business of 
printing, even the royal court could enter into play as a moveable, replaceable part with a 
flexibility akin to the moveable type composed on the press.  
 
Interception & Substitution: A Bookseller’s Rearrangement of Institutional Networks 
 The title page of the 1615 Lisbon edition of Francisco Losa’s Life of Gregorio López in 
New Spain, a hagiographical account of a Spanish hermit’s life, death, and miracles in and 
around Mexico City in the late sixteenth century, situates the reader in two different places at 
once (fig. 33). Its upper half, in Spanish—“The life that the servant of God Gregorio López led 
in some places of this New Spain, by Francisco Losa, former curate of the Cathedral of Mexico” 
(La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez en algunos Lugares de esta Nueua España. 
Por el licenciado Francisco Losa Presbitero Cura, que fue en la Iglesia Cathedral de Mexico)—
conveys that the work has been produced in the same location where Gregorio López and his 
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biographer rest and live: “this New Spain.” The bottom half, in Portuguese—“Dedicated to the 
illustrious Miguel de Castro, Metropolitan Archbishop of this City of Lisbon… by Pedro 
Craesbeeck” (Dirigida ao Illvstrissimo, & Reuerendissimo Senhor Dom Miguel de Castro 
Metropolitano Arçobispo desta Cidade de Lisboa… Por Pedro Craesbeeck)—tells us that the 
work was printed not in “this New Spain,” but across the Atlantic in “this city of Lisbon.”306 
Within the material bounds of the same page, two different voices speaking from two distant 
centers of the monarchy of the Union of Crowns converge. At first, the title page tells us we are 
in this place, Mexico City, that speaks this language; then also, in this place, Lisbon, that speaks 
the other. The transatlantic and administrative divides that separate the viceroyalties of New 
Spain and Portugal collapse. The two territories meet within the bounds of the same page while 
retaining their own languages and deictic markers. Castile and its councils are nowhere to be 
found.  
  
                                                





Figure 33. Title page of Manoel Pereira and Pedro Craesbeeck’s 1615 edition of Francisco 
Losa’s Life of Gregorio López. I have included arrows to highlight the coexistence of “this New 
Spain” and “this city of Lisbon” on the same page. Image courtesy of the Hispanic Society of 






 The title page’s curious geographic and linguistic doubling—“here” being simultaneously 
New Spain and Lisbon—resulted from editorial acts of interception and substitution. Interception 
because Manoel Pereira, a Lisbon-based bookseller-publisher, got his hands on the 1613 Mexico 
City first edition of The Life of Gregorio López before it reached its intended audience at the 
royal court in Madrid. Substitution because Pereira hastily re-edited the work, extracting signs of 
the administrative cord between the viceroyal palace in Mexico and the Royal Council of the 
Indies in Madrid and replacing them with ties between other institutions in New Spain and 
Lisbon. A comparison of the 1613 Mexican and 1615 Portuguese editions of The Life of 
Gregorio López reveals that Manoel Pereira used printing forms as a laboratory to rearrange the 
networks of support for Gregorio López’s beatification campaign originally conceived in New 
Spain. The Lisbon edition’s preliminaries, from the title page to the dedication and licenses, 
textually and materially place the Portuguese city’s bishopric, viceroyal palace, and inquisition in 
direct contact with the churches of diverse religious orders in New Spain, suggesting that a 
Spanish servant of God can be sainted through transatlantic collaborations that exclude the royal 
administration in Madrid.  
 To understand the Lisbon bookseller Manoel Pereira’s operations of interception and 
substitution in 1615, it is necessary to rewind to 1598, to the first in a chain of book-production 
activities that would link New Spain’s houses with Lisbon’s. In that year, the biographer 
Francisco Losa completed the first draft of La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio López en 
algunos lugares de esta Nueva España in the hermitage he had shared with his subject outside 
Mexico City.307 In that sparse setting in the town of Santa Fe, where Gregorio López had died 
                                                
307 We know that the first draft was already finished in that year because the first testimony of 
readership printed in preliminaries of the Mexican and Lisbon editions, by the Bishop of 
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two years prior, Francisco Losa organized twenty years of notes and memories of his friend and 
ascetic companion into a coherent narrative. This act of authorial composition in the sacred space 
where the hermit’s bones laid was the spark that ignited Gregorio López’s beatification 
campaign. The Santa Fe hermitage was the first in a series of New Spanish edifices through 
which the text passed, accumulating written testimonies of support for Gregorio López’s cause as 
it moved.  
 The preliminary licenses and letters printed in the Mexico City edition of 1613 allow us 
to reconstruct the circulation of Francisco Losa’s manuscript version of Gregorio López’s life. 
The handwritten book passed from Francisco Losa’s hermitage in Santa Fe to the Cathedral of 
Valladolid (current-day Morelia) and then through a review circuit in Mexico City that included 
the viceroyal palace, the Cathedral of Mexico, the Jesuits’ College of Saint Thomas, the 
Carmelite church, and other unnamed sanctuaries before finally arriving at Juan Ruiz’s printing 
house. At each location along the way, a secular or religious official penned a license or 
testimony praising the biography and the hermit Gregorio López’s holiness. This array of 
opinions constitutes, in the printed book, a thick authoritative threshold exceeding the usual bulk 
of licenses. Following the necessary censorship texts from the appropriate Mexican institutions, 
the preliminaries include an additional series of “Letters that some persons of great sanctity and 
education wrote to the Author, in praise of the servant of God Gregorio López” (Cartas, que 
algunas personas de mucha sanctidad, y letras escriuieron al Author, en alabança de el sieruo 
de Dios Gregorio Lopez).308 Given that the ascetic Gregorio López did not belong to a religious 
                                                                                                                                                       
Michoacán, bears the date December 27, 1598. See UCM, Losa, La vida, Biblioteca Histórica-
Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 9060, *8r. 
 
308 UCM, Losa, La vida, Biblioteca Histórica-Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 9060, *8r. 
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order and eschewed affiliation with institutions during his life in New Spain from 1562 to 1596, 
Francisco Losa’s biography played an instrumental role in forging this trans-institutional 
network of backers across multiple religious orders, dioceses, and the palace of the Viceroy of 
New Spain.  
 Once this eclectic web of support had been forged, Gregorio López’s promoters sought to 
expand its reach across the Atlantic in Madrid. While the beginning of the 1613 Mexican 
edition’s preliminaries maps out a pan-institutional network of support in New Spain, their close 
projects that network forward, envisioning the book’s ideal recipient in Castile.309 In order to set 
into motion an official inquiry into López’s virtues and miracles and solicit his beatification in 
Rome, the officials in New Spain needed to capture the attention of King Philip III in Madrid. 
Thus, Gregorio López’s biographer and former companion, Francisco Losa, dedicated his book 
to an advisor close to the monarch who also had personal ties to the would-be saint: the President 
of the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid, Luis de Velasco. According to the dedicatory 
epistle, Luis de Velasco, as Viceroy of New Spain from 1590 to 1595, met the “servant of God” 
Gregorio López and sought the ascetic’s advice on matters of governance and the soul. In 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
309 In two copies of the 1613 Mexico City edition of The Life of Gregorio López I have consulted 
(one in person, one digitized online), the dedication to the President of the Council of the Indies 
in Madrid has been bound, together with the prologue, at the very end of the book, constituting a 
post- rather than pre-liminary text. In another copy, these texts have been bound right after the 
licenses and letters of support, preceding the main text. This means that the licenses and letters of 
support were printed on one sheet and the prologue and dedication on a separate sheet, which 
allowed them to be gathered and bound in different places in the book. It is necessary to compare 
even more copies to ascertain whether the printer intended the prologue and dedication to be 
bound at the end of the work or at the beginning. The copies that have the prologue and 
dedication at the end are UCM, Losa, La vida, Biblioteca Histórica-Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 
9060 and NYPL, Losa, La vida; the copy with those texts bound in the beginning is UCM, Losa, 




addition, Velasco promoted the book’s publication in his second term as viceroy from 1607 to 
1611, shortly before returning to Madrid to preside over the Council of the Indies.310 The 
dedicatory strategy in the Mexican edition eventually worked. In 1620—seven years after Losa’s 
biography was first printed in Mexico City—Philip III charged his Council of the Indies with 
managing an inquiry into Gregorio López’s life, requesting that documents mentioned in Losa’s 
text be shipped from New Spain to that Castilian council.311  
 Before any steps to promote the holy hermit Gregorio López were pursued in Madrid, 
however, the Lisbon bookseller-publisher (livreiro) Manoel Pereira took the campaign into his 
own hands, bringing the cause to the attention of Portuguese institutions where the original 
editors in New Spain had envisioned the Royal Council of the Indies. Sometime between the late 
winter of 1613 and the fall of 1614, Pereira acquired a copy of the Mexican imprint, perhaps 
among contraband unloaded in Lisbon from ships from the Spanish West Indies ultimately 
destined for Seville.312 Pereira, who as a bookseller financed his own editions in addition to 
selling others’, immediately recognized the work’s commercial potential. Saints’ lives had been a 
bestselling genre since the advent of print, and stories of mystics like Gregorio López were 
                                                
310 We know this because during his second term as Viceroy of New Spain (1607-1611), Velasco 
ordered a Carmelite friar, Vicente de Sancto Tomas, to review the book. See UCM, Losa, La 
vida, Biblioteca Histórica-Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 9060, *4r-*4v.  
 
311 Losa, Vida que el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez hizo (facsimile of 1674 Madrid edition), 
110-111. 
 
312 The last license for the Mexican edition is signed December 1612, so it could not have arrived 
in Lisbon any earlier than February of 1613; see UCM, Losa, La vida, Biblioteca Histórica-
Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 9060, *2v. The first Portuguese license is dated in January 1615, 
which means Pereira had prepared the new edition before the start of the year; see HSA, Losa, 
La vida, *5v. On the topic of unloading contraband from Spanish America in Lisbon, noted in 




particularly popular around this time.313 We can imagine Manoel Pereira perusing the Mexican 
book in his shop on New Merchants’ Street (Rua Nova dos Mercadores), Lisbon’s famous 
commercial avenue and booksellers’ way discussed in chapter two;314 taking the five-to-ten-
minute walk northeast over to Pedro Craesbeeck’s house by the Church of Mary Magdalene with 
the Mexican book in hand; and proposing they collaborate to make a new edition.315 The 
bookseller and printer completed their work around January of 1615, creating the first of at least 
seventeen European re-editions that would follow in the next century.316 Thanks to his privileged 
maritime position in Lisbon, Pereira was able to intercept the book before any other editor in 
Europe and anticipate its future popularity as a European bestseller. 
 For their Lisbon edition of The Life of Gregorio López in New Spain, Manoel Pereira and 
Pedro Craesbeeck altered the front and back matter of the Mexican first, reconfiguring the 
transatlantic network between New Spain and Castile assembled for the original by eliminating 
all elements pertaining to the administrative relationship between the office of the viceroy in 
                                                
313 Rubial García, La santidad controvertida, 109. According to my analysis of the holdings 
listed in the online catalogue of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Pedro Craesbeeck printed at 
least twenty-eight hagiographies over the course of his career in Lisbon (1597-1632), further 
evidence of the commercial popularity of the genre.  
 
314 We know Pereira had his shop on Rua Nova because his books are advertised with the 
formula: “sold on Rua Nova in Manoel Pereira’s house” (vendese na rua Nova em casa de 
Manoel Pereira). See, for example, BNP, Jesus Maria, Escuela de oracion. 
 
315 I have identified five of Craesbeeck’s books whose title pages locate his shop “at the Church 
of Mary Magdalene” (a Santa Maria Magdalena), as discussed in chapter two. See BNP, Guerra, 
Sermon, *1r; BNP, Nájera, Discursos, *1r; BNP, Brito, Discurso, *1r; BNP, Mendonça, Sermão, 
*1r; and BL, China, Memorial, *1r.   
 
316 The last license printed in the book is signed January 1615. See Rubial García, La santidad 





Mexico City and the Council of the Indies in Madrid. On the recto side of the title page, Pereira 
had Craesbeeck’s compositors swap out the Spanish announcement of the original dedication “to 
Don Luis de Velasco, Marquis of Salinas, President of the Royal Council of the Indies, Twice 
Former Viceroy of this New Spain and Once of the Kingdoms of Peru” (a Don Luys de Velasco 
Marques de Salinas, Presidente del Real Consejo de Indias, Virrey que fue en esta Nueva 
España dos vezes, y una en los Reynos de Pirú) with the Portuguese announcement of the new 
dedication “to the Most Illustrious and Revered Sir Dom Miguel de Castro, Metropolitan 
Archbishop of this City of Lisbon” (ao Illustrissimo, & Reuerendissimo Senhor Dom Miguel de 
Castro Metropolitano Arçobispo desta Cidade de Lisboa) (figs. 34-35).317 Velasco’s title as 
imperial administrator in Madrid, New Spain, and Peru disappears, replaced by the title of an 
administrator of a different kind of bureaucratic network: the dioceses of the Roman Catholic 
Church. By presenting the life of Gregorio López written by “Francisco Losa, former curate of 
the Cathedral of Mexico” directly to the Archbishop of the Cathedral of Lisbon, Pereira’s new 
title page connects the seats of two dioceses in two viceroyalties, pushing Castile and its overseas 
bureaucracy to the side. On the verso side of the title page, Pereira completes the dedicatory 
substitution by including an engraving of the coat of arms of Portuguese Archbishop Miguel de 
Castro where former Viceroy Luis de Velasco’s had been (figs. 36-37). 
  
                                                
317 UCM, Losa, La vida, Biblioteca Histórica-Francsico Guerra, BH FLL 9060, *1r; HSA, Losa, 








Figures 34-35. Dedication announcements on the title pages of the 1613 Mexico City (top) and 
1615 Lisbon (bottom) editions of Francisco Losa’s Life of Gregorio López. 
 
 
      
 
Figures 36-37. Left: coat of arms of dedicatee Luis de Velasco, Marqués de Salinas, on verso of 
title page of 1613 Mexican edition. Right: coat of arms of dedicatee Miguel de Castro on verso 
of title page of the 1615 Lisbon edition. Images of the 1613 edition from the copy of the 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid digitized on Google Books; images of the 1615 edition 
from the copy held at the Hispanic Society of America (UCM, Losa, La vida, *1r-1v; HSA, 




 With all references to the President of the Council of the Indies and former Viceroy of 
New Spain and Peru, Luis de Velasco, erased, Manoel Pereira places hopes for Gregorio López’s 
canonization not in Madrid, as the original editors intended, but in the Portuguese archbishop’s 
hands. He addresses Archbishop Miguel de Castro directly in his dedication to the 1615 Lisbon 
edition, saying: 
This book came into my hands, Illustrious Lord, of the life of the great man Gregorio 
López, whose marvels are so rare, that only very spiritual people and those practiced in 
divine love and contemplation will fully understand them; therefore I dedicate it to Your 
Illustrious Lordship, as one who will best understand the secrets of the divine compassion 
communicated to this his servant…and may our God allow for this to play a part in his 
Canonization being addressed very soon. 
Veome a mão, Illustrissimo, Senhor este liuro da vida do grande varão Gregorio Lopez, 
cujas marauilhas saõ tão raras, que sò as conhecerão de todo pessoas muy espirituaes, 
& exercitadas no amor, & contemplação diuina; por tanto o dedico a V. Illustrissima 
Senhoria, como a quem melhor comprehenderà os segredos que a diuina misericordia 
communicou a este seu seruo... & permittirà nosso Senhor, seja isto parte, para que 
muyto cedo se trate da Canonização.318 
 
Pereira wishes for his re-edition, under the protection of the learned theologian Miguel de Castro, 
to contribute to gathering momentum for the consideration of López’s canonization. He 
acknowledges an essential aspect of his own contribution to the cause—speed—when he 
expresses his desire that López’s “canonization be addressed very soon” in accordance with the 
rapid action he has taken to promote the hermit’s cause before any other European editor. The 
bookseller’s dedication thus displays an awareness of his own agency, as publisher, to foment 
bureaucratic action by fostering dialogue about Gregorio López’s exemplarity among Portuguese 
officials, rejecting any need for support from King Philip III or his councilors in Madrid.   
                                                
318 HSA, Losa, La vida, *2r. 
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 Manoel Pereira continues to exploit his position as a commercial agent to manipulate 
transatlantic political and institutional relationships in the censorship licenses that follow his 
dedication. According to the laws of the Kingdom of Portugal, Manoel Pereira and Pedro 
Craesbeeck needed to acquire and print licenses from the Portuguese Inquisition, the office of 
Lisbon’s bishop, and Lisbon’s viceroyal palace in the front matter of their 1615 edition of The 
Life of Gregorio López. As explained in chapter one, each of the global Iberian Monarchy’s 
kingdoms, viceroyalties and major provinces—Castile, Aragon, Portugal, the Portuguese State of 
India (Estado da Índia), New Spain, Peru, Flanders, Sicily, Milan, and Naples—maintained their 
own distinct censorship systems for printed books. Therefore, Pereira and Craesbeeck had no 
obligation to include the 1613 Mexican edition’s extensive licenses and letters of approval in 
their own—only the Portuguese ones. That notwithstanding, the Lisbon editors decided to 
incorporate in their preliminaries all the opinions from New Spain except one: the license from 
the palace of the viceroy in Mexico City. In this way, Pereira once again denied the canonization 
campaign’s dependence on the Viceroy of New Spain and his parent council in Madrid.  
 It is worth noting that throughout early modern Europe, it was common to give re-
editions of printed books new dedicatees, re-inscribing the book in a real or desired patronage 
relationship that would associate the author or editor with a figure of local prestige. Nonetheless, 
the fact that Manoel Pereira eliminated the office of the viceroy of New Spain not just from the 
title page and dedication, but also the licenses, suggests a deliberate strategy to exclude Madrid. 
The bookseller repeatedly broke New Spain’s administrative ties to Castile in his editorial 
operations, materializing across the preliminaries a new mode of transatlantic integration based 
on devotion to a common saint rather than the Spanish imperial bureaucracy.   
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 In the resulting series of licenses printed in Manoel Pereira and Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
Lisbon edition of The Life of Gregorio López in New Spain, a bookbinding thread stands in for 
the excised opinion of the viceroy of Mexico. A worn copy housed in the library of the Hispanic 
Society of America in New York City makes visible this material substitution (fig. 38). The 
exemplar is delicate, peppered with damage from water and wormholes. No longer taut, the cord 
rises to the surface, making visible a physical tie that joins texts penned by Portugal’s censors 
with New Spain’s. On the page to the left of the thread, we find in Portuguese the opinions of the 
censors of the Portuguese Inquisition, bishop’s office, and viceroyal palace deeming the 
biography of the hermit and potential saint Gregorio López fit for publication. On the right, we 
find a series of ecclesiastical judgments, in Spanish, from Mexico City. A Dominican Friar in the 
College of Saint Thomas of Mexico City lauds the hagiography as useful for public 
consumption, while below, the deans and canons of the same city’s cathedral concur. In this way, 
the binding thread entwines the intra-urban censorship network in Lisbon with the intra-urban 
network of religious censors in Mexico City, connecting institutions in two viceroyalties with no 





Figure 38. Image of preliminary pages *5v and *6r with Portuguese licenses penned in Lisbon on 
the left and Spanish licenses penned in Mexico City on the right. Because of the worn condition 
of the copy at the Hispanic Society, the binding thread sewn through the middle of the gathering 
is visible (HSA, Losa, La vida, *5v-*6r).  
 
  
 The binding thread, though common to all printed books and only coincidentally visible 
in this worn copy, may still serve as a reminder of the agency of artisans like Manoel Pereira in 
shaping inter-territorial relationships across the monarchy of the Iberian Union of Crowns. As a 
member of the bookseller’s trade, Manoel Pereira not only sold and financed books, but was 
versed in the art of bookbinding. He could even have constructed the limp parchment binding of 
the Hispanic Society copy in his bookstore on New Merchants’ Street, sewing the tie himself. 
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Whether bound by Pereira or not, all copies of his edition of Franciso Losa’s hagiography would 
have left Pedro Craesbeeck’s printing house in packages of loose, unfolded sheets, only to take 
the form we associate with books when entrusted after purchase to a binder who would fold, 
gather, and weave the sheets together. The visible thread between the Portuguese and Mexican 
licenses offers a conspicuous trace of booksellers’ contributions to the making of meaning in the 
texts they crafted and trafficked, as well as their influences on commercial and intellectual 
exchanges across the early modern globe.319    
 In light of the editorial choices seen above, the bookseller-publisher Manoel Pereira 
reconfigured the institutional playing field of the Iberian Monarchy in his 1615 Lisbon edition of 
The Life of Gregorio López. In the copy of the 1613 Mexican first edition casted off for Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s compositors—that is, marked up with indications of the divisions of pages as 
Craesbeeck’s workers were to compose them on the printing galleys—Pereira must have crossed 
or cut out the portions of text referring to Madrid’s Council of the Indies and New Spain’s 
viceroy and viceregal palace and inserted, where relevant, the new Portuguese texts. Pereira 
struck and replaced the sections of the title page with mentions of the dedicatee and publication 
information; swapped one dedication for another; and added the censorship licenses from 
Lisbon’s institutions while excluding only the viceroyal New Spanish license. Once these 
changes had been indicated in the casted-off copy of the Mexican princeps, Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
compositors used it as a basis to set the type for the sheet in octavo that holds the preliminary 
texts. (A sheet in octavo is a sheet that has eight pages printed on the front and eight on the back; 
when the sheet is folded twice, its sixteen pages, or eight leaves, come into the order in which 
                                                




they are meant to be read, forming an octavo gathering.) Pereira thus extracted the institutions 
and actors that did not interest him, creating new connections through deletions on and excisions 
of paper and new arrangements of moveable type on the printing galleys. 
 For Manoel Pereira, the agents and institutions of the monarchy of the Iberian Union of 
Crowns, once manifested in print, became moveable pieces that could be discarded and 
substituted at will. At the same time, the monarchy’s diverse commercial routes and legal 
regimes facilitated and emboldened such textual operations, since the illegal unloading of a 
Mexican book in Lisbon, together with the viceroyalties’ independent censorship systems, laid 
the groundwork for Pereira’s editorial creativity. In this way, the production history of Manoel 
Pereira and Pedro Craesbeeck’s 1615 edition of The Life of Gregorio López, as well as an 
analysis of its paratexts, brings to the fore the flexibility and manipulability of the political 
system formed under the Iberian Union where printing on empire was concerned. At Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house, the royal court and Council of the Indies became discardable; the 
Spanish Indies could connect to the Iberian Peninsula without Castile; and Craesbeeck’s presses, 
in the global publishing hub he established in early seventeenth-century Lisbon, made these 
operations possible.  
  
Law Enforcement between the Caribbean and Lisbon  
Whereas Manoel Pereira textually cut out the royal court from his re-edition of The Life 
of Gregorio López, Pedro Bejarano, a Dominican friar with experience in the Spanish Caribbean, 
removed the Royal Council of the Indies from his book by way of circumvention. Bejarano’s 
Resolucion breue cerca de las monedas, que corren, en la Isla Margarita (Brief Resolution 
Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla Margarita, 1600) explains point-by-point why 
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the inhabitants of Isla Margarita are morally and legally obliged to obey a royal order regulating 
the pricing of pearls harvested off the Venezuelan coast. Bejarano writes with the passion of a 
man who has witnessed first-hand, while living on the island, the unrestrained avarice of the 
local pearl trade. Rather than print his Resolution at the court of Philip III, whose interests 
Bejarano sets out to defend, however, the friar opted to publish at Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon 
press. The book’s licenses, prologue, and dedication suggest that Bejarano removed Madrid from 
the publication process as a means of evading the Royal Council of the Indies, which would have 
censored the text if printed in Castile. Not trusting that council to help enforce the king’s law, 
Bejarano took matters into his own hands. The friar situates himself, in the place of the Council 
of the Indies, as a legal authority and self-appointed advocate of the Crown operating from a 
jurisdiction with no purview over the Spanish Caribbean: Portugal. In this way, Bejarano, a man 
of the cloth equipped with capital, attempts to wield Craesbeeck’s Portuguese press as a 
mechanism for the application of Spanish imperial law, short-circuiting King Philip III and his 
councilors. This heretofore-unstudied book thus expands our understanding of the legal uses of 
the printing press in the context of global Iberian empire beyond monarchical attempts to 
maintain order by disseminating codes and ordinances.320 
 Brief Resolution Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla Margarita contains 
multiple traces of a transatlantic construction that evades Madrid. If you leaf in order through the 
short book’s pages with a close eye, you experience the sensation of bouncing back and forth 
                                                
320 Megiani, “O Império em papel e tinta,” 48, considers legal printing part of the “maintenance 
of monarchy and empire” (sustentação da monarquia e do Império). Megiani, “Imprimir, 
regular, negociar,” 246, also comments on Philip II’s practice of ordering the printing of laws. A 
significant motivation for Philip II’s appointment of royal printers in Madrid starting in the 
1560’s was to have a designated press for the publication of laws. On this, see Bouza Álvarez, 




between Lisbon and the Caribbean, between acts of inscription carried out over three years. The 
title page locates the book’s printing in Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house, 1600. Turn to its verso 
side, however, and you will find a license signed in the Royal Convent of Saint Dominic of Isla 
Margarita at the beginning of that year, on January 25. Just as soon as you have the chance to 
imagine the setting of that Caribbean convent where the provincial head of the Dominican order 
signed a license for fellow friar Bejarano to print, the next page brings you back to Lisbon, nine 
months later. There, you find approval from the Portuguese Inquisition, penned by a Jesuit 
censor in his order’s Church of Saint Roch. Keep turning the book’s pages and, on the first folio 
after the preliminaries (the beginning of the main text), the authorial voice places you again in 
the Caribbean, yet three years earlier in 1597, on “this Isla Margarita” (esta Isla Margarita), 
where “this resolution… was published on the storefronts” (esta resolucion… [fue]… 
publicada…en las muestras de fuera) of the city of La Asunción.321 From then on the text 
remains grounded on the island, yet in the transition between sections leaps ahead two years, 
with the last page signed “On Margarita, July 16, 1599” (En la Margarita 16 de Iulio de 
1599).322 Thus ends, for the reader attentive to dates and place names, a virtual trip that bounces 
between a Lisbon print shop, a Dominican convent on Isla Margarita, a Jesuit church in Lisbon, 
and houses of commerce on the island, crisscrossing the Atlantic between 1597 and 1600. 
                                                
321 We know these actions all played out in La Asunción because Bejarano names that city as the 
place which he wants his text to benefit: “And I will manifest the good that I desire for the 
inhabitants of the noble, and very loyal city of La Asunción, Isla Margarita….” (Y manifestare el 
bien que desseo a los que habitan la noble, y muy leal ciudad de la assumpcion Isla 
Margarita….). See BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *6v. “This Isla Margarita” (Esta Isla 
Margarita) is the phrase found on 1r; “the storefronts” (las muestras de fuera) is a reference 
from the dedication, *4r.  
 




Despite the fact that the “resolution” concerning the island’s currency expressly seeks to 
facilitate the enforcement of a pearl-trade law issued by Philip II in Madrid, the royal court and 
its Council of the Indies do not form part of the geography of production as manifested on the 
pages of the book.323 
When the aforementioned dates and places are disentangled and chronologically ordered, 
it becomes clear that Pedro Bejarano navigated this array of commercial and institutional houses 
on two sides of the Atlantic in an attempt to enforce a law on Isla Margarita that the Royal 
Council of the Indies in Madrid could not or would not uphold. In other words, the piecemeal 
process of composing Brief Resolution, retraceable through clues in the printed book, responded 
to the inefficiency of prescribed legal channels to control the goings-on in Isla Margarita from 
the court in Madrid. The story of the production of this 1600 Craesbeeck imprint reveals that the 
author, Pedro Bejarano, and his patron, the governor of Isla Margarita, Pedro Fajardo, attempted 
to take law enforcement into their own hands by composing and circulating texts across 
commercial and institutional houses in directions and configurations that avoided the king and 
his councilors at the court while nonetheless adhering to the law.  
The ordinance at stake that Friar Pedro Bejarano and Governor Pedro Fajardo were 
determined to enforce was a “real cédula” promulgated by Philip II in 1596 that mandated the 
rates of exchange between pearls and monies. The unwieldy nature of the Caribbean pearl trade 
had plagued the Spanish monarchs since the 1520’s, provoking repeated legislation over the 
course of the century. Yet, as historian Molly Warsh observes: “in spite of the regular passage of 
laws designed to control and profit from the Caribbean pearl harvests, the jewel proved to be an 
                                                




elusive commodity, highly resistant to royal attempts to circumscribe its movement.”324 One of 
the great problems was that “in the absence of hard currency, island inhabitants, both slave and 
free, frequently used pearls to pay for goods and services in spite of legislation prohibiting the 
practice.”325 The usage of pearls as currency prevented the Spanish kings from collecting their 
“royal fifth”—a twenty-percent tax on earnings in the colonies. Thus the title and subject matter 
of Pedro Bejarano’s book: Brief Resolution Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla 
Margarita.326  
In the dedication of his Resolution, Pedro Bejarano blames Isla Margarita’s royally 
appointed judges (juezes) for the continued treatment of pearls as currency rather than 
commodities taxable for the revenue of the Crown. In July 1597, one year and seven months 
after Philip II passed the price-fixing law for pearls that Bejarano’s text seeks to uphold, Philip II 
                                                
324 Warsh, “Enslaved Pearl Divers,” 348.  
 
325 Warsh, “Enslaved Pearl Divers,” 348. 
 
326 Bejarano intended to publish about other aspects of the pearl trade beyond the currency 
problem. In the prologue, he speaks of a “long treatise” (largo tratado) meant to accompany 
“this brief resolution” (esta breue resolucion) addressing, among other things: “the great need to 
reform them [the pearl fisheries], and how the canoe owners should behave with their 
slaves…and cleaning up the trash and filth of the dishonest dealings…And whether it is 
conscionably licit to forcibly send Indians to the pearl fisheries, and the causes that may instigate 
the bringing of black slaves to this trade…And whether it is licit for clergymen to have pearling 
canoes…. (la gran necesidad, que tiene de Reformacion, de como se ande auer los señores de 
Canoas con sus sclauos….en el limpiar, la bassura y suziedad, del trato desonesto de 
Canoeros… Y si es licito en conciencia echar forciblemente Indios a la pesqueria de perlas, y las 
causas que pueden instificar el traer los negros sclauos a este trato.…Y siles es licito a los 
ecclesiasticos, tener canoas de perlas….); see BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *3v-*4r. Given 
the tone of Bejarano’s writings, his critiques of the pearl trade in the “brief resolution” that was 
printed, and his explicit references to reforming and “cleaning up” the fisheries, one can surmise 
that he did not think it was licit to force Indians to the pearl fisheries or for clergymen to own 
canoes, though his opinion on the use of African slaves remains unclear. It is easy to see why a 
variety of parties would have put up obstacles to his publication of this longer treatise, though 




and his Council of the Indies sent a new governor, Pedro Fajardo, to attend to the island’s 
ongoing transgressions.327 As soon as Fajardo arrived, he sprung into action to combat the 
corrupt royal officials on the island and uphold the king’s law. As Pedro Bejarano recounts in his 
dedicatory epistle to Governor Fajardo, printed three years later in Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon 
workshop: “you ordered [the law] publicly proclaimed in the squares and demanded the said 
judges in particular be notified and comply [with it]” (hizo pregonar [la ley] publicamente en las 
plaças, y notificar, è intimar a los dichos juezes en particular).328  
The prescribed procedures to enforce laws mandated in Madrid on the far-off Caribbean 
island—the pregón, or public proclamation, and intimación, or official demand for compliance—
bore no effect. Bejarano explains that this was because Governor Fajardo did not have power 
over the island’s judges (“por no tener v.m. mano con ellos”), because the King, “for just 
reasons, wants them to answer directly to him and his royal council” (por justas causas, quiere 
sean inmediatos a la suya, y de su real consejo).329 Thus, there appears to have been a paradox in 
the king’s policy with regard to the economy of Isla Margarita. On the one hand, Philip II passed 
a law in 1596 to fix the prices of pearls; on the other hand, he and his Royal Council of the Indies 
in Madrid favored the judges of Isla Margarita who were breaking that same law and did not 
hold them accountable to the new governor, whom they themselves had appointed. This created a 
stalemate between Governor Fajardo and the island’s officials, with each party claiming to 
follow the will of their monarch in Madrid.  
                                                
327 Rodríguez Campos, Diccionario de historia de Venezuela, 2:303. 
 
328 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *4r. 
 




Before this impasse, Governor Fajardo decided to formulate alternative strategies to 
publicize and enforce the law. Soon after the public proclamation of 1597, he enlisted the 
Dominican preacher Pedro Bejarano, an erudite friar from Seville, to join his crusade against the 
corrupt judges.330 The first piece of writing the governor asked Bejarano to compose was a 
treatise that would make clear the judges’ moral and legal obligation to obey the king’s law 
despite their protestations to the contrary.331 The treatise, “Resolution…concerning the currency 
that circulates on Isla Margarita,” comprises the core text of the Lisbon imprint published under 
the same title three years later in Lisbon. Bejarano recalls this initial commission by the governor 
with the following words:  
You wanted to require the said officials [to heed the law] by appealing to their 
consciences…and wanted, at the very least, for the mortal sins the judges committed by 
breaking the law to be stated in public for all to see…to which end you asked me to write 
this casuistic resolution, which, when published, stopped in their tracks at the storefronts 
those who took lightly receiving payment against the mandates of the law.  
quiso obligar a los dichos Iuezes, por via de conciencia… y que por lo menos constasse 
en publico a vista de todos, peccar mortalmente los juezes en quebrantar la ley… para 
cuyo fin me pidio v.m. hiziesse esta resolucion de caso, la qual publicada, atajo el passo 
en las muestras de fuera, a los que le lleuauan ligero, en cobrar contra la disposicion de 
la ley.332 
 
According to Bejarano, the governor hoped not only to persuade, but also publicly shame the 
royal judges by explicating their moral transgressions in a form visible to all the inhabitants of 
La Asunción. Thus the resolution was “made public” (publicada) at storefronts (en las muestras 
de fuera). In this way, Governor Fajardo perceived the houses of the city’s commercial district as 
                                                
330 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, 1r gives us the date of the resolution’s composition as 
written one year after the cédula of 1596. The title page notes that Bejarano was born in Seville.  
 
331 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *3v-*4r. 
 




loci for circumventing the monarch’s ineffectual and contradictory administration of the island, 
which protected the very officials who were breaking the law. By charging Friar Bejarano with 
composing the resolution and hanging it on the storefronts of La Asunción, Fajardo attempted to 
enforce the law through a path unhindered by the monarch’s decisions—a textual ambush 
directly at the sites where pearls were exchanged. In this way, the governor and friar created a 
chain of houses ephemerally linked through common signage that mediated the experience of 
residents and visitors of the city as they walked through the streets of La Asunción. This textual 
intervention, according to Bejarano, stopped the city’s inhabitants in their tracks and forced 
offenders to confront the moral implications of their actions before entering into any pearl-based 
transaction.  
Beyond giving the traders pause, however, this second strategy again failed to yield 
results. The governor, unable to enforce the law laid down by the king through proclamations in 
the city’s squares, through demands given directly to judges, or through shaming at the shops of 
the city’s commercial district, realized that the matter could not be solved in Isla Margarita. After 
two years of trying and failing to bring the problem under control, Fajardo asked Bejarano to 
travel to Madrid to inform the Council of the Indies of their predicament, as well as to print the 
resolution they had posted on the storefronts of La Asunción.333 In preparation for the 
transatlantic journey, Pedro Bejarano acquired the aforementioned license to print from his 
superior at their Isla Margarita convent in January 1600. As a Dominican friar, Bejarano needed 
his order’s approval regardless of the jurisdiction where he should ultimately publish the text.334 
                                                
333 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *4r-*4v.   
 
334 This is evident in the preliminaries of books in the period published by members of religious 
orders. To give one example, in the same year that Craesbeeck published Bejarano’s Resolucion 
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Around nine months passed between Pedro Bejarano’s departure from Isla Margarita and 
the publication of Brief Resolution Concerning the Currency that Circulates on Isla Margarita in 
Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon shop, during which time Bejarano may have visited the Royal 
Council of the Indies in Madrid.335 The trip to Madrid was logistically feasible, but more 
research must be done in Seville’s Archivo General de Indias to confirm or deny it. Regardless of 
his whereabouts during those nine months, Bejarano deliberately evades the question of whether 
or not he went to the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid in the preliminaries of the printed 
book. Throughout his dedication to Governor Fajardo published in 1600, he quite clearly relates 
their successive collaborations to combat corruption on the island, but when it comes to narrating 
the sequence of events on the other side of the Atlantic, he is decidedly vague, stating:  
…with the report that I wrote for his Majesty at your request, and by dispatching me to 
the Kingdoms of Castile to inform the King our lord and his Royal Council of the Indies 
in person of what was convenient for the common good of this island…you have shown 
well the zeal with which you serve God our Lord, and his Majesty, and the good of your 
vassals. Thus this resolution was printed, as you ordered. 
…con el memorial que hize para su Magestad a peticion de v.m. y con despacharme a los 
Reynos de Castilla, a informar la persona del Rey nuestro señor, y a su Real consejo de 
las Indias, de lo que conuenia, para el bien comun desta Isla… amanifestado bien el zelo 
que tiene del seruicio de Dios nuestro Señor, del de su Magestad, y bien de sus vasallos. 
Inprimiose pues esta resolucion, como v.m. ordeno.336  
 
                                                                                                                                                       
breue (1600), he published the Jesuit João de Lucena’s Historia da vida do padre Francisco de 
Xavier, which contains a license to print from the Provincial Head of the Society of Jesus of 
Portugal; see BNP, Lucena, Historia da vida do padre, *6r. 
 
335 We know this because the license from the Portuguese inquisition included in the book’s 
preliminaries is signed September 1600, nine months after the Dominican provincial’s in Isla 
Margarita; BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *2v. 
 
336 BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *4r-*4v. The ellipses are mine, not Bejarano’s; there is a 




The passage reveals that Pedro Bejarano sailed to the Iberian Peninsula in early 1600 charged 
with two tasks: on the one hand, presenting a report on the pearl trade to the Council of the 
Indies in Madrid; on the other hand, printing the resolution he and the governor had originally 
posted on the storefronts of La Asunción in 1597, which ultimately included an addendum and 
all the necessary licenses. Yet Bejarano only acknowledges that Fajardo dispatched him to the 
Council of the Indies in Madrid with a report—he does not say whether or not he had gone there 
by September 1600, when this dedication was censored in Lisbon. If Bejarano had indeed visited 
the Council of the Indies in Madrid and failed to obtain the desired results, it would have made 
sense for him to attempt to print his resolution outside the kingdom of Castile, since in that 
jurisdiction he would have been required to submit his text for censure by the Council of the 
Indies—the very same body that, in this scenario, refused to aid him and his governor in their 
attempt to demand retribution from the judges of Isla Margarita. Alternatively, Bejarano may 
have moored in Portugal before Castile due to winds or another contingency and decided to 
publish there with the city’s newly established Flemish printer—whether to avoid Castilian 
censorship on his way to Madrid or take advantage of the printer’s favorable prices.337 Either 
way, between the stores and Dominican convent on Isla Margarita, the censorship circuit in 
Lisbon, and the ambiguous spaces in between, Pedro Bejarano evades the one body with the 
official power to settle the dispute between Governor Fajardo and the judges of Isla Margarita: 
the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid.  
 Faced with the impotency caused by the bureaucratic channels between the island and the 
court—the channels legally prescribed through the Spanish Indies’ status as an “accessory 
                                                
337 As noted in chapter one, Spanish vessels headed for Seville were often forced to take detours 




union” to Castile—the governor and friar devised different routes of action, no less lawful, first 
around the island and then from the island to the Kingdom of Portugal.338 These routes, which 
the two improvised as they went, adapting to the results of each initiative, passed through a 
variety of commercial and religious houses: the shops of Isla Margarita, the Dominican Convent 
on the island, the Jesuit church in Portugal where the inquisitorial censor worked, Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s print shop, and other edifices the archives obscure from view. In this way, 
Bejarano and Fajardo assembled, bit-by-bit, their own unique institutional path to law 
enforcement around Madrid, configuring new relationships between the houses of two 
jurisdictions of the Spanish Crown with no mandated legal relationship to each other—the 
Spanish Indies and the Kingdom of Portugal—through the process of making their book. 
Determined to find a way to enforce the law on Isla Margarita despite the impotent and 
contradictory Castilian imperial bureaucracy, Bejarano deployed Craesbeeck’s Lisbon press in 
an attempt to regulate the unwieldy Caribbean pearl trade, hoping his text would travel east to 
Castile and its decision-makers as well as west across the Atlantic to be distributed on the 
island.339 Aware that the Spanish monarchs used the printing press to disseminate the law across 
the monarchy, Bejarano attempted to appropriate that same technology to remedy the law’s 
ineffective application, yet excluded the royal court from the process. 
Studies that attend to the relationship between printing and the state in the Habsburg 
Monarchy repeatedly cite legal printing as a way in which the printing press “served” the 
                                                
338 On the juridical status of the Spanish Indies within the monarchy and the different forms of 
territorial integration to the Spanish Crown, see Elliott, “A Europe of Composite Monarchies,” 
52. For a more lengthy consideration of the case of the Spanish Indies, see Mazín Gómez, 
“Architect of the New World.” 
 
339 As discussed in chapter one, Craesbeeck’s location at the bustling port city of Lisbon 
positioned him and his collaborators to disseminate books in both these directions and more. 
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monarch as a top-down tool of governance.340 Yet in the global landscape of the Union of 
Crowns, producing texts through multiple censorial channels and between jurisdictions afforded 
subjects with the capital to print creative ways to navigate legal channels and conflicts and put 
the printing press to use at their own service. These navigations, in turn, could contribute to tying 
together unlikely pairings of locations, like Isla Margarita and Lisbon. Evasion, in this way, 
produced unexpected forms of integration. 
 
Alternative Royalties: The Portuguese House of Braganza as Spanish Imperial Court 
 Like the Mexican edition of The Life of Gregorio López and Pedro Bejarano’s Resolution 
on the Spanish Caribbean pearl trade, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s manuscript of La Florida del 
Ynca (The Florida of the Inca, 1605) was originally destined for the Royal Council of the Indies 
in Madrid. Garcilaso, born to a Spanish conquistador and Inca noblewoman in Cuzco, Peru in 
1539, worked on his particular account of Hernando de Soto’s Florida expedition as a middle-
aged humanist in Córdoba, Spain. He completed the manuscript for The Florida of the Inca, as 
well as his most famous work, Royal Commentaries of the Incas, in the 1590’s—around the 
same time that the Flemish immigrant Pedro Craesbeeck was setting up his printing business in 
Lisbon. In the following decade, Garcilaso published both books—today considered canonical 
works of Spanish colonial literature—at Pedro Craesbeeck’s shop, a decision that has long 
puzzled scholars. For most of the twentieth century, the prevailing theory was that Garcilaso sent 
his histories to Lisbon to avoid the censorship of the Royal Council of the Indies or the Spanish 
                                                
340 Bouza Álvarez, Portugal no tempo, 53; Nave, Stols, and Thomas, “Introducción,” 8. 
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Inquisition in Madrid.341 Underutilized archival documentation shows, however, that Garcilaso 
avoided Madrid’s imperial council for logistical, rather than ideological, reasons. The author 
asked a friend working at the Royal Council of the Indies, Juan de Morales, to finance and 
publish The Florida of the Inca on his behalf; when Morales failed, Garcilaso found a new 
publishing agent with connections in Lisbon.  
 Though propelled by logistical difficulties, Garcilaso’s shift in publishing plans for The 
Florida of the Inca from Madrid to Lisbon bore political repercussions. The author replaced his 
original dedication to a Castilian relative with an epistle to the Portuguese Duke of Braganza, 
Teodósio II.342 In the dedication to the Duke of Braganza, Garcilaso paints Portugal as a natural 
place to publish a book conceived and composed across networks of overseas service to the 
Spanish Crown. According to Garcilaso’s dedicatory fiction, the “royal house” (real casa) of 
Braganza, as he calls it,343 is a logical courtly setting for the receipt of information on the 
Spanish Indies produced through social and bureaucratic webs of Castilian imperial activity. In 
this way, the Portuguese house of Braganza substitutes the Royal Council of the Indies through 
which the manuscript for The Florida of the Inca originally passed, emerging as an alternative 
                                                
341 Guibovich Pérez, “The Publication,” 147, notes that in the case of scholarship on The Florida 
of the Inca, as well as other books of the period: “from time immemorial, censorship, whether of 
the state or ecclesiastic, has been a kind of ‘deus ex machina.’ When there are no convincing 
reasons to explain why a particular work was not published, one can always point to the 
Inquisition.” Guibovich Pérez dispels that theory and posits several explanations for why 
Garcilaso chose to publish in Lisbon, but does not consider as a factor the financial burden 
Garcilaso placed on Juan de Morales, his publishing agent at the Council of the Indies, which I 
discuss below. 
 
342 Mora, “La Florida del Inca: A Publication History,” 155, notes that in May 1596 Garcilaso 
wrote a dedication to his relative Garci Pérez de Vargas, probably because he hoped Pérez de 
Vargas would finance the publication of La Florida. 
 




imperial court to Madrid.   
 The Council of the Indies in Madrid played a key role in the production of The Florida of 
the Inca from the early stages of its conception. In 1561, the twenty-two year old Garcilaso, fresh 
off the boat from Peru, went there to seek privileges on behalf of his father, the conquistador 
Sebastián Garcilaso de la Vega. While at the Council of the Indies, the young Peruvian 
encountered a familiar face from his upbringing: the soldier Gonzalo Silvestre.344 The two men 
had first met eight years prior in Garcilaso’s father’s Cuzco home.345 In the years that Sebastián 
Garcilaso de la Vega was not embroiled in some internal conflict between conquistadors, his 
hacienda was a lively setting where Spanish veterans would visit and swap stories of their 
military ventures around the Americas.346 Among those who passed through in 1553 was 
Gonzalo Silvestre, a soldier who had accompanied Hernando de Soto on his expedition to 
Florida before moving on to fight in Peru.347 This was the first encounter between the future 
historian of the Americas, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, and his primary informant for The Florida 
of the Inca. When the two re-met at the Council of the Indies in Madrid in 1561, Garcilaso 
pressed Silvestre for more details about the Florida expedition and determined to record his 
                                                
344 Chang Rodríguez, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 17.  
 
345 Inca Garcilaso de la Vega lived in the house of his mother, an Inca noblewoman, until the age 
of ten, at which point he switched residences to his father’s hacienda. On these Cuzco years, see 
Miró Quesada, “Prólogo,” x-xviii. 
 
346 Miró Quesada, “Prólogo,” xv.  
 
347 Chang Rodríguez, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 26: “Through the last will and 
testament of Inca Garcilaso (April 22, 1616), we learn that he met Silvestre in Cuzco in 1553, 




account to exalt, in his words, the heroic deeds of both Spaniards and Indians who fought 
alongside Hernando de Soto.348  
While Garcilaso and Silvestre’s historiographical project was conceived through 
encounters along transatlantic networks of service and legitimation between Peru and Madrid, 
the process of composing The Florida of the Inca by hand transpired within the bounds of the 
province of Córdoba, across private and commercial houses where soldiers with experience in 
Florida and Peru lived or left their mark. Garcilaso labored to write the first draft between his 
own home in Montilla and Silvestre’s in Posadas—both small towns within 100 kilometers of the 
provincial capital, Córdoba—from 1585 to 1589. In 1591, shortly after moving to Córdoba 
proper, Garcilaso gained access to two more eyewitness sources.349 The first was a manuscript 
sent from the town of Priego by Alonso de Carmona. Carmona had been on the same Florida 
expedition with Hernando de Soto and, like Gonzalo Silvestre, may even have met the young 
Garcilaso in Peru.350 According to Garcilaso, Carmona intended his account for the eyes of 
relatives and neighbors only: “he wished no more than that his kinsmen and neighbors read of 
the things he had seen in the New World” (no quiso más de que sus parientes y vezinos leyesen 
las cosas que avía visto por el nuevo mundo).351 Carmona’s, then, was a history of the “New 
World” meant only for readers in the small world of Córdoba; there, in the eyes of the former 
soldier, El Inca was “an acquaintance who had been born in the Indies” (uno de sus conoscidos 
                                                
348 Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 98.  
 
349 On the different drafts of The Florida of the Inca see Mora, “La Florida,” 154-155.  
 
350 Chang, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 26. 
 





nascido en las Indias).352 This tightly knit network of veterans of the Spanish Indies had a double 
affinity, both global and local, joined by their long-distance experiences across the ocean as well 
as the short distances that separated them in the surroundings of Córdoba. Notably, the Kingdom 
of Portugal and its soldiers, which Inca Garcilaso de la Vega would eventually present as a 
logical part of this network in his dedication to the Portuguese Duke of Braganza, do not figure 
at any point in the process of composing his manuscript.  
The final source Inca Garcilaso de la Vega obtained for The Florida of the Inca was also 
imbricated in this Cordoban network of Spanish veterans of the Indies. In the prologue to Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s 1605 edition of The Florida of the Inca, Garcilaso relates that he found rotting in a 
Córdoba print shop a collection of first-hand testimonies of Spanish ventures in the West Indies 
compiled by Pedro de Aguado, a former provincial head of the Franciscan Order in the New 
Kingdom of Granada, after returning to Spain. Among Aguado’s papers, Garcilaso discovered 
the testimony of another soldier, Juan Coles, who had participated in Hernando de Soto’s 
expedition along with Gonzalo Silvestre and Alonso de Carmona. Garcilaso’s description of 
Pedro de Aguado’s records merits examination, since it portrays the fate that the Peruvian’s own 
histories might have suffered had he not ultimately found a publishing agent with a connection to 
Pedro Craesbeeck in Lisbon:  
Leaving his stories in the hands of a printer in Cordova, he [Pedro de Aguado] had 
hastened to perform other duties in the service of his ecclesiastical order, thus abandoning 
his records…. They had been very badly treated and were half consumed by moths and 
rats. They consisted of more than a ream of paper and were set down in separate 
notebooks just as each author had written them. 
Las cuales relaciones dexó en Córdova en poder y guarda de un impresor, y acudió a 
otras cosas de la obediencia de su religión, y desamparó sus relaciones, que aun no 
estavan en forma de poderse imprimir. Y yo las vide, y estaban muy mal tratadas, 
                                                




comidas las medias de polilla y ratones. Tenían más de una resma de papel en cuadernos 
divididos, como los avía escrito cada relator, y entre ellas hallé la que digo de Juan 
Coles.353  
 
Aguado’s collected testimonies are literally decomposing, falling apart from the nibbles of 
insects and rodents. These damaged papers lying around in “separate notebooks” offer a 
metaphor of this Córdoba house as a site of disconnection. It is a place where books’ parts fail to 
link up—a dead end where the production of texts on the Spanish Indies comes to a halt. This 
image is consistent with the state of Córdoba’s printing industry at that time. As of 1591, three 
printers worked in Córdoba but their output was very low, suffering from a dearth of materials 
that contrasts starkly with Craesbeeck’s abundance in Lisbon thanks to his Flemish origins, 
examined in chapter three.354 Pedro Craesbeeck’s booming hub, which, as I showed in part one, 
joined subjects and materials in Lisbon from all corners of the global monarchy of the Iberian 
Union of Crowns, was a connective powerhouse that eventually afforded Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega the opportunity to print his two histories of the Spanish Indies: The Florida of the Inca 
(1605) and Royal Commentaries of the Incas (1609). Moreover, the fact that El Inca first 
                                                
353 Garcilaso de la Vega, The Florida of the Inca, xl; Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 
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354 Valdenebro y Cisneros, La imprenta en Córdoba, 22-25, does not list any book printed in the 
city in 1591 and just three in 1592, the years when Garcilaso is believed to have found the Coles 
manuscript in the Córdoba print shop. Between 1592—when Garcilaso encountered the papers in 
the Córdoba print shop—and 1604—when he sent both The Florida of the Inca and Royal 
Commentaries of the Incas for censure and publication in Lisbon—Córdoba’s printers, Gabriel 
Ramos Bejarano, Francisco de Cea Tesa, and Diego Galván, produced a maximum of just four 
editions a year in total, according to Valdenebro y Cisneros’s catalogue. While a more recent 
catalogue might reveal more printings, it is still telling that Craesbeeck, in 1605—the year he 
printed The Florida of the Inca—had an output more than twice that, putting out ten editions at 
his Lisbon house. In contrast, in that same year, one author printing with Gabriel Ramos 
Bejarano in Córdoba needed to order and pay to have type cast by Francisco de Robles in 
Madrid, since the Córdoba printers did not have enough sorts at the ready; see Valdenebro y 




attempted to print his works in Madrid, as we will see below, illuminates Craesbeeck’s workshop 
not only as a motor of connections, but redistributions—a site that allowed those unable to 
publish in Castile to redirect their publishing activities to Lisbon.  
 Before turning to Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon printing house, Inca Garcilaso de la Vega 
tried and failed to have The Florida of the Inca printed in a location consistent with the Spanish 
imperial networks along which he researched and wrote the book: Madrid. In addition to having 
a stronger printing industry than Córdoba, the court was familiar publishing ground for the 
author. In 1590, he put out a translation of León Hebreo’s Dialogues of Love at Pedro Madrigal’s 
Madrid presses. Nine years later, Garcilaso prepared himself to publish at the court once again. 
In May 1599, he joined several witnesses before a notary public in Córdoba to execute a power 
of attorney for “Juan de Morales, notary of his Majesty and doorkeeper of the Royal Council of 
the Indies, resident in the city of Madrid, Court of His Majesty” (Juan de Morales, escribano de 
Su Magestad y portero en el Real Consejo de las Yndias, rresidente en la billa de Madrid, Corte 
de Su Magestad ).355 The document states that Garcilaso wishes to cede the right to print, sell, 
and exchange a book titled “La Florida del Ynca” to Morales, to whom Garcilaso referred in 
later years as a friend and his “most intelligent” contact at the court.356 The notarized text 
                                                
355 For the full text of the power of attorney, see De la Torre y del Cerro, El Inca, 61-62.  
 
356 In his continuation to Royal Commentaries of the Incas, posthumously titled General History 
of Peru (Historia general de Perú) and published in Córdoba in 1617, Garcilaso says of Morales: 
“Although what I said above is true—that I do not have any dealings or communication with the 
ministers of Your Majesty’s treasury—I am still friendly with some people at your court, among 
whom I selected, since he is the most intelligent, a nobleman named Juan de Morales, Your 
Majesty’s notary and doorkeeper of your royal chamber in the Supreme Council of the Indies” 
(Aunque es verdad lo que atrás dixe, que no tengo trato ni comunicacion con los ministros de la 
hacienda de S.M., todavía tengo amistad con algunas personas de su corte, entre las quales, por 
mas inteligente, elegí un hidalgo que se dice Juan de Morales, natural de Madrid, escribano de 
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conveys Garcilaso’s hope that Morales, when not guarding the doors of the Council of the Indies 
or serving as royal notary, will arrange to publish The Florida of the Inca with his own money 
and in his own spare time, clearly stating that “the printing must be at the expense of the said 
Juan de Morales” (la qual ynpresion a de ser a costa del dicho Juan de Morales).357 The 
financial burden Garcilaso placed on his publishing agent likely explains why the doorkeeper of 
the Council of the Indies failed to see the project to fruition.358 At the same time, the power of 
attorney states that Morales had already acquired the necessary licenses to publish in Madrid on 
Garcilaso’s behalf, which means that The Florida of the Inca had indeed won the approval of the 
Royal Council of the Indies, which had to censor all texts printed in Castile pertaining to the 
Spanish overseas empire. Therefore, it was a matter of logistics—and not evasion of 
censorship—that drove Inca Garcilaso de la Vega to abandon his plan of publishing at the court.  
  In December 1604, five years after drawing up the power of attorney for Juan de 
Morales, Garcilaso definitively gave up on his friend at the Royal Council of the Indies. As 
Pedro Guibovich Pérez has suggested, El Inca may have sprung into action at this time to combat 
the potential plagiarism of historians, like the royal chronicler Antonio de Herrera y Tordesillas, 
who had read the manuscript of La Florida when it had been sent to the court. Determined to 
finally bring his particular history of Hernando de Soto’s expedition to light, Garcilaso executed 
a new notarized document for a local contact, “the licentiate Domingo de Silva, presbyter, 
                                                                                                                                                       
S.M. y portero de su real cámara en el Supremo Consejo de las Indias). Garcilaso de la Vega, 
Historia general, 47-48.  
 
357 De la Torre y del Cerro, El Inca, 62. 
 
358 Guibovich Pérez, “The Publication,” 147-153, suggests other possibilities, including the 
court’s displacement to Valladolid from 1601 to 1606 and the delays posed by its censorship 




resident of Córdoba” to request a license to print from “any judicial powers and judges of any 
parts” (el licenciado Domingo de Silva, presbitero, vezino de Cordoba…qualesquier justicias e 
juezes de qualesquier partes que sean).359 This expansion of jurisdictional horizons contrasts 
with the specificity of the court laid out in the 1599 power of attorney for Juan de Morales, 
which granted the Madrid-based publishing agent the right “to appear before the King our lord 
and lords of his Royal Council” (parezca ante el Rey nuestro señor y señores de su Real 
Consejo).360 Between 1599 and 1604, then, the court disappears from the legal and contractual 
documentation surrounding the book’s publication, giving way to “any” jurisdiction. Domingo 
de Silva used this broad power of attorney to facilitate the publication of The Florida of the Inca 
in the neighboring kingdom of Portugal, and specifically the city of Lisbon. 
The newly open language of the 1604 power of attorney for Domingo de Silva—“any 
judicial powers and judges of any parts”—manifests, as with Pedro Bejarano’s Resolution 
studied the above, the juridical flexibility of the Iberian Monarchy. Multiple legal domains 
invited and facilitated creative maneuvers, which played out on two levels of book production 
processes. On the one hand, authors and editors took advantage of trans-territorial commercial 
networks to bring texts to Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon shop—in Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s case, 
from Córdoba, and in the bookseller Manoel Pereira’s case seen above, from Mexico City. On 
the other hand, these border-crossing commercial navigations influenced the ways in which 
authors and editors presented their works in books’ preliminary pages and intervened in that 
material locus of institutional authority. For Pereira, this meant reconfiguring the Spanish 
transatlantic imperial bureaucracy to join Portugal to New Spain while excluding Castile; for 
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Garcilaso, this meant defining the Portuguese Dukes of Braganza, rather than the Habsburg kings 
of Castile, as the royals of the global monarchy of the Iberian Union of Crowns.  
  Once Inca Garcilaso de la Vega realized he would be publishing The Florida of the Inca 
in Lisbon, he devised a dedication to Teodósio II, Duke of Braganza, the great-grandson of King 
Manuel I of Portugal (r. 1495-1521) and father to King João IV, who would reclaim the 
Portuguese throne from the Spanish Habsburgs in 1640. In a string of dedicatory fictions, 
Garcilaso obscures his original intention to publish in Madrid and subtly suggests the House of 
Braganza as an alternative royal court for the Iberian Monarchy. First, he establishes the Duke of 
Braganza’s royal Lusitanian lineage and weaves the story of his dedicatee’s ancestors with that 
of his own:  
To the Very Excellent Señor Don Theodosio of Portugal, Duke of Braganza and of 
Barcelos, etc. During my childhood, Most Serene Prince, both my father and his kinsmen 
told me of the heroic virtues and magnanimous deeds of the kings and princes of glorious 
memory who were Your Excellency’s forebears…. Then later in the course of my life I 
read of the accomplishments of the Lusitanians, not only in Spain but in Africa and in the 
great India to the east… and of the magnificent provisions that their kings and princes 
made for carrying out these various undertakings. In consequence, I always felt a desire 
to serve the people and the sovereigns of your realm. 
Al eccelentíssimo señor don Theodosio de Portugal, duque de Bragança y de Barcelos, 
etc. Por aver en mis niñezes, Serenísimo Príncipe, oído a mi padre y a sus deudos las 
heroicas virtudes y las grandes hazañas de los reyes y príncipes de la gloriosa memoria, 
progenitores de Vuestra Excelencia, y las proezas en armas de la nobleza de ese famoso 
reino de Portugal y por averlas yo leído después acá en el discurso de mi vida, no 
solamente las que han hecho en España, mas también las de Africa, y las de la gran 
India oriental y su larga y admirable navegación, y los trabajos y afanes que en la 
conquista della y en la predicación del Sancto Evangelio los ilustres lusitanos han 
pasado, y las grandezas que los reyes y príncipes para lo uno y para lo otro han 
ordenado y mandado, he sido siempre muy aficionado al servicio de Sus Magestades y a 
todos los de su reino.361 
 
                                                





Garcilaso repeatedly underscores the duke’s royal ancestry rather than present noble status—“the 
kings and princes of glorious memory…their kings and princes…the sovereigns”—exalting the 
Portuguese Avis empire at the exclusion of the Spanish Habsburgs’. In fact, in this passage and 
the rest of the dedication, the only royalty referred to are the Portuguese kings of the Avis 
dynasty of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries from whom Teodósio II descends. At the same 
time, Garcilaso entwines Teodósio’s forbearers’ endeavors in Africa and Asia with the story of 
his own “father and relatives” who fought in America. He thus frames The Florida of the Inca as 
an artifact embedded in an interconnected and global Iberian history that incorporates not only 
the deeds of “heroic Spanish and Indian knights” (heroicos cavalleros españoles e indios) in 
America, as announced on the book’s title page,362 but also those of Portuguese navigators and 
soldiers on their side of the line established at Tordesillas. Just as important to that connectivity, 
however, is the disconnectivity crafted through the exclusion of the Habsburgs from the 
dedication. Garcilaso entwines the Portuguese and Spanish imperial enterprises in Africa, Asia, 
and America with Portuguese—rather than Spanish—royals at the head.  
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega continues to textually rearrange the dynamics of the two 
Iberian monarchies’ integration under the Union of Crowns by characterizing Lisbon as a royal 
city. He goes on to relate: “the first land I saw when I came from my own, which is Peru, was the 
land of Portugal, the islands of Fayal and Tercera, and the royal city of Lisbon” (la primera 
tierra que vi cuando vine de la mía, que es el Perú, fue la de Portugal, la isla de Fayal y la 
Tercera, y la real ciudad de Lisbona).363 Even though, in reality, the author saw a variety of 
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363 Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 97. Here I have used my own more literal 
translation rather than Varner and Varner’s because they take several liberties in theirs, rendering 
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novel lands on his journey up the Pacific coast from Lima through the Isthmus of Panama and 
into the Caribbean with stops in Cartagena de Indias and Havana, he collapses the trip into this 
short statement, drawing a direct line between Peru and the “land of Portugal,” specifically the 
Azores and the “royal city” of Lisbon.364 According to Garcilaso, while he was in Lisbon its 
“royal ministers” treated him with the utmost respect and honor, “welcoming me as if I had been 
a native son” and bestowing upon him “gifts and favors” (ministros reales y los ciudadanos… 
me hizieron… toda buena acogida, como si yo fuera hijo natural de alguna dellas… regalos y 
favors).365 This portrait of the mestizo’s celebrated reception in one Iberian “royal city” contrasts 
with what we know about his reception in another. The Council of the Indies at the royal court in 
Madrid repeatedly denied Garcilaso’s petitions for privileges on his father’s behalf, a slight that 
frustrated the author until his death.366  
Garcilaso’s insistence on using the adjective “royal” to describe the city of Lisbon is 
bold, if not subversive. In 1560 or 1561, when the young Peruvian set foot in the port city, it was 
still veritably royal, home to the court of the last Avis king, Sebastião I, during his minority. 
                                                                                                                                                       
the phrase: “on coming to Spain from my native Peru, the first places I visited were the 
Portuguese islands of Fayal and Tercera, and the imperial city of Lisbon” (my emphasis on 
changes between their translation and mine). For their translation, see Garcilaso de la Vega, The 
Florida of the Inca, xxxv. 
 
364 For a summary of Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s journey from Cuzco to Spain, see Chang 
Rodríguez, Introduction to Beyond Books and Borders, 17. As established in chapter one, at least 
one ship from Spanish America indeed stopped over in the Azores in 1560—the year of 
Garcilaso’s trip—giving cause to believe this prefatory biography. See Matos, “Os Açores,” 100 
n. 20. 
 
365 Garcilaso de la Vega, The Florida of the Inca, xxxv; Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del 
Inca, 96. 
 




Nonetheless, Garcilaso penned this dedication well into the Iberian Union of Crowns of 1581 to 
1640, when other authors of his day did not dare qualify Lisbon in this way. Even during Philip 
III’s royal visit in 1619, when Lisbon was marked by the king’s presence, the city’s Flemish 
community, in an anonymous report printed by their own Pedro Craesbeeck, called it a 
“noble.”367 In contrast, Garcilaso unabashedly grants Lisbon regal status in a text written in 
1604, while Philip III’s court was in Valladolid. By creating a direct textual link between the 
“royal city” of Lisbon and the land of Peru, the author gives the Spanish overseas empire an 
alternative courtly center to the one where he both failed to publish The Florida of the Inca and 
to receive the honors he deeply believed his father deserved for service overseas.  
 The dedication to The Florida of the Inca culminates with Inca Garcilaso de la Vega 
expressing “the desire I have always had and still have of seeing my name placed among those of 
the subjects and servants of Your Excellency’s royal household” (el ánimo que siempre he tenido 
y tengo de verme puesto en el número de los súbditos y criados de la real casa de Vuestra 
Excelencia).368 Rather than an earnest hope to form part of the duke’s retinue, this sentence 
constitutes one last piece of the rhetoric of royalty that Garcilaso devises.369 He progresses from 
characterizing Teodósio II’s ancestors, Lisbon, and finally the duke’s household as royal, 
evoking a physical site for the deposit of information on the Spanish Indies that substitutes the 
Royal Council of Indies where the doorkeeper-publishing agent Juan de Morales had originally 
                                                
367 BNE, Arco triunfal, 4r: “The Flemings living in this noble city placed this arch…” (Pusieron 
este arco los Flamencos moradores en esta noble Ciudad…).  
 
368 Garcilaso de la Vega, The Florida of the Inca, xxxvi; Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del 
Inca, 98.  
 
369 Guibovich Pérez, “The Publication,” 149, notes that there is no evidence that Garcilaso 




received Garcilaso’s manuscript. In this way, Garcilaso—like the bookseller Manoel Pereira 
treated above, but with a different set of motivations—cuts out the Castilian court from the 
preliminaries of his history of Spanish America.  
Inca Garcilaso de la Vega carried the strategy of substituting the Habsburg court with the 
house of the Portuguese Dukes of Braganza into his most famous work, Primera parte de los 
commentarios reales que tratan del origen de los Yncas, reyes que fueron del Peru (First Part of 
the Royal Commentaries that Treat the Origin of the Incas, Former Kings of Peru, 1609), where 
it took on new connotations. Though printed by Pedro Craesbeeck in 1609, four years after The 
Florida of the Inca, the two manuscripts were sent to Lisbon simultaneously.370 Rather than use 
the same dedicatee for both books, however, Garcilaso chose to compliment his dedication to the 
Duke of Braganza in The Florida of the Inca with one to Teodósio II’s mother, Catherine of 
Guimarães, Duchess of Braganza, a claimant to the Portuguese throne in 1580 alongside her 
cousin and eventual victor, Philip II. In this dedication, much shorter than the one to Teodósio, 
Garcilaso employs a similar but denser proliferation of royal qualifiers. Calling King Manuel I’s 
granddaughter “the princess Doña Catalina de Portugal” (Princesa Doña Catalina de Portugal) 
he notes that she is “the daughter and descendent of the illustrious Kings, and princes of 
Portugal” (hija y descendiente de los esclarecidos Reyes, y principes de Portugal) and refers to 
her “royal protection,” “royal shelter” and “royal hand,” offering, as he does with her son, to 
                                                
370 We know this because the inquisitorial licenses for Royal Commentaries of the Incas were 
signed within a month of those for The Florida of the Inca. Those printed in The Florida of the 
Inca are dated November 16 and 23, 1604; see Garcilaso de la Vega, La Florida del Inca, 94-95. 
Those for Royal Commentaries are dated November 26 and December 4, 1604; see BNP, 
Garcilaso de la Vega, Primera parte de los Commentarios reales, *2r-*2v. For the role of the 





serve her “royal person and house” (Real proteccion… Real amparo… real mano… real persona 
y casa).371  
In the case of Garcilaso’s Peruvian history, this insistence on the Duchess of Braganza’s 
regal position creates a doubling of alternative royalties: the Portuguese house of Braganza and 
the Incas about whom he is publishing Royal Commentaries. In the work’s title and throughout 
his history of pre-Hispanic Peru, Garcilaso talks without qualification of his maternal ancestors, 
who formed part of the ruling class of Tawantinsuyu (the Inca Empire), as “Kings,” of “their 
majesty,” and of “the grandeur of their Empire” (Reyes, de la majestad de ellos, de la grandeza 
de su Imperio).372 For Garcilaso, then, multiple “royal” families populate the global Iberian 
Monarchy. Rather than viewing the Spanish kings as the only reyes, with those formerly holding 
that title or status relegated to the category of nobility, Garcilaso’s choice of the adjective real 
rhetorically elevates the Dukes of Braganza and the descendants of the Incas to the same level as 
that of their Castilian sovereigns. The Portuguese and Inca empires may have been subsumed 
under and subjected to the Spanish Habsburgs during the period of the Union of Crowns, but 
Garcilaso materializes their coexistence in the same political system without requiring Madrid—
their juridical common denominator—to function as a connective force between them. The 
interplay between the dedication and main text, in this way, reconfigures the Iberian Monarchy 
as a space boasting royal Incas and royal Braganzas that need not defer to the Habsburg heads of 
state. Although Inca Garcilaso de la Vega did not originally intend to publish his histories of 
Florida and Peru in Lisbon and consequently dedicate his works to the Duke and Duchess of 
Braganza, the author’s logistical turn away from Castile and to Pedro Craesbeeck’s house 
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impelled him to incorporate Portugal into his political worldview and employ the concept of 
royalty in terms both expansive and exclusive of the court.  
 
Conceptualizing the Iberian Monarchy Absent the Royal Court  
This chapter’s publisher and authors—a Lisbon bookseller, a Dominican friar from 
Seville, and a mestizo humanist from Peru—all treat the royal court and its Council of the Indies 
as extractible entities. Manoel Pereira presents saint-making as something that can transpire 
between New Spain, Portugal, and Rome without deferring to Madrid—even when the 
beatification of a Castilian-born saint is at stake. Pedro Bejarano takes the Council of the Indies 
out of the equation in an attempt to circumvent its ineffective transatlantic bureaucracy and 
impact law enforcement in the Caribbean through a Lisbon imprint. Finally, Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega replaces the court where he first tried to publish with the “royal” city of Lisbon, presenting 
the Dukes of Braganza as alternative royals alongside the Incas of Peru. All of these men 
symbolically re-compose the lines of imperial administration under the Union of Crowns, tying 
Lisbon—the metropolitan center of the Portuguese Indies—to the Spanish Indies instead. This 
connective operation is entirely contingent on a complimentary form of disconnection: the 
exclusion of Madrid. 
Portugal’s distinct censorship regime from Castile meant that the censorial judgments of 
the royal court and its councils would already be absent from the legal trappings of Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s books. The authors and editors producing works about the Spanish Indies in Lisbon 
built upon this absence of Madrid’s royal councils to creatively construct in their books’ 
preliminaries alternative forms of authority on matters that, in fact, laid under those councils’ 
jurisdiction. In Pereira’s book, Mexican religious houses concur with the institutions of the 
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Portuguese book trade; printed side by side, their opinions collaboratively lend support to the 
sanctity of a controversial hermit whose life splays out on the ensuing pages. In Bejarano’s book, 
the vacuum of royal councils allows him to appoint himself as the voice of the king, advocating 
for the Crown’s interests while simultaneously publicizing the monarch’s error in protecting Isla 
Margarita’s corrupt royal judges. And in Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s two histories of America, a 
different royal family—the Braganzas who would eventually take back the Portuguese Crown 
from Spain—recovers its monarchical pedigree. While the censorial apparatus of Iberian books 
was hermitic—closed off to authors’ and publishers’ alterations—that apparatus nonetheless 
formed part of a material space in which private agents could intervene.  
The foregoing notwithstanding, the specter of the court still lurks behind these alternate 
constructions of Spanish imperial authority. At the same time that they remove Madrid, Manoel 
Pereira, Pedro Bejarano, and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega simultaneously grapple with the presence 
they negate. Other works on overseas empire, however, confront the monarchy’s royal center 
head-on. Rather than disconnecting the Spanish court from its corresponding Indies, they attempt 






CHAPTER 5. ARTIFICIAL JOINING 
In 1619, King Philip III (r. 1598-1621) visited Lisbon for the first and only time in his 
reign. For the city’s inhabitants, the sovereign’s journey was a long time coming. Thirty-eight 
years prior, in 1581, his predecessor, Philip II (r. 1556-1598), had negotiated the terms of the 
kingdom’s annexation to the Spanish Crown in Tomar, Portugal, residing in Lisbon for the next 
two years to consolidate his rule.373 When Philip II returned to Madrid in 1583, Lisbon 
became—for the first time in more than three centuries—a city without a king. As we have seen 
in the preceding chapters, the absence of the Habsburg royals and their court in Lisbon played an 
instrumental role in the ways in which Pedro Craesbeeck and his authors and editors attempted to 
re-compose the monarchy of the Iberian Union of Crowns in both commercial and political 
terms. Chapters one, two, and three showed how Pedro Craesbeeck took the initiative to turn his 
business into the royal printing house Philip II and III neglected to implement in Lisbon, 
capitalizing on the kings’ lack of attention to the Portuguese capital not only to match, but 
compete with and at times exceed, the capacities of the printing houses of the royal court. On the 
other hand, Lisbon’s non-courtly status allowed the Portuguese bookseller-publisher Manoel 
Pereira and Peruvian humanist Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, studied in chapter four, to eliminate 
Philip III and the Royal Council of the Indies from the preliminaries of their books on Spanish 
America, textually and materially cutting the bureaucratic cord between the Spanish Indies and 
Madrid from their imprints and presenting Lisbon as an alternative royal center for the global 
monarchy. Finally, for the Dominican preacher Pedro Bejarano, studied in that same chapter, 
Lisbon constituted a site to circumvent Madrid. Throughout this dissertation thus far, then, the 
                                                




specter of the monarch and his royal court in Castile significantly impacted the diverse modes by 
which those publishing books at Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house shaped the commercial, political, 
and institutional dynamics of the global monarchy. Whereas the monarchs’ absence from Lisbon 
opened a window for Pedro Craesbeeck to build a global publishing hub for the Iberian 
Monarchy and shift book production patterns between its multiple European centers, that 
absence simultaneously fostered authorial and editorial creativity, inspiring the producers of 
books on the Spanish Indies to reconfigure inter-jurisdictional relationships on the printed page. 
This final chapter examines what happens when Craesbeeck’s authors confront the 
monarchs’ presence rather than work around their absence. Diogo do Couto, the chief archivist 
of Goa, India, and Manuel de Abreu Mousinho, a retired judge of appeals of the same city, 
addressed the Spanish kings and their royal court head-on when publishing in Lisbon with Pedro 
Craesbeeck. Couto, in his Década Quarta da Asia, Década Quinta da Ásia, Década Sexta da 
Ásia, and Década Sétima da Ásia (Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Decades of Asia, 1602-
1616), and Mousinho, in his Breve discurso en que se cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu 
(Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of the Kingdom of Pegu, 1617), both viewed their 
books as vehicles to present concerns about the Spanish kings’ abandonment of Luso-Asian 
matters directly to the monarchs and their councilors at the court. Diogo do Couto dedicated his 
elegant in-folio histories of Portuguese Asia to Philip II and Philip III; Mousinho dedicated his 
short report on recent incursions into current-day Myanmar to Philip III’s powerful favorite, the 
Duke of Lerma. In their works, these two civil servants of the Portuguese Estado da Índia 
attempted to fortify relations between the Portuguese overseas empire and Castile through 
artificial joining—a concept I develop below drawing from the metaphors of the triumphal arch 
erected by the Flemish community of Lisbon for the royal visit of 1619. Artificial joining refers 
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to the strategies of textual and material artifice employed by authors and artisans to join 
disjointed territories before the eyes of the king and his decision-makers. Through such tactics as 
preliminary poetics and the swapping of imperial languages, Diogo do Couto and Manuel de 
Abreu Mousinho—with the participation of Pedro Craesbeeck’s print-shop workers—attempted 
to symbolically strengthen the links between the Portuguese empire in East Asia and the court in 
Madrid while also hoping to impact Castilian policies in that region. In both cases, however, the 
tensions of that enterprise seep through. Whereas the authors and editors of the previous chapter 
mixed and matched the monarchy’s parts through removal and substitution, Diogo do Couto and 
Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s books seek to tighten loose connections between the Habsburg 
royals and the distant Lusitanian empire under their charge. 
 
Artificial Joining: Theorizing the Flemish Arch  
When Philip III arrived in Lisbon in June of 1619 for his long-anticipated royal visit, the 
monarch encountered a city transformed by ephemeral edifices dotting the stages of his 
parade.374 Lisbon’s diverse trade organizations, immigrant communities, and secular and 
religious institutions hoped to attract the king’s attention and favor by erecting elaborate 
triumphal arches under which the monarch passed as he moved through the bustling streets of the 
global center of trade. The city’s interest groups spared no expense, eager to finally appeal to the 
monarch’s eyes and ears in the twenty-first year of his reign. The Flemish community of 
Lisbon—of which Pedro Craesbeeck, by 1619, was a prominent member, with twenty-two years 
as the city’s most successful master printer under his belt and just one year from becoming 
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Lisbon’s impressor real—seized the opportunity to confront Philip III with an impressive 
spectacle of ‘artificial joining,’ as contemporary printed reports of the parade described it.375  
 The Flemish arch spanned the entire width of New Merchants’ Street (Rua Nova dos 
Mercadores), Lisbon’s famed commercial avenue treated in chapter two. It was natural for the 
Flemings to construct their edifice on that avenue, as the majority of the immigrant population 
was involved in the manufacturing of goods or their trafficking between Lisbon, Antwerp, and 
beyond to the farthest reaches of their merchant networks in the East and West Indies.376 The 
Portuguese poet Francisco Rodrigues Lobo, in his poetic account of the royal visit, characterized 
the Flemish community as “rich, generous, and strong/ which in the famous City/ has its agents” 
(rica, generosa, y fuerte/ Que en la famosa Ciudad/ Sus correspondencias tiene), confirming 
their reputation as merchants central to the local economy.377 Already, then, due to its location 
and inventors, the Flemish arch was poised to make a statement with international dimensions—
as opposed to, say, the local shoemakers’ arch. According to Francisco Rodrigues Lobo, 
moreover, the Flemish arch was an unparalleled “machine” that “astonished, amazed, and 
captivated” onlookers and could be counted among the “seven wonders of the world” (una 
machina que puede/ Por señalada en el mundo/ Numerarse entre las siete… Que assombra, 
admira, y suspende).378   
                                                
375 BNE, Lavanha, Viage de la Catholica Real Magestad, 38r, uses the language “se juntaron 
artificiosamente” (1622) whereas the anonymous report printed by Pedro Craesbeeck (1619) 
uses the language “artificiosamente se vnieron”; see BNE, Arco triunfal, 3v.  
 
376 On the Flemish immigrant community in Lisbon, see Stols, “A ‘nação’ flamenga.” 
 
377 HSA, Lobo, La jornada, 69v. 
 




 The arch’s parade-facing façade commented on the political turmoil in the Flemings’ home 
region. Thanks to the intricate engravings of the Flemish artist Juan Schorquens that accompany 
João Bautista Lavanha’s Viage de la Catholica Real Magestad del Rei D. Filipe III N.S. Al Reino 
de Portugal (Journey of his Royal Catholic Majesty King Philip III our Lord to the Kingdom of 
Portugal; Madrid: Tomás Junta, 1622) it is possible to visualize the arch’s impressive appearance 





Figure 39. Parade-facing façade of the ephemeral arch the Flemish community of Lisbon erected 
for Philip III’s visit to the city in 1619, whose centerpiece presented a mechanical spectacle of 
‘artificial joining.’ Image courtesy of Special Collections, Fine Arts Library, Harvard University 







Figure 40. Detail of centerpiece of Flemish arch.  
 
Staring at the monarch from above the central entryway was an allegory for Discord “in 
the figure of an infernal fury” (en figura de furia infernal) (fig. 40).379 To her left was a panel of 
coats-of-arms corresponding to the eight disloyal provinces of the Low Countries that had split 
off from the Habsburg Monarchy to form the Protestant Dutch Republic. To her right was the 
panel’s other half, containing the coats-of-arms of the nine provinces of the southern Netherlands 
that remained Catholic and loyal to their Spanish king. Bordering and enclosing the ovular panel 
was a laurel, and at its center was a heart, but a broken one, framing the figure of Discord.  
                                                




When Philip III reached the arch, a hidden mechanism activated a visual spectacle. A 
description of the edifice sponsored by the Flemish community and printed by Pedro Craesbeeck 
explains:  
At the time that his Majesty arrived at the said arch, beholding it, all the said seventeen 
coats of arms were artificially united, fitting into each other to form a single body, 
whereby the oval and the laurel were closed together, and the heart made whole at its 
center: and on the sides of the said oval appeared two figures, one of which represented 
Concord, and the other, Good Will, and the said oval was enclosed by a string, which the 
said two figures each pulled toward their side, holding and joining with the string the 
body of the said seventeen coats of arms until that moment divided, which with their help 
appeared to have resulted in a single body. 
Y al tiempo que su Magestad se llegò al dicho arco mirandole, artificiosamente se 
vnieron todos los dichos 17 escudos encaxandose vnos en otros, y haziendose todos en vn 
solo cuerpo, quedando el ouado y el laurel cerrado, y el coraçon entero en el medio del: 
y por los lados del dicho ouado aparecian dos figuras, la vna que representaua 
Concordia, y la otra, la buena voluntad, y el dicho ouado estaua cercado de vna cuerda, 
de la qual tirauan las dichas dos figuras cada vna para su parte, apretando y ajuntando 
con ella el cuerpo de los dichos 17 escudos hasta entonces diuididos, que con su su [sic] 
ayuda parecia que quedauan en vn solo cuerpo.380 
 
The arch is a figurative representation of the monarchy that begins with a fundamental premise: 
discord has caused a break, resulting in a disjointed body politic. The Flemings unabashedly 
projected this fact to the king before triggering the panel’s gears by placing the allegory of 
Discord between the disconnected provinces of the Low Countries—eight disloyal, nine loyal to 
the Spanish Crown. Once the shields of the seventeen provinces were “artificially united,” 
however, Discord disappeared, giving way to “a single body” sustained by the new allegories for 
Concord and Good Will. The expression “un solo cuerpo” is repeated twice, as if to emphasize 
the problem of the broken body politic the machine has fixed.  
Given the unrest in their homeland, the Flemings were singularly aware of the rapidly 
disintegrating ties holding together the Monarchy’s expansive territories. The Dutch posed a 
                                                
380 BNE, Arco triunfal, 3v-4r. 
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serious threat not just to the Crown’s holdings in the Low Countries, but also to overseas trade 
and hegemony in the East Indies. Moreover, given the Flemings’ position in Lisbon, the capital 
of a kingdom increasingly dissatisfied with Spanish rule and the downward direction they 
perceived their empire to be headed, they knew well that the Netherlands was not the only region 
tenuously bound to the Spanish Crown. Thus, though the visual spectacle of the parade-facing 
façade specifically referenced the Low Countries, a wider message about the ailing health of the 
body politic and the Flemings’ desire to heal it can be read in the display.  
 Indeed, the arch’s opposite façade depicted disconnects beyond Flanders and Lisbon. No 
engraving exists for the other side, but Pedro Craesbeeck’s printed account describes it. One 
painting above the left-hand entryway portrayed: 
the four parts of the world, of which Europe held a flaming candle in her hand: America 
reached out to her with another candle, igniting hers with Europe’s; and in the middle of 
Asia and Africa, a young woman representing the Catholic Faith was striking flint.  
las quatro partes del mundo, de que la Europa tenia vna vela ardiendo en la mano: la 
America se llegaua a ella con otra vela, tomando lumbre de su luz; y en medio de la Asia 
y Africa, estaua vna donzella que representaua la Fe Catolica sacando luz de vn 
pedernal. 381 
 
Philip III, like his father, was known as ruler of “the four parts of the world.” Yet the painting 
does not conceive of the continents as firmly united under his Crown. Europe and America are 
the most tightly linked, but even then with a flickering light. Africa and Asia stand separate from 
Europe and America, as well as from each other. The Spanish empire included some territories in 
northern Morocco and the East Indies, but Africa and Asia were mainly domains of the 
Portuguese empire. In this sense, according to the allegory, the Portuguese empire is broken off 
from Spain’s. There is no flame, no link or string to join Africa and Asia to each other or to 
                                                




Europe and America, nor has the Catholic faith laid down strong roots in those regions. Still, the 
allegorical figure striking flint manifests the potential for tying Africa and Asia to the other two 
parts of the world. Like the opposing panel of the Low Countries’ disconnected coats of arms, 
other territories tenuously bound may yet, in the Flemish community’s projection, come 
together. Through their expert works of craftsmanship, or artificio, that pervaded the arch, the 
Flemings expressed to the king their desire for his dominions’ global integration while still 
acknowledging the looming problems and risks of disintegration.  
 Notably, while the Flemish arch is populated with images of links and breaks that project 
a vision of the global monarchy as precariously pieced together, the king at no point occupies the 
center of the display.382 This is the make-up of the monarchy as viewed from Lisbon by a 
community of artists, artisans, and merchants who form part of an international trade network 
and thus have eyes and ears in all four parts of the world. From this perspective, the king is not 
the agent of unification. No agent is named. The device that achieves the formation of a single 
body is hidden, the passive voice employed: “artificiosamente se unieron.” The secret to 
achieving the monarchy’s unification lies in the hands of its makers of cultural productions like 
the city’s most successful printer and prominent Fleming, Pedro Craesbeeck.383 True, the 
                                                
382 This contrasts, for example, with the goldsmiths’ and jewelers’ arch, which placed Philip III 
at the center. On this arch, see Bouza Álvarez, Imagen y propaganda, 90-91. 
  
 
383 In Empire: How Spain Became a World Power, Henry Kamen argues that the Spanish empire 
was a business run, by and large, by the wealth, manpower, and expertise of non-Spaniards, the 
Flemish prominent among them. He points out that while “historians at the time… held that 
Castile was in itself a great power. This can now be seen as an illusion.” See Kamen, Empire, 
158. The Flemish arch shows, however, that it was already recognized as an illusion in that day. 
The description of the Flemish arch—not to mention those of other immigrant communities like 
the German merchants—is a fascinating testament to the fact that not only did contemporaries 
acknowledge the empire was sustained by foreign work, they were not afraid to encode that 
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monarch’s presence activates the spectacle of artificial joining, since the mechanical show of 
moving parts only occurs once he arrives at the arch. Nonetheless, Philip III’s joining agency, the 
arch suggests, is an illusion—artificial too in the sense of deceptive. The monarch’s subjects who 
strive to connect the body politic’s disconnected parts are the true agents of integration, even if 
their work is veiled behind a rhetoric of deference to the king as the monarchy’s ultimate uniter. 
 The notion of artificial joining articulated in the Flemish arch, then, has three central 
characteristics. First, the act of connecting through artifice responds to a problem of 
disconnection—a tenuous link or break in the massive body politic formed under the Iberian 
Union. Second, joining artificially means linking artfully and skillfully, using textual, visual, and 
material inventions to craft ties between disjointed entities. Third, artificiality entails a specific 
manner of deception: the projection of an illusion of the king’s connecting agency which cracks 
when you dig behind the façade to expose his subjects’ enterprising work. It is this multilayered 
and contextually specific concept of artifice that I wish to evoke when arguing below that Diogo 
do Couto and Manuel de Abreu Mousinho artificially fortify relations between the Portuguese 
overseas empire and Castile in their texts on the Estado da Índia. In contrast to the removal of 
the royal court in chapter four, artificial joining is the method for facing the monarch head-on, 
directly presenting him and his closest advisors with the body politic’s weak spots and crafting, 
through print, potential solutions. 
It is worth underscoring that this theorization of artificial joining originates in the archive 
of Pedro Craesbeeck’s corpus of printed books—in the language of his printed report on the 
Flemish arch and the collective artistic work and vision that his community of compatriots 
                                                                                                                                                       
message before the king. Kamen does not study or clarify the role of producers of culture such as 
Pedro Craesbeeck in the “enterprise” of empire, focusing mainly on finance and the military.   
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conceived to confront the king. Rather than draw on Baltazar Gracián’s oft-cited Agudeza y arte 
de ingenio, a dominant source for Spanish Golden Age literary theory and the notion of 
artificio,384 I prefer to ask how artifice is conceptualized from Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon, when 
the city’s residents finally had the chance to present the king with their own interpretations of the 
relationship between cultural productions and the vast global monarchy of the Iberian Union of 
Crowns. From that perspective, textual, visual, and material artifice constitute tools to intervene 
in a global monarchy precariously pieced together. The king’s subjects, like his royal archivist of 
Goa, Diogo do Couto, took it upon themselves to rearrange political relationships through a 
variety of creative plays. 
 
  
                                                




Diogo do Couto’s Preliminaries of Imperial Continuity 
 
Figure 41. Title page of Diogo do Couto’s Década quarta da Ásia (Fourth Decade of Asia), with 
dedication announcement, analyzed below, highlighted. Image from the digitized copy of the 




“Composed by order of the invincible Monarch of Spain Don Philip King of Portugal the 
first of his name” (Composta por mandado do inuenciuel Monarcha de Espanha dom Felipe Rey 
de Portugal o primeiro deste nome). This phrase, printed on the title page of Diogo do Couto’s 
Década Quarta da Ásia in 1602, presents the book as a project conceived by King Philip II of 
Spain, also known as Philip I of Portugal (fig. 41). It suggests that the monarch came up with the 
idea to continue João de Barros’s celebrated first three Decades of Asia (1552-1563) and seek a 
chronicler to continue the series, picking up the history of the Portuguese East Indies in 1526 
where Barros, the “Portuguese Livy,” had left off. Manoel Severim de Faria, an early biographer 
of both João de Barros and Diogo do Couto, elaborated on the royal commission manifested on 
the title page of the Fourth Decade of Asia just twenty-two years after Pedro Craesbeeck printed 
the work, affirming in 1624 that: 
When King Philip I inherited the Crown of these Kingdoms, since he was such a prudent 
Prince and always had in mind the common good of his vassals, he wished to order the 
continuance of the history of India from the time in which our João de Barros left off…. 
For such a great undertaking Diogo do Couto was proposed to the King, even though he 
was residing in Goa—such was the extent to which his fame stretched from those parts. 
The King commissioned him with this work with the title of Chronicler of India, which 
Diogo do Couto eagerly accepted and brought to very a perfect conclusion, as later was 
seen.  
Sucedendo el Rey Dom Felipe I, na Coroa destes Reynos, como era Principe taõ 
prudente, & que sempre trazia nos olhos o bem comum de seus vasallos, desejou de 
mandar proseguir a historia da India, do tempo, em que a deixou o nosso Ioão de 
Barros.... Para tam grande empresa foy nomeado a el Rey Diogo do Couto, ainda que 
estaua morador em Goa, abrangendo tam longe a fama de suas partes. Encarregou o el 
Rey desta obra com titulo de Cronista da India, a qual Diogo do Couto aceitou 
animosamente, & a trouxe a tão perfeito fim, como depois se vio.385  
 
In line with the title page of the Fourth Decade of Asia—which Manoel Severim de Faria 
undoubtedly had in his library—Couto’s biographer characterizes the decision to continue João 
de Barros’s famous histories as one made by King Philip II, interpreting the commission as a 
                                                
385 BNP, Faria, Discursos vários políticos, 151r-151v. 
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prudent act conceived for the common good of his vassals.386 The “good” of the project resides 
in its “continuance,” that is, providing continuity between the Avis past during which Barros 
wrote—when Portugal and its overseas empire enjoyed autonomy—and the Habsburg present 
under which Couto and Faria lived. Faria further gives the impression that Philip II selected 
Couto because news of his merits had reached the monarch from Goa, portraying Couto as a 
passive agent who awaited the monarch’s commands and eagerly accepted the task from his far-
off location. In this way, both the title page of Couto’s Fourth Decade of Asia, printed by Pedro 
Craesbeeck in 1602, and Faria’s complementary biography, printed in Évora in 1624, locate the 
impetus for creating continuity between the Portuguese imperial past and Spanish imperial 
present with the monarch in Madrid. Both, however, are deceptive, attributing the impetus for the 
continuation of the Decades to Philip II in Madrid when it resided, in fact, with Diogo do Couto 
in Goa, India.  
Starting in his middle age and until the day he died, Diogo do Couto proposed and 
doggedly persevered from his position in Goa to compose the Decades of Asia, viewing his ten-
year histories as tools of political joining that would not only connect the imperial past of the 
Avis dynasty with the Habsburg present but also contribute to the good governance of 
Portuguese Asia under the Habsburgs by providing useful examples and lessons from history. 
Couto’s work to artificially link the Spanish and Portuguese empires is most evident in his 
books’ preliminaries, which varied significantly from one installment of his Decades to the next 
due to the varying publication conditions under which each one was produced between 1602 and 
1616. Couto’s preliminaries constitute a space of experimentation and manipulation—a separate 
                                                
386 On Severim de Faria’s library, see Ribeiro, Apontamentos históricos, 72-73. Among the 
library’s extensive holdings, according to Ribeiro, was a manuscript of Fray Luis de Granada’s 
writings translated into Japanese, along with many books in the Chinese language.  
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material entity that need not obey or conform to the contents of the main text, which exclusively 
treated the sixteenth-century history of Portuguese Asia prior to the Iberian Union of 1581. In 
other words, while the meat of the Decades recovered the history of the Avis administration of 
the Estado da Índia, the preliminaries allowed for inventions that would update that past under 
the Habsburg present and tie it to contemporary Castile. Using varying textual and visual 
strategies that first attribute the cohesion of the two Iberian empires to the king and later wrest 
agency from the monarch in favor of himself, Diogo do Couto attempted to counter Philip II and 
Philip III’s inadequate attention to Asian matters and piece together a temporally cohesive joint 
Iberian monarchy through his books. As with the works studied in chapter four, Couto inserts 
himself in the object’s locus of institutional authority to reconfigure the lines of imperial 
connectivity. The perspective here, however, is flipped, linking Portuguese Asia to the monarch 
in Madrid rather than Spanish America to Lisbon. 
Diogo do Couto first wrote to Philip II from Goa in 1589 to tell the monarch he was 
almost finished writing a chronicle of India covering the king’s first eight years as ruler of the 
Portuguese empire. In connection to this historiographical project, he asked the monarch to 
approve the establishment of an archive in Goa to better preserve and organize official 
documents and manage the viceroyalty’s affairs.387 From the very first, then, Couto’s project 
responded to the problem of good governance of the Estado da Índia under the Habsburg Crown, 
driven by a desire to put into better order the disordered matters of state. The chronicler was 
intimately acquainted with the Estado da Índia and its administration and political situation, 
having fought as a soldier in Asia from the 1560’s on and marrying a Portuguese woman in Goa 
in the early 1570’s. Already forty-seven years old when he wrote this first letter to the king in 
                                                
387 See Martins, “Introdução,” xviii.  
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1589, Couto wished to settle into his middle and old age as an historian and archivist, determined 
to both improve the local administration of the Portuguese State of India and follow the 
humanistic pursuits that had long impassioned and distinguished him among soldiers in the East 
Indies. Luís de Camões particularly admired Couto’s erudition and asked him to commentate The 
Lusiads—a work Pedro Craesbeeck reprinted four times, in four different formats, as seen in 
chapter three.388  
Couto’s 1589 request to King Philip II fell on deaf ears—a harbinger of monarchical 
neglect to come. Couto, however, did not give up—a harbinger, in turn, of his persistence to 
come. In 1593 he wrote to Philip II again, repeating his prior request about establishing an 
official archive in Goa and suggesting he continue João de Barros’s Decades of Asia. This time, 
the monarch replied. In a 1595 letter, Philip II granted the humanist-soldier permission to start up 
the Decades where Barros had left off and take charge of the archive as chief guard (guarda-
mor). This correspondence, later printed in the preliminaries of the Fifth and Seventh Decades of 
Asia produced at Craesbeeck’s shop in 1612 and 1616, respectively, presents an inverse 
monarch-chronicler relationship to the one portrayed on the title pages of the 1602 Fourth 
Decade of Asia and Severim de Faria’s 1624 biography cited above.389 Whereas Faria claims that 
“Diogo do Couto was proposed to the King” on the basis of his great fame, using a passive and 
impersonal construction, the correspondence reveals that Couto actively proposed himself, 
                                                
388 For a biography of Couto with useful transcriptions of archival documents, see Baião, 
“Introdução.” 
 
389 For the letter, see UCM, Couto, Década quinta da Asia, *2v, and UCM, Couto, Decada 




starting the Decades project before he had even received the king’s approval.390 The initiative 
and protagonism was all Couto’s; Philip II simply signed off on the project. 
In the two years following Philip II’s approval of Couto’s archive and histories, the 
chronicler was intensely productive despite threats to his creative autonomy, access to sources, 
and social standing. By the end of 1597, he had completed the manuscripts for the Tenth, Fourth, 
and Fifth Decades and had the keys of the archive, or “casa do tombo” in his possession.391 All 
the while, the Viceroy of India, Matthias de Albuquerque (r. 1591-1597), attempted to thwart 
Couto’s success and royal favor by refusing to entrust him with certain documents and accusing 
him of having an impure blood lineage. Couto did not let the viceroy’s enmity shake him, 
relating to the king in a letter in 1596 that he had completed the Tenth Decade and was working 
on the Fourth and Fifth, “even though Viceroy Mattias de Albuquerque had not given him the 
necessary papers and letters” (inda que o V. Rei Mattias de Albuquerque lhe não tinha dado os 
papeis e cartas necessarias).392 It is unclear whether Couto knew that questions of his potential 
Jewish or Moorish heritage had reached the king. Nonetheless, when he sent his manuscripts for 
the Fourth and Fifth Decades on the armada headed to Lisbon in January 1598, doubts about 
whether he was “sufficient” (soficente) for the posts of royal chronicler and chief archivist 
persisted.393 Three months later, the king wrote to his newly appointed viceroy, Francisco da 
                                                
390 Gruzinski, Las cuatro partes del mundo, 407, cites Diogo do Couto’s initiative as an example 
of the Spanish monarchs’ lack of a coherent intellectual “globalization” project.  
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Gama—Vasco’s great-grandson—asking the new governor to discretely investigate the matter of 
Couto’s lineage (falta em seu nacimento) without depriving Couto of his offices.394 Luckily for 
Couto, and no doubt thanks to his own astute maneuvering, the new viceroy became Couto’s 
firmest supporter and would maintain a long-distance friendship and correspondence with the 
chronicler even after he left the position of viceroy to return to Portugal.395 By the time Couto 
sent the manuscript for the Sixth Decade of Asia to Lisbon in 1599, the chronicler was in the 
clear, his position apparently ensured.  
The shipping of Couto’s manuscripts from Goa to Lisbon was only the beginning of their 
road to publication. Once Couto had successfully navigated the political landscape in Goa to 
compose his texts by quill, his agents in Lisbon had to navigate that city’s publishing landscape 
and shore up the king’s financial support to manufacture Couto’s texts in type. The realization of 
Couto’s histories in print depended almost entirely on the initiative of his brother-in-law, 
Adeodato da Trinidade, an Augustinian friar who lived in Lisbon’s Convento da Graça.396 Couto 
entrusted Frei Adeodato with editing and preparing the manuscripts for print; with petitioning the 
                                                
394 ANTT, “Correspondência oficial,” 52.  
 
395 Couto shored up Gama’s support by setting his Decades aside to write a history of the Gama 
family and fomenting their “cult”; Martins, “Introdução,” xx-xxiii.  
 
396 See Martins, “Introdução,” cxl-cxli, for a discussion of the nature of Adeodato’s revisions. In 
a letter written in 1608, Couto mentions another agent, Diogo Velho, who apparently made sure 
that the king replied to Couto’s letters: “As long as Diogo Velho was alive, His Majesty always 
ordered me to write and responded to my letters; now that he is dead, I don’t have them” 
(Emquanto Diougo Velho foi viuo, sempre S. Magestade me mandaua escreuer e responder a 




king for publication subsidies from the royal treasury; and with gathering funds from elsewhere 
when necessary.397  
In 1602, four years after he received Couto’s first manuscripts, Adeodato finally got the 
publication process underway, choosing Pedro Craesbeeck as printer. (As I showed in chapter 
two, Pedro Craesbeeck’s reputation for Catholic orthodoxy and trustworthiness attracted several 
prestigious publishing projects in Lisbon that entailed collaboration between Adeodato’s royally 
favored Augustinian order and the Spanish Crown.) In January 1602, the friar submitted the first 
book in Couto’s series, the Fourth Decade of Asia, for inquisitorial and episcopal censure. 
Around the same time, Adeodato managed to capture King Philip III’s attention to review the 
histories and approve their financing, for in February 1602 the monarch wrote to Couto in Goa 
relating that he had read the Decades Couto had sent and considered himself “very well served” 
(me eì por muito bem seruido), encouraging the chronicler to send him “everything you do, so I 
can order it printed” (tudo que fordes fazendo, pera o mandar imprimir).398 The following 
month, the king’s notaries executed a royal privilege granting Couto the exclusive right to print 
and sell his histories of Asia for twenty years—a notably long period, as the vast majority of 
privileges were only granted for ten. In light of all of the foregoing, 1602 marked the peak of 
Couto’s success and backing. He had the king’s attention and favor; Lisbon’s newly established 
                                                
397 Several documents shed light on Adeodato’s role in publishing the Decades, including a letter 
signed by Philip III dated September 27, 1617 transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” civ and a 1608 
letter from Couto to Gama transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” lxxxv.  
 
398 This letter is reproduced in the preliminaries of the first editions of the Fifth and Seventh 
Decades printed by Craesbeeck. See UCM, Couto, Década quinta da Asia, *3r, and UCM, 




Flemish printer, Pedro Craesbeeck, was printing his Fourth Decade; and the Fifth Decade of 
Asia was censored and prepared for print in the spring.399  
Couto’s tireless local and transoceanic negotiations to get the first of his Decades 
published are not rendered visible in Pedro Craesbeeck’s edition of the Fourth Decade of Asia. 
Rather, the preliminaries that introduce the Fourth Decade, which were written between 1596 
and 1597 in Goa and printed in Lisbon in 1602, transmit the optimism and reverence of a yet-to-
be-disillusioned servant of the king who simultaneously needed to assert his pure Catholic 
“sufficiency” as a royal official in the face of Viceroy Albuquerque’s threats. In the dedicatory 
epistle and sonnet to Philip II, Couto deploys a strategy of monarchical adulation that 
underscores, above all, the king’s benevolent joining of the two Iberian empires across time and 
space. This strategy begins even in the form in which Couto addresses the king in the title of the 
dedication, calling him the “Invincible Monarch of Spain Don Philip King of Portugal the first of 
his name.” Here, he simultaneously names Philip II Monarch of Spain and King of Portugal, 
underscoring the convergence of both monarchies in one royal figure. As the dedicatory epistle 
continues, Couto elaborates on the manner in which Philip II has graciously synchronized the 
past of the Estado da Índia with the present, likening the king’s desire to recall the history of 
Portuguese deeds to God’s desire to resurrect Christ:  
But Your Majesty has such a remembrance of everyone, that you wanted even those who 
died many years ago to enjoy the greatness of your graces, ordering me to bring their 
deeds to light, a thing in which it seems you wanted to imitate God, resuscitating the dead 
to allow them to live another life through fame. 
                                                
399 Moreover, Diogo do Couto’s competition in Lisbon, the chronicler Duarte Nunes de Leão, 
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Mas ter Vossa Majestade tanta lembrança de todos, que ate os que acabarão ja ha tantos 
annos, quis que participassem da grandeza de suas merces, mandandome que lhe traga 
seus feitos a luz, cousa foy em que parece quis imitar a Deos, que he em ressuscitar 
mortos pera tornarem a viver em fama outra vida.400  
 
In this sentence, Couto portrays himself as the intermediary through whose pen Philip II can 
achieve the empirically impossible: revive the protagonists of the early sixteenth-century 
Portuguese expansion in Asia, who in their lifetimes were vassals to the Avis king João III (r. 
1521-1557), as vassals under the graces of the current Habsburg king. The preliminaries of the 
book that, according to its title page, Philip II ordered Couto to compose, thus weave the 
imperial deeds of the Portuguese under the Portuguese monarch of yore into the Habsburg 
present, crafting a joint Iberian political history for a politically divided past. In addition to the 
diachronic connection the monarch purportedly protagonizes by “resuscitating the dead,” the 
dedicatory sonnet that follows the epistle evokes an image of the “invincible monarch” Philip II 
“subjecting in just one so many states” (sogeitando num só tantos estados). Couto exalts Philip II 
as the axis around which many territories revolve—the figure who holds the world’s formerly 
“divided scepters” (sceptros diuididos) in a single hand.401 In this way, the poetics of the 
preliminaries of the Fourth Decade of Asia confirm the model of a monarchy with the king at the 
center. Couto portrays the king as the genesis of all governing initiatives, the driver of the 
cohesion of this political system, particularly when it comes to fortifying ties between 
Portuguese subjects and the Spanish Crown.  
As the Spanish kings’ support and attentions began to falter and the publication project 
began to unravel, however, Couto shifted strategies, foregrounding and making visible his own 
                                                
400 Couto, Década quarta da Ásia, 1:5.  
401 Couto, Década quarta da Ásia, 1:9. 
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connective work and placing himself and his position in Goa at the center at the expense of the 
king in Madrid. Couto, like the creators of the Flemish arch, projects his own agency in joining 
the monarchy’s disjointed territories, highlighting the efforts of self-motivated subjects like him. 
By the end of 1603, two problems had arisen with the publication of his Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh 
Decades: the original manuscript copy of the Seventh Decade had been stolen by Dutch or 
English sailors en route to Lisbon on Indian seas and the production of the Fifth and Sixth 
Decades in Lisbon had indefinitely stalled.402 The new dedication Couto wrote to Philip II’s 
successor, Philip III, in November 1603 to be shipped with and included in the revised Seventh 
Decade addresses his ongoing struggles and perseverance to compose and publish his histories in 
the face of multiple adverse elements. The chronicler notably alters the dynamic of the 
dedication written to Philip II five years prior, painting himself—and not the new monarch, 
Philip III—as a miraculous weaver of connections and collapser of temporal and spatial 
distances:  
Every time (very Catholic and powerful King our lord) that I consider the brevity and 
short time in which I completed five decades of the history of India… and this seventh, 
which was on the armada of 1601 and the English took in the nao of St. James, and which 
I now send revised…I truly amaze myself. Because I don’t know what spirit impelled me 
to gather and uncover things that were so forgotten, and about which there was almost no 
memory, and from such distant and separate lands, such as from the long Strait of 
Malacca to the Cape of Good Hope, which distances required much time and many 
petitions to collect the things and information I needed to write the history. Therefore, 
what is most certain is that the true God our Lord, who is the Author of all good things, 
was the one who guided and led me in this matter: because I wanted the world to see the 
great zeal, effort, expenses, risks, and dangers of the vassals with whom the kings of 
                                                
402 António Coimbra Martins says that, according to the historian Charles Boxer, this attack must 
have been carried out by the Dutch, even though Couto thought it was carried out by the English; 
Martins, “Introdução, xxvii. Pedro Craesbeeck had printed the Fourth Decade in 1602, but the 





Portugal, your Majesty’s predecessors, worked to expand and extend the most holy faith 
of Christ in all the Orient. 
Todas as vezes (muito Catholic & poderoso Rey & senhor nosso) que considero a 
breuidade, & pouco tempo em que acabei cinco decadas da istoria da India... & esta 
setima, que foi na armada de seiscentos & vm, que os Ingreses tomaraõ na nao Saõ 
Tiago, & que agora torno a mandar reformada... certo que eu mesmo me marauilho. 
Porque naõ sei que espirito me encaminhou a ajuntar & descobrir cousas que estauaõ 
taõ esquecidas, & que quasi naõ auia dellas memoria: & de terras taõ distantes & 
apartadas, como saõ desdo alongado Maluco, ate o Cabo de boa esperança: pera o que 
eraõ necessarios tempos & mouçoens pera mandar vir, & trazer as cousas & 
informaçoens per a istoria se poder escreuer. Por onde o mais certo he, que o verdadeiro 
Deos & Senhor nosso, que he o Autor de todas as cousas boas, foi o que me guiou & 
encaminhou nesta materia: porque quis visse o mundo todo o grande zelo, trabalho, 
despezas, riscos, & perigos de vassalos com que os Reys de Portugal, predecessores de 
vossa Majestade trabalharaõ por dilatar & estender a santissima fé de Christo por todo 
este Oriente.403 
 
Couto relegates the second person address—“Your Majesty”—to parentheses while repeatedly 
using active first person verbs—considero, acabei, me marauilho, quis—making the short one-
page dedication almost entirely about himself whereas the six-page dedication to Philip II of 
1597 contained extended philosophical ruminations about the relationship between history, 
memory, and governance in praise of Philip II’s endeavor to continue Barros’s histories. In that 
first epistle, Couto waxed poetic about the king having imitated God by resurrecting the lives of 
dead Portuguese heroes; in this second, Couto is the one possessed with holy inspiration to 
“uncover things that were so forgotten” and make known to the world the accomplishments of 
the Portuguese vassals of the “Kings of Portugal, your Majesty’s predecessors.” The shameful 
“loss” (perda) of Portuguese imperial history that Couto first said Philip II “wanted to remedy by 
ordering me to continue the history of India” is the now object of Couto’s own succor. He details 
the hard work of the historiographical process whereby he revived things “about which there was 
almost no memory,” effectively reversing the monarch-chronicler relationship presented in the 
                                                
403 UCM, Couto, Década sétima da Ásia, *4r.  
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previous dedication to the Fourth Decade. In this way, Couto cracks the façade of a royal history 
conceived and commissioned by the monarch as constructed throughout the preliminaries of the 
Fourth Decade, opting to reveal in the Seventh Decade his own behind-the-scenes work to join 
the monarchy’s disconnected parts. Couto affirms, as the Flemish arch would subtly suggest in 
1619, that the enterprising work and individually driven initiatives of the monarchy’s cultural 
producers remedy the body politic’s weak links on the monarch’s behalf.  
 Moreover, by highlighting his own agency at the expense of the king’s, Couto shifts the 
center of activity for connecting the two Iberian monarchies from Madrid to Goa. While the 1597 
dedicatory sonnet condenses all the “states” of the monarchy under the figure of the monarch 
who subjects them, in the 1603 dedication Couto presents himself as the axis tying together 
“such distant and separate lands” by collecting and pulling sources into Goa from African and 
Asian territories as diverse as the Cape of Good Hope and the Malay Peninsula. The image of 
Couto weaving a documentary web from his position in the newly established Goan archive—
ajuntando, mandando vir, trazendo—conjures an alternative center from which to synchronize 
the Portuguese imperial past with the Habsburg present on a global scale. He labors from Goa so 
that “the whole world may see” the great deeds performed and risks taken by the “vassals” that 
preceded him in Portuguese India. In this way, Couto emphasizes the bottom-up efforts of those 
working in Asia to expand and sustain the East Indian empire in two different time periods: his 
own, during the Habsburg reign, and those of the men who fought under the Avis kings before 
the Iberian Union. Couto does not go so far as to propose Goa as an alternative royal center to 
Madrid, as Manoel Pereira, Pedro Bejarano, and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega do for Lisbon in the 
preliminaries of their works studied in chapter four, but rather underscores the multiple sites and 
subject-driven endeavors through which the global monarchy of the Iberian Union can cohere. 
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Those endeavors, according to Couto, are the threads that bind the monarchy’s integration over 
time.  
 The woodblock engraving of Diogo do Couto printed on the back of the title page of the 
Seventh Decade reinforces the message transmitted in the dedication to Philip III that follows, 
but through a different manner of artificial joining (fig. 42). The half-body portrait shows Couto 
at his desk with quill in hand while the hilt of his sword rests at his waist. According to the 
interplay between the image and its captions, this act of invention forms a nexus between the 
Portuguese empire in Asia and the Habsburg kings. The Latin phrase above the figure, “Portrait 
of Diogo do Couto Royal Historiographer in the Indies” (Effigies Jacobi do Couto Regy apud 
Indos historiographi), acknowledges Couto’s service to the Spanish Crown while underscoring 
his geographic position in the region his histories treat.404 He is at once a representative of the 
king in Goa—a reminder of the royals’ presence back at the court in Castile—and the man 
responsible for generating, collecting, and safeguarding documentation of Portuguese Asia’s past 
and present in his capacity as historiographer in situ. In this way, the Habsburg royals and 
Portuguese East Indies entwine in Couto’s very figure. Every time he puts pen to page at his desk 
in Goa—whether asking the king for privileges and permissions, petitioning for information 
from the distant corners of Portugal’s imperial network in the East Indies, or composing histories 
that account for every year of the region’s imperial history from the time João de Barros left off 
to the present day—he works to craft continuity between the Avis and Habsburg administrations 
of the Portuguese State of India, linking the past with the present.  
 
                                                








Figure 42. Woodblock portrait of Diogo do Couto printed on the verso side of the title pages of 
Década Quinta da Ásia (1612) and Década Sétima da Ásia (1616). Image from the Lilly Library 
of the University of Indiana’s online exhibit titled, “Portuguese-Speaking Diaspora.” (Couto, 
“Decada setima da Asia.”)  
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 The caption below the portrait of Couto underscores, as in the dedication to the Seventh 
Decade of Asia seen above, his own agency in cohering the Habsburgs’ global empire: “The 
portrait shows that which was seen only in Caesar; He handles history with his pen, and war with 
his hand” (Exprimit effigies, quod solum in Caesare visum est/ Historiam calamo tracta et arma 
manu). 405 The self-congratulatory comparison between the author and Julius Caesar makes clear 
the political impact Couto believes himself to be making by wielding his quill: the act of writing, 
depicted in the engraving in media res, is intimately entwined with the maintenance of an empire 
of unprecedented reach—even greater than the one over which Julius Caesar ruled. Couto may 
not be the ruler of the empire he inhabits, but writing nonetheless empowers him to fortify ties 
between dead and living Portuguese vassals and the ruler he serves.  
 The multiple material supports on Couto’s desk further establish his acts of invention as a 
bridge for the joint Iberian monarchy’s separate past and entwined present and future. The 
completed tome under his hand and the book standing to his right evoke the Decades of Asia 
already completed by him and his predecessors, of which this Seventh is a continuation, while 
the piece of paper he is about to mark with ink represents his current work. The quills at the 
ready to his left evoke the writing to come. It is the image of a man always at work, ever poised 
to inscribe his next words; this is all the more clear when compared with the woodblock portrait 
                                                
405 See UCM, Couto, Década quinta da Asia, *1v, and UCM, Couto, Decada setima da Asia, 
*1v. Despite his boasting, Couto was far from the only historian of his day who mixed arms and 
letters—not even the only one in Pedro Craesbeeck’s typographical corpus. To wit, Inca 
Garcilaso de la Vega fought for the Spanish Crown in the War of the Alpujarras before becoming 
a published author. As seen in chapter three, this historian of Peru and Florida created a mestizo 
coat of arms to be included in his Royal Commentaries of the Incas with a motto taken from his 
ancestor, the poet-soldier Garcilaso de la Vega: “With the Sword and the Pen” (Con la espada y 
la pluma). Thus, both historians of the Indies—one East, one West—included some form of self-





of Mateo Alemán printed at Pedro Craesbeeck’s shop, studied in chapter three (fig. 22). Alemán, 
in courtly attire, points at his own invented coat-of-arms, signaling his status and achievements, 
rather than the process of invention, or artificio. 
 In conjunction with the dedicatory texts and the portrait through which Diogo do Couto 
artificially joins the Portuguese imperial past to the Habsburg imperial present, Pedro 
Craesbeeck established typographical continuity between the four installments of the Decades 
printed at his house to give the appearance of a coherent, consistent series. The title pages of the 
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Decades follow the same fundamental aesthetic and textual 
structure (figs. 43-45). They each consist, from top to bottom, of: the title in Roman capitals; a 
block of text listing the governorships of India treated therein; the commission formula marking 
the book as “composed by order of” the monarchs of Spain; the attribution of authorship to 
Diogo do Couto; a woodblock engraving of the coat-of-arms of the kingdom of Portugal; the 
mention of the censorship licenses contained therein; and the attribution of printing to Pedro 
Craesbeeck in Lisbon with the corresponding year. The first line of each block of text above the 
Portuguese coat-of-arms is almost always in capital letters in each installment, while the mention 
of the licenses below is always italicized, creating a consistent typographical style across the four 
editions. When compared side-by-side, the similarities in layout between the title pages far 
outweigh the slight variations, manifesting a deliberate attempt on Pedro Craesbeeck’s printing 





Figure 43. Title page of Década Quinta da Ásia. Image from the copy of the Universidad 







Figure 44. Falsified title page of Década sexta da Ásia held in the New York Public Library 
(NYPL, Couto, [Decada sexta da Asia]). Someone has taken a copy of the title page of Década 
Quinta da Ásia (fig. 5) and changed “Quinta” to “Sexta,” leaving the rest of the title page of the 
Fifth Decade as is. Since the surviving copies of Década sexta da Asia lack preliminaries due to 
a fire in Craesbeeck’s shop, those that have title pages tend to be falsified like this. The only 
copy of Década sexta da Ásia I have located that does not seem to have a falsified title page is 
the one at the National Library of Portugal (BNP, Couto, Decada sexta da Asia). However, I was 






Figure 45. Title page of Década sétima da Ásia. Image from copy held at the New York Public 
Library (NYPL, Couto, Decada setima da Asia). 
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 The aesthetic coherence of the title pages of the Decades, however, simultaneously serves 
as a mask. It compensates for the discontinuous attentions and support of Philip III against which 
Diogo do Couto tirelessly fought from Goa and artificially extends the purported top-down 
commission for the continuation of Barros’s histories scrutinized in the beginning of this section 
from Diogo do Couto’s Fourth to his Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Decades. The uniform 
typography, layout, and textual formulae of the books’ façades contribute to the illusion of 
steadfast royal interest in disseminating the memory of the past of Portuguese Asia, when in 
reality Philip III’s investment in the publishing product was sporadic. Though Diogo do Couto 
sent his Seventh Decade with the dedication and perhaps the woodblock analyzed above on the 
Goa-Lisbon armada of 1603, it would sit in his brother-in-law’s Augustinian convent in Lisbon 
for the following nine years alongside the unpublished manuscripts for the Fifth and Sixth 
Decades. In 1612, Couto’s agents in Lisbon, Frei Adeodato da Trinidade and the former viceroy 
Francisco da Gama, finally managed to revive the monarch’s interest and gather the funds to 
print them.406 This ten-year lapse between the Fourth Decade in 1602 and the Fifth in 1612 
makes the efforts in Craesbeeck’s shop to craft a consistent aesthetic across the editions even 
more noteworthy: he had his workers use whatever typographical stock they had at their disposal 
in 1612 to match the sorts and woodblock originally used for the Fourth Decade as best they 
could. In 1614, Craesbeeck proceeded to complete the Sixth Decade and the Seventh in 1616. But 
just when the publishing project was back on track, a fire spread through Craesbeeck’s house 
and, according to extant documentation, destroyed a good part of the copies of the Fifth Decade 
                                                
406 I can only assume they were responsible for the revival of the project because in 1608 Couto 
wrote a letter to Gama imploring him to contact Adeodato and convince him to attend to his far-




of Asia the printer had stored in his house and all of the copies of the Sixth.407 The Seventh 
Decade of Asia was salvaged, either because the fire occurred before it was printed in 1616 or 
because the copies for sale were stored not in Craesbeeck’s house, but Mateus de Matos’s, a 
Lisbon bookseller who, according to the title page of the Seventh Decade, was selling the work at 
his bookstore on New Merchants’ Street.408 In a royal letter signed 1617, the king expressed his 
willingness to finance a reprinting of the copies of the Fifth and Sixth Decades lost in the fire; in 
1620 he ordered the Council of the Treasury (Conselho da Fazenda) to investigate how much 
that reprinting would cost. Nonetheless, no paper trail survives after that 1620 document and, 
                                                
407 The details and date of the fire are difficult to piece together. Manuel Severim de Faria, in his 
biography of Diogo do Couto within Discursos vários políticos (1624), affirms: “a great disaster 
befell the sixth [decade], which was that, the printing having been finished in the printer’s house, 
the houses set on fire, and all the copies burned, escaping just six of them, which happened to 
already be in the Convent of Saint Augustine of Lisbon (à sexta sucedeo hum grande desastre, & 
foy que estando a impresão acabada em casa do impressor, se acendeo o fogo nas casas, & 
arderão todos os volumes, escapando somente seis delles, que a caso estauão ja em o conuento 
de S. Agostinho de Lisboa); see BNP, Faria, Discursos varios politicos, 152v. There is a letter 
from the King concerning Adeodato’s request to finance the re-printing of the lost Decades, 
dated September 27, 1617, which is transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” civ-cv, but I have been 
unable to locate the original. There is another document transcribed in Baião, “Introdução,” cv-
cvi, and also available in a nineteenth-century copy at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Sala 
Reservados, Ms. Caixa 199 no. 8, dated November 3, 1620, in which the king inquires about the 
cost of re-printing the Decades lost in the fire. To sum up, then, the first letter that mentions 
Adeodato da Trinidade having asked the King for money to reprint the lost Decades is dated 
1617, so it is unclear at what point between 1614 (the date of publication of the Sixth Decade) 
and 1617 fire occurred. My theory is that the fire in Craesbeeck’s “house,” as it is called in this 
documentation, was a separate warehouse where the Fifth and Sixth Decades were stored and not 
the house with the print shop and materials, since Craesbeeck’s output did not wane at all in the 
years between 1614 and 1617. The fact that the Seventh Decade was sold on Rua Nova in the 
house of the bookseller Mateus de Matos, according to that edition’s title page, would also 
explain why it was salvaged from the fire: the copies of Seventh would have been stored at 
Matos’s house, rather than Craesbeeck’s. 
 
408 At the very bottom of the title page, we find: “sold on Rua Nova in the house of Mateus de 





given the few and incomplete copies of the Sixth Decade of Asia and the long unpublished 
Eighth to Tenth Decades, it is clear the Spanish monarchs never resumed financial support for 
Frei Adeodato’s contract with Pedro Craesbeeck to publish Diogo do Couto’s histories of 
Portuguese Asia.  
 In conclusion, the preliminaries of Diogo do Couto’s Fourth to Seventh Decades of 
Asia—the contents of the dedications, woodblock portrait of the author, and title pages—
manifest varying textual, visual, and material techniques of artificial joining to diachronically 
connect forgotten deeds of the Portuguese-Avis imperial past with the Spanish-Habsburg 
imperial present. The four-decade lapse between the publication of João de Barros’s Third 
Decade of Asia in 1563 and Couto’s Fourth Decade in 1602—in the middle of which King 
Philip II of Spain annexed Portugal and its overseas empire—constituted a break akin to the ones 
displayed on the Flemish arch. Diogo do Couto viewed his publishing project to continue the 
Decades as a tool to remedy that gap, devising images of connectivity in the preliminaries of his 
histories of pre-Iberian-Union Portuguese Asia, whether the figure of the king as epicenter of bi-
imperial consolidation in the Fourth Decade or the author’s own figure as a weaver of sources 
and past and future histories in the dedication and woodblock portrait included in the Seventh 
Decade. Moreover, Diogo do Couto’s editors in Lisbon—Frei Adeodato da Trinidade and Pedro 
Craesbeeck—maintained typographical and textual continuity across the title pages of the 
Decades between 1602 and 1616 to give the appearance of a coherent series mandated by the 
Spanish monarchs despite their wavering support. In this way, emphases on Couto’s initiative 
and the Habsburgs’ mix and match in each installment, recalling the Flemish arch’s subtle 
message that the monarchy’s cultural producers are the ones responsible for joining the 
disjointed body politic while simultaneously showing deference to the ruler ultimately 
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empowered to grant or deny them privileges. The title pages, then, serve as deceptive façades, 
projecting an artificial illusion of the monarch’s uniting agency, while the preliminary pages that 
follow undermine that message by making visible the shifting initiatives from above and below 
and between Lisbon, Madrid, and Goa to link the Avis past to the Habsburg present. Such are the 
complex mechanics of addressing the monarch head-on through print from Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
Lisbon house.  
 
Swapping Imperial Languages: Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s Spanish History of the 
Portuguese Conquest of Pegu 
During his twenty-one years as chief guard of the Torre do Tombo, or state archive, of 
Goa, Diogo do Couto likely crossed paths with another civil servant who would later publish on 
the East Indies with Pedro Craesbeeck, Manuel de Abreu Mousinho. Mousinho worked for more 
than nine years as a judge of appeals in the Goan Chancery and “Chief Supplier for the Deceased 
of the Orient” (provedor mayor de defunctos del Oriente).409 In 1617—the year after Couto’s 
death—Mousinho published at Pedro Craesbeeck’s Lisbon house Breve discurso en que se 
cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu (Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of the 
Kingdom of Pegu), a short text that attempts to set the record straight about the events by which 
the Portuguese briefly took over and ruled the current-day region of Bago, Myanmar, between 
1600 and 1603.410 The exact years Mousinho lived in Goa are unknown, but as of 1617 he had 
                                                
409 BNP, Mousinho, Breve discurso, *1r; *3r. 
 
410 On the Portuguese wars and diplomacy in Pegu in this period see Lach, Asia in the Making of 
Europe, 3:1122-1130. In these pages, and on 3:329, Lach mentions Mousinho but does not 
provide any biographical information beyond that available in his Breve discurso en que se 
cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu —the same source at my disposal. 
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returned to the Iberian Peninsula and was residing at the court in Madrid.411 Unlike Couto, then, 
Mousinho did not ship his manuscript from India to Lisbon on the Carreira da Índia, but rather 
sent it across the Iberian Peninsula from Madrid. Mousinho’s position in Madrid in 1617 and the 
particular political climate surrounding the administration of the Portuguese empire at the time of 
his work’s publication at Craesbeeck’s presses led him to employ a different manner of artificial 
joining to textually fortify ties between the Portuguese East Indies and the Spanish Crown than 
that seen above in Couto’s Decades—a linguistic, rather than temporal, approach.  
In Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of the Kingdom of Pegu, Mousinho swaps 
imperial languages, writing about the Portuguese conquest of Pegu in Spanish rather than 
Portuguese, his native tongue. Notably, as of 1617, the year of the book’s publication, 
Mousinho’s was the first Spanish text on the Portuguese empire Pedro Craesbeeck ever printed 
in twenty years in business in Lisbon; up until then, the authors who brought their books to his 
Lisbon shop exclusively published on Spanish-controlled territories in Spanish and Portuguese-
controlled territories in Portuguese, with the exception of a book of nautical routes to and from 
the West Indies in Portuguese.412 Through this tactic of writing in Spanish about Portugal’s 
eastern empire, Manuel de Abreu Mousinho hoped to bring due attention and rewards to the 
                                                                                                                                                       
 
411 At least twice in the book, Mousinho uses the language “this Court” (esta Corte), which 
strongly suggests that he wrote the manuscript in Madrid and sent it or brought it from there to 
Lisbon to print. See BNP, Mousinho, Breve discurso, *3r and 42r. 
 
412 This book of nautical routes was BNP, Figueiredo, Roteiro e navegação das Indias 
Occidentais Ilhas. After Mousinho, Fernando Alvia de Castro published two works on the East 
Indies with Pedro Craesbeeck in Spanish: Aphorismos, y exemplos politicos, y militares: sacados 
de la primera Decada de Juan de Barros (1621) and his translation from Italian to Spanish of 
Muzio Vitelleschi’s abbreviated biography of St. Francis Xavier, Traducion del compendio 
italiano de la vida del Santo Francisco Xavier, 1630. See BNP, Alvia de Castro, Aphorismos, 




Portuguese captain Salvador Ribeiro de Sousa, who from 1600 to 1603 ruled Pegu as its king, as 
well as to energize support in Madrid for undertaking that territory’s conquest anew. 
Disseminating in print the story of the conquest of Pegu in Spanish, rather than Portuguese, 
constituted a means of artificially bringing Pegu under the dominion of the Spanish Crown and 
specifically into the hands of Mousinho’s dedicatee, Philip III’s powerful favorite, the Duke of 
Lerma. Nonetheless, the author’s awkward Spanish, as much a result of his own lack of 
dominion of the language as the Portuguese compositors’ working in Pedro Craesbeeck’s house, 
impedes a seamless symbolic fitting of the Portuguese East Indies under the administrative 
thumb of Philip III’s stand-in in Madrid. The linguistic construction of Mousinho’s book on the 
conquest of Pegu thus unwittingly manifests the fraught weaving of the Portuguese empire under 
the Spanish Crown in a period of the Iberian Union in which Castilian councilors attempted to 
wrest the management of Portugal and its overseas holdings from the Portuguese.  
Before entering into an analysis of Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s Brief Discourse Which 
Relates the Conquest of Pegu, some context about the contemporaneous politics regarding the 
administration of the Portuguese empire under the Iberian Union is necessary. In April 1617—
the same month that Mousinho’s manuscript was censored in Lisbon—a new viceroy entered 
Portugal to govern.413 This Castilian noble, Diego de Silva y Mendoza, Count of Salinas, enjoyed 
the avid support of the Duke of Lerma. Salinas’s political strategy revolved around breaking 
down the differences between the Spanish and Portuguese systems of government guaranteed by 
the Courts of Tomar in 1581 and thus favoring the interests of Castile over those of Portuguese 
nobles and councilors. Salinas, in this way, was contributing to Lerma’s broader centralizing 
project for the global monarchy, since, as Trevor T. Dadson notes, “the administrative semi-
                                                
413 The licenses can be found on BNP, Mousinho, Breve discurso, *2r. 
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independence or autonomy of Portugal represented an obstacle” to Philip III’s favorite’s 
consolidating aims.414 Salinas had already been nominated for the position of viceroy of Portugal 
in 1615, but it took two years to approve the appointment due largely to the protests of the 
Portuguese, who did not want a Castilian count for governor.415 Therefore, when Manuel de 
Abreu Mousinho composed his manuscript on the conquest of Pegu in Madrid sometime before 
April 1617 and wrote his dedication to the Duke of Lerma, he was well aware of the plans at the 
court to send a new viceroy to Lisbon determined to give Castilians more power over the 
administration of the Portuguese empire, as well as his dedicatee’s centralist policies for 
governing Philip III’s global monarchy writ large.   
 Manuel de Abreu Mousinho does not criticize or resist the new Castilian-centric model 
for the governance of Portugal and its empire in Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of 
Pegu; rather, he pragmatically portrays the centralization of the monarchy’s administration under 
the Duke of Lerma as a matter of fact, projecting an image of Philip III’s chief minister as the 
body politic’s sole joiner. Mousinho opens his dedication to Francisco Gómez de Sandoval y 
Rojas with the observation that King Philip III “put on the shoulders of Your Excellency, as if 
you were another Hercules, the great Monarchy of which God made him lord” (sobre los ombros 
de V. Excellencia, qual sobre otro Hercules, puso su Magestad la grande Monarchia de que 
Dios le hizo señor).416 This Herculean metaphor alludes to the consolidation of decision-making 
with the Duke of Lerma in Madrid over all the territories of Philip III’s “great monarchy,” 
diminishing the symbolic significance of the figure of the king so central to Diogo do Couto’s 
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Decades of Asia in favor of a practical acknowledgment of the Duke of Lerma’s position as the 
monarch’s effective stand-in. Much like Diogo do Couto’s dedicatory sonnet to Philip III 
published in the Fourth Decade of Asia in 1602, which painted an image of the monarch 
“subjecting in just one so many states” and holding the world’s formerly “divided scepters” in a 
single hand, Manuel de Abreu Mousinho evokes a monolithic figure of unification at the court, 
but with a crucial difference: Mousinho transfers the concentration of power from Philip III to 
the favorite in whom the monarch placed his trust. Whether addressing the king or his favorite, 
though, these two civil servants of the Portuguese State of India, Couto and Mousinho, both 
crafted an illusory, or artificial, joining located in royal or royally empowered bodies while 
simultaneously making visible in print their own bottom-up work to tighten the monarchy’s 
weak ties. Just after Mousinho acknowledges the enormous weight of the “great monarchy” 
resting exclusively on the shoulders of the Duke of Lerma, he promptly offers up his “humble 
talent” (humilde talento) as a means to “alleviate some of the heavy work” (aliuiar algo del 
pesado trabajo) corresponding to Philip III’s minister.417 Central to that talent is the composition 
of a Spanish-language history of recent Portuguese activities in Southeast Asia to promote the 
securing and expansion of Portuguese hegemony in that region. 
 Manuel de Abreu Mousinho opens his prologue to the reader with an explicit reflection 
on his decision to compose the work that follows in Spanish rather than Portuguese. He 
anticipates the choice as a controversial one, noting:  
I can already see, ingenuous Reader, clouds full of hate rising against me and the terrible 
roaring thunders of malicious words. The great because I undertook so purposefully to 
write the history of a particular man; the average, that I am making a mountain out of a 
molehill; and everyone, that in publishing my love for my homeland I abandoned my 
native language to write in a foreign one, in which I am little versed and less polished.  
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Bien veo candido Lector leuantarse contra mi preñadas nubes de odios, y mugir 
horribles truenos de murmuraciones. Los grandes porque emprendi tan de proposito 
historia de hombre particular; los medianos, que los montes parieron vn raton y todos 
que con publicar amor a la patria dexado el lenguage natural escreui en otro estraño, en 
que soy poco versado y menos polido.418  
 
Mousinho divides his readership into three categories: the great, the average, and everyone. The 
first two categories cast judgment on the validity of potential critiques to his book: on the one 
hand, Mousinho admits that those who assess a history focused on a single man to be lesser than 
those of greater scope are wise to do so; on the other hand, he does not endorse what in his view 
amounts to the average-minded perception that the topic of his discourse is not as crucial a 
matter as he makes it out to be. While Mousinho thus envisions two different kinds of readers of 
varying intelligence, there is one criticism he imagines will be common to both groups: that 
concerning language. As a native of Portugal writing about matters pertaining to that Iberian 
kingdom-turned-viceroyalty’s empire, he foresees a general consensus that it is not fitting for 
him to write in Spanish, and a mediocre Spanish at that. At the core of this anticipated 
controversy is Mousinho’s patriotism, since he speaks of his love for his homeland being cast in 
doubt. Given the contemporaneous Portuguese resistance to the Castilianization of their empire’s 
administration in the form of the new Spanish viceroy, it is logical that Mousinho would be 
sensitive to such critiques. The fact that he felt the need to dedicate his entire prologue to the 
reader to justifying his decision to write about the Portuguese East Indies in the language of 
Spanish imperial expansion points to the tensions underlying the Duke of Lerma’s political 
agenda to consolidate power in Madrid. Even though, as seen above, Mousinho portrayed his 
dedicatee as the bearer of governance of the “great monarchy” as a whole, he was highly 
sensitive to the unpopularity of Lerma’s policies among his compatriots.  
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Undeterred by potential critiques, however, Manuel de Abreu Mousinho decided to risk 
his reputation for loyalty to the Portuguese nation on the pragmatic approach of writing in the 
language that would reach the man who held the greatest decision-making power in the 
monarchy: his dedicatee, the Duke of Lerma. As he states elsewhere in the prologue to the 
reader: “having to address this first of my works to the most excellent Duke of Lerma, with the 
aim of turning to that new conquest, and with it the entire South of the Eastern Empire, it was 
fitting for [the book] to be in Castilian vernacular to avoid the work of translation” (auiendo de 
dirigir este principio de mis trabajos al Excellentissimo señor Duque de Lerma, con intento de se 
acudir a aquella nueua conquista, y en ella a todo el Sur del Imperio Oriental conuenia fuesse 
en romance Castellano para escusar el trabajo de interprete).419 Mousinho’s explanation makes 
clear that he intends his book to be a piece of early modern lobbying. Unlike Inca Garcilaso de la 
Vega’s rhetoric of royalty when addressing the Duke and Duchess of Braganza seen in chapter 
four, which was not intended to incite any action on the dedicatees’ parts, Manuel de Abreu 
Mousinho veritably hopes to impact policy and garner interest in the recovery and expansion of 
Portuguese power in Southeast Asia, starting with the Kingdom of Pegu. Given the Duke of 
Lerma’s advisory power over such decisions, Mousinho wanted his discourse to reach decision-
makers’ hands in the most easily digestible form possible. This meant composing a text in 
Castilian politicians’ native language despite Mousinho’s inelegant prose. 
With regard to the book’s readability for an audience of Castilian decision-makers, the 
materiality of Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of the Kingdom of Pegu should also 
be taken into account. In contrast to Diogo do Couto’s in-folio histories totaling hundreds of 
pages each, Pedro Craesbeeck constructed Mousinho’s book in a pocket-sized octavo format of 
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fifty-three folios suited to the genre of a “brief discourse” signaled in the work’s title. Thus, 
Craesbeeck packaged the text in a compact form that would invite a quick read. It is worth 
underscoring the printer’s agency in the book’s crafting, since Mousinho’s Brief Discourse holds 
the only documentary evidence of Pedro Craesbeeck having risked his own money to finance a 
book on America, Africa, or Asia. The license of approval from the viceregal palace reads: 
“They grant license to Pedro Craesbeeck printer of books to print this treatise on the conquest of 
Pegu” (Dão licença a Pedro Craesbeeck impressor de liuros para poder imprimir este tratado 
da conquista de Pegu).420 In early modern Iberia, the book’s publisher (i.e. financier) would 
often request the necessary licenses to print, so this license suggests that Pedro Craesbeeck might 
have acted in that capacity.421 It is also possible, however, that Mousinho self-published but 
empowered Pedro Craesbeeck to acquire the necessary licenses in Lisbon given the author’s 
position in Madrid, or that the two men shared the financial burden. Regardless, Mousinho’s 
absence and the representative power he granted his printer signal Craesbeeck’s particular 
agency in determining the material elements of the book, which in turn contributed to its 
presentation as a lobbying vehicle for the Habsburgs’ increased intervention in Southeast Asia 
and, as we will see, most likely resulted in significant typographical errors.  
 The linguistic and material artifice that Manuel de Abreu Mousinho and Pedro 
Craesbeeck employed to construct Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of Pegu as a 
persuasive and digestible policy piece responded to the desire to remedy the ongoing 
deterioration of Portuguese hegemony in the East Indies and lack of sufficient attention to this 
problem in Madrid. Mousinho hoped his book would impel the Duke of Lerma to tighten the 
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Spanish Crown’s loose hold on Portugal’s eastern empire and reintegrate lost territories like 
Pegu, which the Portuguese had briefly taken over from 1600 to 1603. At the same time, 
however, the embodiment of Mousinho’s Spanish in the printed book manifests the tensions 
inherent to governing the Portuguese empire in Asia under the aegis of the Spanish Monarchy 
during this period of the Iberian Union. Mousinho’s Spanish rendering of the Portuguese 
conquest of Pegu is not seamless or elegant, but linguistically awkward, reflecting the imperfect 
fitting together of the Portuguese empire with the Spanish Crown. The following sentence from 
Mousinho’s dedication to the Duke of Lerma encapsulates this dynamic. I have translated it quite 
literally to adequately convey the original Spanish:  
The Provinces belonging to the Portuguese crown are very broad, and for that reason 
there is less news of what is important, it will give to the governance of that Empire, on 
which our neighbors have their sights so strongly set today because of the great benefits 
they reap from trade in the Orient, and because of the considerable damages to the 
Spanish Monarchy that will follow if that trade passes to other nations, which I would 
indicate, if I didn’t fear being more long-winded in this dedication than is fitting for the 
brevity of this discourse. 
Son las Prouincias pertenecientes a la corona de Portugal latissimas, y a essa causa ay 
menos noticia de lo que importa, dara el gouierno de aquel Imperio oy tan aojado de 
nuestros vezinos por los grandes comodos que a ellos resultan del trato de Oriente, y por 
los considerables daños que a la Monarchia Española se siguiran de aquel trato passar a 
otras naciones, que apuntara, si no temiera ser mas largo en esta dedicacion de lo que 
pide la breuedad del presente discurso.422  
 
Despite the sentence’s awkward phrasing, it is possible to grasp Mousinho’s general message. 
He asserts that the loss of Pegu and disinterest in its recovery since 1603 is symptomatic of a 
larger problem: Portugal’s weakening power in Asia in the face of European rivals, or 
“neighbors.” Though not explicitly named, he is referring to the rising presence of the Dutch and 
English in the East Indies (whose sailors, you may remember, stole the manuscript of Diogo do 
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Couto’s Seventh Decade on the high seas in 1601—just one instance of the European 
competitions playing out in that region).  
Mousinho highlights that a fundamental reason for the precarious state of the Portuguese 
empire in Asia is the great distance that separates Iberia from its East Indian holdings. His use of 
the word “latíssimas” to characterize “the provinces belonging to the Portuguese Crown” echoes 
images and texts already seen in this chapter to convey the disconnected status of Portuguese 
Asia in the context of the Iberian Union. In the Flemish arch of 1619, the allegory for Asia stood 
separate from Africa, Europe, and America; while a flickering light joined Europe and America, 
the allegory for the Catholic faith stood between Africa and Asia striking flint, conveying an 
unlinked relationship yet to be remedied. For his part, Diogo do Couto underscored disjuncture 
and distance in his 1603 dedication to Philip III printed in the Seventh Decade of Asia in 1616 
when speaking of  “terras taõ distantes & apartadas, como saõ desdo alongado Maluco, ate o 
Cabo de boa esperança” from which he gathered documentary sources for his histories. Whereas 
the arch responded to the problem of the body politic’s disconnections through a mechanical 
spectacle of unification and Diogo do Couto by textually weaving his source materials into 
Livian histories and his histories with the figure of the Spanish monarchs, Manuel de Abreu 
Mousinho opts for a different strategy: to write about Madrid’s lack of adequate attention to 
Portuguese Asia and propose solutions in Spanish rather than Portuguese, the language of the 
precariously joined empire in question. Mousinho presents the problem of disconnection of the 
“provinces belonging to the Portuguese Crown” as one that will damage the “Spanish 
Monarchy,” thus defining the former kingdom and now viceroyalty of Portugal as a sub-entity of 
the Castilian royal administration and symbolically solidifying that relationship of subsumption 
by treating Lusitanian domains in Spanish. 
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Mousinho’s linguistic constructions in Spanish, however, are muddled and unclear, thus 
unintentionally highlighting and calling attention to the artificiality of his enterprise and the 
ambiguous and disputed status of the Portuguese empire’s administration under the Iberian 
Union. Most notably, there is no clear subject for the verb “to give”—“dara el gouierno de aquel 
Imperio.” A possible explanation is that the text should have read “ay menos noticia de lo que 
importa dar a el gouierno”—rather than “dara el”—which would make a bit more sense, and 
could be rendered in English as: “the Provinces belonging to the Portuguese crown are very 
broad, and for that reason there is less news of what is important to give to the governance of that 
Empire.” Though still somewhat awkward, this version would signify that, according to 
Mousinho, the vastness of the Portuguese empire impeded the delivery of adequate information 
to those in charge of its governance. Mousinho’s solution to this problem is the presentation of a 
small Spanish book to the man in charge of governing the entire monarchy—the Duke of Lerma, 
Philip III’s decision maker.  
Another fault in Mousinho’s Spanish comes at the end of the sentence, where a phrase or 
verb seems lacking, since Mousinho closes with “and because of the considerable damages to the 
Spanish Monarchy that will follow if that trade passes to other nations, which I would indicate, if 
I didn’t fear being more long-winded in this dedication than is fitting for the brevity of this 
discourse,” without clarifying what he is doing to avoid those damages. In this way, the sentence 
is left hanging, especially since Mousinho proceeds to switch topics to his own biography in the 
next without clarifying the former point. Moreover, there is no clear transition from the 
adjectival clause about the empire that describes it as desired by “our neighbors” for the benefits 
of trade to this final clause concerning the potential damages to the monarchy if that trade should 
pass to other nations.  
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  Two components of the book’s production can account for the confusing construction of 
this sentence about threats to Portuguese hegemony in Asia. First is Mousinho’s poor dominion 
of Castilian. The author himself admitted, as cited above, that he was “little versed and less 
polished” in that vernacular. In addition, Pedro Craesbeeck’s print-shop compositors may have 
committed errors when reading Mousinho’s manuscript and transferring the words they 
perceived on the page onto printing forms in moveable type. Given that Manuel de Abreu 
Mousinho was in Madrid when the text was printed, he would have been unable to check and 
correct the text himself. These particular production conditions at Craesbeeck’s Lisbon shop—
typesetting in Spanish absent the author’s watchful eye—resulted in many errata in at least one 
other Spanish book printed on the same presses.  
According to another Spanish language author who published a short text with Pedro 
Craesbeeck in 1630 without correcting it himself on the print-shop floor, the printer’s Portuguese 
compositors were prone to committing errors in Spanish. Fernando Alvia de Castro, who held the 
post of General Supervisor of War and Imprisonment in the Kingdoms of Portugal (Veedor 
general de la gente de guerra, y presidios de los Reynos de Portugal), published a Spanish 
translation of an Italian compendium of the life of St. Francis Xavier at Craesbeeck’s presses in 
1630.423 In this way, Alvia de Castro followed in Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s footsteps by 
writing about the Portuguese empire in Spanish. As noted above, Mousinho’s 1617 book on Pegu 
was the first Spanish text printed at Craesbeeck’s presses on that region. Alvia de Castro 
continued the trend with Aphorismos, y exemplos politicos, y militares sacados de la primera 
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Decada de Juan de Barros (Aphorisms and Political and Military Examples Taken from the First 
Decade of João de Barros) in 1621 and the aforementioned Traducion del compendio italiano de 
la vida del Santo Francisco Xavier (Translation of the Italian Compendium of the Life of Saint 
Francis Xavier) in 1630. Between the title page of the 1630 work on Saint Francis Xavier and its 
licenses, Alvia de Castro made his own list of errata preceded by an explanation for the 
abundance of errors that could also be applied to Mousinho’s book:  
Having already bound and distributed some copies of this book, I opened it to several 
different parts, and I found some errors; and becoming suspicious I opened to more, and I 
read the whole thing, and there were so many that I was almost resolved to round up the 
copies and not let them circulate until it was reprinted… and the only excuse for it are the 
ordinary errors that Portuguese printers make when they print in Castilian, since they are 
little accustomed to it, and also because I was not able to oversee the printing because of 
my other occupations. 
Aviendo ya enquadernado y repartido algunos cuerpos deste libro, le fui abriendo por 
varias partes, y hallé algunas erratas; y recelando abria mas, le leí todo, y fueron tantas 
que casi estube resuelto a recogerle, y que no corriera hasta otra impression… y solo 
seià su disculpa los yerros ordinarios que los impressores Portugueses hazen en lo que 
imprimen en Castellano, por el poco vso dello, y tamßien por no auer podido yo asistirlo 
por mis occupaciones.424 
 
Given the lack of extant business records for Craesbeeck’s shop, Alvia de Castro’s note provides 
a valuable window into the printer’s business and the make-up and practices of his workers. It 
suggests that even though Craesbeeck was Flemish and imbricated in the local Flemish 
community, as seen in chapter three, his compositors tended to be local Portuguese artisans. 
Alvia de Castro’s statement aligns with what we know about the only print-shop worker about 
whom documentation survives: Craesbeeck’s son-in-law, the Portuguese printer Manuel da 
Silva.425 In light of the similarities between Alvia de Castro and Mousinho’s books in terms of 
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production—both men wrote in Spanish, and neither personally oversaw the printing at 
Craesbeeck’s presses—it is reasonable to imagine that the demographics and practices of Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s print shop played some role in the incoherent Spanish sentences that pepper 
Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s Brief Discourse Which Relates the Conquest of the Kingdom of 
Pegu.  
 The combination of a Portuguese author writing in Spanish with Portuguese compositors 
typesetting in Spanish led to the creation of a book that reads awkwardly and evokes, through the 
linguistic Castilianization of the recent history of Pegu, the tensions inherent to attempts to 
politically Castilianize the Portuguese empire in Asia during the latter half of the Iberian Union 
under the watch of Philip III’s favorite, the Duke of Lerma. Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s 
Spanish phrasings about the problems of the Portuguese empire’s connection with and 
maintenance under the Spanish Crown reveal something, in turn, about the texture of the global 
monarchy whose ailments he diagnoses. In the Flemish arch erected two years after Mousinho’s 
book was published, that community used the language of ‘fitting together into a single body’ to 
describe the spectacle of uniting the divided coats-of-arms of the loyal and disloyal provinces of 
the Low Countries. If Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s attempt to bring Portuguese Asia into the 
hands of the royally empowered figure of the Duke of Lerma by writing in Spanish were 
translated into a mechanical show, the pieces would not quite fit to form a coherent ‘single 
body.’ Rather than give us an elegant whole—an interlocking of the Portuguese empire with the 
Spanish Monarchy through Castilianization—Mousinho is unable to achieve a linguistically 
seamless imperial integration. In spite of the author’s pragmatic intentions to appeal to the Duke 
of Lerma and situate the lost kingdom of Pegu on the minister’s shoulders, his book’s language, 
the product of a Portuguese man’s attempts to write in Castilian, resists the political process for 
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which he advocates. No matter how much Mousinho attempts to pander to the Duke of Lerma by 
presenting him as the figure in which the governance of the “great monarchy” is consolidated 
and writing in the minister’s native language, an anxiety and uncertainty about the Castilian 
administration of Portuguese Asia and the administrative status of Portugal and its empire under 
the Iberian Union as of 1617 seeps through.  
 
A “Union” Under Constant Construction 
 Diogo do Couto and Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s books evince the uncertain and 
incessantly negotiated status of the Portuguese empire under the Iberian Union of Crowns. The 
Spanish monarchs’ wavering attentions to Portuguese Asia inspired these civil servants of India 
to step in and inform their kings of what was broken and needed fixing: historiographical 
continuity and a colonial archive, for Couto; lost realms in Southeast Asia, for Mousinho. Rather 
than seek the fortification of Portugal’s overseas realms via their legally prescribed 
administrative center in Lisbon, the two men rhetorically direct their efforts head-on at the 
monarch and his councilors in Madrid. The re-composing acts of chapter four are thus flipped: 
the Portuguese Indies link to the royal court where authors and publishers of the Spanish Indies 
had excised the court in favor of Lisbon.  
In the texts and production processes of Couto and Mousinho’s books, we find 
disconnections and connections, discontinuity and continuity, and bottom-up and top-down 
initiatives in constant play and tension, recalling the spectacle of the Flemish Arch presented to 
King Philip III in 1619. Both men deploy artifice to symbolically tighten the Habsburgs’ 
increasingly tenuous hold on Portuguese Asia. Both hope that, through print, the royals and their 
councilors will heed their advice and act to remedy the problems plaguing the East Indies, at 
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times projecting their own agency and at times the royal court’s. And both come up against the 
impossibility of a consistent, seamless connectivity between Portuguese Asia and Madrid. The 
political struggle for cohesion translates into the textual and material: a series of ten-year 
histories produced in fits and starts; an account of the Portuguese conquest of Pegu transmitted in 
broken Spanish.  
Beyond the Flemish arch’s concern with breaks and links, the force of its message lies in 
the manifestation of political joining as process—a process undertaken and crafted by the 
monarchy’s producers of culture. The Flemish community of Lisbon displays the re-unification 
of the Netherlandish provinces in mid-motion, underscoring that, although the monarch activates 
the spectacle, his subjects are weaving and pulling strings. This metaphor of disconnections and 
connections in-the-making aptly applies to Pedro Craesbeeck’s press. The arch’s centerpiece 
conveys the changeability and manipulability of inter-territorial relationships on which the 
printer and his authors and editors of empire seized. Whether drawing publishing business away 
from Castile and Flanders to a novel hub in Lisbon, textually removing Castile from the Spanish 
imperial bureaucracy, or symbolically repairing Portuguese Asia’s broken ties with Castile, these 
agents of the book trade continuously made and remade the Iberian “union” in multiple 
configurations. Confronting the commercial and political landscapes before them, they took it 
upon themselves to newly construct the monarchy’s global space, wielding the printing press as a 




CONCLUSION. CHALLENGES AND FLEXIBILITIES OF IBERIAN 
GLOBALIZATION 
 In 1632, Pedro Craesbeeck printed the last book dealing with overseas worlds before his 
death: Discurso sobre os fidalgos, e soldados portugueses nao militarem em conquistas alheas 
desta Coroa (Discourse Against Portuguese Gentlemen and Soldiers Fighting in Conquests 
Foreign to this Crown).426 The book portends the Portuguese revolt for independence eight years 
later; its author, João Ribeiro, was among the uprising’s principal leaders. In his Discourse, 
Ribeiro addresses the “damages” (danos) that result from “the nobles of this Kingdom not going 
to India, and soldiers being diverted for Flanders” (não passarem à India, & se deuertirem 
soldados pera Frandes).427 He advocates for the maintenance of “independence” among the 
monarchy’s kingdoms, arguing that the monarch should let each territory attend to the battles in 
its own interest.428 In Ribeiro’s view, the Spanish wars in the Netherlands are to blame for the 
decay of the Portuguese empire in Asia. Let the Portuguese fight in Portuguese realms and the 
Castilians in Castile’s. Pedro Craesbeeck’s workshop gives a paradoxical material form to 
Ribeiro’s conviction. A Fleming in Portugal produces a book about the desire to keep the 
Portuguese out of Flanders.  
Ribeiro’s Discourse, the final text on empire set in type under Pedro Craesbeeck’s watch, 
is an apt springboard for final reflections. It reminds us that the possibilities that a global 
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monarchy afforded the enterprise of printing coexisted in tension with the governmental 
challenges such a vast and diverse system entailed. In the Iberian Monarchy, the introduction of 
Portuguese soldiers in Flanders engendered unrest, resistance, and an impulse toward territorial 
separation. At the same time, the introduction of a Flemish printer in Portugal engendered a hub 
of commercial activity that thrived on mixings and interactions between territories—the 
confluence of agents, materials, and texts from all over the globe. Separation and intersection, 
disconnection and connection, inseparably interplay in global politics and print. 
Balthazar Gracián reflections on “composing a universal empire” offer a frame to review 
these tensions. He identifies the Iberian Monarchy’s breadth and diversity of laws, languages, 
climates, and nations, as primordial threats to its preservation: 
There is also great difference between founding a singular and homogenous Kingdom 
within one Province and composing a universal Empire of diverse Provinces and Nations. 
In the former, the uniformity of laws, similarity of customs, single language, single 
climate, unify the kingdom within itself while separating it from foreigners…in the 
Monarchy of Spain, where provinces are so many, nations so different, languages varied, 
inclinations opposed, climates contrary, just as a great capacity is needed to maintain, so 
there is needed a great capacity to unite. 
Ay tambien grande distancia de fundar un Reyno especial, y homogeno dentro de una 
Provincia, al componer un Imperio universal de diversas Provincias y Naciones. Alli la 
uniformidad de leyes, semejança de costumbres, una lengua, un Clima, al passo que lo 
unen en si, lo separan de los estraños. Los mismos mares, los montes, y los rios le son a 
Francia termino connatural, y muralla para su conservacion. Pero en la Monarquia de 
España, donde las Provincias son muchas, las naciones diferentes, las lenguas varias, las 
inclinaciones opuestas, los climas encontrados, assi como es menester gran capacidad 
para conservar, assi mucha para unir.429 
 
The difficulties Gracián signals were highly palpable in November 1640, when the censors of the 
Kingdom of Aragon signed the licenses to approve Gracián’s words for print in Zaragoza. A 
recently sparked Catalan revolt and ongoing wars with the Dutch marked a watershed year of 
                                                




crisis for King Philip IV, which intensified shortly thereafter when the Portuguese revolted 
against the Crown.430 The work that the monarchs of Castile had invested in “composing a 
universal empire” from the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries was unraveling. The variegated 
geographic, linguistic, national, and legal terrain that contributed to this demise, however, 
offered the agents of the book trade during the Iberian Union of Crowns ripe conditions for 
creative exploitation. 
 First, consider geography—what Gracián references when mentioning “climates” and 
contrasting the Hispanic Monarchy’s far-flung and ranging topography with the “same seas, 
mountains, and rivers” (mismos mares, los montes, y los rios) that he considers helps other 
kingdoms, like France, cohere.431 The Iberian Monarchy’s lack of terrestrial contiguity similarly 
troubled the Portuguese humanist Manuel Severim de Faria in his Discursos varios politicos 
(1624), as we saw in chapter one. Faria deemed that the geographic breadth of the monarchy 
“naturally weaken[ed] its power” (naturalmente enfraquece sua potencia).432 Nonetheless, the 
study of Craesbeeck’s press has shown that the printer capitalized on the one geographic feature 
that, according to Faria, could “make the Empire of Spain a single body” (fica o Imperio de 
Hespanha feito hum sô corpo): its connectivity by sea.433 Pedro Craesbeeck astutely chose 
Lisbon to make books—a port city that welcomed maritime traffic from all over the globe. 
Craesbeeck’s seafaring line back to the harbor of Antwerp was likewise instrumental to his 
business’s success, since it materially differentiated his workshop from others on the peninsula. 
                                                
430 On the events of 1640, see Elliott, Imperial Spain, 341-360.  
 
431 Gracián, El político, 13-14.   
 
432 BNP, Faria, Discursos varios políticos, 1v-2r. 
 
433 BNP, Faria, Discursos varios políticos, 3r. 
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In this way, Pedro Craesbeeck worked the monarchy’s problematic geography to his advantage, 
finding a site that overcame the challenge of distance to the extent possible with the navigational 
technologies and conditions of the day.  
The problem of multiple languages—another challenge for governance Gracián 
identifies—expanded rather than limiting the possibilities of expressing Iberian empire at 
Craesbeeck’s press. The reciprocally intelligible nature of Spanish and Portuguese allowed for a 
variety of linguistic mixing’s and matching’s, with and without translation. All books printed in 
Spanish had Portuguese licenses, making them necessarily bilingual. Craesbeeck’s edition of the 
biography of Gregorio López even has a bilingual title page situating us simultaneously in “esta 
Nueva España” and “esta cidade de Lisboa,” as we saw in chapter four. One Roteiro charts the 
routes to Spanish America in Portuguese, while three authors write about Portuguese Asia in 
Spanish. Manuel de Abreu Mousinho, giving in to the increasing Castilianization of the 
Portuguese imperial administration, awkwardly and apologetically translates his account of Pegu 
into Spanish to bring Portuguese Asia more easily to the royal councilors at the court. In contrast, 
Diogo do Couto keeps his Decades of Asia entirely in Portuguese, finding different mechanisms 
to artificially join the Lusitanian East Indies to the Spanish Crown. The Jesuits’ Tupi catechism 
sent for publication from Brazil stands out in Craesbeeck’s corpus, a reminder that most of the 
languages of global Iberian empire were mutually impenetrable without translation. A 
consideration of printing in Mexico City, Lima, and Goa in this period would give us a very 
different linguistic dynamic than that found in Craesbeeck’s Lisbon. 
 Tied to language, the category of the “nation” that Gracián cites presents multiple 
tensions at Craesbeeck’s press, defying neat conclusions. The printer’s integration in the Flemish 
“nation” of Lisbon opened doors that his local Portuguese competitors did not enjoy. 
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Nonetheless, the same Flemish nationality that helped Craesbeeck thrive required inscrutable 
behavior before the authorities of church and state to anticipate and avoid equation with the 
Protestant Dutch. And at the same time, Craesbeeck’s Flemish materiality could mitigate 
distinctions between the “national” literatures of Portugal and Castile, giving the language of the 
two kingdoms’ poetic heroes a common material form, as we saw with the twenty-fourmo 
editions of Luís de Camões and Garcilaso de la Vega’s works in chapter three. Finally, the 
question of when to maintain distinctions between the Portuguese and Castilian “nations” and 
their overseas empires and when to connect and allow them to intermingle and permeate 
repeatedly surfaces in the story of Craesbeeck’s press. It was in the printer’s financial interest to 
bring the two Iberian powers together in as many forms as possible, and he did so with 
astounding success. Meanwhile, authors and editors of overseas worlds played loose with 
crisscrossing combinations, linking Spanish America to Portugal and Portuguese Asia to Castile.  
 A final challenge of the monarchy’s diversity that Gracián identifies—each kingdom and 
province’s distinct laws—occupies an essential place in the complex mechanics of global 
printing at Craesbeeck’s press. The temporal impediments of Castile’s censorial bureaucracy 
impelled some authors to seek swifter channels in Lisbon, while others used Portugal to evade 
the watch of the Royal Council of the Indies in Madrid. In addition to authors’ and publishers’ 
horizontal navigations between censorship regimes, Craesbeeck and Couto navigated the vertical 
possibilities of the royal privilege system. Both men, working from the bottom-up, fomented 
royal branding in print across Iberian worlds where Philip II, III, and IV neglected to do so from 
above. Nonetheless, these titles were contingent on royal approval, which required the religious 
and political orthodoxy that, we have seen, were critical to success in the Iberian book trade. 
Such horizontal and vertical movements within the structures and strictures of the law, operating 
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in multiple directions, prove the inadequacy of enduring characterizations of the printing press as 
a top-down tool of the Habsburg State.  
Due to the Iberian Monarchy’s prior censorship requirements, every printed book was 
both an object for sale and a product processed through channels of Inquisition, Church and 
State. This particular status of the printed artifact as an institutionally processed commodity led 
the monarchy’s subjects to perceive printing not only as a means of reaching a wide audience 
through the mechanical reproduction and sale of their texts, but also as a potential point of entry 
into the monarchy’s decision-making bodies. The authors and publishers of books about empire, 
from Manoel Pereira to Inca Garcilaso de la Vega, Pedro Bejarano, Diogo do Couto, and Manuel 
de Abreu Mousinho, regarded printed books, in this way, as vehicles for rearranging the global 
monarchy’s political dynamics. Their publishing projects manifest a hope that printing might 
allow them to effect some form of political change, even in the face of repeated bureaucratic 
disappointments. 
 Perhaps the most powerful testament to this perception of the potential political power of 
the press among subjects of the global Iberian Monarchy comes not from Pedro Craesbeeck’s 
typographical corpus, but a manuscript produced in Andean Peru. At the very same time that 
Pedro Craesbeeck was in business in Lisbon, Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala, an indigenous 
noble in the Lucanas province of Peru, was composing a one-of-a-kind manuscript that he hoped, 
by all appearances, to print. In his El primer nueva corónica i buen gobierno (The First New 
Chronicle and Good Government, 1613-1615), a history of the pre- and post-conquest Andes that 
bitingly critiques the viceroyal administration, Guaman Poma de Ayala incorporates by hand 
several bureaucratic conventions of Iberian printed books. At the bottom of the manuscript’s title 
page, Ayala takes note of the number of sheets in the book (fig. 46). This detail imitates the 
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convention of enumerating pliegos in the price-fixing, or tasa, that Philip II ordered placed at the 
beginning of each imprint in 1558.434 Ayala further attempts to facilitate his manuscript’s 
eventual printing by explaining, on the verso side of the title page, the many ways in which his 
work is “useful and beneficial” (util y prouechoso).435 These terms evoke the language of the 
censorship licenses that would have immediately followed the title page had his manuscript been 
printed in Castile.436 In other words, Guaman Poma self-censors, guiding imagined licensers in 
Castile in their evaluation of the text for publication. The very wording of the book’s title—
“buen gobierno”—mirrors a phrase consistently used in censorship licenses, which assessed 
books’ utility for “good governance.”437 Guaman Poma’s appropriation of the institutional 
markers of printed books’ preliminaries unequivocally shows that those reading and writing in 
the farthest reaches the global monarchy paid notice to preliminaries as material loci of 
monarchical power and attempted to intervene therein.438 He regarded the printing press as a 
                                                
434 DKB, Guaman Poma de Ayala, El primer nueva corónica, 0. 
 
435 DKB, Guaman Poma de Ayala, El primer nueva corónica, 1. 
 
436 Bouza, “Dásele licencia y privilegio,” 32, notes that the censors of the Royal Council of 
Castile evaluated books according whether they “demonstrated the common utility that would 
result if [the license] was granted” (demostrar la utilidad común que redundaría si se concediese 
lo que suplicaban). Some examples of this very common licensing language (deeming a book 
“útil” and “provechoso”) can be found in: BNP, Igreja Católica. Rituale romanum,*2r; BNP, 
Nájera, Navegación especulativa, *2r-*2v; BNE, Bejarano, Resolucion breue, *1v; HSA, Losa, 
La vida, *6r.  
 
437 Bouza, “Dásele licencia y privilegio,” tracks censors’ concern with “good governance” across 
early modern Castilian licenses. 
 
438 Guaman Poma was far from the only writer to pay notice to printed books’ preliminary 
trappings. Also in Craesbeeck’s day, Miguel de Cervantes and Francisco de Quevedo parodied 
royal licenses in their respective literary bestsellers, Don Quixote and the picaresque novel El 




form of penetrating and manipulating the monarchy’s institutional workings, of countering its 
corruption—despite and, in fact, because of the prior censorship texts underwent before printing.  
 
 
Figure 46. Title page of Felipe Guaman Poma de Ayala’s El primer nueva corónica y buen 
gobierno (1615/1616). At the very bottom of the page (under “El Reino de las Indias”), Guaman 
Poma gives an accounting of the number of sheets in the manuscript just as a tasa would have in 
a printed book: “quinientas y nobe[n]ta y [siete] oxas - 597 foja / ciento y quare[nt]a y ssays 
pliegos – 1462.” All the images of the manuscript included here are taken from the digital 
facsimile available on the website of the Royal Library of Denmark (DKB, Guaman Poma de 




 Guaman Poma de Ayala’s manuscript confirms the thesis that the Iberian Monarchy’s 
subjects saw and desired to wield the printing press as a means of altering a global system from 
within. From Ayala’s Andes to Diogo do Couto’s Goa to Pedro Bejarano’s Isla Margarita to 
Manuel de Abreu Mousinho’s Madrid and Inca Garcilaso de la Vega’s Córdoba, the labor of 
writing-for-print presented the promise of reform, reconfiguration, or reorganization. These 
authors held to that promise despite repeatedly confronting the impotency of their efforts. Only 
Craesbeeck, an entrepreneur accepting the monarchy’s injustices and limitations for his own 
financial gain, comes out a winner; Garcilaso and Couto suffered disillusion and disappointment 
with a profoundly unjust system until their final days. Nonetheless, print’s liminal position 
between private enterprise and institutionally imbricated technology somehow conveyed the 
possibility of participating in the monarchy’s composition. The printing press, to the agents of 
the Iberian book trade, seemed a tool through which the polity might become malleable and 
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Jesus nas partes da India Oriental, & no Brasil, Angola, Cabo Verde, Guine, nos annos 
de seiscentos & dous & seiscentos & tres. Em Lisboa: per Jorge Rodrigues impressor de 
livros, 1605. Impressos Reservados, Res. 445 P. 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annal [sic] das cousas que fezeram os padres da Companhia de  
Iesus nas partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno no 
anno de 606. & 607. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1609. Impressos Reservados, Res. 
447 P. 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annal [sic] das cousas que fizeram os padres da Companhia de  
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Jesus, nas partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno nos 
annos de 607. & 608. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1611. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 448 P. 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annual das cousas que fizeram os padres da Companhia de Jesu nas  
partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno nos annos de 
604. & 605. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1607. Impressos Reservados, 
Res. 446 P. http://purl.pt/26740  
Guerreiro, Fernão, Relaçam annual das cousas que fizeram os padres da Companhia de Jesus na  
India, & Iapão nos annos de 600 & 601. Em Euora: por Manoel de Lyra, 1603. 
Impressos Reservados, Res. 444 P. 
Henrique, Cardeal Rei. Meditações, e Homilias sobre alguns mysterios da vida de nosso  
Redemptor, & sobre algu[n]s lugares do sancto Euangelho, que fez o Serenissimo & 
Reuerendissimo Cardeal Iffante Dom Anrique, &c. por sua particular deuação. Impresso 
em Lisboa: na officina de Antonio Ribeyro, Anno 1574. Impressos Reservados, Res. 
1021 P. http://purl.pt/23033 
Igreja Católica. Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae: et aliquot SS. Hispanorum juxta  
rubricas Breviarij Romani Clementis VIII. Pont. Max. auctoritate recogniti ordinata. 
Ulyssipone: apud Petrum Crasbeeck; expensis Georgij Artur, 1605. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 4723//1 P.  
Igreja Católica. Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae. Ulyssipone: ex officina Petri  
Crasbeeck; expensis Georgii Artur, 1614. Fundo Geral Monografias, R. 15462//1 P.  
Igreja Católica. Officia sanctorum Ecclesiae Olysiponensis ac totius fere Hispaniae propria.  
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Olysipone: excudebat Antonius Riberius, 1590. Impressos Reservados, Res. 2735 P. 
http://purl.pt/23193 
Igreja Católica. Rituale romanum. Pauli V. Pont. Max. Jussu editum. Ulyssipone: ex Officina  
Petri Cresbeeck, 1617. Impressos Reservados, R.7771P.   
Inquisição (Portugal). Regimento do Santo Officio da Inquisiçam dos Reynos de Portugal.  
Impresso na Inquisição de Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1613. Impressos Reservados, 
Res. 238 A.  
Instrumentos e escrituras dos autos seguintes. Auto do levantamento & iuramento d`el Rey nosso  
Senhor, que vai a fol. 1. Auto das Cortes de Tomar, a fol. 9. Auto do iuramento do 
principe Dom Diogo nosso Senhor, a fol. 12. Auto de iuramento do principe Dom Philipe 
nosso Senhor, a fol. 17. [Lisboa: Antonio Ribeiro], 1584. Impressos Reservados, Res. 
64//4 A. http://purl.pt/14573 
Jesus Maria, João de. Escuela de oracion, contemplacion, mortificacion de las passiones, y otras  
materias principales de la Doctrina Espiritual. En Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck; vendese 
na rua Nova em casa de Manoel Pereira, 1616. Fundo geral de monografias, R. 10184 P. 
Leão, Duarte Nunes de. Duardi Nonij Leonis iurisconsulti Lusitani Censurae in libellum de  
regum Portugaliae origine qui fratris Iosephi Teixerae nomine circumfertur; Item De 
vera regum Portugaliae genealogia liber. Olisipone: ex officina Antonij Riparij, 1585. 
Faculdade de Letras da Universidade de Lisboa, ULFL Res. 265. http://purl.pt/14307 
Leão, Duarte Nunes. Genealogia verdadera de los reyes de portugal: con sus elogios y  
summario desus [sic] vidas. En Lisbona: En la officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1608. 
Impressos Reservados, Res. 4167 V. http://purl.pt/14278  
Leão, Duarte Nunes de. Genealogia verdadera de los Reyes de Portugal, con sus elogios y  
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summario de sus vidas. En Lisbona: En la officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1608. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 4981 P.  
Lobo, Francisco Rodrigues. A primavera de Francisco Rodrigvez Lobo; de nouo emendada, &  
acrecentada nesta terceira impressam pello mesmo autor. Em Lisboa: por Antonio 
Aluarez; a custa de Domingos Martines, Mercador de liuros, 1619. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 2469 P. 
Lobo, Francisco Rodrigues. As eclogas. Impresso com licença em Lxa. por Pedro Crasbeeck com  
privilegio aº 1605. Impressos Reservados, Res 4339 P. http://purl.pt/17466 
Lucena, João de. Historia da vida do padre Francisco de Xavier e do que fizerão na India os  
mais religiosos da Companhia de Iesu. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeek, 1600. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 2258 V. http://purl.pt/14775. 
Matos, Gabriel de. Relaçam da perseguiçam que teue a christandade de Japam desde Mayo de  
1612 até Novembro de 1614. Em Lisboa: na Officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1616.  
Impressos Reservados, Res. 238 P.  
Mendonça, Francisco de. Sermão que o Padre Francisco de Mendoça Reytor do Collegio da  
Companhia de Jesu de Coimbra, prègou no Acto da Fee, que se celebrou na mesma 
cidade domingo 25 dias do mes de Novembro do anno 1618. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck; vendece em sua casa a S. Maria Magdalena, 1619. Impressos Reservados, 
Res. 3024//20 P. 
Molina, Luis de, S.J. Concordia liberi arbitrij cum gratiae donis diuina praescentia, prouidentia,  
praedestinatione, et reprobatione, ad nonnullos primae partis D. Thomae articulos. 
Olyssipone: apud Antonium Riberium typographum regium; a costa de Domingos 
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Martinez, mercador de libros, 1588. Impressos Reservados, Res. 2849//1v. 
http://purl.pt/14853 
Molina, Luis de, S.J. Concordia liberi arbitrij cum gratiae donis diuina praescientia,  
prouidentia, praedestinatione et reprobatione ad nonnullos primae partis D. Thomae 
articulos. Olyssipone: apud Antonium Riberium; expensis Ioänis Hispani et Michaelis de 
Arenas, 1588. Impressos Reservados, Res. 1457//1 V. http://purl.pt/15161 
Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu. Breve discurso en que se cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu,  
en la India de Oriente, hecha por los portugueses dende el año de mil y seyscientos, 
hasta el de 603. siendo capitan Salvador Ribero de Soza, natural de Guimarae[n]s, a 
quien los naturales de Pegu eligieron por su Rey. En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 
1617. Impressos Reservados, Res. 232 P.  
Nájera, Antonio de. Discursos astrologicos sobre o cometa que apareceo em 25 de Novembro de  
618. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck; vendese em sua casa a S. Maria Magdalena, 
1619. Impressos Reservados, Res. 4980 P.  
Nájera, Antonio de. Navegacion especulativa, y pratica, reformadas sus reglas, y tablas por las  
observaciones de Ticho Brahe, con emienda de algunos yerros essenciales. Todo 
provado con nuevas supposiciones Mathematicas, y demonstraciones Geometricas. En 
Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 1628. Impressos Reservados, Res. 2638 V. 
Noronha, António de Matos de, ed. Index librorum prohibitorum cum regulis confectis per  
patres à Tridentino Synodo. Olisipone: apud Petrum Craesbeeck; expensis Christophori 
Ortegae bibliopolae, 1597. Impressos Reservados, Res. 1414//5 P. http://purl.pt/23050/2/  
Ordem dos Pregadores. Acta Capituli Generalis Bononiae: in Conventu Sancti Dominici Ordinis  
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Praedicatorum celebrati. Ulyssipone: ex Officina Petri Crasbeeck, 1616. Res. Impressos 
Reservados, 3700//15 P. 
Ordem dos Pregadores. Acta Capituli Generalis Parisiis in conventu S. Jacobi Ordinis  
Praedicatorum celebrati. Ulyssipone: apud Petrum Crasbeeck, 1612. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 3700//13 P. 
Ordem dos Pregadores. Acta Capituli Generalis Vallisoleti: in Conventu sancti Pauli ordinis  
Praedicatorum celebrati. Ulyssipone: apud Petrum Crasbeeck, 1605. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 3700//10 P. 
Payua d'Andrade, Diogo de. Sermões do Doutor Diogo de Payua d'Andrade. Primeira parte. Em  
Lisboa por Pedro Crasebeeck, 1603. Impressos Reservados, Res. 4630 P. 
http://purl.pt/21938/3/  
Pimenta, Nicolau. Cartas que o Padre Nicolao Pimenta da Companhia de Jesu Visitador nas  
partes do Oriente da mesma companhia, escreveo ao Géral della à 26. de Novembro do 
ano de 1599. & ao 1. de Dezembro de 600. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 
1602. Impressos Reservados, Res. 236 P. 
Pinto, Fernão Mendes. Peregrinaçam de Fernam Mendez Pinto em que da conta de muytas e  
muyto estranhas cousas que vio & ouvio no reyno da China, no da Tartaria , no do 
Sornau, que vulgarmente se chama Sião, no do Calaminhan, no de Pegù, no de 
Martavão, & em outros muytos reynos & senhorios das partes Orientais, de que nestas 
nossas do Occidente ha muyto pouca ou nenhuma noticia. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Crasbeeck; a custa de Belchior de Faria Cavaleyro da casa del Rey nosso Senhor, & seu 
Livreyro, 1614. Impressos reservados, Res. 4409 v. http://purl.pt/82 
Pontanus, Jacobus. Jacobi Pontani de Societate Jesu. Progymnasmatum latinitatis, sive  
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dialogorum selectorum. Libri duo. Ulyssipone: typis Petri Craesbeeck; expensis Georgii 
Artur, 1620. Fundo Geral Monografias, L. 275 P.  
Portugal (Leis, decretos, etc.). Patente das merces, graças e priuilegios de que el rei Dom  
Philippe nosso senhor fez merce a estes seus Regnos e a diante vai outra Patente das 
respostas das Cortes de Tomar. Em Lisboa: per Antonio Ribeiro, 1583. Impressos 
Reservados, Res. 64//3 A. http://purl.pt/14680 
Portugal (Leis, decretos, etc.). Reformaçam da Justiça. Em Lisboa: aa custa de Luis Marteel  
Livreiro delRey Nosso Senhor; per Antonio Ribeiro Impressor do mesmo Sõr, 1583. 
Impressos Reservados, Res 1518 4v. http://purl.pt/14845 
Portugal (Leis, decretos, etc.). Regimento da Casa da Suplicaçam e da Relaçam do Porto. E o  
Perdão geeral, com outras Leys & Prouisões. Em Lisboa: aa custa de Luis Marteel 
Livreiro del Rey Nosso Senhor; per Antonio Ribeiro Impressor do mesmo Señor, 1583. 
Impressos Reservados, Res. 1518//1-2 V. http://purl.pt/14860 
Portugal (Leis, decretos, etc.). Regimento dos capitães móres & mais capitães & officiaes das  
companhias da gente de pé & de cauallo & da ordem que terão em se exercitarem.  
[Lisboa?]: por Pedro Crasbeeck; vendemse em casa de Iorge Valente, liureiro del Rey 
nosso senhor, 1598. Impressos reservados, Res. 1972//9 V. http://purl.pt/15176 
Rebelo, Amador, ed. Alguns capitulos tirados das cartas que vieram este anno de 1588, dos  
Padres da Companhia de Iesu que andam das partes da India, China, Iapão & Reino de 
Angola...collegidos por o padre Amador Rebello da mesma Companhia. Em Lisboa: per 
Antonio Ribeyro, 1588. Impressos Reservados, Res. 234 P. 
Reimão, Gaspar Ferreira, Diogo Afonso and Vicente Rodrigues. Roteiro da navegaçam e  
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carreira da India, com seus caminhos, & derrotas, sinaes, & aguageis, & differenças da 
agullha. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1612. Impressos reservados, Res. 453 P. 
http://purl.pt/26207 
Ribeiro, João Pinto. Discurso sobre os fidalgos, e soldados portugueses nao militarem em  
conquistas alheas desta Coroa. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeck, 1632. Impressos  
Reservados, Res. 93//1 V. http://purl.pt/16431 
Rogier, Philippe and Géry de Ghersem. Missae sex. Matriti: Ex typographia Regia, apud Joanne  
Flandrum, 1598. Música, C.I.C. 2R. 
Sousa, António Caetano de. Nobiliario ou Titulos de Varias Famílias de Portugal. Manuscritos  
 Reservados, Cod. 989 
Sousa, António de. Aphorismi inqvisitorvm in qvatvor libros distribvti. Cum vera historia de  
origine S. Inquisitiones Lusitanae, & quaestione de testibus singularibus in causis fidei. 
[Lisboa]: apud Petrum Craesbeeck, 1630. Impressos Reservados, Res. 5258 P. 
Sousa, António. Relectio de censuris Bullae Coenae. Ulyssipone: typis Petri Crasbeeck, 1615  
(em Lisboa no Convento de Saö Domingos aos 20. dias de Julho, anno 1615). Fundo 
Geral Monografias, R. 3498 P. 
Vega, Diego de la. Parayso de la gloria de los santos: Donde se trata de sus prerogativas y  
excellencias. En Lisbona: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck; a costa de Domingos Martines, 
mercader de libros, 1603 (em casa de Jorge Rodriguez, aos oito dias de Septembro... de 
1603). Fundo Geral Monografias, R. 6165 A. 
Vega, Diego de la. Parayso de la gloria de los santos: Donde se trata de sus prerogativas y  
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excellencias. En Lisbona: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck; a costa de Jorge Artur, 
mercader de libros, 1603 (em casa de Jorge Rodriguez, aos oito dias de Septembro... de 
1603). Fundo Geral Monografias, R. 6165 A. 
Vega, Lope de. Rimas de Lope de Vega Carpio. En Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck; a  
custa de Domingos Fernandez, mercador de liuros, vendemse em sua casa, & na capella 
del Rey, 1605. Impressos Reservados, Res. 6638 P. http://purl.pt/14216  
Vega, Lope de. Rimas sacras: primera parte. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck y a su costa,  
1616. Fundo Geral Monografias, L. 3883 P. http://purl.pt/14018  
Vega, Lope de. Seis comedias de Lope de Vega Carpio, y de otros autores. En Lisboa: Impresso  
por Pedro Crasbeeck, Anno MDCIII: Con privilegio de 10 años; A costa de Francisco 
Lopez. Fundo Geral Monografias, L. 5550 P. http://purl.pt/21899 
Villegas, Alonso de. Flos sanctorum e historia geral da vida e feitos de Jesu Christo Deos Nosso  
Senhor... & de todos os mais sanctos de que reza & faz festa a Igreja Catholica, 
conforme ao Breviario Romano, reformado. Em Lisboa: impresso em casa de Pedro 
Crasbeeck; a custa de Jorge Artur, 1605. Impressos Reservados, Res. 3113 V. 
Vitelleschi, Muzio. Traducion del compendio italiano de la vida del Santo Francisco Xavier,   
hecha por Don Fernando Alvia de Castro. En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 1630. 
Fundo Geral Monografias, HG 3552 P. http://purl.pt/22309 
 
BSU (Biblioteca de la Universidad de Sevilla, Seville) 
Covarrubias Horozco, Sebastián de. Tesoro de la lengua castellana o española. En Madrid: por  





DKB Det Kongelige Bibliotek (Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Guaman Poma de Ayala, Felipe. El primer nueva corónica y buen gobierno (1615/1616). GKS  
2232 4°. http://www.kb.dk/permalink/2006/poma/info/es/frontpage.htm 
 
HL (Houghton Library, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachussets) 
Bejarano, Pedro. Al capitan Pedro Suarez, coronel, salud y eterna prosperidad. [Lisboa, 1600].  
SA 1821.3* 
Lavanha, João Baptista. Viagem da Catholica Real Magestade del Rey D. Filipe II. N.S. ao  
Reyno de Portvgal e rellação do solene recebimento que nelle se Ihe fez. S. Magestade a 
mandou escreuer. Madrid, Por T. Iunti impressor del Rei N.S., 1622. Fine Arts, MicColl 
Microfiche 55 no. 1428. 
Sotomaior, Luís de. Cantici canticorvm Salomonis interpretatio. Vlyssippone: Apvd Petrvm  
Crasbeeck, 1599 [i.e. 1601]. PC5.So785.601c. 
 
HSA (Hispanic Society of America, New York)  
Lobo, Francisco Rodrigues. La jornada que la Magestad Catholica del Rey Don Phelippe III de  
las Hespañas hizo a su Reyno de Portugal; y el triumpho, y pompa con que le recibió la 
insigne ciudad de Lisboa el año de 1619. Em Lisboa: Por Pedro Crasbeeck Impressor del 
Rey, 1623. 
Losa, Francisco. La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez, en algunos lugares de esta  




JCBL (John Carter Brown Library, Providence, Rhode Island) 
Portugal (Laws). Ordenaçoẽs, e leis do reino de Portugal: recopiladas per mandado do muito  
alto catholico & poderoso rei Dom Philippe o Pri.°. Impressas em Lisboa: no Mostr.° de S. 
Vicente Camara Real de s Magde da Ordem dos Conegos regulares por Pedro Craesbeeck, 
Anno 1603. 2-SIZE CB .P853 1603 1. https://archive.org/details/ordenaoseleisdor00port 
Garcilaso de la Vega, Inca. Primera parte de los commentarios reales,: que tratan del origen de  
los Yncas, reyes que fueron del Peru, de su idolatria, leyes, y gouierno en paz y en guerra: 
de sus vidas y conquistas, y de todo lo que fue aquel imperio y su republica, antes que los 
españoles passaran a el. En Lisboa: En la officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1609. 1-SIZE 
B609 .V422p. https://archive.org/details/primerapartedelo00vega 
Garcilaso de la Vega, Inca. La Florida del Ynca. Historia del adelantado Hernando de Soto,  
 gouernador y capitan general del reyno de la Florida, y de otros heroicos caualleros 
 españoles è indios. En Lisbona: Impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1605. B605 .V422f.   
https://archive.org/details/lafloridadelynca00vega  
Vasconcelos, Luís Mendes de. Do Sitio de Lisboa. Lisbon: Luis Estupiñan, 1608. C608 .V331d.   
https://archive.org/ details/dositiodelisboa00vasc  
 
KC (Kislak Center for Special Collections, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania) 
Vega, Lope de. Segunda parte de las comedias de Lope de Vega Carpio. En Lisboa: Por Pedro  
 Crasbeeck; Vendese en casa de Manoel Pereira librero, 1612. SC6 V5223 Pte 2 1612 
 
LPL (Lyon Public Library) 
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Herrera y Tordesillas, Antonio de. Historia general de los hechos de los castellanos en las islas i  




MPM (Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp) 
“Copie de lettres de Plantin-Moretus I, 1597-1617.” Arch. n. 13. 
“Copie de Lettres de Meursius 1621-1625.” Arch. n. 140.  
“Copie de Lettres 1607-1615.” Arch. n. 135. 
“Copie de Lettres 1625-1635.” Arch. n. 142. 
“Ouvriers 1590-1610.” Arch. n. 786. 
“Recueils de lettres.” Arch. n. 76.  
 
NYPL (New York Public Library, New York) 
Corrêa, João de Medeiros. Relaçam verdadeira de tvdo o svccedido na restauraçaõ da Bahia de  
todos os sanctos desde o dia, em que partirão as armadas desua Magestade, té o em que 
em a dita cidade foraõ aruorados seus estandartes com grande gloria de Deo, exaltaçaõ 
do rey, & reyno, nome de seus vassallos, que nesta empresa se acharaõ, anihilaçaõ, & 
perda dos rebeldes olandezes ali domados. Em Lisboa: Por Pedro Craesbeeck Impressor 
del Rey; Vendese na rua noua na tenda de Paulos Crasbeeck, 1625. Stephen A. 
Schwarzman Building, Rare Book Collection, *KB 1625 (Medeiros Correia, J. de. 
Relacam verdadeira de tvdo o svccedido na restauracao da Bahia). 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada setima da Asia dos feitos qve os Portvgveses fizeraõ no descobrimento  
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dos mares, & conquista das terras do Oriente: em quanto gouernaraõ a India dom Pedro 
Mascarenhas, Francisco Barreto, dom Constantino, o conde do Redondo dom Francisco 
Coutinho & Ioaõ de Mendoça. Em Lisboa: Por Pedro Craesbeeck, Anno 1616. Stephen 
A. Schwarzman Building, Rare Book Collection, *KB+ 1616 (Couto, D. do. Decada 
setima da Asia). 
Couto, Diogo do. [Decada sexta da Asia]. [Lisboa? P. Craesbeeck? 1614?]. Stephen A.  
Schwarzman Building, Rare Book Collection, *KB+ 1614 (Couto, D. do. Decada sexta 
da Asia). 
Losa, Francisco de. La vida, Qve Hizo El Siervo De Dios Gregorio Lopez, En algunos lugares de  
esta, Nueua España, Y principalmente en el Pueblo de Sancta Fee, dos leguas de la Ciudad 
de Mexico, donde fue su dichoso transito. En Mexico, en la Emprenta de Iuan Ruyz, Año 
de 1613. Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Rare Book Collection, *KE 1613 (Losa, F. 
Vida, Qve Hizo El Siervo De Dios Gregorio Lopez). 
Losa, Francisco de. La Vida Qve Hizo El Sieervo [sic] De Dios Gregorio Lopez, En Algunos  
Lugares de la Nueva España. Impresso en Seuilla: Por Gabriel Ramos Vejarano, Año 
1618. Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, Rare Book Collection, *KB 1618 (Losa, F. Vida 
Qve Hizo El Sieervo [sic] De Dios Gregorio Lopez).   
 
OSU (Ohio State University) 
Vega, Garcilaso de la. Obras de Garci Lasso de la Vega, Principe de los Poetas Castellanos.  
Cuidadosamente revistas en esta ultima edicion por el doctor Luis Brizeño de Cordova 
residente en Madrid. Lisboa, Por P. Crasbeeck, impresor del rey, N.S., 1626. Facsimile of 
the first edition, printed in facsimile from the copy in the library of Archer M. 
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TFL (Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto) 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada quarta da Asia, dos feitos que os portugueses fizeram na conquista e  
descobrimento das terras, & mares do Oriente: em quanto governaraõ a India Lopo Vaz 
de Sam Payo, & parte do tempo de Nuno da Cunha. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro 
Crasbeeck, no Collegio de Santo Agostinho, 1602. https://archive.org/details/ 
decadaquartadaas00cout  
 
UCM (Universidad Complutense de Madrid) 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada quinta da Asia, dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no  
descobrimento dos mares, & conquista das terras do Oriente: em quanto gouernaraõ a 
India Nuno da Cunha, dom Garcia de Noronha, dom Esteuaõ da Gama, & Martim 
Afonso de Sousa. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1612. Biblioteca Histórica-
Francsico Guerra, BH FG 2945. https://books.google.com/books/ 
ucm?vid=UCM5324332377&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada sexta da Asia, dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no descobrimento  
dos mares, & conquistas das terras do Oriente: em quanto governaraõ a India Dom Joaõ 
de Castro, Gracia [sic] de Sá, Jorge Cabral, Dom Affonço de Noronha. Em Lisboa: 




Couto, Diogo do. Decada setima da Asia, dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no  
descobrimento dos mares, & conquista das terras do Oriente: em quanto governaraõ a 
India Dom Pedro Mascarenhas, Francisco Barreto, Dom Constantino, o Conde do 
Redondo Dom Francisco Coutinho, & Joaõ de Mendoça. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck; veudese [sic] na Rua Nova em casa de Mateus de Matos, 1616. Biblioteca 
Histórica- Francisco Guerra, BH FG 2946. https://books.google.com/books/ucm?vid= 
UCM5324332386&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false 
Losa, Francisco. La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez, en algunos lugares de esta  
Nueua España. Mexico City: Juan Ruiz, 1613. Biblioteca Histórica-Francisco Guerra, 
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APPENDIX 1. BOOKS PRINTED BY PEDRO CRAESBEECK TREATING NON-
EUROPEAN WORLDS 
 
Titles listed by region and year. All bibliographical information taken from the entries of the 
online catalogue of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (Lisbon) except for works not housed 
there. In those cases, the bibliographical information is taken from the library indicated where 
the title can be found. 
 
America (10) 
Bejarano, Pedro. Resolucion breue cerca de las monedas, que corren, en la Isla Margarita. Em  
Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeek, 1600. Biblioteca Nacional de España (Madrid). [6], 16 h.; 
4º. 
Bejarano, Pedro. Al capitan Pedro Suarez, coronel, salud y eterna prosperidad. [Lisbon: 1600]. 
 Houghton Library-Harvard University (Cambridge, Massachussets). pp. (4), 16.  
Barco Centenera, Martín del. Argentina y conquista del Rio de la Plata, con otros acaecimientos  
de los Reynos del Peru, Tucuman, y estado del Brasil. En Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 
1602. [4], 230 f. ; 4º (19 cm).  
Garcilaso de la Vega, o Inca. La Florida del Ynca: historia del adelantado Hernando de Soto,  
governador y capitan general del Reyno de la Florida, y de otros heroicos cavalleros 
españoles è Indios. En Lisbona: Impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1605. [9, 1 br.], 351, [6] 
f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Figueiredo, Manuel de. Roteiro e navegação das Indias Occidentais Ilhas, Antilhas do Mar  
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Oceano Occidental, com suas derrotas, sondas, fundos, & conhecenças, novamente 
ordenado segundo os pilotos antigos, modernos. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1609. 
[2], 42 f. ; 4º (20 cm). 
Garcilaso de la Vega, o Inca. Primera parte de los Commentarios reales que tratan del origen de  
los yncas, reyes que fueron del Peru, de su idolatria, leyes y govierno en paz y en guerra 
e sus vidas y conquistas, y de todo lo que fue aquel Imperio y su República, antes que los 
Españoles les passaran a el. En Lisboa: en la officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1609. [10], 
264 f. ; 4º (26 cm). 
Losa, Francisco. La vida que hizo el siervo de Dios Gregorio Lopez en algunos Lugares de esta  
Nueva España. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1615. [8], 107, [1] f. ; 8º (15 cm).  
Oliveira, António Gomes de. Idylios maritimos y rimas varias: Primera parte: de Antonio  
Gomez d'Oliveyra, natural da Villa de Torres novas. A Duarte d'Albuquerque Coelho, 
Capitaõ, & Governador perpetuo de Parnambuco, no Estado do Brasil. Em Lisboa: na 
officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1617. [8], 116 f. ; 8º  (14 cm).  
Araújo, António de. Catecismo. Na lingoa brasilica, no qual se contem a summa da doctrina  
christã. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1618. [16], 179, [2] f. ; 8º (14 cm) 
Corrêa, João de Medeiros. Relaçam verdadeira de tvdo o svccedido na restauraçaõ da Bahia de  
todos os sanctos desde o dia, em que partirão as armadas desua Magestade, té o em que 
em a dita cidade foraõ aruorados seus estandartes com grande gloria de Deo, exaltaçaõ 
do rey, & reyno, nome de seus vassallos, que nesta empresa se acharaõ, anihilaçaõ, & 
perda dos rebeldes olandezes ali domados. Lisboa: Por Pedro Craesbeeck; Vendese na 




North Africa & the Azores (7) 
Mendonça, Jerónimo de. Jornada de Africa, em a qual se responde à Jeronymo Franqui, &  
outros, & se trata do successo da batalha, cativeiro, & dos que nelle padecerão por não 
serem Mouros, com outras cousas dignas de notar. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro 
Crasbeeck; a custa de Jorge Artur, mercador de livros, 1607. [6], 188 f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Memoria dos captivos de Argel resgatados por mandado del Rey nosso senhor dom Felipe  
Segundo de Portugal, pellos padres redemptores frey Andre de Albuquerque & frey 
Antonio da Cruz, religiosos da Ordem da Santissima Trindade de Redempção de 
Captivos. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1620. 1 f. ; 42 cm.  
Contreras, Sancho de. Testimonio en relacion de las informaciones, que por letras de comission  
del Illustrissimo, y Reuerendissimo señor don Inocencio Maximo, Obispo de Bertinor ... 
ha hecho el Licenciado don Sancho de Contreras ... acerca de las virtudes, santidad, 
prision y dilatado martirio de los sieruos de Dios Padres Maestro Fray Bernardo de 
Monroy, Presentado Fray Iuan del Aguila y Fray Iuan de Palacios de la orden de la 
Santisima Trinidad, Redemprores [sic] de captiuos de Argel. En Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck, 1624. [16] p. ; 4º. 
Coutinho, Gonçalo. Discurso da jornada de D. Gonçalo Coutinho à villa de Mazagam, e seu  
governo nella. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck impressor del Rey, 1629. [4], 174 f. ; 4º 
(19 cm).  
Pais, Baltasar. Ave Maria. Sumaria relacão [sic], da vida, e morte do grande servo de Deos, e  
Reverendissimo Padre Mestre Frey Simão de Roxas... Com o sermão, que das suas 
excellentes virtudes prégou o muito Reverendo Padre Doctor Frey Balthazar Paez... e 
das vidas dos bemaventurados Padres Frey Bernardo de Monroy..., Presentado Frey 
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Joaõ del Aguila, & Frey Joaõ de Pallacios Redemptores de Captivos, que padeceraõ em 
Argel, recopilada de relaçoens impressas, & verdadeiras. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck Impressor delRey, 1625. [2], 64 f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Fernandes Franco, Antonio. Relaçam do caso que aconteceo na Ilha de S. Miguel em segunda  
feira 2 de setembro de 1630. Lisboa: Pedro Craesbeeck, 1630. Hispanic Society of 
America, New York City. 
Vaz Coutinho, Gonçalo. Historia do svccesso qve na ilha de S. Migvel ovve com armada ingresa  
qve sobre a ditta ilha foy, sendo gouernador della Gonçalo Vaz Coutinho. Lisboa: Por 
Pedro Craesbeeck, 1630. New York Public Library (New York):  4 p. l., 94 p., 1 l. 19 cm. 
(4to.). 
 
Sub-Saharan Africa, India, and East Asia (29) 
I have grouped these regions under one category because they fall along the “India Run” 
(Carreira da Índia), that is, the route that Portuguese vessels took from Portugal to Asia. As 
such, many works concern multiple places along that route.  
 
Lucena, João de. Historia da vida do padre Francisco de Xavier e do que fizerão na India os  
mais religiosos da Companhia de Iesu. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeek, 1600. [8], 908 
[i.é 912], [36] p. : il. ; 2º (30 cm). 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada quarta da Asia, dos feitos que os portugueses fizeram na conquista e  
descobrimento das terras, & mares do Oriente: em quanto governaraõ a India Lopo Vaz 
de Sam Payo, & parte do tempo de Nuno da Cunha. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro 
Crasbeeck, no Collegio de Santo Agostinho, 1602. [12], 207, [1] f. ; 2º (28 cm). 
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Pimenta, Nicolau. Cartas que o Padre Nicolao Pimenta da Companhia de Jesu Visitador nas  
partes do Oriente da mesma companhia, escreveo ao Géral della à 26. de Nove[m]bro 
do ano de 1599. & ao 1. de Dezembro de 600. nas quaes entre algu[m]as cousas notaveis 
& curiosas q[ue] conta de diversos reinos, relata o sucesso da insigne victoria q[ue] 
Andre Furtado de Mendoça alcãçou do Cunhale grande perseguidor da Fee & 
Christãdade da India & cruel inimigo daquelle estado. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro 
Crasbeeck, 1602. 111 [i. é 110] f. ; 8º (14 cm). 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annual das cousas que fizeram os padres da Companhia de Jesu nas  
partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno nos annos de 
604. & 605. & do processo da conversam & christandade daquellas partes. Tirada das 
cartas dos mesmos padres que de la vieram. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1607. [2], 
158 f. ; 4º (20 cm). 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annal [sic] das cousas que fezeram os padres da Companhia de  
Iesus nas partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno no 
anno de 606. & 607, & do processo da conversaõ, & Christandade daquellas partes, 
tirada das cartas dos mesmos padres que de lá vierão. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 
1609. [2], 204 f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Guerreiro, Fernão. Relaçam annal [sic] das cousas que fizeram os padres da Companhia de  
Jesus, nas partes da India Oriental, & em alguas outras da conquista deste Reyno nos 
annos de 607. & 608, & do processo da conversaõ & christandade daquellas partes, com 
mais hua addiçam à relaçam de Ethiopia. Tirado tudo das cartas dos mesmos padres que 




Couto, Diogo do. Decada quinta da Asia. Dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no  
descobrimento dos mares, & conquista das terras do Oriente: em quanto governaraõ a 
India Nuno da Cunha, dom Garcia de Noronha, dom Esteuaõ da Gama, & Martim 
Afonso de Sousa. Em Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1612. [12], 230 f. : il. ; 2º 
(28 cm). 
Reimão, Gaspar Ferreira; Afonso, Diogo; Rodrigues, Vicente. Roteiro da navegaçam e carreira  
da India, com seus caminhos, & derrotas, sinaes, & aguageis, & differenças da agullha: 
tirado do que escreveo Vicente Rodrigues, & Dioguo Afonso pilotos antiguos. Agora 
novamente acrescentado a viagem de Goa por dentro de Saõ Lourenço, & Moçambique, 
& outras muitas cousas, & advertencias. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1612. [3, 1 
br.], 52 f., 4 mapas desdobr. color. : il. ; 4º (20 cm). 
Camões, Luís de. Os Lusiadas do grande Luis de Camoens... commentados pelo licenciado  
Manoel Correa, Examinador synodal do Arcebispado de Lisboa... dedicados ao Doctor 
D. Rodrigo da Acunha, Inquisidor Apostolico do Santo Officio de Lisboa per Domingos 
Fernandez seu livreyro. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1613. [6], 308 f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada sexta da Asia. Dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no descobrimento  
dos mares, & conquistas das terras do Oriente em quanto governaraõ a India Dom Joaõ 
de Castro, Gracia [sic] de Sá, Jorge Cabral, Dom Affonço de Noronha. Em Lisboa: por 
Pedro Craesbeeck, 1614. [4], 236 f. ; 2º (28 cm). 
Pinto, Fernão Mendes. Peregrinaçam de Fernam Mendez Pinto em que da conta de muytas e  
muyto estranhas cousas que vio & ouvio no reyno da China, no da Tartaria, no do 
Sornau, que vulgarmente se chama Sião, no do Calaminhan, no de Pegù, no de 
Martavão, & em outros muytos reynos & senhorios das partes Orientais, de que nestas 
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nossas do Occidente ha muyto pouca ou nenhu[m]a noticia. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Crasbeeck; a custa de Belchior de Faria Cavaleyro da casa del Rey nosso Senhor, & seu 
Livreyro, 1614. [2], 303, [5] f. ; 2º (27 cm). 
Couto, Diogo do. Decada setima da Asia. Dos feitos que os portugueses fizeraõ no  
descobrimento dos mares, & conquista das terras do Oriente em quanto governaraõ a 
India Dom Pedro Mascarenhas, Francisco Barreto, Dom Constantino, o Conde do 
Redondo Dom Francisco Coutinho, & Joaõ de Mendoça. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck: veudese [sic] na Rua Nova em casa de Mateus de Matos, 1616. [10], 247, [1] 
f. : il. ; 2º (28 cm). 
Matos, Gabriel de. Relaçam da perseguiçam que teue a christandade de Japam desde Mayo de  
1612 até Novembro de 1614, tirada das cartas annuaes que se enuiarão ao Padre Geral 
da Companhia de Jesu. Em Lisboa: na Officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1616. [4], 80 [i.é 
82] f. ; 8º (14 cm). 
Gouveia, Jorge de. Relaçam da ditosa morte, de quarenta e sinco christaõs, que em Japaõ  
morreraõ polla confissaõ da Fé Catholica, em Novembro de 614, tirado de hum processo 
autentico. Em Lisboa: na officina de Pedro Crasbeeck, 1617. [4], 108 f. ; 8º (14 cm). 
Mousinho, Manuel de Abreu. Breve discurso en que se cuenta la conquista del Reyno de Pegu,  
en la India de Oriente, hecha por los portugueses dende el año de mil y seyscientos, 
hasta el de 603, siendo capitan Salvador Ribero de Soza, natural de Guimarae[n]s, a 
quien los naturales de Pegu eligieron por su Rey. En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 
1617. [4], 53, [2] f. ; 8º (14 cm). 
Relaçam da mais extraordinaria admiravel, e lastimosa tormenta de vento, que entre as  
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memoraveis do mundo socedeu na India Oriental, na Cidade de Baçaim, & seu destricto, 
na era de 1618 aos 17. do mes de Mayo. Em Lisboa: pòr Pedro Craesbeeck; Vendemse 
em sua casa a S. Maria Magdalena, 1619. Newberry Library (Chicago). 15 leaves ; 21 
cm. (4to). 
Dias, Duarte Henriques [?]. Razoens do reo Duarte Dias Henriques contratador, que foy do trato  
de Angola. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 1619. 15, [6] f. ; 29 cm. 
Memorial que os Mandarins, ou Gouernadores do Reyno da China mandarao ao seu Rey, em  
que lhe dauaõ cõta das grandes guerras que tinhaõ com os Tartaros; & dos admiraueis 
sinaes que appareceraõ no mesmo Reyno o anno de 1618. Em Lisboa com licença: Por 
Pedro Craesbeeck Impressor del Rey, Año 1620. Vendese a Santa Maria Magdalena. 
British Library (London). 4 p. ; 4º.  
Amorim, Gaspar de. Sermam funeral em as exequias do... Senhor Dom Fr. Aleixo de Meneses  
Arcebispo de Goa... as quais mandou celebrar em Cochim. Em Lisboa: em casa de Pedro 
Craesbeeck, 1620. 16 f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Alvia de Castro, Fernando. Aphorismos, y exemplos politicos, y militares, sacados de la primera  
Decada de Juan de Barros. En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 1621. [14], 97, [1] f. ; 4º 
(20 cm). 
Relaçam verdadeira qve relata em breve o estado em qve ficava no Anno. 1623. o Estado da  
Indna Oriental: & em tudo conforme com as cartas de particulares, que tratao da quelle 
Estado, vindas na Nao S. Thome, & feita em Goa aos 27. de Ianeiro de 1624. Em Lisboa 
com todas as licenças necessarias: Por Pedro Craesbeeck. Impressor del Rey', 1624. 
Archivo Histórico Nacional (Madrid). 1 Documento(s) en Papel. Tamaño Folio. 2 hojas. 
Almada, Francisco Vaz de. Tratado do successo, que teve a nao Sam Joam Baptista, e jornada,  
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que fez a gente que della escapou, desde trinta, & tres graos no Cabo de Boa Esperança, 
onde fez naufragio, até Zofala ªvindo sempre marchando por terra. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeck, 1625. 41, [1] f. ; 4º (19 cm). 
Camões, Luís de. Os Lusiadas. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck impressor delRey, 1626. [5],  
141 f. ; 24o (10 cm). 
Encarnação, Manuel da. Sermam que pregou o P. Fr. Manoel da Encarnaçam, presentado em S.  
theologia, da Ordem dos Prègadores, no Auto de Fee que se celebrou em a cidade de 
Goa na India Oriental, na Dominga da Sexagesima, 7 de Fevereiro de 1617: offerecido 
aos muito Illustres senhores Francisco Borges de Sousa, & João Delgado Figueira, 
Inquisidores Apostolicos no mesmo estado. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck, 1628. [3], 
16 f. ; 4º (20 cm). 
Vitelleschi, Muzio. Trad. Fernando Alvia de Castro. Traducion del compendio italiano de la vida  
del Santo Francisco Xavier hecha por Don Fernando Alvia de Castro. En Lisboa: por 
Pedro Craesbeeck, 1630. [8], 93, [3] f. ; 8º (13 cm). 
Camões, Luís de. Os Lusiadas de Luys de Camões. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck impressor  
delRey, 1631. [4], 140 f. ; 24º (9 cm). 
Ribeiro, João Pinto. Discurso sobre os fidalgos, e soldados portugueses nao militarem em  
conquistas alheas desta Coroa. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeck, 1632. [1], 15 f. ; 4º (20 
cm) 
 
Middle East (1) 
Gouveia, António de. Relaçam em que se tratam as guerras e grandes victorias que alcançou o  
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grãde rey da Persia Xá Abbas do grão Turco Mahometto, & seu filho Amethe; as quais 
resultarão das embaixadas, q̄ por mandado da catholica & real magestade del rey D. 
Felippe segundo de Portugal fizerão algũs religiosos da ordem dos eremitas de S. 
Augustinho a Persia. Impresso em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck: vendese na Rua Nova, 
em casa de Simão de Carvalho, mercador de livros, 1611. [13], 226 [i.é 216], [4] f. ; 4º 
(19 cm). 
 
Navigational Treatises (3) 
Oliveira, Simão de. Arte de navegar. Composta por Simão d'Oliveira natural da Cidade de  
Lisboa. Dirigida a Dom Pedro de Castilho Bispo de Leiria, Inquisidor mòr, & Visorrey 
em os Reynos de Portugal. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1606. Com privilegio real. 
[10], 170, [6] p. ; 4º. 
Sá, Valentim de. Regimento da navegaçam, no qual se contem hum breve summario dos  
principaes Circulos da Sphera material: Regras para seconhecer a altura do Polo pelo 
Sol, & Estrellas. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck Impressor delRey, 1624. [2], 46 f. : 
tabelas de declinação ; 4º (20 cm). 
Nájera, Antonio de. Navegacion especulativa, y pratica, reformadas sus reglas, y tablas por las  
observaciones de Ticho Brahe, con emienda de algunos yerros essenciales. Todo 
provado con nuevas supposiciones Mathematicas, y demonstraciones Geometricas. En 





APPENDIX 2. OUTPUT OF LISBON’S PRINTERS IN PEDRO CRAESBEECK’S 
LIFETIME (1572-1632) 
Printer Year of first 
book printed 
in Lisbon 
Year of last 
book printed 
in Lisbon 
Total number of titles 






1549 1581 55 1.7 
Marcos Borges  1564 1587 15 .65 
António Ribeiro 




Manuel de Lira   
 
1579 1597 57  
(There are 15 books 
catalogued that Lira 










printer of Philip 
III, 1620) 
1597 1632 
364 10.4  












It is important to note that this table contains rough estimates based on a sample set from the 
online catalogue of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (BNP), which has the greatest number of 
early modern Portuguese printed books of any library collection in the world. All of these 
printers certainly produced more editions than the holdings indicated in that catalogue, since 
other libraries hold some titles that the BNP does not, and a significant amount of ephemera and 
other books from early modern printers simply do not survive. In addition, the time it would have 
taken to produce editions of different lengths (i.e. broadsides versus voluminous tomes) has not 
been taken into account. Nonetheless, these rough numbers clearly convey Craesbeeck’s 
dominance, given that he nearly triples all the other printers’ output. At the same time, one 
perceives the rise in the Álvares family’s output accompanied by Pedro’s death in 1632 and the 





APPENDIX 3. BOOKS PEDRO CRAESBEECK FINANCED AND SOLD 
 
This list includes only those titles for which I have found concrete evidence of Pedro 
Craesbeeck’s involvement as publisher or bookseller, either in the books’ preliminaries (title 
pages, licenses, dedications, and prologues) or archival documentation. There were undoubtedly 
more. All bibliographical information is taken from the entries of the online catalogue of the 
Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (Lisbon) except for works not housed there. In those cases, the 
bibliographical information is taken from the library indicated where the title can be found. 
 
Books Printed “At the Expense” of Pedro Craesbeeck 
Vega, Lope de. Rimas sacras: primera parte: de Lope de Vega Carpio, Clerigo presbytero:  
dirigidas al Padre Fray Martin de San Cirilo Religioso Descalço de nuestra Señora del 
Carmen. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck y a su costa, 1616. [8], 188, [4] f. ; 8o (14 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Rituale romanum. Pauli V. Pont. Max. Jussu editum. Ulyssipone: ex Officina  
Petri Cresbeeck, 1617. [4], 203 f. ; 4o. 
Litaniae sanctorum cum hymnis, precibus et orationibus pro necessitate temporis & devotione  
fidelium: additae sunt Litaniae Deiparae Virginis in aede Lauretana dici solitae: labore, 
& industria Petri Crasbeeck typographi olissiponensis collecta. Ulisipone: ex officina 
Petri Crasbeeck, 1619. [2], 22 f. : il. ; 8o (15 cm). 
Arias, Francisco. Tratado del rosario devotissimo de los sinquenta mysterios de Christo... y de  
Su Benditissima Madre: sacado de las obras de Ludovico Blosio y trasladado de latin en 
romance: por el Padre Francisco Arias...: con una Meditacion sobre cada un mysterio: 
en el fin deste tratado estan treze Advertencias compuestas por el mismo Padre 
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Francisco Arias, en las quales enseña el buen uso deste santo rosario. En Lisboa: por 
Pedro Craesbeeck [...] a su costa, 624 [i.é 1624]. [24], 185, [1] f. ; 12o (13 cm). 
Camões, Luís de. Rimas de Luis de Camões. Emendadas nesta duodecima impressão de muitos  
erros das passadas. Offrecidas [sic] ao Dõ Manoel de Moura Corterreal Marques de 
CastelRodrigo, &c. Offrecidas ao Excellentiss. S. Dõ Manoel de Moura Corterreal 
Marques de CastelRodrigo, &c. 1629. Em Lisboa: Por Pedro Craesbeeck, impressor del 
Rey. [4], 175 f. ; 24o (9 cm). 
 
Books Sold at Pedro Craesbeeck’s House “By the Church of Saint Mary Magdalene” 
Mendonça, Francisco de. Sermão que o Padre Francisco de Mendoça Reytor do Collegio da  
Companhia de Jesu de Coimbra, prègou no Acto da Fee, que se celebrou na mesma 
cidade domingo 25 dias do mes de Novembro do anno 1618. Em Lisboa: por Pedro 
Craesbeeck; ve[n]dece em sua casa a S. Maria Magdalena, 1619. [1], 19 [i.é 18], [1] f. ; 
4o (19 cm). 
Brito, Mendo Pacheco de. Discurso em os dous phaenominos [sic] aereos do anno de mil e  
seiscentos e dezoito / de Mendo Pacheco de Britto. Em Lisboa : por Pedro Craesbeeck : e 
vendese em sua casa a S. M. Magdalena, 1619. [20] f. ; 4o (20 cm).  
Nájera, Antonio de. Discursos astrologicos sobre o cometa que apareceo em 25. de Novembro  
de 618: composto por Antonio de Najera Mathematico natural desta Cidade. Em Lisboa: 
por Pedro Craesbeeck: vendese em sua casa a S. Maria Magdalena, 1619. [27] p. ; 4o (20 
cm).  
Guerra, Manuel Afonso da. Sermon que Don Manuel Alfonso de Guerra, Obispo de Santiago de  
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Caboverde, predicò al Rey nuestro senhor, dia de Santiago en la ciudad de Lisboa, en el 
Monasterio de los Santos de las Comendadoras de Santiago, que fue el primer sermon 
que su Magestad oyò en esta ciudad y su entrada. Impresso en Lisboa: en casa de Pedro 
Crasbeeck [sic]; vendese en la misma imprenta, a Santa Maria Magdalena, 1619. 12 f. ; 4º 
(20 cm).  
Memorial que os Mandarins, ou Gouernadores do Reyno da China mandarao ao seu Rey, em  
que lhe dauaõ cõta das grandes guerras que tinhaõ com os Tartaros; & dos admiraueis 
sinaes que appareceraõ no mesmo Reyno o anno de 1618. Em Lisboa com licença: Por 
Pedro Craesbeeck Impressor del Rey, Año 1620. Vendese a Santa Maria Magdalena. 









APPENDIX 4. LITURGICAL BOOKS PRINTED BY PEDRO CRAESBEECK 
 
Twenty-five editions in total. All bibliographical information taken from the entries of the online 
catalogue of the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (Lisbon). Listed in chronological order.  
 
Igreja Católica. Officia propria Vlyssiponensis Ecclesiae accuratius nunc collecta & in ordinem  
redacta. Vlyssipone: apud Petrum Crasbeeck, 1598. [12], 148, [i. é 152] p. ; 4o (18 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Proprium Sanctorum Hispanorum: qui in Hispania celebrantur, ad formam  
officij novi redactum: ex Apostolica concessione, & auctoritate Pij V. Gregorij XIII. & 
Sixti V. Summorum Pont. Olissipone: ex officina Petri Crasbeeck, 1604. 16 f. : il. ; 12o 
(10 cm) 
Igreja Católica. Concordia Breviarii Romani Pii V. iussu editi, cum Breviario a D. Papa  
Clemente Octavo recognito: Illustrissimo, & observantiis D.D. Michaeli à Castro 
Metropolitano Archiepisc. Olyssiponensi dignissimo incommodum pauperum clericorum 
suorum, dicata. Ulyssipone: excudebat Petrus Crasbeeck, 1604. [8], 86 f. ; 4o (20 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae: et aliquot SS. Hispanorum juxta  
rubricas Breviarij Romani Clementis VIII. Pont. Max. auctoritate recogniti ordinata. 
Ulyssipone: apud Petrum Crasbeeck: expensis Georgij Artur, 1605. Cuarto: 4º (21 cm).  
Ordem dos Eremitas de Santo Agostinho. Ordinario dos Religiosos Eremitas de nosso P. S.  
Agostinho da Provincia de Portugal: no qual se ordena tudo o que pertence ao culto 
divino, assi no choro como no altar: regulado pello Breviario, Missal, & Ceremonial 
Romanos, correctos, segundo a ordem do Concilio Tridentino, & Clemente VIII. Em 
Lisboa: impresso por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1605. [4], 40, 26 f. ; 4o (18 cm). 
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Igreja Católica. Rubricae generales: Ritus servandus in celebratione Missae: Defectus in ipsa  
occurrentes orationes pro opportunitate Sacerdotis anté, & post Celebrationem, & 
communionem dice[n]dae. Omia, ex Missali Romano auctoritate Cleme[n]tis VIII. Pont. 
max. recognito decerpta. Alia item oratio antè, vel post Missam recitanda. Ullissipone: 
apud Petrum Crasbeeck, 1605. [3], 53, [3] f. : il. ; 4o (20 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Processionarium Fratrum Ordinis Virginis Mariae de Monte Carmelo: Fr.  
Gaspar Campello... ex breviario ac missali collegit. Ulyssipone: excudebat Petrus 
Crasbeeck, anno à Virginis partu de 1610. [8], 201, [15] f. ; 8º (14 cm).  
Igreja Católica. Officium duplex cum octava recitandum in civitare, & diaecesi Olysiponensi in  
festo Sanctae Engratiae Virginis, & Martyris, quod celebratur die 16. Aprilis 
approbatum á sacra rituum congregatione. Olysipone: Typis Petri Crasbeeck, 1612. [8], 
201, [15] f. ; 8o (14 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Officia Propria Ulyssiponensis Ecclesiae. Ulyssipone: ex officina Petri  
Crasbeeck; expensis Georgii Artur, 1614. [2], 21 p. ; 4o. 
Igreja Católica and Ordem de São Paulo Eremita. Ordinario, e ceremonial, segundo o uzo  
romano. Das Missas, & Officios Divinos, & de outras cousas necessarias da Ordem de 
nosso Padre Sam Paulo primeiro Ermitão: composto pelo Padre frey Francisco da 
Natividade, actual Definidor, & Visitador da ditta Ordem. Em Lisboa: na Officina de 
Pedro Crasbeeck, 1615. 1 br., 4], 41, [1 br.], 6, 10, 6, [1 br.] f. ; 4º (17 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Ceremonial de la Missa: en el qual se ponen todas las rubricas generales, y  
algunas particulares del Missal Romano que divulgó Pio V. y mandó reconocer Clemente 
VIII: con advertencias, y resoluciones de muchas dudas q se pueden ofrecer: recopilado 
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por Fray Juan de Alcocer. En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck; a costa de Domingos 
Martines, mercader de libros, 1616. 20 p. ; 4o (18 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Rituale romanum. Pauli V. Pont. Max. Jussu editum. Ulyssipone: ex Officina  
Petri Cresbeeck, 1617. [4], 63 f. ; 12o. 
Pinelli, Luca. Confessionario geral: Utilissimo, assi para todos os estados de penitentes se  
saberem bem confessar, & aparelhar, como tambem para todos os confessores 
exercitarem dignamente o Sacramento da Penitencia.  Composto pelo P. Lucas Pinello 
da Companhia de Jesus; & traduzido da lingua italiana em a nossa portugueza por 
Antonio Vaz Duarte. Em Lisboa: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1618. [3], 9 f. ; 4o. 
Craesbeeck, Pedro, ed. Litaniae sanctorum cum hymnis, precibus et orationibus pro necessitate  
temporis & devotione fidelium: additae sunt Litaniae Deiparae Virginis in aede 
Lauretana dici solitae: labore, & industria Petri Crasbeeck typographi olissiponensis 
collecta. Ulisipone: ex officina Petri Crasbeeck, 1619. [4], 30, 6 f. ; 4o. 
Pinelli, Luca. Confessionario geral : Utilissimo, assi para todos os estados de penitentes se  
saberem bem confessar, & aparelhar, como tambem para todos os confessores 
exercitarem dignamente o sacramento da penitencia. / Composto pelo P. Lucas Pinello... 
; & traduzido da lingoa italiana em a nossa portugueza, por Antonio Vaz Duarte. Em 
Lisboa : por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1619. [4], 203 f. ; 4o. 
Igreja Católica. Officium Sancti Caroli Episc. et Confes. Quid Festum omnibus Christi fidelibus,  
qui devotionis causà celebrare illud voluerint, S.D.N. Paulus V. liberè celebrandum sub 
ritu Semiduplici concessit, in Natali eiusdem, die 4. Nov. Ulyssipone: ex Officina Petri 
Crasbeeck, 1619. [4] f. ; 4o. 
Igreja Católica. Officium parvum in honore S. Joseph: adiectis quibusdam miraculis, &  
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praecationibus. Ulysipone: apud Petrum Craesbeeck, 1620. 31, [1] p. ; 12o (10 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Ceremonial de la Missa, en el qual se ponen todas las rubricas generales, y  
algunas particulares del Missal Romano que divulgó Pio V. y mandó reconocer Clemente 
VIII. con advertencias, y resoluciones de muchas dudas q[ue] se pueden ofrecer: 
recopilado por Fray Juan de Alcocer.... En Lisboa: por Pedro Craesbeeck; a costa de 
Domingos Martines, mercader de libros, 1622. [40] p. ; 12o. 
Igreja Católica. Officium Plagarum Redemptoris Nostri Jesu Christi: ad usum, & devotionem  
Monialium Monasterii de Monte Calvario Ulyssiponensis. Ulyssipone: ex Officina Petri 
Craesbeeck. Regii Typographi., 1624. [7], 29 f. ; 24o (10 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Officium Beatissimae Virginis Sanctae Taresiae Carmelitae, pro devotione  
recitandum. [Lisboa?]: typis Petri Craesbeeck, Regii Typographi, 1626. [2], 506 p. : not. 
mus. ; 4o (18 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Manuale chori secundum usum Fratrum Minorum, & Monialium S. Clarae, nunc  
denuo correctum, & in multis auctum, juxta Missale, & Breviarium Romanum Pij V. 
Pont. Max. & Clem. VIII. auctoritate recognitum: Per Fr. Joannen Paduanum. 
Ulyssippone: apud Petrum Craesbeeck, 1626. [4], 167, [9] f. : il. ; 8o (14 cm). 
Igreja Católica. Officia S. Theotonii et S. Elisabetae Reginae Lusitaniae, & Rosarii Dei genitricis  
Mariae autoritate Apostolica recitari solita. Poe[m]se aqui some[n]te as lições, & 
Orações, & o mais se tira do comu[m] do Breviario. Ulysipone: apud Petrum Craesbeeck 
Regium Typogr. 1629. [4], 167, [9] f. : il. ; 8o (14 cm).  
Cardoso, Jorge. Officio menor dos sanctos de Portugal: tirado de breviarios, & memorias deste  
reino: per Jorge Cardoso natural de Lisboa. [Lisboa]: por Pedro Crasbeeck, 1629. [8], 
87, [1] f. : il. ; 8o (14 cm).  
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Igreja Católica. Officia ex Praecepto Sanctis. D.N. Urbani Papae VIII. Et Fel. Record. Pauli V,  
et Gregorii XV. Pont. Max. Ab omnibus Ecclesiasticis saecularibus, ac quorum uis 
Ordinum Regularibus statutis diebus recitanda…. Ulisipone: apud Petrum Craesbeeck, 




APPENDIX 5. ENGRAVED MAPS IN PEDRO CRAESBEECK’S BOOKS ON NON-
EUROPEAN WORLDS. 
 
Apart from the three prints in João de Lucena’s Historia da vida do padre Francisco de Xavier—
one frontispiece and two portraits of Francis Xavier—and Inca Garcilaso’s coat of arms, only 
one book treating non-European worlds contains copper engravings. This is Gaspar Ferreira 
Reimão’s Roteiro da navegaçam e carreira da Índia (Route for Navigating the India Run, 1612; 
see BNP, Reimão, Roteiro). The Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal in Lisbon recently digitized 
their exemplar with colored engravings. They are reproduced here, in the order in which they 
appear intercalated in the book.  
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